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1. Introduction

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) can provide users with high-precision
positioning information continuously and benefits all walks of life, e.g., unmanned driving,
urban navigation, deformation monitoring, etc. The important scientific research and
application value of GNSSs have prompted many countries and regions to develop GNSS
technologies. GNSS core positioning technologies, such as Precise Point Positioning (PPP)
and Real-Time Kinematic positioning (RTK), can provide decimeter-level or even centimeter-
level positioning accuracy in open environments. However, active GNSS positioning
technologies are susceptible to complex conditions, including canyon environments, low-
cost receivers, and multi-GNSS situations, and, on occasion, cannot provide accurate,
continuous, and reliable positioning information. The diversification of GNSS systems
and constellations, receiver types, and observation environments puts forward higher
requirements for technology and algorithms to maintain high-precision positioning and
navigation services. Advanced algorithms are key to solving GNSS practical application
problems and expanding the scope of GNSS applications.

This Special Issue aims at studies covering improved methods and the latest chal-
lenges in precise GNSS positioning and navigation, especially under complex conditions
for various research investigations as well as a range of practical applications. Both the-
oretical and applied research contributions to the GNSS high-precision technology in all
disciplines are considered. Topics may cover anything from precise muti-GNSS positioning
algorithms and GNSS data processing to more comprehensive targets and scales. Therefore,
new algorithms for high-precision positioning and navigation, GNSS receivers, software
development for data collection and processing, and their applications in various fields are
all included.

2. Overview of Contributions

The following is the synthesis of results obtained in each paper published in the Special
Issue “Precise GNSS Positioning and Navigation: Methods, Challenges, and Applications”.

Wang et al. [1] evaluated both a multi-baseline solution (MBS) model and a constrained-
MBS (CMBS) model that had prior constraints of the spatial-correlated tropospheric delay
in deformation monitoring. The reliability and validity of the MBS model was verified
using the GPS/BDS data set from ground-based settlement deformation monitoring, with
a baseline length of about 20 km and a height difference of about 200 m. They reported that
the MBS model reduced the positioning standard deviation (STD) and root-mean-squared
(RMS) errors by up to (47.4/51.3/66.2%) and (56.9/60.4/58.4%) in the north/east/up com-
ponents compared with the single-baseline solution (SBS) model, respectively. Moreover,
the combined GPS/BDS localization performance of the MBS model outperformed the
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GPS-only and BDS-only localization models by an average of about 13.8 and 25.8 percent,
respectively, with highest accuracy improvements of about 41.6 and 43.8 percent. With the
additional tropospheric delay constraint, the CMBS model improved monitoring precision
in the up direction by about 45.0%.

Guo et al. [2] verified the impact of random interference from walkers on positioning
signals in an indoor environment. Based on this phenomenon, the authors proposed a novel
real-time dynamic Beacons selection method (RD) in the field of indoor positioning. First,
the authors introduced a machine learning algorithm for the real-time anomaly detection
of received signals from different Beacons. Then, the Beacon selection was completed
based on the real-time anomaly detection results and RSSI. In an indoor scene, the authors
verified the positioning accuracy of three other methods when selecting various numbers
of Beacons. Then, the authors used the best selection strategies to compare with the RD
method. Experiments showed that the RD method can use the least Beacons to obtain
higher accuracy and stable positioning results.

Liu et al. [3] verified that the broadcast clock offset had smaller and more stable biases
in the long term to compare with the post-processing clock offset and proposed a regional
clock offset estimation strategy using broadcast clock offsets for a priori constraints. The
results showed that the new algorithm could effectively reduce the biases in PPP-B2b
clock offsets. The new clock offset product could improve convergence speeds by 25% and
10% in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For positioning accuracy, the
improvements were 22% and 17%, respectively. The absolute error of timing could also be
reduced by 60%.

Yang et al. [4] proposed a new strategy to real-time estimate high-accuracy satellite
clock offsets. The clock offsets estimated by the new strategy showed good consistencies
with the GBM clock offsets. The averaged STD of their differences in the MEO was 0.14 ns,
and the clock offsets estimated by the new strategy presented less fluctuations in the 1-day
fitting residuals. Applying the new clock offsets to prediction, BDS-3 could reduce its
clock offset errors from 1.05 ns to 0.29 ns (RMS), which was a value of about 72%. The
above results indicated that the new estimated strategy for clock offsets could improve the
accuracy of the clock offset parameters of BDS-3 effectively.

Liu et al. [5] deduced a strategy based on the “density” of common satellites (OBS-
DEN) to guarantee baselines of the highest accuracy to be selected. It takes the number of co-
viewing satellites per unit distance between stations as the criterion. This method ensured
that the independent baseline network had both sufficient observations and short baselines.
With single-day solutions and annual statistics computed with parallel processing, the
method demonstrated that it had the ability to obtain comparable or even higher positioning
accuracies than the conventional methods. With a clearer meaning, OBS-DEN could be an
option alongside the previous methods in an independent baseline search.

Qu et al. [6] carried out a series of experiments with a shaking table to assess the struc-
tural health monitoring performances of a set of 100 Hz GNSS equipment and three com-
monly used GNSS positioning techniques: PPP (precise point positioning), PPP-AR (precise
point positioning with ambiguity resolution), and RTK (real-time kinematic). They found
that the standard deviations of the 100 Hz GNSS displacement solutions derived from PPP,
PPP-AR, and RTK techniques were 5.5 mm, 3.6 mm, and 0.8 mm, respectively, when the
antenna was in quasi-static motion, and about 9.2 mm, 6.2 mm, and 3.5 mm, respectively,
when the antenna was vibrating (up to about 0.7 Hz), under typical urban observational
conditions in Hong Kong. They also found that the higher the sampling rate of a, the lower
the accuracy of a measured displacement series. On average, the 10 Hz and 100 Hz results
were 5.5% and 10.3%, respectively, which were noisier than the 1 Hz results.

Lan et al. [7] provided a comprehensive evaluation of the accuracies of the satellite’s
precise real-time orbit and clock products, including BDS-3 PPP-B2b precise products
and the precise real-time products provided by four IGS centers (CAS, DLR, GFZ, and
WHU). In addition, the influences of these real-time precise satellite products on the PPP
positioning accuracies with single-frequencies and dual-frequencies were also studied.
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Furthermore, the accuracies of the broadcast ephemeris and IGS ultra-rapid products
were studied, as well as their impacts on the PPP accuracies. The results illustrated that
the orbit accuracies of the PPP-B2b orbits were 9.42 cm, 21.26 cm, and 28.65 cm in the
radial, along-track, and cross-track components, which were slightly lower than those
of the real-time orbits provided by the four IGS centers. However, the accuracy of the
PPP-B2b clock biases was 0.18 ns, which was higher than those provided by IGS Real-Time
Service (RTS). In the static positioning test, the 3D positioning accuracy of the B1I+B3I
dual-frequencies PPP and the B1C single-frequency PPP were centimeter-level while using
the PPP-B2b service, which were slightly lower in the horizontal components compared
to those obtained based on the IGS RTS products. The results of the dynamic vehicle test
indicated that the positioning accuracies of the B1I+B2b dual-frequency PPP were about
50 cm and 120 cm in the horizontal and vertical components, respectively, which were close
to those of the B2b single-frequency PPP using the PPP-B2b service.

Wang et al. [8] proposed a new empirical PWV grid model (called ASV-PWV) using
the zenith wet delay from the Askne model, improved by the spherical harmonic function
and vertical correction. The proposed method was convenient and enabled the user to gain
PWV data with only four input parameters (e.g., the longitude and latitude, time, and atmo-
spheric pressure of the desired position). The profiles of 20 radiosonde stations in Qinghai
Tibet Plateau, China, along with the latest publicly available C-PWVC2 model, were used to
validate local performance. The PWV data from ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 were generally
consistent with the radiosonde (the average annual bias was −0.44 mm for ASV-PWV and
−1.36 mm for C-PWVC2; the root mean square error (RMSE) was 3.44 mm for ASV-PWV
and 2.51 mm for C-PWVC2). The proposed ASV-PWV performed better than C-PWVC2 in
terms of seasonal characteristics. In general, a sound consistency existed between PWV
values of ASV-PWV and the fifth generation of the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts Atmospheric Reanalysis (ERA5) (a total of 7381 grid points in 2020). The
average annual bias and RMSE were −0.73 mm and 4.28 mm, respectively. The ASV-PWV
had a similar performance as the ERA5 reanalysis products, indicating that ASV-PWV was
a potentially alternative option for rapidly gaining PWV.

Min et al. [9] carried out a model by integrating between-satellite single-differenced
(BSSD) PPP, a low-cost Inertial Navigation System (INS), and an odometer via an extended
Kalman filter. The performance of this integration model was assessed with vehicle-borne
data. The results demonstrated that the position RMS (Root Mean Square) values of the
BSSD PPP were 64.33 cm, 53.47 cm, and 154.11 cm. Compared with BSSD PPP, position
improvements of about 31.2%, 23.3%, and 27.3% could be achieved by using INS. Further
enhancements of the RMS positions benefiting from the odometer were 1.34%, 1.41%,
and 1.73% in the three directions. The accuracy of the BSSD PPP/INS/Odometer tightly
coupled integration was slightly higher than that of the undifferenced PPP/INS/Odometer
integration, with average improvement percentages of 7.71%, 3.09%, and 0.27%. Meanwhile,
the performance of the BSSD PPP/INS/Odometer integration during the periods with
satellite outages was better than the undifferenced PPP-based solutions. The improvements
in attitudes from an odometer were more significant on heading angles than the other
two attitudes, with percentages of 25.00% each. During frequent GNSS outage periods, the
reduction in average maximum position drifts provided by the INS were 18.01%, 8.95%,
and 20.74%. After integrating with an odometer, the drifts could be decreased further
by 25.11%, 15.96%, and 20.69%. For attitude, an about 41.67% reduction in the average
maximum drifts of the heading angles was obtained.

Zhang et al. [10] comprehensively assessed the BDS-2/BDS-3 final (ISC), rapid (ISR),
and ultra-rapid (ISU) products based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a frequencies from the in-
ternational GNSS Monitoring and Assessment System (iGMAS). Specifically, at first, the
precise orbits from iGMAS were compared with the ones from the IGS ACs. Based on
this, the Satellite Laser Ranging inspected the precise orbits from iGMAS. Finally, the orbit
errors were discussed systematically by considering the Beta and Elongation angles. Using
one year of data, the orbit accuracies of geostationary orbit, inclined geosynchronous orbit,
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and medium earth orbit (MEO) satellites could reach an almost meter to decimeter level,
a decimeter to sub-decimeter level, and a centimeter level, respectively, where the ISC
products were the best. The ISC, ISR, and ISU products based on B1I/B3I frequencies were
generally better than the ones based on B1C/B2a frequencies. Additionally, according to
the SLR data, the results showed that the accuracy of the precise orbits of the BDS-3 was
better than that of the BDS-2. The mean values of orbit biases of the BDS-3 MEO satellites
were approximately 2.88 cm. In addition, the orbit errors were related to the beta angle and
elongation angle to some extent, and the manufacturers may also have had an influence on
the orbit errors.

Zhou and Wang. [11] provided a comprehensive analysis of pseudorange-based/single
point positioning (SPP) among GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo on a global scale. First, the
positioning accuracy distribution of adding IGSO and GEO to the MEO of BDS-3 was
analyzed. The results showed that the accuracy of the third dimension in the Asia–Pacific
region was significantly improved after adding IGSO and GEO. Then, the positioning
accuracies of the single-system and single-frequency SPPs were validated and compared.
The experimental results showed that the median RMS values for the GPS, Galileo, and BDS-
3 were 1.10/1.10/1.30 m and 2.57/2.69/2.71 m in the horizontal and vertical components,
respectively. For the horizontal component, the GPS and Galileo had better positioning
accuracy in the middle- and high-latitude regions, while the BDS-3 had better positioning
accuracy in the Asia–Pacific region. For the vertical component, poorer positioning accuracy
could be seen near the North Pole and the equator for all three systems. Meanwhile, in
comparison with the single-system and single-frequency SPPs, the contribution of adding
pseudorange observations from other satellite systems and frequency bands was analyzed
fully. Overall, the positioning accuracy could be improved to varying degrees.

Viler et al. [12] focused on the quality of 2D and 3D kinematic positionings of different
geodetic and low-cost GNSS devices, using the professional mobile mapping system (MMS)
as a reference. Kinematic positionings were performed simultaneously with a geodetic
Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver, two u-blox receivers—ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R—and a Xiaomi
Mi 8 smartphone, which were then compared with Applanix Corporation GPS/INS MMS
reference trajectories. As expected, some results in the GNSS positionings were subject to
position losses, large outliers, and multipath effects; however, after removing them, they
were quite promising, even for the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone. From the comparison of the
GPS and GNSS solutions, as expected, the GNSS processing achieved many more solutions
for position determination and allowed a relevant higher number of fixed ambiguities, even
if this was not true, in general, for the Septentrio AsteRx-U, in particular, in a surveyed non-
urban area with curves and serpentines characterized by a reduced signal acquisition. In
the GNSS mode, the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone performed well in situations with thresholds
less than 1 m, with the percentages varying from 50% for the urban areas to 80% for the
non-urban areas, which offered potential in view of future improvements for applications
in terrestrial navigation.

Shang et al. [13] investigated the temporal behaviors of differential inter-system bias
(DISB) and implemented an inter-system model for smartphones. They accessed the data
from a Huawei P40 (HP40) smartphone and reported: (1) For the HP40, the frequencies of
code-division-multiple-access systems were free of receiver channel-dependent phase bias,
which provided chances for additional interoperability among these systems. However,
the code observations of HP40 were affected by the receiver channel-dependent code bias.
Therefore, it was suggested to set a large initial STD value for code observations in the
positioning. (2) GPS L1/ QZSS L1 and BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I were free of phase DISB, and
there were evident phases DISB between GPS L1 and Galileo E1. Even then, the valuations
were sufficiently stable, with an STD close to 0.005 cycles. However, the GPS L1/BDS B1I
phase DISB was unstable. (3) For kinematic positioning, when the stable phase DISB was
introduced, a 3–38.9% improvement in the N/E/U directions of the positioning accuracies
in the inter-system differencing was achieved compared with the intra-system differencing.
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Abstract: The BeiDou Global Navigation Satellite System (BDS), including the second generation
(BDS-2) and the third generation (BDS-3), has been widely used in areas of positioning, navigation,
and timing (PNT). One of the essential prerequisites for accurate PNT service is the precise satellite
orbits of multi-frequency and multi-constellation BDS-2 and BDS-3 satellites. As usual, the precise
orbit products can be obtained from analysis centers (ACs) of the international GNSS Service (IGS).
The precise orbits can also be downloaded from the international GNSS Monitoring and Assessment
System (iGMAS). Compared with the IGS ACs, the iGMAS can provide featured services such as
satellite orbits based on the new B1C/B2a BDS signals. Considering the indispensability of the
new signals, the performance of all BDS precise orbits from iGMAS needs to be known. However,
there is no comprehensive assessment of BDS-2 and BDS-3 precise orbits based on B1I/B3II and
B1C/B2a frequencies from iGMAS, especially for the period after the BDS entered the stable operation
stage. In this paper, BDS-2/BDS-3 final (ISC), rapid (ISR), and ultra-rapid (ISU) products based on
B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a frequencies from iGMAS are all assessed comprehensively. Specifically, at first,
the precise orbits from iGMAS are compared with the ones from the IGS ACs. Based on this, the
satellite laser ranging inspects the precise orbits from iGMAS. Finally, the orbit errors are discussed
systematically by considering the beta and elongation angles. Using one year of data, the orbit
accuracy of geostationary orbit, inclined geosynchronous orbit, and medium earth orbit (MEO)
satellites can almost reach meter to decimeter level, decimeter to sub-decimeter level, and centimeter
level, respectively, where the ISC products are the best. The ISC, ISR, and ISU products based on
B1I/B3I frequencies are generally better than the ones based on B1C/B2a frequencies. Additionally,
according to the SLR data, the results show that the accuracy of precise orbits of BDS-3 is better than
that of BDS-2. The mean values of orbit biases of BDS-3 MEO satellites are approximately 2.88 cm. In
addition, the orbit errors are related to the beta angle and elongation angle to some extent, and the
manufacturers may also have an influence on the orbit errors.

Keywords: BDS; B1I/B3I frequencies; B1C/B2a frequencies; iGMAS; precise orbits

1. Introduction

Up to now, the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) has been completed. It has
been put into use in areas of positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), which includes
the second-generation one (BDS-2) and third-generation one (BDS-3) [1,2]. The BDS is a
multi-source heterogeneous constellation with three types of satellites and five frequencies
in total. Specifically, according to the China Satellite Navigation Office (CSNO), the three
types of satellites are geostationary orbit (GEO), inclined geosynchronous orbit (IGSO), and
medium earth orbit (MEO) satellites, respectively. The five available frequencies are B1C
(1575.420 MHz), B1I (1561.098 MHz), B3I (1268.520 MHz), B2b/B2I (1207.140 MHz), and
B2a (1176.450 MHz) signals, respectively [3–7]. As of December 2022, there are 15 BDS-2
satellites in orbit, including five GEO, seven IGSO, and three MEO satellites, respectively.
For BDS-3 satellites, there are 29 BDS-3 satellites in total, consisting of two GEO, three
IGSO, and 24 MEO satellites in orbit [8]. Moreover, the BDS-2 GEO/IGSO/MEO and
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BDS-3 GEO/IGSO satellites are manufactured by the China Academy of Space Technology
(CAST), and BDS-3 MEO satellites are built by the CAST or Shanghai Engineering Center
for Microsatellites (SECM). Apparently, obtaining the precise satellite orbits of BDS-2 and
BDS-3 satellites is the prerequisite of high-precision and high-reliability PNT service [9].

As usual, global navigation satellite system (GNSS)-related products can be obtained
from the international GNSS Service (IGS), including satellite orbits, clock corrections, Earth
rotation parameters, geocentric coordinates of IGS tracking stations, and tropospheric and
ionospheric parameters [10]. Currently, twelve IGS analysis centers (ACs) can provide re-
lated precise products [11]. Specifically, they are Natural Resources Canada (EMR), Wuhan
University (WHU), Geodetic Observatory Pecny (GOP), Space geodesy team of the CNES
(GRG), European Space Agency (ESA), GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Center for Orbit
Determination in Europe (CODE), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), National Geodetic Survey (NGS), Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(SIO), and U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO). Recently, the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX)
has been set up and can provide multi-GNSS, including global positioning system (GPS),
GLONASS (GLObal’naya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema), Galileo, and BDS prod-
ucts [12,13], etc. Many scholars have analyzed the four-system orbit and clock products
provided by MGEX ACs [14–17]. However, it is worth noting that one may combine the
above products from different ACs to improve reliability in real applications [18].

To further monitor and assess the performance and status of BDS-2 and BDS-3, the in-
ternational GNSS Monitoring and Assessment System (iGMAS) has been established [19,20].
As of December 2022, the iGMAS has 30 tracking stations, three data centers, and 12 ACs.
The 12 ACs include Xi’an Satellite Control Center, Shanghai Astronomical Observatory,
Information Engineering University, Beijing Aerospace Control Center, Chinese Academy
of Surveying and Mapping, Innovation Academy for Precision Measurement Science and
Technology, Chang’an University, Wuhan University, National Time Service Center, China
University of Mining and Technology, Xi’an Research Institute of Surveying and Mapping,
and Tongji University [21]. Based on the observed multi-frequency and multi-constellation
GNSS observations, including BDS, GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo collected by the tracking
stations, the ACs obtain the multi-GNSS data from data centers and generate the precise
products, including satellite orbits, clock corrections, Earth rotation parameters, geocentric
coordinates of iGMAS tracking stations, and tropospheric and ionospheric parameters,
etc. Based on the products from different ACs, the iGMAS will combine and generate the
final (ISC), rapid (ISR), and ultra-rapid (ISU) orbit products. Therefore, the iGMAS can
promote compatibility and interoperability among different GNSS constellations [16,22].
One of the most notable features of iGMAS is that it supports new BDS signals B1C/B2a
and related products.

Since the orbit products will directly affect the PNT performance and other related
applications [23–25], assessing the precision and reliability of the iGMAS orbit products
at hand is crucial. At earlier times, compared with the IGS products, the precision of
BDS-2 GEO/IGSO and MEO satellites from iGMAS is better than 10 cm and approximately
1 m, respectively [26]. Later, several studies show that by using the iGMAS products, the
precision of BDS-3 IGSO and MEO satellites is approximately 10 cm and 40 cm [27], which
somewhat shows improvements. To further evaluate the BDS products from iGMAS, the
satellite-induced code pseudorange variation [28], differential code bias [29], and signal
quality [30] are studied. In addition, the satellite laser ranging (SLR) data are applied to
validate the BDS-2 precise orbits [31]. Actually, since the middle of 2019, the iGMAS has
been the only center that can provide the orbit products based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a
signals simultaneously. In contrast, the others can only offer the ones of B1I/B3II signals.
Recently, the latest research found the potential advantage of B1C/B2a signals compared
with the B1I/B3I signals, such as in better signal-in-space range error [32]. In theory, the
B1C/B2a-based orbit products are advised when using the B1C/B2a signals for better
consistency. Therefore, it is indispensable to systematically evaluate all kinds of BDS
products from iGMAS.
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Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, there is no comprehensive assessment of BDS-2
and BDS-3 precise orbits based on B1I/B3II and B1C/B2a frequencies from iGMAS, es-
pecially for the period after the BDS entered the stable operation stage. In this paper, all
kinds of BDS products are systematically studied, where the BDS-2/BDS-3 ISC, ISR, and
ISU precise orbit products based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a frequencies from iGMAS are
all included. Specifically, to comprehensively evaluate the different orbits of iGMAS, the
MGEX precise orbits from four primary ACs that can provide BDS orbits, particularly the
BDS-3, are used for orbit comparison. Secondly, the optical technique of SLR is used as an
external independent validation for the radial components of iGMAS products. Thirdly,
the orbit errors from iGMAS are discussed in depth, where the influential factors including
beta angle and elongation angle are considered.

2. Methodology

To evaluate the precise orbits of iGMAS, the first strategy is to compare the products
of iGMAS with those of other ACs, such as GFZ, ESA, CODE and WHU, etc. Whereas
the product difference can only depict the consistency between two arbitrary agencies,
new products, such as precise orbits based on B1C/B2a frequencies, cannot be assessed
with high accuracy and high reliability. Therefore, the SLR residuals are further applied to
inspect the precise orbits of iGMAS, where the B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a are included.

The inspection with SLR residuals is actually the differences between the computed
satellite-to-receiver range with precise products and the observed SLR observations. The
SLR observation equation can be expressed as follows [33]:

ρSLR =
1
2

cτ + dt + dsr + dtd + dpm + ε (1)

where ρSLR denotes the SLR observation; c and τ denotes the light speed in a vacuum
and the time interval from laser emission to reception; the dt, dsr, dtd, dpm and ε denote
the time offset, station-specific range bias, tidal displacement correction of site position,
plate motion correction of the station, and other observation error, respectively. Here, the ε
mainly includes the center-of-mass correction, tropospheric delay, space-time curvature
correction, and random error, etc. In addition, according to the satellite precise orbit, the
computed satellite-to-receiver range reads:

ρsr = ρ + dt + dsr + dtd + dpm + ε (2)

where ρsr denotes the computed satellite-to-receiver range;

ρ =
√
(xs − xr)

2 + (ys − yr)
2 + (zs − zr)

2 with coordinate components of satellite (xs, ys, zs)

and receiver (xr, yr, zr) denotes the satellite-to-receiver range; and ε mainly contains the
residual systematic error [34,35] and random error, which is similar to the observation error
in Equation (1). Therefore, the SLR residuals can be obtained as follows:

vSLR = ρSLR − ρsr (3)

where vSLR denotes the SLR residuals to be used in this study.
To make a more comprehensive study on the performance of precise products in this

study. The relations between the orbit error and beta angle/elongation angle are analyzed
in this study. Figure 1 depicts the geometric space relations among the sun, Earth, and
GNSS satellite, where the beta angle and elongation angle are marked. Here, the beta angle
represents the elevation angle of the sun above the orbital plane, and the angle between the
sun, the satellite, and the Earth is elongation angle [22].
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Figure 1. Space geometric angle and position among the sun, Earth, and GNSS satellite.

3. Data and Experiment

In this study, we have compared iGMAS orbits with four MGEX ACs from 10 July 2021
to 10 July 2022 in 366 days. Table 1 summarizes the details of precise orbit products
provided by iGMAS, GFZ, ESA, CODE, and WHU. It should be noted that these four ACs
were chosen because their products are widely used and include the BDS-3 satellites. The
institution, ID, orbit latency, orbit update, orbit sampling, and frequency are all included. It
can be seen that the iGMAS has the most extensive range of products.

Table 1. Overview of the orbit products from iGMAS and four MGEX ACs.

Institution ID
Orbit

Latency
Orbit

Update
Orbit

Sampling
Frequency

iGMAS
ISC 12 days weekly 15 min B1I/B3I;

B1C/B2a

ISR 17 h daily 15 min B1I/B3I;
B1C/B2a

ISU 3 h 6 h 15 min B1I/B3I;
B1C/B2a

GFZ GFZ daily daily 5 min B1I/B3I
ESA ESA daily daily 5 min B1I/B3I

CODE COD daily daily 5 min B1I/B3I
WHU WUM daily daily 15 min B1I/B3I

As of July 2022, GFZ, ESA, and CODE are provided BDS orbit with 5-min sampling
based B1I/B3I, while WHU and iGMAS orbit products are supplied at 15 min intervals.
Figure 2 shows the availability of orbit products from iGMAS and four MGEX ACs. The
availability of GFZ, ESA, and COD can reach 100%, while WUM is approximately 92.4%.
The ISC, ISR, and ISU products based on B1I/B3I also with high availability, approximately
100%, 99.7%, and 100%, respectively. For the B1C/B2a-based orbit products of iGMAS, the
ISC can maintain long-term availability with approximately 91.8%, although interruptions
have occurred at some time. In contrast, the availability of ISR and ISU products is much
lower than ISC, approximately 14.4%, and 14.5%, respectively. It seems that iGMAS stopped
to provide these two products after 27 November 2021. We noticed that iGMAS combined
products included all BDS-2 satellites and 27 BDS-3 satellites. Specifically, there are 10 BDS-
3 MEO satellites built by SECM, 15 BDS-3 MEO, and 3 BDS-3 IGSO satellites built by CAST.
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The PRNs are from C19 to C46, except for the experiment satellite of C31. The satellite
products of GFZ and WHU are similar to iGMAS, while BDS-2 GEO satellites are excluded
from ESA and CODE products. Note that the time system used in iGMAS products is BDS
Time, while MGEX ACs is GPS time (GPST). Therefore, the iGMAS products are converted
to GPST compared with the four MGEX ACs. In order to validate the iGMAS product, SLR
validation is used in this paper. The SLR observations were collected from the International
Laser Ranging Service (ILRS). The other details of the processing strategies are shown
in Table 2.

 

Figure 2. Availability of orbit products from iGMAS and four MGEX ACs.

Table 2. Processing strategies of orbit products.

Item Strategy

Time Span DOY 190 in 2021 to DOY 190 in 2022

Orbit compare
iGMAS orbit products convert to GPST and are compared with MGEX ACs

BDS-2: all of the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites
BDS-3:C19-C49 (except C31)

SLR validation

BDS-2 GEO: C01
BDS-2 IGSO: C08, C10

BDS-2 MEO: C11
BDS-3 CAST MEO: C20, C21
BDS-3 SCEM MEO: C29, C30

4. Analysis of Orbit Products

4.1. ISC Products

Figure 3 shows the root mean squares (RMSs) for BDS-2 satellites in along-track,
cross-track, and radial directions between iGMAS and MGEX ACs based on B1I/B3I. The
BDS-2 GEO satellites are not provided by ESA and CODE. Thus, this paper compares the
BDS-2 GEO satellites with GFZ and WHU. As seen in Figure 3, GEO satellites show the
most significant RMSs, especially in the along-track direction. Taking the C01 satellite
as an example, we can find that the RMS of cross-track between ISC and WHU is much
smaller than that of ISC and GFZ. It indicates that the processing strategies of ISC and
WHU for GEO satellites may be more similar. For the IGSO satellite, the RMS is at the
sub-decimeter to decimeter level between ISC and four MGEX ACs in three directions. For
MEO satellites, the RMS is better than GEO and IGSO satellites, especially for the radial
direction, which is at the centimeter level. Moreover, the radial accuracy of MEO satellites
is much better than both along-track and cross-track directions. This is reasonable because
the observations are oriented around the radial direction rather than the along-track and
cross-track directions. Overall, the consistency of the BDS-2 GEO orbits between ISC
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and WHU products is better than that between ISC and GFZ. For IGSO satellites, CODE
showed the best agreement regarding ISC; the RMSs of along-track, cross-track, and radial
directions are 0.120 m, 0.113 m, and 0.102 m, respectively. For BDS-2 MEO satellites, ESA
showed the best agreement concerning ISC, and the RMSs of along-track, cross-track, and
radial directions are 0.102 m, 0.063 m, and 0.051 m, respectively.

Figure 3. RMS of BDS-2 ISC orbits based on B1I/B3I compared with different MGEX ACs in the
along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the RMSs of BDS-3 ISC orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a compared
with MGEX ACs precise orbit products. The horizontal axis is the RMSs of B1I/B3I and
the vertical axis is the RMSs of B1C/B2a. The gray dashed line indicates that the RMSs of
B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a are the same. Therefore, the upper part of the dashed line means that
B1I/B3I is better than B1C/B2a and vice versa. The circle represents MEO satellites, and
the triangle represents IGSO satellites. In addition, different colors are used to distinguish
the different directions. That is, the green, blue, and red colors indicate the along-track,
cross-track, and radial directions, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, we can see that the
comparison results of along-track, cross-track, and radial directions of MEO are basically
above the dashed line. This indicates that the consistency of B1C/B2a orbit products is not
as good as B1I/B3I. The main reason may be that the phase center offsets and variations
corrections for the B1C/B2a orbit are not accurate enough.

Figure 5 shows the box plot of RMSs of ISC orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a
in along-track, cross-track, and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO and CAST
IGSO satellites. The five short horizontal lines from the top to the bottom of the box chart
represent the 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% quantiles, respectively. It can be seen that the
median values of RMSs of the along-track based on B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO,
and CAST IGSO satellites are approximately 0.055 m, 0.050 m, and 0.150 m, respectively.
This indicates that the accuracy of SECM MEO satellites is similar to CAST MEO satellites,
and both are better than CAST IGSO satellites. However, an extensive variation range
of RMS of 0.045 m to 0.072 m can be seen for CAST MEO satellites. This means that
the consistency of CAST MEO satellites is not better than SECM MEO satellites. For the
cross-track, the median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST
IGSO satellites are approximately 0.042 m, 0.043 m, and 0.137 m, respectively. For the radial
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directions, the median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST
IGSO satellites are approximately 0.036 m, 0.038 m, and 0.141 m, respectively.

Figure 4. RMS of BDS-3 ISC orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a compared with different MGEX
ACs in the along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

Figure 5. Box plot of RMSs of ISC orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a in along-track, cross-track,
and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites, respectively.

4.2. ISR Products

For ISR products, Figure 6 illustrates the RMSs for BDS-2 satellites in along-track, cross-
track, and radial directions between ISR B1I/B3I-based and MGEX ACs. We can find that
GEO satellites show the largest RMSs in the along-track, cross-track, and radial directions,
of which the values are approximately 3.0 m, 1.5 m, and 0.5 m, respectively. For IGSO
satellites, the consistency of ISR and MGEX ACs is different. Specifically, the consistency of
the cross-track between ISR and ESA/CODE is better than ISR and GFZ/WHU, while the
along-track is in contrast. It implies that the different ACs may apply different dynamic
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models. For MEO satellites, the consistency of ISR and MGEX ACs is similar. On the other
hand, by comparing Figures 3 and 6, we can find that the accuracy of ISR B1I/B3I-based
orbits is slightly lower than that of ISC, which is reasonable since the ISC products are the
final combined ones.

Figure 6. RMS of BDS-2 ISR orbits based on B1I/B3I compared with different MGEX ACs in the
along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

To comprehensively assess the difference between ISR B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-
based orbit products, Figure 7 shows the comparison results of ISR with four MGEX ACs.
Once again, the gray dashed line indicates that the accuracy of ISR B1I/B3I-based and
B1C/B2a-based are the same. Thus, the upper part of the dashed line indicates that the
accuracy of ISR B1I/B3I-based is better than B1C/B2a-based, and vice versa. We can find
that the consistency of ISR B1C/B2a-based orbit products for BDS-3 MEO satellites is
worse than B1I/B3I-based. In addition, by comparing Figures 4 and 7, we can find that the
orbit accuracy of ISR B1C/B2a-based has decreased compared to ISC, especially for MEO
satellites. For the radial directions of BDS-3 IGSO satellites, we can see that the consistency
of B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-based for different MGEX ACs is different, and the CODE
shows the best consistency with ISR. The reason may be that the processing strategies of
ISC and CODE are more consistent than other ACs.

Figure 8 shows the box plot of RMSs of ISR orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a in
along-track, cross-track, and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO
satellites. As can be seen in Figure 8, the median values of RMSs of the along-track based
on B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites are approximately
0.055 m, 0.058 m, 0.175 m, respectively. This demonstrates that the accuracy of SECM MEO
satellites is better than CAST MEO satellites in along-track direction. In addition, SECM
and CAST MEO satellites are better than CAST IGSO satellites. For the B1C/B2a-based, the
median values of RMSs of the along-track for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO
satellites are approximately 0.085 m, 0.148 m, and 0.164 m, respectively. This means that the
consistency of CAST MEO satellites is not better than SECM MEO satellites in along-track
direction, and B1C/B2a is significantly different from B1I/B3I. For the cross-track, the
median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites
are approximately 0.042 m, 0.053 m, and 0.153 m, respectively. For the radial directions, the
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median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites
are approximately 0.032 m, 0.037 m, and 0.147 m, respectively.

Figure 7. RMS of BDS-3 ISR orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a compared with different MGEX
ACs in the along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

Figure 8. Box plot of RMSs of ISR orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a in along-track, cross-track,
and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites, respectively.

4.3. ISU Products

Figure 9 illustrates the RMSs for BDS-2 satellites in along-track, cross-track, and radial
directions between ISU B1I/B3I-based and MGEX ACs. It can be clearly seen that the
accuracy of ISU becomes much worse, even when compared to WHU. For the along-track
direction, the consistency between ISU and GFZ is better than ISU and WHU. However,
for the cross-track and radial directions, the consistency of ISU and WHU is better than
ISU and GFZ. For IGSO satellites, the consistency of ISU and MGEX ACs is different. That
is, the consistency of the cross-track between ISU and ESA/CODE is better than ISU and
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GFZ/WHU, while the along-track is in contrast. For MEO satellites, the consistency of ISU
and MGEX ACs is similar. Compared with the ISC and ISR products, we can find that the
accuracy of ISU products is not as good as others, especially for the BDS-2 GEO satellites.

Figure 9. RMS of BDS-2 ISU orbits based on B1I/B3I compared with different MGEX ACs in the
along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the RMSs of ISU orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a in along-track,
cross-track, and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites,
where the gray dashed line indicates that the accuracy of ISU B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-
based are the same. We can find that the consistency of ISU B1C/B2a-based orbit products
for BDS-3 MEO satellites is worse than B1I/B3I-based. For the radial directions of BDS-3
IGSO satellites, we can see that the consistency of B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-based for
different MGEX ACs are different, and the GFZ shows the best consistency with ISU.

Figure 11 shows the box plot of RMSs of ISU orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a
in along-track, cross-track, and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST
IGSO satellites. The five short horizontal lines from the top to the bottom of the box chart
represent the 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% quantiles, respectively. It can be seen that the
median values of RMSs of the along-track based on B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO,
and CAST IGSO satellites are approximately 0.061 m, 0.056 m, and 0.146 m, respectively.
It indicates that the accuracy of CAST MEO satellites is better than SECM MEO satellites,
and both are better than CAST IGSO satellites. However, an extensive variation range
of RMS of 0.052 m to 0.075 m can be seen for CAST MEO satellites. This means that the
consistency of some CAST MEO satellites is not better than SECM MEO satellites in ISU
products. For the B1C/B2a-based, the median values of RMSs of the along-track for SECM
MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites are approximately 0.076 m, 0.136 m, and
0.124 m, respectively. This means that the consistency of CAST MEO satellites is not better
than SECM MEO satellites, and B1C/B2a is significantly different from B1I/B3I. For the
cross-track, the median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST
IGSO satellites are approximately 0.045 m, 0.096 m, and 0.140 m, respectively. For the radial
directions, the median values of RMSs of B1I/B3I for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST
IGSO satellites are approximately 0.041, 0.052, and 0.104 m, respectively.
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Figure 10. RMS of BDS-3 ISU orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a compared with different MGEX
ACs in the along-track (A), cross-track (C), and radial (R) directions, respectively.

Figure 11. Box plot of RMSs of ISU orbits based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a in along-track, cross-track,
and radial directions for SECM MEO, CAST MEO, and CAST IGSO satellites, respectively.

5. Inspection with SLR Residuals

5.1. B1I/B3I Frequencies

The SLR technique measures the distance from the SLR station to the laser retroreflector
arrays of the satellite. This distance can also be calculated using satellite and station
coordinates. The SLR residuals are the difference between the observed and computed
distance and are traditionally used as an external inspection of GNSS satellite orbits.
Figure 12 shows the SLR residuals for the BDS-2 GEO (C01), IGSO (C08 and C10), and
MEO (C11) satellites in the iGMAS ISC, ISR, and ISU B1I/B3I-based orbit products from
10 July 2021 to 10 July 2022. The panels from top to bottom denote the SLR residuals of
different satellites. It is worth noting that the residuals with absolute values larger than
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1.5 m, 0.5 m, and 0.5 m were removed as outliers for the GEO, IGSO, and MEO satellites in
this study. We can find that the GEO and IGSO satellites almost have a systematic bias of
approximately 0.3 m. In addition, the performance of C11 is better than that of C01, C08,
and C10, which is possibly attributed to the better geometry condition of MEO satellites.
The panels from left to right denote the SLR residuals of ISC, ISR, and ISU products. It can
be found that for the same satellite, the SLR residuals have similar behaviors to some extent,
but some differences can also be found. Specifically, the magnitude of the fluctuations
of the SLR residuals is different for ISC, ISR, and ISU products, where the ISC product is
the best.

Figure 12. SLR residuals of BDS-2 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits.

Figure 13 shows the SLR residuals for the BDS-3 CAST MEO (C20 and C21) and SECM
MEO (C29 and C30) satellites in the iGMAS ISC, ISR, and ISU B1I/B3I-based orbit products
from 10 July 2021 to 10 July 2022. The SLR residuals show significant changes in these
periods. After the detection and removal of outliers in the SLR observations, there are
2795 normal points available for C20, 2702 for C21, 2483 for C29, and 2528 for C30. First of
all, compared with Figure 12, the amplitudes of residuals in Figure 13 are smaller than the
ones in Figure 12, thus indicating that the accuracy of precise orbits of BDS-3 is better than
that of BDS-2. The mean values are 3.49 cm, 3.36 cm, −2.52 cm, and −2.16 cm for C20, C21,
C29, and C30, respectively. It indicates a systematic error in the SLR residuals of the CAST
MEO and SECM MEO satellites; one is generally positive, and the other is negative. This
phenomenon may be related to the manufacturer, which can be considered for modeling in
the future. In addition, the SLR residuals are obviously abnormal over a period of time.
The main reason is that the force models are not accurate enough when satellites enter the
eclipse period.

5.2. B1C/B2a Frequencies

Figure 14 shows the SLR residuals for the BDS-3 CAST MEO (C20 and C21) and
SECM MEO (C29 and C30) satellites in the iGMAS ISC, ISR, and ISU B1C/B2a-based orbit
products from 10 July 2021 to 10 July 2022. It can be found that the performance of C20
and C21 is better than that of C29 and C30. The panels from left to right denote the SLR
residuals of ISC, ISR, and ISU products. It can be seen that for the same satellite, the SLR
residuals have similar behaviors to some extent, but some differences can also be found.
Specifically, the missing SLR residual data for ISR and ISU are more significant mainly
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because there is no corresponding orbit product. Taking a closer look at Figure 14, the
accuracy of precise orbits based on B1C/B2a frequencies is generally worse than that of
B1I/B3I frequencies. Specifically, the STD values of ISC/ISR/ISU for CAST MEO (C20 and
C21) and SECM MEO (C29 and C30) satellites are approximately 0.058/0.088/0.089 m, and
0.065/0.067/0.051 m, respectively.

Figure 13. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits.

Figure 14. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1C/B2a orbits.
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6. Discussion of Orbit Errors

6.1. Beta Angle

Figure 15 illustrates the relationship between SLR residuals and beta angle. The panels
from top to bottom are the results of BDS-2 GEO (C01), IGSO (C08 and C10), and MEO (C11)
satellites. The orange, blue, and green scatters represent the SLR residuals of ISC, ISR, and
ISU orbits, respectively. The grey-shaded area in Figure 15 represents the eclipse period,
and the rest are non-eclipse periods. As shown in Figure 15, we can find that the beta angle
ranges approximately from −49 to +49 degrees for IGSO, −33 to 33 degrees for MEO, and
from −23 to +23 degrees for GEO, respectively. The RMS of SLR residuals for C01 of ISC,
ISR, and ISU orbits in the non-eclipse/eclipse periods are 0.473/0.455 m, 0.480/0.458 m, and
0.597/0.533 m, respectively. One of the main reasons for the poor accuracy of GEO satellites
is that there is little change in the geometry of the satellite and the station. In addition,
it is noteworthy that the SLR residuals of the GEO satellite in eclipse period are better
than non-eclipse period, which indicates the apparent deficiency of the non-conservative
force model. For the IGSO satellites, The RMS of SLR residuals in the non-eclipse/eclipse
periods are approximately 0.056~0.066/0.084~0.112 m; the accuracy decreased by approxi-
mately 30% in the eclipse period. It implies that IGSO behaves inconsistently with GEO
after entering the eclipse periods. For the BDS-2 MEO satellite, the SLR residuals in the
non-eclipse/eclipse periods are approximately 0.044~0.049/0.050~0.056 m; the accuracy
decreased by approximately 12% in the eclipse period. It is clear that IGSO/MEO has a
similar phenomenon when entering the eclipse periods.

Figure 15. SLR residuals of BDS-2 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits versus
beta angle.

Figures 16 and 17 show the relationship between SLR residuals and beta angle for
B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-based orbits, respectively. From Figures 16 and 17, we can
find that the characteristics of satellites produced by the same manufacturer are more
similar. The beta angle ranges from −68 to +68 degrees for CAST MEO satellites (C20
and C21) and −32 to +32 degrees for SECM MEO satellites (C29 and C30). Figure 16
shows that the RMS of SLR residuals for CAST MEO satellites in the non-eclipse /eclipse
periods are approximately 0.049/0.068 m, while the SECM MEO satellites are approximately
0.045/0.068 m. Obviously, the accuracy of both BDS-3 CAST MEO and SECM MEO satellites
is similar, and both decrease in accuracy after entering the eclipse periods by approximately
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33%. Due to the low availability of ISR and ISU products and the low volume of data
during the eclipse period, only the ISC products for B1C/B2a were compared.

Figure 16. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits versus
beta angle.

Figure 17. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1C/B2a orbits versus
beta angle.

6.2. Elongation Angle

Figure 18 shows the relationship between SLR residuals for ISC, ISR, and ISU orbits
of BDS-2 GEO (C01), IGSO (C08 and C10), MEO (C11) satellites, and the satellite–sun
elongation angle. Once again, the orange, blue, and green scatters represent the SLR
residuals of ISC, ISR, and ISU orbits, respectively. The purple line represents the linear
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function of the satellite laser residuals concerning the elongation angle. We can find that
the elongation angle range for C01 is approximately from 1 to 117 degrees and shows a
strong correlation with the SLR residuals as the elongation angle increases. The slopes of
ISC/ISR/ISU orbit are approximately 0.1627/0.1982/0.0843 cm/◦. In addition, We can
find that C01 in ISU obviously has unmodeled error. The reason may be that the GEO
observation conditions are poor and the force models are not accurate enough. Moreover,
the ISU orbits are generated without a higher precision initial orbit, which is generally worse
than ISR and ISC orbits. For the IGSO satellites, C08 and C10 have different characteristics
from C01. Specifically, the range of elongation angle for IGSO is approximately 1 to
143 degrees, which is more significant than C01. In addition, their SLR residuals are
negatively correlated with the elongation angle. The SLR residuals of IGSO satellites are
mostly negative when the elongation angle is close to 140◦ and positive when the elongation
angle is close to 0◦. This systematic error may be due to the fact that the surface area of
the Z surface of the satellite is much smaller than the X surface area and the higher-order
solar radiation pressure (SRP) uptake term is not yet well modeled. For the MEO satellite,
C11 has the most extensive elongation angle range, approximately from 2 to 163 degrees,
and has the most minor linear correlation with SLR residuals. Thus, this indicates that the
SLR residuals exhibit systematic error characteristics related to the type of satellite. The
non-conservative force models such as SRP may not be suitable for all satellites. Therefore,
building a more accurate non-conservative force model may be one of the ways to weaken
the systematic errors of SLR for iGMAS orbit products.

Figure 18. SLR residuals of BDS-2 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits versus
elongation angle.

Figures 19 and 20 show the relationship between SLR residuals and elongation angle
for B1I/B3I-based and B1C/B2a-based orbits, respectively. Figures 19 and 20 show that
the elongation angle range for CAST MEO and SECM MEO satellites is similar to BDS-2
MEO satellites, approximately from 2 to 163 degrees. We note that all elongation angles are
more significant than 0 degrees. This is because the sun–satellite–Earth is co-linear, and
SLR observations are unavailable. Judging from Figure 19, we can find the slope for C20
of ISC/ISR/ISU orbit is approximately −0.0156/−0.0131/0.011 cm/◦, and for the other
CAST MEO satellite C21, the slope has similar characteristics, with positive ISC/ISR and
negative ISU. The main reasons are the insignificant degree of linear correlation, and the
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data period is not very long. For SECM MEO satellites, the slopes of C29 and C30 are both
positive and more significant than CAST MEO satellites. Figure 20 shows that the SLR
residuals of the ISC B1C/B2a-based orbits are similar to the B1I/B3I-based orbits, with no
significant systematic errors. However, the SLR residuals of the ISR/ISU B1C/B2a-based
orbits show a strong linear relationship with the elongation angle, mainly due to the large
fitting error caused by insufficient data.

Figure 19. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1I/B3I orbits versus
elongation angle.

Figure 20. SLR residuals of BDS-3 satellites based on three types of iGMAS B1C/B2a orbits versus
elongation angle.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, three kinds of precise orbit, i.e., ISC, ISR, and ISU products, are compre-
hensively assessed, where the BDS-2/BDS-3 based on B1I/B3I and B1C/B2a frequencies
are all considered. The main conclusions can be made based on one year of iGMAS data
and other supplementary data, including four precise orbits of four ACs and SLR data.
Several main conclusions can be made.

Considering the orbit accuracy according to the four ACs, for the ISC products based
on B1I/B3I frequencies, GEO satellites show the most significant biases. The accuracy
of IGSO satellites is sub-decimeter level to decimeter level. Then, the accuracy for MEO
satellites in three directions can reach the centimeter level, especially the radial direction.
Additionally, the consistency of B1C/B2a orbit products is not as good as B1I/B3I. In the
future, there is room for improvement in B1C/B2a-based products. Similar conclusions can
be found for the ISR products, and the accuracy of B1I/B3I-based ISR products is slightly
lower than that of ISC, which is reasonable since the ISC products are the final combined
ones. For the ISU products, the accuracy becomes much worse than the other two products,
especially for the BDS-2 GEO satellites.

By using the SLR technique, the precise orbits are inspected. For the B1I/B3I frequen-
cies, the BDS-2 GEO and IGSO satellites have a systematic bias of approximately 0.3 m,
whereas the BDS-2 MEO satellites do not display this. The accuracy of precise orbits of
BDS-3 are better than those of BDS-2. Specifically, the mean values are 3.49 cm, 3.36 cm,
−2.52 cm, and −2.16 cm for C20, C21, C29, and C30, respectively. Comparing three types
of orbit products, the ISC product has the best performance. Additionally, we find that the
orbit errors are related to the manufacturer, which can be considered for modeling in the
future. For the B1C/B2a frequencies, similar conclusions can be found. Then, the accuracy
of precise orbits based on B1C/B2a frequencies is generally worse than that of B1I/B3I
frequencies. Specifically, the mean STD values of ISC/ISR/ISU for CAST MEO and SECM
MEO satellites are approximately 0.078 m and 0.061 m, respectively.

When analyzing the impact factors of orbit errors, the results show that they are
related to the beta angle and elongation angle. Specifically, for the beta angle, the BDS-2
GEO satellites are more accurate in the eclipse period, mainly due to the deficiency of the
non-conservative force model. At the same time, the accuracy of the precise orbits in the
non-eclipse period is better in BDS-2/BDS-3 IGSO and MEO satellites. For the elongation
angle, there is a strong positive correlation with the SLR residuals for BDS-2 GEO satellites,
whereas negative correlations can be found for BDS-2 IGSO and MEO satellites. This
indicates that the non-conservative force models such as SRP may not be suitable for all
satellites. Then, for the BDS-3 MEO satellites, the behaviors in terms of elongation angle are
similar to the BDS-2 MEO satellites. It is worth noting that, compared with the behaviors
of B1I/B3I frequencies, the B1C/B2a frequencies are different, especially for the ISR/ISU
products, where a strong linear relationship exists with the elongation angle. Unlike the
beta angle, the impacts of the elongation angle are related to the manufacturer.
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Abstract: The single-baseline solution (SBS) model has been widely adopted by the existing global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) deformation monitoring systems due to its theoretical simplicity
and ease of implementation. However, the SBS model neglects the mathematical correlation between
baselines, and the accuracy and reliability can be degraded for baselines with long length, large height
difference or frequent satellite signal occlusion. When monitoring large-area ground settlement or
long-spanned linear objects such as bridges and railroads, multiple reference stations are frequently
utilized, which can be exploited to improve the monitoring performance. Therefore, this paper
evaluates the multi-baseline solution (MBS) model, and constrained-MBS (CMBS) model that has a
prior constraint of the spatial-correlated tropospheric delay. The reliability and validity of the MBS
model are verified using GPS/BDS datasets from ground settlement deformation monitoring with
a baseline length of about 20 km and a height difference of about 200 m. Numerical results show
that, compared with the SBS model, the MBS model can reduce the positioning standard deviation
(STD) and root-mean-squared (RMS) errors by up to (47.4/51.3/66.2%) and (56.9/60.4/58.4%) in
the north/east/up components, respectively. Moreover, the combined GPS/BDS positioning per-
formance for the MBS model outperforms the GPS-only and BDS-only positioning models, with an
average accuracy improvement of about 13.8 and 25.8%, with the highest accuracy improvement
of about 41.6 and 43.8%, respectively. With the additional tropospheric delay constraint, the CMBS
model improves the monitoring precision in the up direction by about 45.0%.

Keywords: relative positioning; GPS/BDS; multi-baseline solution; deformation monitoring

1. Introduction

The global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is an all-weather, real-time system with
high-accuracy and high-automation; therefore, it has been widely used in the field of
deformation monitoring in recent decades [1–3]. A GNSS deformation monitoring system,
in general, employs relative positioning that can achieve millimeter accuracy since errors
such as clock error, orbital error, and atmospheric delay are eliminated or attenuated [4,5].
The relative positioning is commonly implemented in simple single-baseline solution
(SBS) models. However, satellite signal occlusion and low-quality satellite observations
frequently present in the complex environments of deformation monitoring, result in
limited positioning accuracy and reliability [6]. In recent years, the rapid development
of multiple GNSSs has obviously increased the available satellite numbers and GNSS
observations for deformation monitoring [7,8]. For example, in experiments with simulated
signal oscillation, Roberts et al. [9] found that combining GPS and BDS observations could
improve the positioning accuracy especially for the height component. In experiments
using real data from a large loess landslide and a simulated slow deformation test, Huang
et al. [10] verified that the GPS/BDS solution could significantly enhance positioning
reliability and accuracy. Xi et al. [11] found that, in bridge deformation monitoring, the
accuracy of combined GPS/BDS positioning was higher than that of a single GNSS system
by 20–30%.
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Another issue of the traditional SBS model is the residual tropospheric delay. Tropo-
spheric delays, especially in baselines with large height differences or long lengths, cannot
be eliminated by operations such as differencing and simple parameter estimation, leading
to serious degradation of the monitoring accuracy [12–20]. Many data processing strategies
have been proposed to reduce the influence of the residual troposphere delay in relative
positioning. For example, Li et al. [21] introduced the relative zenith tropospheric delay
(RZTD) parameter into the ambiguity function method (AFM) equation to improve the ac-
curacy and reliability of tropospheric parameter estimation for deformation monitoring of
super high-rise buildings. Jacek [22] proposed a multi-antenna atmospheric error constraint
algorithm for multiple baselines to improve the ambiguity success rate of medium-long
baselines in RTK. Although multiple antennas provide more observations, the geometric
strength of the constraint is limited since the distance between antennas is short.

Multiple reference stations are widely used in GNSS deformation monitoring projects
especially for those with a large monitoring area [23]. As a result, the multi-baseline
solution (MBS) model is sometimes more practical. The MBS model is theoretically more
rigorous than the SBS model since it considers inter-baseline correlation. More importantly,
MBS enhances the satellite geometry and increases observation redundancy [24]. For
example, Amin et al. [25] employed the MBS model to increase the reliability of GPS
monitoring networks by adopting a uniform datum and eliminating synchronous baseline
closure errors in the optimal design of large GNSS control networks. Wang et al. [26]
enhanced the availability of RTK positioning by roughly 10% using a multi-reference
station constraint algorithm based on the equivalence principle in autonomous vehicle
navigation. Fan et al. [27] proposed a dual-antenna RTK algorithm with baseline vector
constraint to improve the system ambiguity resolution (AR) success rate from 48 to 85%.
The MBS model has been less explored in deformation monitoring than the SBS model. One
important reason is that in MBS the stochastic model for differential observations becomes
more sophisticated [28]. Most of the present commercial software is developed based on the
SBS model [29–31]. To solve this problem, some researchers have proposed the equivalent
double-differenced (DD) observation equations [32–34], in which a transformation matrix
is generated to eliminate receiver clock errors and satellite clock errors. Although the
equivalent DD equations can preserve the diagonality of the stochastic model, the solution
is still inefficient due to the transformation matrix. Previous research of the MBS mainly
focused on the solutions of large control networks, the improvement of the ambiguity fixing
rate for dynamic positioning, and the complexity reduction of the solutions of traditional
DD equations.

Section 2 gives the data processing strategy of the MBS model. We first derive a
multi-baseline mathematical model based on the traditional DD observation equation, and
then constrain the MBS model on the tropospheric parameters between multiple baselines
based on their spatial correlation. In Section 3, a comparative analysis with the SBS model
was performed using actual observation datasets to verify and evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. The datasets contained baselines with medium-long lengths and
large height differences. The experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of
the MBS model under different combinations of reference stations, satellite systems, and
height differences. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Methods

2.1. MBS Mathematical Model
2.1.1. Function Model

As shown in Figure 1, there are m reference stations and one rover station tracking
n satellites synchronously, forming m independent baselines. Taking the single-GNSS
double-baseline situation as an example, there are nj and nk common satellites between the
rover station and the j-th and k-th reference stations, respectively. The carrier phase and
code DD observation equations of the epoch ti can be respectively expressed as:
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Figure 1. Schematic graph of relative positioning with one rover station and multiple
reference stations.
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where ∇Δ is the DD operator. L and P represent the carrier phase and code observations,
respectively. lj and lk are the reference satellites of the j-th and k-th baselines. qj and qk are
the common satellites of the j-th and k-th baselines. r denotes the rover station. bj and bk
denote the j-th and k-th reference stations, and ρ denotes the geometric distance between
the receiver and the satellite. I denotes ionospheric delay, which is deemed minor enough
to be ignored after DD for short baselines, and can be eliminated using a dual-frequency
ionosphere-free (IF) linear combination for medium-long baselines. T denotes tropospheric
delay, which can be neglected for short baselines, and can be reduced by random walk
parameter estimation in the case of medium-long baselines or large height differences. λ
denotes the wavelength of the carrier phase. N is the phase ambiguity. ε and δ represent
the measurement noise of the carrier phase and code, respectively.

2.1.2. Stochastic Model

The following stochastic model based on the elevation angle is utilized in this study [35].
The variance of the undifferenced (UD) observations can be expressed as:

σ2 = a2 +
b2

sin2(Ele)
(2)

where represents the variance of UD observations. is the satellite elevation angle. It is
assumed that the standard deviation of the code observations is 100 times that of the carrier
phase, with for the carrier phase and for the code. The variance-covariance matrices of the
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UD carrier phase observations of the -th, -th reference station, and the rover station can be
expressed as Equation (3).⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
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where and are, respectively, the numbers of the common satellites of the rover station and
the -th and -th reference stations. is the total number of common satellites in baselines.

According to the error propagation law, the variance-covariance matrix of the single-
differenced (SD) carrier phase observations of baselines can be derived as:

RSingle
rb,ϕ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxn1
+ Rb1,ϕ Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxn2
· · · Ẽn1nmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxnm

Ẽn2nmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxn1

Ẽn2nmax Rr,ϕẼT
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...
...

. . .
...
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m×m

(4)

where Ẽninmax is the SD operator between stations, i = 1, 2, . . . , j, k, . . . m.
Equation (4) can be divided into diagonal submatrix Ẽninmax Rr,ϕẼT

nmaxni
+ Rbi ,ϕ and non-

diagonal submatrix Ẽninmax Rr,ϕẼT
nmaxni+1

. The diagonal submatrix can be simplified and ex-
pressed as diag(σ2
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lj
r

+ σ2
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, . . . , σ2
ϕ
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+ σ2

ϕ
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)

nj

, which is equal to the inter-station SD stochas-

tic model of SBS. The non-diagonal submatrix is related to common satellites between
baselines, which is essentially the difference between the MBS and SBS stochastic models.

Then the inter-station SD observations of m baselines are differentiated between
satellites to obtain DD observations, which are arranged sequentially based on the order
of stations. According to the variance-covariance error propagation law, the variance-
covariance matrix of DD carrier phase observations can be derived as:

RDouble
rb,ϕ = DRSingle

rb,ϕ DT (5)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D = diag(D1, D2, . . . , Dm)m×m
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...
...

...
. . .

...
−1 0 0 · · · 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(ni−1)×ni

(6)

where D denotes the SD operator between satellites.

2.2. MBS Parameter Estimation

In this section, Kalman filtering (KF) was used for MBS parameter estimation. The
main parameters to be estimated included ambiguities and three-dimensional coordinates.
Additionally, the correlation between the atmospheric errors of the reference station and
the monitoring station decreased as the baseline length or height difference increased. The
DD ionospheric and tropospheric residual errors were no longer negligible for baselines
with medium-long length or large height difference. Ionospheric delay can be eliminated
by using the dual-frequency ionosphere-free (IF) linear combination. The tropospheric
delay can be separated into hydrostatic and wet components, with the hydrostatic delay
being corrected by a specific model at mm level accuracy [36], whereas the wet delay
is more complex and related to the water vapor in the atmosphere, which is difficult to
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accurately model. Therefore, in this paper, the GPT2_1W surface meteorology model was
used to interpolate the station meteorological elements [37], and the hydrostatic delay
was corrected using the Saastamoinen model and the Vienna Mapping Function1 (VMF1)
mapping function [38]. The relative zenith wet delay (RZWD) between the rover and
reference stations has spatial and temporal correlation, thus is estimated as an unknown
parameter of a random walk process.

The state vector of the rover station associated with m baselines is:

X = [Xr, Yr, Zr, RZWDrb1 , . . . , RZWDrbm , Δ∇Nl1q1
rb1

, . . . , , Δ∇Nlmqm
rbm

]
T

(7)

where Xr, Yr, Zr denote the three-dimensional coordinate vector of the rover station. The
coordinate components of the rover stations in each baseline should be the same in the same
epoch. The SBS model treats them as separate parameters, resulting in several baseline
solutions for the same rover station. The MBS model unifies the coordinate parameters of
the rover stations in each baseline in data processing and employs only one set of rover
station coordinate parameters, considerably increasing the model strength.

2.3. A Priori Constraint on Tropospheric Delay

The atmospheric delay errors are characterized by spatial and temporal correlation.
The relationship between the RZWD and the height difference in the j-th and k-th baselines
is considered to be given by the following formula. The exponential function is used to
describe the variation of tropospheric wet delay in the height direction [39–41]:

RZWDrbj

ek∗Δhj
=

RZWDrbk

ek∗Δhk
(8)

where the value of k is empirically set between 1e−5 and 1e−4; Δhi denotes the height
difference between the rover station and the i-th reference station.

This prior information can be expressed as virtual observations:

AX = M (9)

where X is the unknown state vector.
Taking the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd baselines as examples, coefficient matrix A and constant

matrix M can be expressed as:

A =

[
0 0 0 1/ek∗Δh1 −1/ek∗Δh2 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1/ek∗Δh1 0 −1/ek∗Δh3 0 . . . 0

]
(10)

M =

⎡⎣(1/ek∗Δh2 − 1/ek∗Δh1

)
∗ ZWD0(r) + 1/ek∗Δh1 ∗ ZWD0(b1)− 1/ek∗Δh2 ∗ ZWD0(b2)(

1/ek∗Δh3 − 1/ek∗Δh1

)
∗ ZWD0(r) + 1/ek∗Δh1 ∗ ZWD0(b1)− 1/ek∗Δh3 ∗ ZWD0(b3)

⎤⎦ (11)

where ZWD0 denotes the wet delay a priori value calculated by the empirical model. The
a priori standard deviation (STD) of the virtual observations is empirically set to 0.001 m.

2.4. Data Processing Strategy

Figure 2 depicts the flow chart of the MBS model. A three-step method was used
to solve the IF combined AR problem [42]. Firstly, the wide-lane (WL) ambiguity was
fixed by rounding, and multi-epoch smoothing was performed using HATCH filtering [43].
Next, the float solution of the IF ambiguity was solved by KF. Then, the L1 ambiguity
float solution was extracted from the IF ambiguity using the WL ambiguity, and the Ll
ambiguity fixing solution was searched using the well-known LAMBDA method. Finally,
the IF ambiguity-fixed solution was obtained.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of multi-baseline relative positioning.

The observation redundancy is considerably increased by the multi-GNSS MBS com-
pared to the single-GNSS SBS [26]. Using more observations inevitably increases the AR
dimension. As the number of AR dimensions increases, the difference in the size of the
residual quadratic corresponding to the optimal candidate solution and the suboptimal
candidate solution of ambiguity becomes less significant, and the ratio value gets close to
1.0, gradually [44]. Therefore, the commonly adopted empirical threshold of 3.0 is too strict
for high-dimension AR, and it is easy to reject the ambiguity that can be fixed correctly.
Empirically, the ratio test threshold for the MBS model should be set at 1.3 to 2.5.

3. Experiments and Analysis

In this section, the MBS model was evaluated by conducting experiments using base-
lines of medium-long lengths and large height differences. The datasets were obtained from
an actual ground settlement monitoring project in Shanxi Province, China. Calculations
were performed in static mode using a self-developed C++ program.

3.1. Medium-Long Baseline Experiment
3.1.1. Experimental Design

To compare the positioning performance of the MBS model and SBS model, an ideal
monitoring environment was firstly considered. Four relatively stable stations with similar
heights were selected. Figure 3 shows the distribution map. The dataset contained dual-
frequency GPS observations of 60 days (from 15 February 2020 to 14 April 2020), with a
sampling interval of 1 min and a cut-off elevation angle of 15◦. Three independent baselines
were formed, using XJ06 as the rover station and XJ12, WJ01, and XJ05 as the reference
stations. The approximate lengths were 16, 20, and 23 km, respectively.

Figure 3. Distribution of medium and long baseline experimental stations.
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Figure 4 shows the position dilution of precision (PDOP) and the number of GPS
satellites tracked by the station XJ06 on 15 February 2020. Station XJ06 tracked 5 to 10 GPS
satellites with PDOP values oscillating at about 2.3.

Figure 4. Number of tracked satellites (blue line) and PDOP values (red line) of station XJ06.

Seven data processing strategies with different reference stations were designed and
are listed in Table 1. Strategies SXJ06

XJ12, SXJ06
WJ01 and SXJ06

XJ05 used the SBS model, with the reference

stations being XJ12, WJ01 and XJ05 respectively. Strategies MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12, MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05 and

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 adopted the MBS model with double reference stations (namely, WJ01 + XJ12,

WJ01 + XJ05, and XJ05 + XJ12). Strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 adopted the MBS model using

triple reference stations. It was used to check whether simply increasing the number
of reference stations could have a positive impact on the positioning. GPS L1/L2 IF
combination was used to eliminate ionospheric effect, and the empirical tropospheric
model Saastamoinen was used to reduce the effect of tropospheric delay error. The length
of static solution was 2 h. Daily static solutions were determined using software Bernese
5.0 as the true values.

Table 1. Medium-long baseline experimental processing strategies.

Strategy Reference Stations Rover Station Model Baseline Length/km

SXJ06
XJ12 XJ12 XJ06 SBS 16

SXJ06
WJ01 WJ01 XJ06 SBS 20

SXJ06
XJ05 XJ05 XJ06 SBS 23

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12 WJ01 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05 WJ01 + XJ05 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 XJ05 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 WJ01 + XJ05 + XJ12 XJ06 MBS -

3.1.2. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Different Reference Stations

Figure 5 shows the baseline positioning errors of SXJ06
XJ12 and MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12.Figure 6
shows the STD and root-mean-square (RMS) values of the positioning errors for the seven
processing strategies in the north (N), east (E), and up (U) components. The correspond-
ing statistics are listed in Table 2, where the improvement rate of the MBS strategy was
calculated compared to the SBS strategy SXJ06

XJ12 with the shortest baseline length. From

Figure 5, it can be seen that the positioning error fluctuation of strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12

was significantly smaller than that of SBS strategy SXJ06
XJ12, which fluctuated in the N/E/U
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direction within about 1/1/2 cm, and the rest of the strategies had similar results. The
experimental results showed that the positioning accuracy of the MBS model was higher
than that of the SBS model. The average improvement of coordinate STD values of the MBS
model was approximately 25.7, 19.0, and 21.5% in the N, E, and U components, respectively,
with the maximum improvement of about 31.0%. The average improvement of the RMS
values was about 22.8, 24.2, and 40.0% in the N, E, and U components, respectively, with a
maximum improvement of about 44.8%.

Figure 5. The positioning errors of strategies SXJ06
XJ12 and MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12.

Figure 6. The STD (a) and RMS (b) values of the positioning error for SBS and MBS
processing strategies.

It was also clear that the improvement rate of the positioning results was related to the
quality of baselines involved in the MBS solution. Most notably, the positioning accuracy of
strategy MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05 was better than that of the single-baseline strategy. It indicates that in
actual deformation monitoring, if one cannot select a reference station in the near distance,
a higher positioning accuracy can still be achieved by using the MBS model to combined
several distant reference stations.

The positioning accuracy of the triple-baseline strategy was generally better than that
of the double-baseline strategy, indicating that increasing the number of reference stations
benefits the positioning due to an increased observation redundancy. However, the dif-
ference of positioning accuracy between strategy MXJ06

WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 and strategy MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12

was small. This is probably because strategy MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 included baseline WJ01-XJ06,

whose quality was the worst of the three baselines as shown in the single-baseline strategy
results (see Table 2).
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Table 2. The positioning error statistics for SBS and MBS processing strategies with different reference
stations at rover station XJ06.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

SXJ06
XJ12 3.4 2.9 7.2 - - - 3.4 3.1 12.5 - - -

SXJ06
WJ01 4.9 4.3 9.9 - - - 4.9 4.4 13.2 - - -

SXJ06
XJ05 3.3 2.4 7.9 - - - 3.5 2.5 10.5 - - -

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ12 2.7 2.8 6.5 20.6 3.5 9.7 2.9 2.8 8.7 14.7 9.7 30.4

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05 2.6 2.4 5.7 23.5 17.2 20.8 2.7 2.4 6.9 20.6 22.6 44.8

MXJ06
XJ05+XJ12 2.4 2.0 5.3 29.4 31.0 26.4 2.4 2.0 7.3 29.4 35.5 41.6

MXJ06
WJ01+XJ05+XJ12 2.4 2.2 5.1 29.4 24.1 29.2 2.5 2.2 7.1 26.5 29.0 43.2

Average improvement rate - - - 25.7 19.0 21.5 - - 22.8 24.2 40.0

3.2. Large Height Difference Experiment
3.2.1. Experimental Design

Three monitoring stations (YEY2, YEY3, YEY5) equipped with single-frequency re-
ceivers in the ground settlement project were selected to analyze the positioning perfor-
mance of the proposed MBS model in monitoring baselines with large height differences.
Six independent baselines with different height differences were formed with two reference
stations (MDT1, NS01). From the rover to reference stations, the baseline lengths were
about 15 km and the height differences were about 200 m. Figure 7 shows the distribution
map of the stations. The datasets were collected continuously for 60 days, from 15 February
2020 to 14 April 2020, with a sampling interval of 30 s and a satellite cut-off elevation
angle of 15◦. Figure 8 shows the number of visible satellites and PDOPs of station YEY2
on 15 February 2020. In this contribution, G and C stand for GPS and BDS respectively,
PDOP.G and PDOP.C are PDOPs for GPS and BDS. It can be seen that the average number of
visible satellites for the combined GPS/BDS reached 17, while the number of GPS satellites
was only about 7. The PDOP values for GPS/BDS were significantly smaller than those
of GPS-only and BDS-only solutions, indicating that combining GPS/BDS observations
enhances the satellite visibility.

Figure 7. Distribution of large height difference experimental stations.
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Figure 8. Number of tracked satellites and PDOP values of station YEY2.

Table 3 lists eleven strategies to compare the positioning performance of SBS strategies
(e.g., SYEY2

MDT1), single-GNSS strategies (MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2(C)

MDT1+NS01 that respectively using
GPS-only and BDS-only observations), MBS strategies (e.g., MYEY2

MDT1+NS01) and correspond-
ing CMBS strategies (e.g., MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01 ). The session length was 3 h. The reference
coordinates of each station were obtained in the same way as introduced in Section 3.1.
Table 3 also shows the height difference between the rover station and each reference
station. For example, (263 m, 152 m) in strategy MYEY2

MDT1+NS01 indicates that the height
differences between reference stations MDT1 and NS01 and rover station YEY2 were 263
and 152 m, respectively.

Table 3. Large height difference experimental processing strategies.

Strategy
Reference
Stations

Rover
Station

Height Differences
w.r.t. Reference

Stations/m
Model

Tropospheric
Constraint

SYEY2
MDT1 MDT1 YEY2 263 SBS No

SYEY3
MDT1 MDT1 YEY3 200 SBS No

SYEY5
MDT1 MDT1 YEY5 112 SBS No

MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01

MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01

MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) MBS No

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY2 (263, 152) CMBS Yes

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY3 (200, 215) MBS No

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY3 (200, 215) CMBS Yes

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY5 (112, 303) MBS No

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 MDT1 + NS01 YEY5 (112, 303) CMBS Yes

3.2.2. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Different Satellite Systems

Figure 9 presents the positioning errors of YEY2 in N, E, and U components of SBS
processing strategies MYEY2(G)

MDT1+NS01, MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2

MDT1+NS01, and the corresponding
statistics are listed in Table 4. The experimental results showed that the positioning accuracy
of the combined GPS/BDS solutions was superior to those of GPS-only and BDS-only
solutions. Compared with the GPS-only solution, the improvement rates of the STD values
of the combined GPS/BDS were approximately 23.1, 24.0, and 18.4% in the N, E, and U
components, respectively, and the improvement of the RMS values in the U component was
more significant than the horizontal components. Compared with the BDS-only solution,
the improvement rates of the STD values of the combined GPS/BDS were about 33.3, 13.6,
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and 41.6% in the N, E, and U components, respectively, and the improvement rates of the
RMS values were about 14.6, 7.7, and 43.8% in the N, E, and U components, respectively.

Figure 9. The positioning errors of solutions using different satellite systems including GPS-only (a)
and BDS-only (b) at station YEY2.

Table 4. The positioning error statistics of single-GNSS and dual-GNSS strategies.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

MYEY2(G)
MDT1+NS01

2.6 2.5 9.8 - - - 3.4 4.7 10.4 - - -

MYEY2(C)
MDT1+NS01

3.0 2.2 13.7 - - - 4.1 5.2 14.4 - - -

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 8.0 23.1 24.0 18.4 3.5 4.8 8.1 −2.9 −2.1 22.1

3.2.3. Analysis of Monitoring Accuracy for Large Height Difference

Figure 10 shows the positioning errors at YEY2 station when using processing strate-
gies SYEY2

MDT1 and MYEY2
MDT1+NS01.Table 5 lists the STD and RMS values of the nine strategies,

as well as the improvement rates of six MBS strategies in comparison to single-baseline
strategies. The results show that the positioning errors of the MBS and CMBS models
were smaller than those of the SBS model. The average performance improvement of
STD values of the MBS and CMBS models was about 40.6, 48.3, and 44.7% in the N, E,
and U components, respectively, with a maximum improvement rate of 66.2%. The av-
erage improvement rate of RMS values was about 36.8, 53.7, and 33.7% in the N, E, and
U components, respectively, with a maximum improvement rate of 60.4%. Thus, in the
deformation monitoring environment with large height differences, the proposed MBS and
CMBS models could have superior positioning performance to the SBS model.

Figure 11 shows the positioning errors of strategies MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01
in the U component. The STD and RMS values in the U component of the six strategies are
listed in Table 6. It can be seen that the positioning accuracy of the CMBS model was higher
than that of the MBS model, with a maximum improvement of 45.0% for STD values and
29.6% for RMS values. Therefore, the CMBS model could improve the positioning accuracy
in the U direction in the deformation monitoring environment with large height differences.
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Figure 10. The positioning errors of strategies SYEY2
MDT1 and MYEY2

MDT1+NS01.

Table 5. The positioning error statistics of SBS, MBS and CMBS processing strategies with different
height differences.

Strategy
STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

N E U N E U N E U N E U

SYEY2
MDT1 3.8 3.9 13.0 - - - 4.1 10.4 13.7 - - -

SYEY3
MDT1 3.4 4.4 13.8 - - - 5.1 12.0 14.4 - - -

SYEY5
MDT1 3.6 4.6 13.2 - - - 12.2 9.1 13.3 - - -

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 8.0 47.4 51.3 38.5 3.5 4.8 8.1 14.6 53.9 40.9

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.0 1.9 4.4 47.4 51.3 66.2 3.4 4.8 5.7 17.1 53.9 58.4

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 2.1 2.2 8.6 38.2 50.0 37.7 2.2 6.4 10.9 56.9 46.7 24.3

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.1 2.2 5.6 38.2 50.0 59.4 2.2 6.4 9.8 56.9 46.7 31.9

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 2.3 2.6 8.8 36.1 43.5 33.3 7.6 3.6 10.2 37.7 60.4 23.3

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 2.3 2.6 8.8 36.1 43.5 33.3 7.6 3.6 10.2 37.7 60.4 23.3

Average improvement rate - - - 40.6 48.3 44.7 - - - 36.8 53.7 33.7

Figure 11. The positioning error of strategy MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 and MYEY2−constraint

MDT1+NS01 in the U component.
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Table 6. The positioning error of MBS and CMBS processing strategies in the U component.

Strategy STD/mm Improvement/% RMS/mm Improvement/%

MYEY2
MDT1+NS01 8.0 - 8.1 -

MYEY2−constraint
MDT1+NS01 4.4 45.0 5.7 29.6

MYEY3
MDT1+NS01 8.6 - 10.9 -

MYEY3−constraint
MDT1+NS01 5.6 34.9 9.8 10.1

MYEY5
MDT1+NS01 8.8 - 10.2 -

MYEY5−constraint
MDT1+NS01 8.8 0.0 10.2 0.0

4. Conclusions

The existing GNSS deformation monitoring systems often use the SBS model, which
ignores baseline correlation and has limited positioning accuracy when processing baselines
with medium-long lengths or large height differences. In this study, we constructed a
multi-baseline mathematical model based on DD observation equations and adopted a
multi-baseline tropospheric delay estimation method based on a priori constraints on the
tropospheric delay parameters.

Datasets from baselines with medium-long lengths and large height differences were
used to verify the feasibility of the proposed MBS model, and the following conclusions
were obtained from the results:

1. For baselines with medium-long lengths and large height differences, the proposed
MBS model can provide better monitoring performance than the SBS model. Com-
pared with the SBS model, the MBS model can improve the positioning accuracy of
medium-long baselines with an average improvement of about (25.7/19.0/21.5%)
and (22.8/24.2/40.0%) in the N/E/U components, with the highest improvement of
about (29.4/31.0/29.2%) and (29.4/35.5/44.8%) in the N/E/U components, respec-
tively. For baselines with large height differences, compared with the SBS model,
the MBS model can improve the positioning accuracy with an average improvement
of about (40.6/48.3/44.7%) and (36.8/53.7/33.7%) in the N/E/U components, with
the highest improvement of about (47.4/51.3/66.2%) and (56.9/60.4/58.4%) in the
N/E/U components, respectively. The MBS model uses multiple reference stations
thus can improve the positioning model strength and observation redundancy. This is
especially beneficial for applying GNSS in complex monitoring environments such as
canyons, open pits, slopes, large-area ground settlement, and long-spanned bridges
and railroads.

2. The accuracy of the MBS model is related to the number of reference stations and
the quality of the baselines. With comparable baseline quality, the accuracy of the
MBS model improves as the number of reference stations increases. Medium-long
baseline experimental results show that compared with the SBS model, the MBS model
using double reference stations can achieve an average improvement rate of about
24.0%, while the MBS model using triple reference stations can achieve an average
improvement rate of about 30.2%.

3. Compared with GPS-only and BDS-only positioning, the combined GPS/BDS posi-
tioning has an accuracy improvement of an average of 13.8 and 25.8% in the baseline
components. Meanwhile, the proposed CMBS model can improve accuracy in the U
direction and reach up to 45.0%.

Future research will be focused on the application of the MBS approach to near-
real-time dynamic monitoring. Baselines with larger tropospheric residual errors will be
further investigated.
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Abstract: GNSS is still not well applied in indoor environments. This is an important challenge for
seamless positioning and navigation. Using other sensors to replace and connect is the mainstream
practice at present. No matter what technology is used, the problem of real-time optimal station
selection is faced in complex indoor environments. In this paper, we first verified the impact of
random interference from walkers on positioning signals in an indoor environment. Based on this
phenomenon, we proposed a novel real-time dynamic Beacons selection method (RD) in the field
of indoor positioning. First, we introduced a machine learning algorithm for real-time anomaly
detection of received signals from different Beacons. Then the Beacon selection is completed based
on the real-time anomaly detection results and RSSI. In an indoor scene, we verified the positioning
accuracy of three other methods when selecting various numbers of Beacons. Then we used the best
selection strategies to compare with the RD method. Experiments showed that the RD method can
use the least Beacons to obtain higher accuracy and stable positioning results. This paper provides a
new idea for real-time optimal selection of signal sources in a complex indoor environment.

Keywords: positioning and navigation; indoor positioning; Beacons selection; signal anomaly detection

1. Introduction

In recent years, location-based services (LBS) have gradually become a research
hotspot [1,2]. In outdoor scenarios, the GNSS has been able to provide accurate and
stable real-time positioning and navigation services [3,4]. Delivering effective location ser-
vices in indoor scenarios is challenging because satellite signals are difficult to be obtained
in indoor environments [5,6]. The main challenges faced by GNSS are shown in Figure 1.
Therefore, it is urgent to find a reliable and simple alternative technology in the indoor
positioning and navigation stage. Now, the realization of efficient indoor positioning and
navigation is inseparable from the use of sensors such as Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) [7,8], Bluetooth [9,10], Ultra Wide Band (UWB) [11,12], etc. The basic technologies
these rely on Time of Arrival (TOA) [13], Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) [14], Angle
of Arrival (AOA) [15], Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) [16], etc. Of these, the
RSSI technology based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [9] has many advantages, such as
low cost and easy implementation, and has thus attracted the attention of many scholars
and enterprises.

There are two mainstream technologies for RSSI-based indoor positioning: trilateration
and fingerprinting [17,18]. Regardless of the basic technology used, however, choosing
an optimal station may be challenging in an indoor environment. Some research results
showed that it is not that more stations used can achieve higher positioning accuracy and
stability [19,20]. The current choices for real-time Beacons mainly include Max Mean RSSI
(MM) [21], Loss Rate (LR) [22], Minimum Variance (MV) [23], etc.
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Figure 1. Main challenges faced by GNSS.

In the fingerprinting technology for indoor positioning, the selection methods of
Access Points (AP) or Beacons are often static [24–26]. This is because the RSSI map needs
to be generated in the offline stage in advance for positioning based on the database. And
then perform positioning based on KNN and other methods in the online stage [27,28]. This
means that some fixed signal base stations must be selected before positioning for RSSI map
generation. In recent years, in addition to the above-mentioned methods (MM, MV, LR), base
station selection methods based on information theory (InfoGain) and machine learning
(PCA) have also been proposed by many scholars for fingerprinting [24,29]. However,
these methods can’t achieve a real-time selection of APs or Beacons. On the other hand,
fingerprinting needs to make RSSI maps in advance, which increases the cost and makes
it difficult to deploy applications quickly. In contrast, trilateration can achieve rapid and
low-cost deployment and application. Now, there are few published works on real-time
APs/Beacons selection for trilateration.

At present, the methods for selecting the best Beacons are mostly based on the absolute
value of RSSI or the distribution of Beacons’ positions (whether it is fingerprinting or
trilateration). The RSSI value transmitted by BLE is extremely susceptible to the influence
of pedestrians and other environmental factors, and these influences often are volatile and
unpredictable [30]. Simply using the RSSI value or spatial distribution to select Beacons,
therefore, means that it is nearly impossible to avoid these random influences. In the
literature [30], a method of weighting based on real-time abnormal ratios was proposed.
However, it did not discuss Beacons selection in detail.

In this paper, we focused on the real-time Beacons selection problem when the number
of base stations in the scene is large. To address the phenomenon that the RSSI of the signal
is easily affected by environmental factors, an automatic anomaly detection algorithm
(isolation forest [31]) is used to detect anomalies in each Beacon’s signals in the scene in
real-time. The anomaly detection results and RSSI values are used to select the optimal
Beacons in real-time. Finally, in order to verify the positioning accuracy of the RD method,
these optimal Beacons selected are used to calculate indoor coordinates based on nonlinear
least squares. The main differences between the proposed work are as follows:

(1) the effect of pedestrian random walking on real-time indoor positioning was verified;
(2) a fast and real-time Beacons selection method was proposed and verified.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Indoor Positioning Based on BLE Technology and RSSI

Since this paper uses RSSI for indoor positioning, a proper signal path attenuation
model is essential. The widely used logarithmic decay factor model is used for this, as
shown in Equation (1) [32]:

d = 10
A − RSSI

10n (1)

where, the parameters A and n are variables that need to be fitted and calculated according
to the current indoor environment, and A is the RSSI at 1 m from the base station, n is
the signal attenuation parameter in the current indoor scene, d is the distance from the
base station.

The distance between an unknown point and the BLE base station based on RSSI
can be used to calculate indoor coordinates. In theory, only three BLE stations ((x1, y1),
(x2, y2), (x3, y3)) are required to solve the spatial plane coordinates of unknown points,
but, in practice, this makes it difficult to obtain the most accurate coordinates. In actual
situations, RSSI signals from several base stations are often required to participate in
the final coordinate calculation, so as to improve the accuracy and stability of indoor
positioning. Equation (2) is the calculation to solve the unknown point, and this is further
represented in the schematic diagram shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Indoor positioning with multiple BLE base stations.
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This paper used the nonlinear least squares Gauss-Newton (GN) [33] algorithm
for the coordinate calculation (Equation (2)), the iterative solution of which is shown
in Equation (3):

Fs+1 = Fs + Δ (3)

where, F is the coordinate [x, y] to be solved, s is the number of iterations, and Δ is as in
Equation (4):

Δ = −(JT J)
−1

JTε (4)
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where, J is as in Equation (5), ε is the residual vector calculated previously, as in Equation (6):

J =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂ f1
∂x , ∂ f1

∂y
∂ f2
∂x , ∂ f2

∂y
...

. . .
...

∂ fi
∂x , ∂ fi

∂y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

εi = di − fi(x0, y0) (6)

The f in Equations (5) and (6) is as Equation (7):

fi(x0, y0) =

√
(x0 − xi)

2 + (y0 − yi)
2 (7)

We then carried out iterative calculations according to Equation (3), and the final
optimal coordinates are calculated as in Equation (8):

(x0, y0) = argmin(||εTε||) (8)

As shown in Equation (2), when using the GN algorithm, a selection of base stations
must be used in the iterative solution. The choice of base stations affects the exact coordi-
nates that are calculated as a result. Furthermore, as Xue et al. [19] and Zhang et al. [20]
have shown, when undertaking indoor positioning based on RSSI, using more BLE base
stations does not deliver greater positioning accuracy. This means that it is very important
to choose suitable Beacons to participate in the coordinate calculation.

2.2. Signal Real-Time Anomaly Detection and Beacons Selection

As discussed in the Introduction section, however, most of these Beacons selection
strategies do not take into account the real-time fluctuations of the base station for example,
due to the influence of pedestrians. In the experimental scenario in this paper, the influence
of a pedestrian on the RSSI is shown in Figure 3 (a real experiment in the scene). Thus, it
is unreasonable to select a Beacon based solely on the absolute value of the RSSI or the
position of the BLE base station.

Figure 3. Pedestrian walking affects RSSI.

As shown in Figure 3, this paper showed through experiments that the influence
of pedestrians will have a great impact on the RSSI transmitted by the BLE base station.
Specifically, we collected RSSI signals at a distance of 3m from a Beacon station. Taking
60 s as the time unit, there is no interference between the mobile phone and the Beacon in
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about 40 s, and pedestrians are arranged to walk randomly between the mobile phone and
the Beacon in about 20 s. Experiments showed that the random interference of pedestrians
can have a strong impact on RSSI signals. Compared with the case without interference,
the attenuation of the RSSI signals can exceed 20%. In turn, this will affect the subsequent
calculation of indoor coordinates, causing fluctuations in positioning accuracy. This paper
addressed the shortcomings of relying only on the value of RSSI for Beacons selection
by detecting anomalies in the RSSI of Beacons and then using these anomaly results to
inform the selection of the optimum Beacons. We proposed the selection method that
considered the real-time status of the RSSI for the situation where there are many Beacons
in the scene. The RD method proposed in this paper mainly includes the following steps:
(a) calculate the number of all Beacons in the scene by the Media Access Control Address
(MAC); (b) implement real-time anomaly detection for each Beacon based on a machine
learning method; (c) select some of the Beacons with lower real-time abnormal ratios; (d) on
the basis of the third step, selecting some of the Beacons with the larger RSSI as the best
optimal strategy. The detailed flow chart is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flow chart of Beacons selection and positioning.

As shown in Figure 4, we need to choose a suitable and convenient real-time RSSI
anomaly detection method. Thus, an unsupervised machine learning algorithm is used
to detect abnormality in RSSI fluctuations over a period of time. The commonly used and
effective methods for signal fluctuation anomaly detection include isolation forest, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), etc. In this paper, we chose the one-dimensional isolation forest
algorithm for RSSI real-time fluctuation detection. The main steps of the isolation forest
used in this paper include: (a) generating 100 isolated binary trees to form an isolation
forest; (b) then, the RSSIs are segmented using the isolation trees until each RSSI is in a
separate space; (c) calculate the anomaly score for each RSSI using Equation (9) (A(h(x))
is the average depth of an RSSI signal in 100 isolated trees, and C(ψ) is the average path
length of isolated trees generated); (d) obtain abnormal signals (the closer Q is to 1, the
greater the probability the signal is an abnormal value, the threshold set in this paper is
0.7). As Liu et al. [31] have shown in their detailed account of the specific principles and
implementation process of isolation forests, this algorithm can ensure a good anomaly
detection result when the data is limited.

Q = 2−
A(h(x))

C(ψ) (9)

Given the scenario of RSSIs received from different Beacons stations at a certain point,
this paper implemented the isolation forest algorithm to conduct real-time outlier detection
in turn. Firstly, generate a hyper-plane segmented isolation forest of the one-dimensional
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space where each group of RSSI is located. Secondly, to get the real-time abnormal RSSI
of each Beacon, we used the generated isolation forest hyper-plane to perform anomaly
detection on each Beacon and then judged abnormal points based on ensemble theory.
Thirdly, the signal anomaly rate a is calculated in the current time period. The calculation
method of a can be expressed as Equation (10)

a =
abnormal RSSIs

Beacon′
is all RSSIs

(10)

The non-abnormal rate is calculated as b = 1 − a (that is, the non-volatile RSSI ratio).
Finally, the Beacons are sorted for selection based on b. The pseudo-code for Beacons
selection is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Beacons selection based on isolation forest

Require: RSSI signals and MACs by Beacons.
Ensure: Beacons are real coordinates.

1: Match and group all RSSIs according to MACs:
R = {RSSIBeacon1, RSSIBeacon2, . . . , RSSIBeaconi};

2: Set to generate isolation forest Ti
3: Use Ti to perform anomaly detection on each grouped R in turn;
4: Calculate Beacon’s non-abnormal rate b;
5: Beacons are sorted by b and push Beacons’ MAC into F;
6: Return: F and R.

We first selected part of the Beacons with smaller abnormal fluctuations (60%, 50%,
40%, etc.). Then, we selected part of the Beacons with a larger average RSSI in the first
selection result (60%, 50%, 40%, etc.). Each spatial distance is calculated according to
Equation (1). Then we take 1/RSSI2 as the weighted matrix and the coordinates are
calculated in the experimental scene by using Equation (8). The experiment proves the
feasibility and effectiveness of Beacons selection based on the RD method. The results will
be explained in detail in the experimental section.

In order to prove the phenomenon (that indoor positioning accuracy is affected by
real-time pedestrian movement) and the effectiveness, rationality and superiority of the
RD method, an experiment was devised to compare the results from several other methods.
We set up three other comparison methods as follows:

(A) Max Mean RSSI (MM): Beacons selection based on the mean maximum RSSI over a
period of time.

(B) Loss Rate (LR): The basic idea of the LR method is that we should choose the Beacons
with the lowest RSSI loss rate within a period of time. It can be calculated by Beacon
transmit frequency and acquisition time. It can be expressed as Equation (11):

LRBeaconsi = (s − si)/s (11)

where, Beaconi represents the ith Beacon, s represents the maximum number of RSSIs
that can be received during this period, and si represents the actual number of RSSIs
received by this Beacon.

(C) Minimum Variance (MV): Use the collected RSSI variance as the basis for selecting Beacons.

In the experimental stage of this paper, a comparison was set up between the use of
MM, LR, MV and our RD method. Because the three comparison methods are difficult
to directly determine the optimal Beacons number selection strategy. Therefore, we first
calculated the positioning accuracy of 42 experimental points when selecting 3~18 Beacons
(MM, LR, MV). Then choose the optimal number of Beacons among them to compare with
the RD method in this paper.
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3. Experiment and Discussion

The experiment was conducted in an indoor scene with an area of about 8 × 20 m,
and in which we deployed 18 BLE base stations. We then used a mobile phone (HUAWEI
P20, Shenzhen, China) along the routes shown in Figure 4 to collect the RSSIs data at
42 fixed points (their coordinates gotten by the traditional measurement method (the
errors are in millimeters)). As shown in Figures 5 and 6, we engaged researchers to walk
completely randomly and irregularly across the scene, allowing us to simulate the presence
of pedestrians and their influence on the collected RSSI.

Figure 5. Experimental process.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental scene.

As shown in Equation (1), in order to calculate the collected RSSI value as a spatial
distance, it is necessary to obtain the parameters A and n. Accordingly, the RSSI values
were collected between 0.6 m and 9.6 m from the base stations at 0.6 m intervals. From this,
we found that A = −66.25 dBm and n = 2.877. The RSSI attenuation curve is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Attenuation model fitting.

After completing the above preparatory work, we collected the RSSIs of 42 fixed
positions in the scene and calculated the coordinates of each position using Equation (8).

4. Results

Equation (12) (RMSE) and Equation (13) (ME) are used to calculate the overall accuracy
of the 42 positioning points.

RMSE =

√√√√√ M
∑

i=1
[(xi − x∗i )

2 + (yi − y∗i )
2]

M
(12)

ME =

M
∑

i=1

√
(xi − x∗i )

2 + (yi − y∗i )
2

M
(13)

where, (xi, yi) is the true value of the coordinate, (x∗i , y∗i ) is the positioning results, and M
is the number of measurement points (42). We first calculated the positioning accuracy
when selecting 3~18 Beacons by three comparison methods (Figure 8, Table 1).

Figure 8. Errors when selecting different amounts of Beacons.
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Table 1. Comparison of method positioning accuracy.

Errors (m) 3Beacons 4Beacons 5Beacons 6Beacons 7Beacons 8Beacons 9Beacons 10Beacons

RMSE
(MM) 2.07 2.08 1.82 1.81 1.85 1.90 1.90 1.98

RMSE (LR) 2.99 3.27 2.80 2.61 2.55 2.52 2.50 2.53
RMSE
(MV) 8.70 7.78 7.89 6.82 6.59 6.26 6.00 5.76

ME (MM) 1.70 1.74 1.51 1.59 1.61 1.67 1.72 1.81
ME (LR) 2.71 2.97 2.51 2.37 2.34 2.32 2.31 2.36
ME (MV) 7.37 6.79 6.77 5.99 5.80 5.50 5.27 5.03

Errors (m) 11Beacons 12Beacons 13Beacons 14Beacons 15Beacons 16Beacons 17Beacons 18Beacons

RMSE
(MM) 2.25 2.47 2.72 2.96 3.13 3.35 3.59 3.81

RMSE (LR) 2.57 2.66 2.82 2.92 3.12 3.35 3.59 3.81
RMSE
(MV) 5.32 5.14 4.95 4.70 4.51 4.35 4.07 3.81

ME (MM) 2.07 2.26 2.46 2.67 2.78 2.96 3.18 3.39
ME (LR) 2.41 2.47 2.60 2.65 2.77 2.99 3.19 3.39
ME (MV) 4.68 4.50 4.29 4.10 3.93 3.81 3.58 3.39

For the RD method, we set up three different selection ratios for verification. The
optimal selection strategies of the above three comparison methods and the results of the
RD method are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison methods positioning accuracy.

Errors (m) RMSE ME

MM (Beacons = 6) 1.81 1.59
LR (Beacons = 9) 2.50 2.31

MV (Beacons = 18) 3.81 3.39
RD (Beacons = 7 (60%, 60%)) 1.88 1.73
RD (Beacons = 5 (50%, 50%)) 1.66 1.51
RD (Beacons = 4 (40%, 40%)) 1.82 1.68

From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that the RD method delivers the most accurate po-
sitioning when 5 Beacons are selected (an RMSE of 1.66 m and a ME of 1.51 m). Meanwhile,
the MM, LR and MV methods deliver their most accurate positioning when 6, 9 and 18
Beacons are selected. The other two ratio choices (Beacons = 4, 7) verified in this paper are
similar to the optimal choice of MM. Thus, using the method proposed in this paper for
Beacons selection and positioning can reduce RMSE by 8.3%, 33.6% and 56.4% compared
with MM, LR and MV. We also calculated the cumulative distribution of errors (Figure 9)
and error frequency (Figure 10) for the RD method, the best case with the MM method
(Beacons = 6), the LR method (Beacons = 9) and the MV method (Beacons = 18). The results
showed that the RD method achieved a better positioning accuracy with a smaller number
of Beacons. Using the RD method showed a more significant improvement compared
with the other three methods, especially in reducing the occurrence of fluctuation errors
(Figure 9). Specifically, 95.24% of the 42 points were located with an error of less than 3 m
(Beacons = 5).
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Figure 9. Position error CDF. (a) CDF of proposed. (b) Optimal choices CDF comparison.

Figure 10. Error distribution frequency.

In order to show the error of each target point more clearly, we draw the plane
distance graph between the results of the four methods and the target points, as well as the
RMSE of each point (Figure 11). It is not difficult to see that the method RD in this paper
shows more accurate results in both in-plane distribution and RMSE. Especially when
the Beacon’s performance selected by other methods fluctuates violently, it still maintains
high robustness.
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Figure 11. Error of each point. (a) Plane distribution of errors. (b) RMSE of each point.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We verified that the choice of
Beacons in a complex indoor environment will affect the positioning accuracy; (2) using
more Beacons does not straightforwardly deliver more accurate indoor positioning; (3) re-
lying solely on the absolute RSSI cannot avoid the influence of pedestrians on the signals;
(4) we proposed a Beacons selection strategy that takes into account the real-time abnormal
states of the stations, and verified its superiority and reliability through experiments.

5. Conclusions

In order to solve the problem of fast selection of positioning signals in a complex
indoor environment, we proposed a novel method to dynamically select Beacons based on
real-time signal anomaly detection results and RSSI (RD). The GN nonlinear least squares
algorithm was then used for indoor positioning. Experiments showed that the method
proposed in this paper can effectively overcome the interference of pedestrians on signals,
and select the best Beacons for indoor positioning in real-time. Compared with MM, LR,
and MV methods, the RD method can greatly improve positioning accuracy and stability.
Further, the number of Beacons required can be greatly decreased.
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Abstract: Precise point positioning can provide accurate coordinates to users without reference
stations, and the high-precision real-time clock offset product is necessary for real-time precise point
positioning application. As an integral part of the third generation BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System, Precision Point Positioning Service provides dual systems (BDS-3 and GPS) real-time PPP
services with centimeter- and decimeter-level accuracy for static and kinematic positioning users
around China, respectively. However, there exist inconsistent biases in the clock offset of Precision
Point Positioning Service, which will negatively affect the positioning and timing performance of the
service. By comparing with the post-processing clock offset, this paper verifies that the broadcast
clock offset has smaller and more stable biases in the long term and proposes a regional clock offset
estimation strategy using broadcast clock offset for a priori constraint. The results show that the new
algorithm can effectively reduce the bias in PPP-B2b clock offset. The new clock offset product could
improve convergence speed by 25% and 10% in the horizontal and vertical directions. For positioning
accuracy, the improvement is 22% and 17%. The absolute error of timing can also be reduced by 60%.

Keywords: BeiDou-3 Navigation Satellite System; real-time clock offset; PPP-B2b service

1. Introduction

Precise point positioning (PPP) can provide accurate coordinates to users without
reference stations [1] and is widely used in scientific studies, such as oceanography [2]
and earthquake early warning [3]. The precision orbit and clock offset for PPP are usually
provided by IGS analysis centers. The consistency of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou-2
satellite post-processed clock offset are 2 cm, 5 cm, 5 cm, and 10 cm, respectively [4].
However, the release time is generally delayed by several days. In recent years, with the
exploration of GNSS applications, precise products are needed more timely for users of
some emerging fields, such as LEO satellite orbit determination [5], unmanned aerial
vehicle photogrammetry [6], GNSS meteorology [7], etc.

As an integral part of the third generation BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS-3),
Precision Point Positioning Service (PPP-B2b) provides dual system (BDS-3 and GPS) real-
time PPP services with centimeter- and decimeter-level accuracy for static and kinematic
positioning users, respectively, around China [8,9]. Through the GEO satellite in BDS-3,
users of PPP-B2b can obtain PPP-B2b precise clock offset (B2bCO) products with a precision
better than 0.3 ns.

Previously, some scholars have evaluated the B2bCO by comparing it with the post-
processed product of the analysis center [10,11]. Although there are some numerical
differences between these assessments, qualitative conclusions can be drawn: Compared
with external products, the B2bCO of each satellite has a different bias, ranging from
decimeter to meter, though it is precise enough to support the official positioning accuracy
standard. This bias has not been studied in depth before. It is generally believed that the
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bias in clock offset may be related to the receiver type [12], algorithm, and the calibration
of equipment delay.

The satellite clock offset parameters in the broadcast message of BDS-3 Positioning,
Navigation and Timing Service (PNTS) is estimated differently from PPP-B2b. There are
two time synchronization methods used in the calculation. The L-band two-way satellite
time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) establishes the satellite ground connection, and the
time division multiple access inter-satellite link (ISL) clock offset estimation establishes
the inter-satellite connection [13,14]. The former has been successfully applied in the
construction of the Beidou-2 regional navigation system [15], but it can only cover 40% arc
of the MEO satellite with regional observation [16]. The latter effectively improves the clock
offset estimation accuracy of outland BDS-3 satellites without satellite-ground observation.
According to the long-term analysis, there is no apparent bias between the clock offset of
PNTS and the post-processing.

Based on the characteristics of PNTS clock offset and B2bCO, a regional network clock
offset estimation strategy with broadcast clock offset for priori constraint is proposed. Ac-
cording to the strategy, we reconstructed the computing process of PPP-B2b, and obtained
then new clock offset product. The results show that the new algorithm effectively reduces
the bias in B2bCO. The new clock offset product can improve the convergence speed by
about 25% and 10%, and the positioning accuracy after convergence by 22% and 17% in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. It can also reduce the absolute error of
timing by 60%.

This paper is organized as follows. First of all, in Section 2, the estimation process and
the bias of PPP-B2b clock offset is briefly described. Section 3 introduces the new clock
offset estimation process and evaluates the new clock offset. In Section 4, the positioning
performance and timing performance of the new clock offset and B2bCO are compared and
analyzed. The summary and discussion are in the final part.

2. The Estimation Process and Bias of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product

2.1. Estimation Process of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product

The estimation process of the PPP-B2b clock offset product is given in Figure 1. The pro-
cess is roughly divided into four modules, multi-satellite orbit determination module,
real-time OC (Observation minus Calculation) calculation module, clock offset estimation
module, and correction calculation module.

Figure 1. Estimation Process of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product.

In a whole process, the orbit determination was carried out at first using the observa-
tion data of the previous three days. The obtained satellite’s precise orbit and prediction
orbit for several days are saved in memory. Driven by the real-time observation data stream,
the real-time OC calculation module uses the orbit in memory to deduct various errors in
the observation:
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{
ls
PC,r = PCs

r − ρs
r − Ts

r − (bs
IF + br,IF)− εPC

ls
LC,r = LCs

r − ρs
r − Ts

r − (φs
IF + φr,IF)− λNs

IF,r − εLC
(1)

The r and s denote the specific receiver and satellite. The ρ, T, and N represent
the geometric distance, tropospheric delay, and ambiguity, respectively. The lPC and
lLC is the OC (including satellite and receiver clock offsets) calculated in this module.
The real-time OC stream is injected into the clock offset estimation module. The clock
offset estimation module includes two sub-modules: hourly estimation and real-time
estimation. The hourly estimation sub-module caches the residual stream, filters it in hours,
and sends the troposphere and ambiguity information to the real-time estimation module.
With the constraint of such corresponding information, the real-time clock offset estimation
module, which is driven by the residual stream, estimates the real-time clock offset and
saves this unoptimized clock offset into the memory. Finally, using the clock offset, precise
orbit, and navigation messages, the correction products are generated after judgment and
elimination with historical data in the correction product calculation module.

Among these modules, the multi-satellite orbit determination supported by ISL has
been thoroughly studied, and its stability and the accuracy of prediction products can
be guaranteed [17–20]. The crux of PPP-B2b is to generate continuous real-time clock
offset products with high precision stably. The combination of hourly and real-time filters
ensures the stable convergence of the clock offset estimation based on regional observation.
Moreover, the estimation process of the PPP-B2b clock offset product is distributed in three
independent modules: real-time OC calculation, clock offset estimation, and correction cal-
culation. Even if catastrophic failures occur in the clock offset estimation module (the most
probable), the upstream module (real-time OC calculation) and the downstream module
(correction calculation) will not be involved. The correction products can be constantly pre-
dicted in the correction calculation module within 2 min, and the uninterrupted real-time
residual stream facilitates the rapid resumption of the clock offset estimation module.

2.2. PPP-B2b Clock Correction and Bias of Clock Offset

The GEO satellite of BDS-3 broadcasts four types of PPP-B2b correction products to
users at a rate of 500 bps [8]. The clock correction of all satellites in the mask is broadcast
to the user through Message Type 4 in a period of 6 seconds. If the clock offset of a
specific satellite is invalid, it is assigned the value of −26.2128. Through the PPP-B2b clock
correction sent by GEO and the broadcast clock offset (BRCO) of the corresponding satellite,
users can obtain B2bCO with:

Ci
B2bCO = Ci

BRCO − Ci
0

c
(2)

Ci
0 is the clock correction of PPP-B2b at epoch i, while Ci

B2bCO and Ci
BRCO are the

B2bCO and BRCO at this time; c is the speed of light.
From August 2020 (PPP-B2b on service) to July 2021, a total of 320 days of long-term

B2bCO were used for evaluation in order to analyze the value and change of the bias. The
post-processed clock offset (PPCO), calculated with the same orbit, PCO, DCB, and the
observation data of the same type receiver, was set as the benchmark for evaluation to
ensure other effects were eliminated. The bias of B2bCO on a certain day can be extracted as:{

ΔCi
B2bCO = Ci

B2bCO − Ci
PPCO

ΔCB2bCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ΔCi
B2bCO

(3)

i is the ith valid epoch of the day (B2bCO and PPCO is both valid); n is the total number
of valid epochs in this day; Ci

B2bCO and Ci
PPCO is the B2bCO and PPCO of the corresponding

epoch; ΔCB2bCO is the bias between B2bCO and PPCO. For a satellite, if its clock offset has
two or more effective arcs in a day, the longest one is selected for statistics.
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In Figure 2, the X-axis is the number of days from 1 August 2020, the blue dot is the
bias of all satellites, and the red line is the 3σ confidence interval counted by day. The bias
still existed after other effects were removed, which indicated that the estimation algorithm
or receiver characteristic is a significant source of this bias. The bias can be considered
in two parts. The biases of all satellites have the same long-term variation trend, which
ranges between ±3 m. After removing the long-term trend, the biases of satellites are not
consistent, with the standard deviation (STD) σBia of 0.315 m (1.05 ns).
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Figure 2. The bias of B2bCO changes in the long term.

Although most of the inconsistent biases in B2bCO will be eventually absorbed by
ambiguity coefficients in PPP, it will still affect the convergence time and final accuracy of
PPP. For static PPP, the impact can be approximately estimated as:

ΔP =
SigLC
SigPC

∗ PDOP ∗ σBia (4)

SigPC and SigLC are the a priori observation noise of pseudo-range and carrier phase,
respectively; PDOP is the average position dilution of precision; ΔP is the positioning
error caused by the inconsistent part of the bias, which is generally around 1 cm to 3 cm.
For kinematic PPP, these biases will lead to the divergence of the positioning with the entry
and exit of satellites. The order of the divergence is centimeters to decimeters.

The users’ receiver clock offset will absorb the consistent part of the bias. It can be
inferred from the above that the timing error of PPP-B2b is around ±10 ns, although the
timing performance of PPP-B2b is not given officially.

3. Real-Time Algorithm of B2bCO with BRCO Constraint

BRCO and B2bCO are calculated with two different time synchronization systems.
BRCO uses L-band TWSTFT and Ka-band Full-ISL to estimate satellite clock offset, while
B2bCO is solved with pseudo-range and carrier phase of navigation signal. We are con-
cerned about whether the BRCO is also biased compared with PPCO to confirm the bias is
from B2bCO. The comparison is carried out in the same way between BRCO and PPCO:{

ΔCi
BRCO = Ci

BRCO − Ci
PPCO

ΔCBRCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ΔCi
BRCO

(5)

i is the ith valid epoch of the day; Ci
BRCO and Ci

PPCO is the BRCO and PPCO of the
corresponding epoch; ΔCi

BRCO is the difference between BRCO and PPCO on epoch i, while
ΔCBRCO is its daily statistic result.

In Figure 3, the X-Axis is the number of days from 1 August 2020, the blue dot is the
difference between BRCO and PPCO of all satellites, and the red line is the 3σ confidence
interval counted by day. Compared with B2bCO, there is almost no long-term trend in
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the difference between BRCO and PPCO. After removing the long-term trend, its STD
is around 0.32 m (1.06 ns), slightly larger than B2bCO. It should be noted that this is a
statistical result that aims to illustrate that BRCO has a more negligible bias. Actually,
B2bCO is much more precise than BRCO and has much better positioning performance.
Because of its smaller bias, the BRCO could be used as a priori constraint for the estimation
filter of B2bCO and using more appropriate constraints on satellite clock coefficient, so as
to reduce the bias in B2bCO.
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Figure 3. The difference between BRCO and PPCO.

3.1. The Design of Estimation Process

We reconstructed the process of PPP-B2b as shown in Figure 4. The correction cal-
culation module is divided into long-term and short-term correction calculation modules
according to the update period of the output message. Message Type 1 to 3 (mask, orbit
correction, and DCB) is calculated in the long-term correction calculation module, while
Message Type 4 (clock correction) is calculated in the short-term module. The update period
is 48 s and 6 s, respectively. The short-term correction calculation module is combined
with the clock offset estimation module so that the historical information and statistical
results can be used more flexibly and effectively. Since the stability of the estimation can
be guaranteed after the prior information is used more appropriately, the hourly clock
offset estimation module is removed to eliminate the hourly jump in B2bCO (around
1 cm to 3 cm) caused by it. Clock correction is now directly generated in the clock offset
estimation module.

Figure 4. Reconstructed PPP-B2b clock offset estimation process.

In the clock offset estimation module, we use two methods to constrain the clock offset
coefficients of satellites. When the clock offset sequence is less than 30 min, the BRCO
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is used to constrain the coefficients. When the clock offset sequence is longer than 30
min, the historical clock offset sequence is used to predict the clock offset on the cur-
rent epoch and constrain the coefficients. Different priori noise is needed in different
constraint methods.

3.2. Priori Noise of BRCO Constraint Method

The BDS-3 navigation broadcast is updated hourly. In order to restrict the clock
coefficient appropriately, the RMS of ΔCi

BRCO (in Formula (5)) is counted according to the
time to TOC (Time of Clock). As illustrated in Figure 5, the X-axis is the time to TOC, while
the Y-axis is the RMS of ΔCi

BRCO. The dots, which increase linearly, are the RMS of ΔCi
BRCO

counted in minutes between BRCO and PPCO of all satellites. The solid line is the fitting
result, and its intercept (P0) and slope (P1) are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5. The BRCO errors increase with time.

Table 1. The fitting result of the BRCO error.

PRN P1 P0 PRN P1 P0

C19 0.0012 0.387 C34 0.0011 0.437
C20 0.0009 0.384 C35 0.0014 0.403
C21 0.0011 0.372 C36 0.0009 0.450
C22 0.0005 0.502 C37 0.0011 0.373
C23 0.0012 0.419 C38 0.0006 0.552
C24 0.0014 0.420 C39 0.0007 0.456
C25 0.0014 0.342 C40 0.0008 0.364
C26 0.0013 0.401 C41 0.0008 0.449
C27 0.0015 0.368 C42 0.0010 0.487
C28 0.0014 0.382 C43 0.0010 0.388
C29 0.0012 0.385 C44 0.0012 0.418
C30 0.0009 0.405 C45 0.0009 0.393
C32 0.0009 0.398 C46 0.0012 0.342
C33 0.0006 0.566 Average 0.0010 0.416

According to the fitting results, the average value of P1 is 0.001. It can be inferred that
the error of BRCO increases around 6cm within one hour, which is only about 13% of the
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average value of the initial error (P0). We take the 3σ upper limit of P0 and P1 to estimate
the BRCO error:

δBRCO = 0.583 + 0.0019dt; (6)

dt is the time to TOC. δBRCO is the estimated error of BRCO at this time, which can be
used as a priori noise of clock coefficients in the filter.

3.3. Priori Noise of Predict Clock Offset Constraint Method

When the clock offset sequence of a satellite is longer than 30 min, the current clock
offset value can be predicted with historical information, and the predicted clock offset can
be used as a priori constraint of the filter. We assume that the error of the clock offset is
composed of the clock speed error and frequency white noise because this prediction is
usually shorter than a few minutes. By comparing with the previous epoch, we can obtain
the clock speed value a1(i) of the current epoch and store it. The clock offset in the new
epoch can be predicted as:

T̃n+1 = Tn +
dt
m

n

∑
i=n−m+1

a1(i) (7)

n is the current epoch; m is the number of epochs used in the prediction; dt is the time
interval between epochs; Tn is the clock offset of current epoch, and T̃n+1 is the predicted
clock offset of epoch n + 1. Considering that the prediction error will be affected by clock
drift and white noise, the relations of the errors are:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σ0 =
√

σ2
a2
+ σ2

ε = std(a1(n − m + 1 : n))

σT̃n+1,a2
=
√

3(m+1)
m−1 σa2

σT̃n+1,ε = σε

σT̃n+1
=
√

σ2
T̃n+1,a2

+ σ2
T̃n+1,ε

(8)

σ0 is the STD of the clock speed of historical epochs, which is obtained by the saved
sequence of a1, while the σT̃n+1

is the prediction error of T̃n+1. The errors caused by clock
drift and white noise are represented by subscripts a2 and ε, respectively. The error caused
by these two parts cannot be accurately estimated, but the following relationship can
be obtained:

σ0 < σT̃n+1
<

√
3(m + 1)

m − 1
σ0 (9)

Considering that the prediction is a positive feedback process, that is, too tight con-
straints will cause the clock offset sequence to be too linear, which leads to tighter con-
straints. In order to avoid triggering this process, the constraint needs to be loose enough

(greater than three times of
√

3(m+1)
m−1 σ0), while it should also effectively constrain the clock

coefficient. We set the constraint as 8σ0 after a trail.

3.4. Others Coefficients and Strategies of Filter

Except for clock offset, other coefficients of the filter are shown in Table 2. Consistent
with the clock coefficients, all types of prior noise and process noise followed the three-
sigma rule, such as the observation noise of pseudo-range and carrier phase. Since only
observations within China are used, in order to improve the western coverage capability as
much as possible, we set the conditions to start estimation as loose as possible. When a
satellite is observed by the three receivers above the elevation of 3◦, its clock offset starts to
be estimated. The clock offset starts to be output after the estimated time is up to 30 min.
We name the clock offset product as Broadcast Constraint Filtering Clock Offset (BCFCO).
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Table 2. Others coefficients and strategies of the filter.

Type Strategy/Coefficient

Observation 9 receivers in China
Date 22 March to 5 April 2022

System BDS-3
Frequency Combine B1I/B3I PC + LC

Elevation Limit >3◦
Interval 30 s

Orbit Product PPP-B2b Orbit Product
Observation Noise PC: 1 m; LC: 0.01 m

Meteorological Model GPT2.1W + SAAS + VMF1
Trop. Esti. Model Random Walk,Process Noise 1 cm/h

Rcv. Clock Esti. Model WN, Priori Noise 2 m
Amb. Priori Noise 1.5 m

Esti. Method Kalman Filter
Trop.: Troposphere; Esti.: Estimation; Sat.: Satellite; Rcv.: Receiver; WN: White Noise; Amb.: Ambiguity.

3.5. Analysis of BCFCO

With the PPCO as the standard, the bias and precision of BCFCO are discussed in
this section. Compared with B2bCO, the accuracy improvement of BCFCO can be verified
and analyzed. {

ΔCi
BCFCO = Ci

BCFCO − Ci
PPCO

ΔCBCFCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ΔCi
BCFCO

(10)

The comparison between the bias of BCFCO and B2bCO is given in Figure 6. The X-
axis is the number of hours from 00:00 on 22 March 2022; the blue dot is the bias of clock
offset, and the red line is the 3σ confidence interval. The mean value of the bias of BCFCO
is stable around 0, while the bias of B2bCO changes around −0.7 m. After removing the
trend, the average STD of BCFCO is 0.231 m, while the average STD of B2bCO is 0.417 m.
It can be confirmed that BCFCO is more accurate than B2bCO.
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Figure 6. The bias of BCFCO and B2bCO.

The precision of BCFCO and B2bCO can be reflected by STD of ΔCi
BCFCO and ΔCi

B2bCO
after the bias is eliminated. According to the results given in Table 3, the precision of the
two kinds of clock offset is basically the same, which illustrates that the new clock offset
estimation module can still work stably with appropriate constraints, even if the hourly
clock estimation and post-processing module are removed.
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Table 3. The precision (STD) of clock offset.

PRN BCFCO (m) B2bCO (m) PRN BCFCO (m) B2bCO (m)

19 0.026 0.027 34 0.016 0.014
20 0.034 0.033 35 0.017 0.015
21 0.019 0.018 36 0.019 0.023
22 0.013 0.014 37 0.022 0.022
23 0.015 0.017 38 0.017 0.017
24 0.034 0.034 39 0.017 0.021
25 0.015 0.016 40 0.017 0.017
26 0.037 0.038 41 0.014 0.014
27 0.014 0.019 42 0.016 0.013
28 0.016 0.013 43 0.017 0.017
29 0.017 0.015 44 0.016 0.015
30 0.014 0.017 45 0.025 0.023
32 0.014 0.015 46 0.017 0.017
33 0.015 0.017 mean 0.020 0.021

4. Timing and Positioning Performance

In PPP, the error on clock offset will have different effects on the positioning results
under the influence of various factors. In order to verify the positioning performance of
BCFCO products, BCFCO and B2bCO products are compared to discuss the positioning
convergence, positioning accuracy, and timing performance of the two products. The ob-
servation data of 16 receivers in China were used in the assessment from 22 March to
4 April 2022.

4.1. Convergence Performance of Kinematic Positioning

In order to obtain more samples to evaluate the convergence performance, the obser-
vation from 1:00 to 23:00 (BDT) each day is divided into 11 segments (2 h for each segment)
for kinematic positioning, and the positioning accuracy (RMS) is counted according to the
convergence time. In Figure 7, compared with B2bCO, better convergence performance
could be achieved using BCFCO products. In the horizontal direction, the 15 min posi-
tioning error decreased from 0.38 m to 0.29 m, and the 30-min positioning error decreased
from 0.30 m to 0.23 m; In the vertical direction, the 15-min positioning error decreased
from 0.40 m to 0.36 m, and the 30-min positioning error decreased from 0.29 m to 0.25 m.
The convergence performance in the horizontal direction is improved more significantly
than in the vertical direction, which are 25% and 12%, respectively.
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Figure 7. Convergence performance of BCFCO and B2bCO.
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4.2. Accuracy of Kinematic Positioning

Observation data from 1:00 to 23:00 (BDT) is used in BDS-3 single system kinematic
positioning, and 95% positioning error is counted from 3:00 to 23:00 each day. Considering
that PPP-B2b is a region enhancement system, the positioning performance of receivers is
discussed according to their region: Northeast, Northwest, and South of China. In addition,
different types of receivers are deployed in some locations to compare the positioning
improvement of different types of receivers. The statistical results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The 95% kinematic positioning accuracy after convergence.

RcvID
Horizontal Position Error Vertical Position Error

BCFCO B2bCO Enhance BCFCO B2bCO Enhance

NE1A 0.084 0.104 19% 0.137 0.160 15%
NE2A 0.061 0.086 29% 0.105 0.116 9%
NE3A 0.066 0.102 35% 0.122 0.141 14%

AVENEA 0.070 0.097 28% 0.121 0.139 13%

NW1A 0.179 0.232 23% 0.307 0.334 8%
NW2A 0.101 0.135 25% 0.164 0.260 37%
NW3A 0.078 0.107 27% 0.112 0.144 22%

AVENWA 0.119 0.158 24% 0.194 0.246 21%

SC1A 0.067 0.145 54% 0.184 0.256 28%
SC2A 0.045 0.074 39% 0.150 0.206 27%
SC3A 0.060 0.078 23% 0.118 0.159 26%

AVESCA 0.057 0.099 42% 0.151 0.207 27%

NE1B 0.151 0.175 13% 0.162 0.205 21%
NE2B 0.084 0.101 17% 0.129 0.169 24%

AVENEB 0.104 0.137 24% 0.156 0.206 24%

NW1B 0.159 0.158 −1% 0.342 0.329 −4%
NW2B 0.095 0.104 9% 0.153 0.163 6%
NW3B 0.179 0.213 16% 0.244 0.274 11%

AVENWB 0.144 0.158 9% 0.246 0.255 4%

SC1B 0.124 0.187 34% 0.219 0.277 21%
SC2B 0.109 0.115 5% 0.173 0.190 9%

AVESCB 0.126 0.153 18% 0.213 0.241 12%

The first two digits of the RcvID represent the region (NE is the northeast, NW is the
northwest, and the SC is the South). The third digit represents the distance between the
receiver and the core region of China (1 represents the receiver in the region farthest away
from the core region). The receivers with the same first three letters have the same position.
The fourth letter represents the type of receiver (‘A’ represents the receiver of the same type
as the estimation receiver, and ‘B’ is another type).

In general, the receivers in the northeast can obtain the best positioning accuracy,
followed by the south, and the worst in the northwest, which is related to the moving
direction of BDS-3 satellites. Most MEO satellites enter China from the West, while IGSO
satellites and few MEO satellites will enter from the south. It usually takes dozens of
minutes for a satellite from reaching observation conditions to providing services, which
results in a greater PDOP in the entry border area. Furthermore, the closer the receiver
is to the core area of China, the more obvious the improvement on positioning accuracy
is with BCFCO products, except the SC1 location. In all regions, compared with B-type
receivers, the A-type receivers can obtain better positioning performance and greater
performance improvement using BCFCO, which may be due to the code bias. The average
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improvement on the positioning accuracy of BCFCO is 22% and 17% in horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively.

4.3. Timing Performance

With two calibrated timing receivers TM1A and TM1B, the timing performance of
BCFCO and B2bCO can be evaluated by the static PPP. Observation data from 1:00 to 23:00
(BDT) is used and the error of clock offset and clock rate is counted from 3:00 to 23:00 in
each day.

The timing performance of two receivers using different products is given in Table 5.
Using BCFCO product, the clock offset error of receivers is about 0.9 ns (0.25 m), while it
is 2.3 ns (0.69 m) and 3.7 ns (1.17 m) using B2bCO product, which is consistent with the
bias of clock offset mentioned in Section 3.5. The clock rate error of the two products is
basically the same, about 0.012 ns (0.004 m) per 30 s (step of PPP). This error is generally
consistent with receiver observation noise of the carrier phase that determines the upper
limit of the clock offset precision. The accurate clock rate of receivers can be obtained with
both two products.

Table 5. Statistical results of timing performance of TM1A and TM1B.

STAID
Clock Offset Error (ns) Clock Rate Error (ns/30 s)

BCFCO B2bCO BCFCO B2bCO

TM1A 0.76 2.27 0.010 0.012
TM1B 0.88 3.74 0.013 0.013

5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper focuses on the bias that exists in PPP-B2b precision clock offset products
(B2bCO). Firstly, the estimation process of PPP-B2b clock offset product is introduced,
and then bias in B2bCO is analyzed with long-term historical data and post-processing
clock offset (PPCO). According to the analysis, we propose a regional clock offset estimation
strategy using broadcast clock offset for a priori constraint and get the new clock offset
product (BCFCO). By comparing with the B2bCO, the performance improvement of BCFCO
on the accuracy of clock offset, dynamic positioning, and timing is discussed.

The bias in B2bCO can be considered in two parts. The biases of all satellites have
the same long-term variation trend, which ranges between ±3 m. After removing the
long-term trend, the biases of satellites are not consistent, with the STD of 0.315 m (1.05 ns).
In PPP, the consistent part of the bias will be absorbed into the receiver clock offset, while
the inconsistent part will affect the convergence time and positioning accuracy. BCFCO has
better accuracy and similar precision than B2bCO. The consistent part of BCFCO is almost
eliminated, and the inconsistent part was reduced by 45%. The precision of the two clock
offset products is both about 0.02 m.

The BCFCO and B2bCO are contrasted in terms of speed of convergence, positioning
accuracy, and timing. Using BCFCO, the convergence speed increases by about 25%
and 10% in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For the positioning accuracy,
the average improvement is 22% and 17%. The closer it is to the core service area of China,
the more obvious the improvement is. The improvement on the receivers of the same type
is more obvious than that of receivers of another type. For timing, the error of the receiver
clock offset can be reduced by 60% with the BCFCO product, while the error of clock rate is
basically the same.
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Abstract: Satellite clock offsets are the critical parameters for The Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSSs) to provide position and timing (PNT) service. Unlike other GNSSs, BDS-3 uses the two-way
superimposition strategy to measure satellite clock offsets. However, affected by some deficiencies
of the two-way superimposition strategy, the accuracy of BDS-3 clock offsets parameters is 1.29 ns
(RMS), which is the main bottleneck for BDS-3 to improve its space signal accuracy. After analyzing
problems in the clock offsets measurement process of BDS-3, the paper proposes a new strategy
to real-time estimate high-accuracy satellite clock offsets. The clock offsets estimated by the new
strategy show a good consistency with GBM clock offsets. The averaged STD of their differences
in MEO is 0.14 ns, and the clock offsets estimated by the new strategy present less fluctuation in
the 1-day fitting residuals. Applying the new clock offsets to prediction, BDS-3 can reduce its clock
offsets errors from 1.05 ns to 0.29 ns (RMS), about 72%. The above results indicate that the new clock
offsets estimated strategy can improve the accuracy of clock offsets parameters of BDS-3 effectively.

Keywords: BDS-3; clock offsets estimated; inter-satellite links; two-way satellite time and fre-
quency transfer

1. Introduction

Because GNSSs measure distances and clock offsets by comparing clocks, GNSSs need
to provide accurate messages, including their space and time. For BDS-3 open service,
BDS-3 calculates the position and velocity of satellites in the Beidou Coordinate System
(BDCS) [1], and the satellite clock offsets with respect to Beidou Time (BDT) [2,3] at first.
After that, BDS-3 parameterizes the satellite’s orbit and clock offsets to ephemeris and
clock offset parameters and uploads them to the satellite for broadcasting [4,5]. The update
frequency of the above messages is often every hour and the predicted time for users to use
them is less than 2 h. The influence of their errors on ground users is presented as signal-in-
space errors (SISRE) [6,7]. SISRE is one of the most significant error sources in PNT, which
consist of broadcast ephemeris errors and clock offsets parameters errors. Galileo performs
the lowest SISRE in “GNSS Big 4” at present [8]. The BDS-3 constellation consists of 24
MEOs, 3 IGSOs, and 3 GEOs, whose SISRE is second to Galileo [9,10]. Statistical results
show that the broadcast ephemeris errors can reach centimeter levels [11,12], which is at
the top level in “GNSS Big 4” [8–10]. However, the clock offsets parameters errors of BDS-3
are 0.35 m (RMS) with respect to BDT, and evaluated by IGS precise clock offsets are more
than 0.51 ns, which is larger than the errors of 0.14 m of Galileo. Therefore, the main reason
why SISRE of BDS-3 is larger than Galileo is that the clock offsets parameters of BDS-3 with
larger errors [9,10].

Generally, GNSS satellite clock offsets are the differences between the satellite atomic
clock onboard and GNSS system time in GNSS conventional reference system. Their
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measurement is the most crucial step in GNSS generating satellite clock offsets parameters.
Orbit determination and time synchronization (ODTS) is GNSS’s most proven and widely
used clock offsets estimation technology [13,14]. The ODTS can estimate satellite clock
offsets simultaneously when estimating satellite orbit using GNSS downlinks pseudorange
and carrier phase measurements from dozens to hundreds of global GNSS stations. For
BDS-3, some results suggest that the clock offsets differences between real-time and batch-
processed solutions in ODTS are less than 0.15 ns, which is as the same level as other
GNSS [15]. The ODTS estimation technology has high requirements for GNSS station
distribution and quantity. However, since the BDS monitor station are only distributed
within China, it is difficult for BDS to realize the above requirements. Under the above
circumstances, BDS-3 uses the two-way comparison technology to measure satellite clock
offsets [16]. The fundamental principle of the two-way comparison is to subtract two-way
measurements to eliminate most of the errors related to spatial information, and obtain
their clock offsets. As shown in Figure 1, the BDS-3 time synchronization system owns the
Master Control Station (MCS) and Time Synchronization Stations (TSS). All of them are
equipped with C-band antennas, allowing BDS-3 to measure their clock offsets by two-way
measurements [17]. Moreover, the satellite and BDS-3 ground station are also equipped
with L-band two-way antennas and Ka-band phased-array antennas. The above antennas
allow BDS-3 to calculate L-band two-way clock offsets and Ka-band two-way inter-satellite
clock offsets [18]. According to the tracking status of the ground antenna to the satellite
and the link plan of the inter-satellite link (ISL) [19], BDS-3 superimposes the above clock
offsets to obtain satellite clock offsets with respect to BDT. This strategy we named the
two-way superimposition strategy. Although the two-way superimposition strategy can
measure satellite clock offsets, whether overseas or intraregional, it puts forward high
requirements for the ability and quantity of ground antenna. More importantly, the final
satellite clock offset is only obtained by several superimpositions of the above two-way
clock offset. Each superimposition of the two-way clock offset is accompanied with accuracy
loss and will decrease the accuracy of satellite clock offset parameters. As a result, some
research finds that the clock offset parameters of BDS-3 are not accurate enough [9,10].
With the continuous improvements and developments in terms of performance, availability,
modernization, application, and hybridizing for current GNSS [20–22], BDS must face up to
the problem in its clock measurements and take it as the guide to study the new approach
to improve its signal-in space accuracy.

Figure 1. The construction of BDS time synchronization and the basic two-way measurements of
BDS-3. Wherein, the red, blue, yellow curves are L-band satellite-station two-way measurements,
Ka-band inter-satellite measurements, C-band inter-station two-way measurements, respectively.

For the above reason, we analyze the problems in the BDS-3 two-way superimposition
strategy in the first part. Then, guided by solving the problems, we proposed a new
strategy. The new strategy considers and combines BDS-3 constellation composition and
multi-source measurements accuracy to real-time estimate BDS-3 satellite clock offsets with
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higher accuracy. We analyze the accuracy and improvements of the new strategy in the
last part.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Two-Way Superimposition Strategy
2.1.1. Fundamental Principles Process

BDS-3 owns a time synchronization, which is independent of satellite orbit determina-
tion. The fundamental measurements of BDS-3 two measurements include L-band two-way
satellite-station measurements, C-band two-way inter-station measurements, and Ka-band
inter-satellite measurements.

The fundamental equation for using two-way measurements to calculate two-way
clock offsets is given as Equation (1) [15]:

clkBA(t0) = [(ρAB(t0)− rAB(t0))− (ρBA(t0)− rBA(t0))]/2 + ∑ corr + Err + ε (1)

where, clk(t0)BA is the clock offsets of A with respect to B; ρBA(t0) and ρAB(t0) are the
measurement values rAB(t0) and rBA(t0) are the signal propagation distance between two
atomic clock A and B. ∑ corr is all kinds of errors correction in two-way measurements.
They include phase center correction, relativity correction [23], time delay correction [24].
For L-band and C-band measurements, their signal passes through the ionosphere and
troposphere, So, the errors correction of L-band and C-band measurements also include
troposphere delay correction and ionosphere delay correction [25]. Err are the unknown
residual errors. ε is two-way noise.

Considering all satellite clock offsets with respect to BDT. BDS-3 needs to use the
two-way superimposition strategy to calculate final satellite clock offsets with respect to
BDT. The procedure of the two-way superimposition strategy is given in Figure 2. For the
intraregional satellites that are tracked by MCS antennas, BDS-3 can directly obtain the
clock offsets by the L-band two-way satellite-station clock offsets of MCS. We present it
as L in Figures 2 and 3. For the satellites that are tracked by TSS antennas, the two-way
superimposition strategy subs the TSS’s C-band inter-station clock offsets and L-band
two-way satellite-station clock offsets to obtain the final satellite clock offsets. We present
it as L + C in Figures 2 and 3. For the overseas satellites, the two-way superimposi-
tion strategy subs the two-way clock offsets of intraregional satellite and Ka-band inter-
satellite clock offsets to obtain the overseas satellite two-way clock offsets. We present it as
L + C + Ka or L + Ka in Figures 2 and 3. According to the antenna track messages and ISL
plans [23,24], the two-way superimposition strategy can real-time calculate all satellite’s
two-way clock offsets [19]. Then, by 3-day comparison, BDS-3 estimate and deduct the
bias between the two-way clock offsets and GNSS L-band downlinks offsets. Last, the final
clock offset parameters of BDS-3 can be fitted by the linear model.

 

Figure 2. The procedure of the BDS-3 two-way superimposition strategy.
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Figure 3. The typical one-day detrended two-way clock offsets of IGSO and MEO measured by BDS-3
two-way superimposition strategy. 1©– 4© describe the problems and abnormal phenomena in the
two-way superimposition strategy.

2.1.2. Problems

Taking the IGSO-1 and MEO-1 as examples, the detrended 24 h two-way clock offsets
calculated by the two-way superimposition strategy are plotted in Figure 3.

In Figure 3. the red curves are the clock offsets only calculated by L-band two-way
clock. The orange curves are the clock offsets calculated by C-band inter-station two-way
clock offsets and L-band two-way clock offsets. The blue curves are the clock offsets through
Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets, and the blue curves with different depths
represent the clock offsets calculated through different intraregional satellites. Figure 3
demonstrates that whatever satellite is or is not over China. The two-way superimposition
strategy can always measure their clock offsets. However, this figure also presents its
shortcoming and problems:

• Because there is little difference between the L-band uplinks and the L-band downlinks,
Equation (1) cannot effectively eliminate the ionosphere delay and multipath effects.
When the elevation of the L-band antenna is not low enough, the above residual errors
will increase rapidly and decrease the accuracy of L-band two-way clock offsets ( 1© in
Figure 3).

• Because the noise of C-band measurements is far from other bands’ measurements. The
noise of clock offsets will become large when the satellite clock offsets are calculated
through C-band two-way inter-stations clock offsets ( 2© in Figure 3).

• Affected by temperature, antenna attitude, illumination, etc., the time delay of an-
tennas has fluctuations, which are difficult to predict. Therefore, once the tracking
antenna changes, the “step errors” will appear in the clock offsets ( 3© in Figure 3).

• The BDS-3 follows a time-division multiple access (TDMA) structure. One satellite
connects with different visible satellites at different time in one connectivity cycle.
Because an overseas satellite establishes links with different satellites frequently, the
different “step errors” will be reflected in the clock offsets of overseas satellites, which
are like the noise ( 4© in Figure 3).

The above reasons lead to poor accuracy of BDS-3 clock offsets, which is the main
bottleneck limiting BDS-3 from improving itself signal-in-space accuracy. Therefore, based
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on the BDS-3 multi-source measurements, BDS-3 needs to urgently design a new strategy
to measure the satellite clock offsets.

2.2. The New Strategy

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the reason why the accuracy of two-way
clock offsets is poor is that the traditional strategy totally believes in the single two-way
measurement and ignores that the errors of each measurement will also be superimposed
in the final two-way clock offsets. All BDS-3 satellites are equipped with high-performance
onboard atomic clocks [26–28], and the output signal has high stability in the short timescale.
Therefore, the new strategy should believe in the ability of onboard atomic clocks instead
of signal measurement. More importantly, unlike the traditional strategy, the new strategy
abandons the C-band inter-station two-way clock offsets and L-band two-way clock offsets
of MEOs and IGSOs, instead only using Ka-band inter-satellite between all satellites and
L-band two-way clock offsets of GEOs. After the above changes, the new clock offsets
estimated strategy includes three steps, shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. The procedure of the BDS-3 new clock offsets estimation strategy.

Firstly, the new strategy takes redundant Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets
as the inputs and uses least square estimation to filter the noise and errors of the two-
way clock offsets to estimate inter-satellite clock offsets with higher accuracy between all
satellites, which is recorded as two-way estimated inter-satellite clock offsets. Then, taking
the two-way estimated inter-satellite clock offsets between GEOs and their L-band two-way
clock offsets as inputs, the new strategy further uses least square estimation to estimate one
GEO’s clock offsets with respect to BDT. Last, by making the differences between the ODTS
clock offsets and two-way estimated clock offsets and averaging their differences, the bias
between two kinds of clock offsets can be calibrated and thereby realize the alignment of
the two-way estimated clock offsets to the ODTS clock offsets. The following subsection
will introduce each step of the new clock offsets estimation strategy of BDS-3.

2.2.1. Estimation of Inter-Satellite Clock Offsets

As shown in Figure 5a, BDS-3 follows the TDMA structure. One satellite connects with
different satellites at different intervals to perform dual, one-way ranging measurements.
In one connectivity cycle whose duration is 60 s, multiple Ka-band two-way inter-satellite
clock offsets between one specific satellite and those on other satellites can be obtained by
processing measurements using Equation (1). In fact, BDS-3 onboard atomic clocks perform
high stability in the short timescale. The above redundant Ka-band two-way inter-satellite
clock offsets can be further reduced to the same time (see Figure 5b) [29]. After that, the
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redundant Ka-band inter-satellite two-way clock can be used to estimate the clock offsets
with higher accuracy (see Figure 5c) [19].

 
Figure 5. The procedure of the inter-satellite clock offset estimation. Wherein, t0, t1, t2 are different
epoch within 60 s. Ka two-way is the Ka-band two-way clock offsets. Despite their epoch are different
(as (a)), they can be reduced to the same epoch by prior message (as (b)) for further adjustment
processing in the new strategy (as (c)).

After selecting a satellite as a reference satellite, “z.” In the process of indirect ad-
justments, the observations are redundant Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets,
and the parameters to be estimated are the Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets
with respect to the reference satellite. The derivatives of observations of parameters to be
estimated are given in Equation (2).⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂ClkKa
AB

∂
→
x

= [1,−1, 0 . . . 0]
. . .

∂ClkKa
Az

∂
→
x

= [1, 0, 0 . . . 0]
. . .

∂ClkKa
zB

∂
→
x

= [0,−1, 0 . . . 0]
. . .

(2)

where,
→
x are the clock offsets of all satellites with respect to a reference satellite, ClkKa

AB
are the Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets between the A and B. The results from
the trial suggest that if the Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets within 1 min of
the whole constellation are used to reduce, there will be more than 300 two-way links,
and the reduced errors will be less than 7 mm. The comparison of the clock offsets before
and after indirect adjustment is shown in Figure 6. The dark blue curves present the clock
offsets after indirect adjustments, and the azury blue present the original Ka-band two-way
inter-satellite clock offsets. Both of them deduct the same trends. From Figure 6. the
advantages of the further indirect adjustments processing are that it not only can estimate
inter-satellite clock offsets when they are not linked. Moreover, compared with Ka-band
two-way inter-satellite clock offsets, the clock offsets, by further estimated, have higher
accuracy and less noise.
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Figure 6. The improvements after using redundant Ka-band inter-satellite clock offsets to estimate
Ka-band inter-satellite clock offsets (since 19 May 2022).

2.2.2. Estimation of Clock Offsets with Respect to BDT

The new strategy can estimate high-accuracy inter-satellite clock offsets by least
square estimation processing for redundant Ka-band two-way inter-satellite clock offsets.
However, the reference of satellite clock offsets parameter is BDT. The inter-satellite two-
way estimated clock offsets need to be further traced to BDT. Despite no good ideas to
directly solve the problems shown in Figure 1, we find that these problems can be effectively
circumvented with some changes in the estimated clock offsets strategy. Firstly, the BDS-3
GEO is always over China, and MCS’s antennas can track BDS-3 GEO anytime. BDS-3
can estimate GEOs clock offsets without passing through Ka-band two-way inter-satellite
clock offsets and C-band two-way inter-station clock offsets. Then, the velocity of GEO
related to antenna ground is slow, and the altitude angle and azimuth angle of tracked
antenna nearly remain unchanged. Lastly, GEOs need to broadcast the messages of other
services, including Satellite Based Augmentation System Service (SBAS) [30,31] and Precise
Point Position Service in B2b signal (PPP-B2b) [32]. The above services require MCS to use
antennas with a larger diameter and greater signal transmission power to track GEOs full
time, which will help suppress the multipath effect in two-way observation. Therefore,
in the satellite-ground clock offsets estimation, only the L-band two-way clock offsets
of the large-diameter antennas following GEOs are considered the satellite-ground clock
offsets estimation.

Similar to the inter-satellite clock offsets estimation, in order to filter the noise and
errors, the GEO’s clock offsets estimation also adopts the least square estimation method.
However, in the estimation, the zero value of different L-band antennas should be cali-
bration and aligned. Set a GEO satellite as a reference “Q” the parameter to be estimated
includes Q’s clock offsets with respect to BDT, and others are the differences of zero value of
L-band larger-diameter antennas. After that, the observation equations in the least square
estimation are given as Equation (3).⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

ρQ(t) = clkQ
L(t) = clkQ(t)

ρA(t) = clkA
L(t)− clkAQ

Two−way estimated(t) = clkQ(t) + BiasA
L

ρB(t) = clkB
L(t)− clkBQ

Two−way estimated(t) = clkQ(t) + BiasB
L

(3)
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where the derivatives of observation of the parameters to be estimated are given as Equation (4).⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∂ρQ

∂
→
x

= [(0, 0)→x 0
, (1)→

x 1
]
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→
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= [(1, 0)→x 0
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∂
→
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= [(0, 1)→x 0

, (1)→
x 1
]

(4)

wherein, clkA
L(t), clkB

L(t), clkQ
L(t) are the L-band two-way clock offsets of three GEO

satellites. clkTwo−way estimated are the Ka-band two-way inter-satellite estimated clock offsets.
are the parameters to be estimated, which include the global parameter

→
x 0 and local

parameter
→
x 1. Global parameters are the zero value differences, including the BiasA

L and
BiasB

L. Local parameters include the clock offsets of the reference satellite at different
epochs. In the least square estimation processing, the global and local parameters can be
effectively separated by operating the normal equation to eliminate parameters. Thus,
the update of the antenna’s bias and the estimation of higher-accuracy clock offsets of
BDS-3 GEOs can be both real-time realized. The RMS of the 9-day residual for the least
square estimation is 0.1 ns, which are given in Figure 7. Figure 7 preliminary suggests that
the observations of different large-diameter antennas present a good consistency in short
timescale. Their long-time consistency needs to be further verification in the future.

Figure 7. The estimation errors of the second least square estimation (since 19 May 2022), where the
reference satellite is GEO-3.

Considering the high-accuracy inter-satellite clock offsets already obtained by 3.1. the
clock offsets of all other satellites can be further traced to BDT by Equation (5).

clkA(t0) = clkQ(t0) + clkTwo−way estimated
AQ(t0) (5)

2.2.3. Estimation and Elimination of the Bias of Two-Way Clock Offsets

By the method in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the new strategy can estimate the two-way
clock offsets with higher accuracy in real-time. However, bias still exists between the
two-way estimated clock offsets and ODTS clocks offsets. This bias includes the zero value
of signal transmitting and receiving of Ka-band antennas and L-band antennas. However,
BDS-3 users use one-way downlinks observation for positioning and timing. Therefore,
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to align the two-way estimated clock offsets with the one-way downlinks signal, the new
strategy should finally correct the bias in the two-way estimated clock offsets.

The effective way to estimate the bias is using ODTS clock offsets. The duration of
BDS-3 orbit determination is three days, and the specific strategy of BDS-3 orbit determi-
nation can refer to Tang et al. In order to suppress the influence of ODTS clocks offset
errors on the bias estimation. The new strategy uses multiple-day ODTS clock offsets to
estimate the bias. As shown in Figure 8, the estimation and elimination of the bias of the
two-way estimated clock offsets include three steps. Firstly, as shown in Figure 8, splice the
original ODTS clock offsets of multiple days to obtain the ODTS clock offsets (at present,
the number of days is 3, which are consistent with the two-way superimposition strategy).
Secondly, make the difference between the ODTS clock offsets and two-way estimated
clock offsets, and average their differences to estimate the bias. Thirdly, deduct the bias in
two-way estimated clock offsets so as to realize the alignment of the two-way clock offsets
with the one-way downlink signal.

 
Figure 8. The procedure of the estimation and elimination of the bias of the two-way estimated
clock offsets.

3. Results

In the new strategy, only using redundant ISL two-way observations and first least
square estimation processing, the variations of inter-satellite clock offsets between other
satellites can be real-time estimated. The two-way inter-satellite clock offsets are indepen-
dent of L-band two-way measurements. Taking the clock offsets between the MEO-1 and
MEO-2 as the example, the differences in the 1-day quadratic fitting residual between the
two-way inter-satellite estimated clock offsets and the ODTS inter-satellite clock offsets
from the German research center for geosciences Beidou multi-GNSS (GBM) [33] are plotted
in Figure 9. Wherein, the blue curves of Figure 9a are the two-way estimated clock offsets
between the MEO-1 and MEO-2. The green curves of Figure 9a are their ODTS clock
offsets. Both of them are deducted with the same trends, and their differences are plotted in
Figure 9b. Although the STD of their differences is less than 0.1 ns in the timescale of 1 day,
due to the day-boundary discontinuities in the ODTS clock offsets [34], their differences
exist in the obvious “hop” at the boundary between two days, which are given in Figure 10.

In order to suppress the influence of day-boundary discontinuities in the ODTS clock
offsets, we deducted the same trends per day in the following comparisons between the
ODTS clock offsets and the two-way clock offsets. Referring to BDS-3 M1, Tab1 lists 9-day
averaging statistical results of their 1-day quadratic fitting residual and the STD of their
differences for all BDS-3 satellites. Except for BDS-3 C61, the statistical results show that
the averaged STD of the differences between the two-way estimated clock offsets and GBM
clock offsets is 0.19 ns. Among them, the averaged STD for BDS-3 MEOs is 0.14 ns and
0.40 ns, 0.36 ns for IGSOs and GEOs, respectively.
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Figure 9. 1-day Satellite clock offset differences between the Ka-band inter-satellite estimated clock
offsets and GBM products (since 19 May 2022). Wherein, (a) describes the two kinds of clock offsets
after deducting the same trend. (b) describes their differences.

Figure 10. 9-day Satellite clock offset differences between the Ka-band inter-satellite estimated clock
offsets and GBM products. Wherein, (a) describes the two kinds of clock offsets after deducting the
same trend. (b) describes their differences. The reason why “hop” exist in the bottom figure is that
the day-boundary discontinuities exist in the ODTS clock offsets (since 19 May 2022).

As shown in Table 1, In most cases, the large differences between the two kinds of
clock offset with the larger fitting residuals in the GBM ODTS clock offsets. Epically for
the GEOs and IGSOs. Taking the two kinds of clock offset between the IGSO-1 and MEO-1
as an example, their comparisons are given in Figure 11. Both of them are deducted the
same trends per day. From Figure 10, It can be clearly found that their larger differences
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are caused by the large fluctuation in GBM ODTS clock offsets. We believe that the IGSOs
and GEOs clock offsets with large fluctuations are that there exist larger orbit errors in
GEOs and IGSOs. Some results suggest it is probably due to the not accurate enough solar
radiation pressure model adopted in ODTS processing [33,35].

Table 1. Averaging statistical results of the two kinds of 1-day clock offsets comparison.

Satellite PRN
The STD of the Differences between Two

Kinds of Clock Offsets (ns)

24 h Fitting Residual (ns)

ODTS Clock
(GBM)

Two-Way
Estimated Clock

C38 0.25 0.26 0.12
C39 0.36 0.37 0.09
C40 0.39 0.39 0.08
C25 0.16 0.18 0.11
C26 0.16 0.14 0.09
C27 0.11 0.09 0.11
C28 0.13 0.13 0.12
C29 0.19 0.13 0.22
C30 0.15 0.17 0.10
C20 0.07 0.18 0.16
C21 0.09 0.21 0.21
C22 0.07 0.18 0.17
C23 0.14 0.18 0.14
C24 0.12 0.16 0.17
C32 0.11 0.12 0.12
C33 0.12 0.18 0.14
C34 0.15 0.13 0.08
C35 0.19 0.19 0.10
C36 0.14 0.13 0.07
C37 0.11 0.15 0.10
C41 0.08 0.10 0.10
C42 0.11 0.12 0.11
C43 0.15 0.24 0.15
C44 0.12 0.20 0.16
C45 0.23 0.26 0.08
C46 0.23 0.25 0.11
C59 0.50 0.65 0.32
C60 0.61 1.00 0.17

MEO 0.14 0.19 0.13
IGSO 0.40 0.71 0.11
GEO 0.36 1.10 0.36

Average of all satellites 0.19 0.23 0.13

Taking the high-accuracy inter-satellite clock offsets and L-band two-way clock offsets
of GEOs as inputs, the clock offsets of all satellites can be further traced to the BDT so as
to estimate the final clock offsets, whose accuracy should be better than the clock offsets
calculated by two-way superimposition strategy, which can be shown in Figure 9. The top
panel of Figure 9 describes the GEO clock offsets. The middle panel of Figure 9 describes
the typical IGSO clock offsets, and the bottom panel of Figure 12 describes the typical MEO
clock offsets curves are the two-way estimated clock offsets. Wherein the red curves are
the clock offsets directly calculated by L-band two-way clock offsets or superimposed by
L-band two-way clock offsets and C-band inter-satellite clock offsets.
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Figure 11. Satellite clock offset differences between the Ka-band inter-satellite estimated clock offsets
and GBM products for 9 days. All of them are deducted the same trends per day (since 19 May 2022).
Wherein, (a) are their detrended clock offsets, (b) are their differences.

Figure 12. Satellite clock offset differences between the two-way estimated clock offsets and the
two-way intraregional satellite clock offsets measured by superimposition strategy (since 19 May
2022).

By comparing the two curves, it can be found that although the red curves are in good
agreement with the blue curves in most cases, the red curves become more divergent than
the blue curves at the beginning and end of each segment, which indicate the two-way
estimated clock offsets have more advantages than two-way clock offsets. The above
phenomenon is because the new strategy effectively solves problems in the two-way
superimposition strategy:

• Because the new strategy uses the least square estimation method to estimate clock
offsets and will not consider C-band two-way inter-station clock offsets with large
noise, the clock offsets can always keep higher precision.

• The final two-way clock offsets between the satellite atomic clock onboard and BDT
are only realized through the two-way observation between the MCS larger diameter
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antennas and GEOs, and the elevation of antennas tracking to GEOs is unchanged all
the time. The problem of antennas with low elevation no longer exists.

• The new strategy only introduces three larger-diameter L-band antennas, each of
which tracks to the specific GEO anytime. On this basis, the new strategy introduces
the bias parameters to absorb the inconsistencies of observations of larger-diameter
L-band antennas. All of the above considerations are able to suppress the “step errors.”

• In the new strategy, the concept of intraregional satellite and overseas satellite no
longer exist. All satellites play the same role in the inter-satellite clock offsets esti-
mation. Furthermore, their clock offsets with respect to BDT are not dependent on
ISL plans and antenna status but can be calculated through the same clock offsets
(reference GEO). Therefore, even if IGSOs and MEOs are not able to be observed by
ground antenna, the accuracy of their clock offsets will not be lost.

After obtaining the satellite clock offsets with higher accuracy, the BDS-3 is able to
generate the satellite clock offsets parameters with higher accuracy. In most cases, BDS-3
satellite clock offsets parameters are generated by the satellite clock offsets of 2 h in history.
Moreover, their prediction duration is less than 2 h. The Table 2. shows the statistical
results of 2-h prediction errors of two-way estimated clock offsets for 9-day. From Table 2,
the averaged RMS of all satellites is 0.29 ns, which is 29% of those calculated by the BDS-3
two-way superimposition strategy. Considering the clock offsets parameters errors of
Galileo is 0.14 m (0.42 ns), the above results indicate that after using the new clock offsets
estimation strategy, the accuracy of BDS-3 clock offsets parameters could reach or exceed
those of Galileo.

Table 2. Statistical results of 2-h prediction errors of two-way estimated clock offsets for 10 days.

PRN RMS (ns) 95% Error (ns)

C19 0.27 0.55
C20 0.27 0.58
C21 0.31 0.66
C22 0.31 0.67
C23 0.30 0.61
C24 0.29 0.62
C25 0.28 0.59
C26 0.29 0.65
C27 0.26 0.56
C28 0.28 0.62
C29 0.30 0.64
C30 0.27 0.59
C32 0.27 0.57
C33 0.28 0.59
C34 0.28 0.59
C35 0.28 0.59
C36 0.27 0.56
C37 0.25 0.53
C38 0.28 0.62
C39 0.26 0.53
C40 0.26 0.56
C41 0.29 0.65
C42 0.26 0.54
C43 0.28 0.57
C44 0.37 0.77
C45 0.27 0.58
C46 0.3 0.62
C59 0.33 0.71
C60 0.36 0.86
C61 0.38 0.66

Average of all satellites 0.29 0.61
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4. Conclusions

In order to improve the signal-in-space accuracy of the BDS-3 satellite, the paper
introduces the two-way superimposition strategy and analyzes its problems in satellite
clock offsets measured. The analysis shows that BDS-3 uses the two-way superimposition
strategy that can effectively calculate the clock offsets, both including intraregional satellite
and overseas, with respect to BDT in real-time. Nevertheless, suffering from antenna zero
value error, the low elevation angle of antennas, and the large noise of C-band inter-station
clock offsets, the clock offsets calculated by BDS-3 are not accurate enough. This problem is
the main factor limiting the improvement of space-in-signal accuracy for BDS-3.

Based on the above analysis, the paper optimizes and updates the BDS-3 strategy
in BDS-3 satellite clock offsets estimation. Unlike the simple superposition of two-way
observations, the new strategy from the perspective of least square estimation takes full
advantage of the BDS-3 multi-source observation and the BDS-3 constellation characteristics
to circumvent problems in the two-way superimposition strategy so as to improve the
accuracy of the BDS-3 satellite clock offsets. The satellite clock offsets estimated by the new
strategy have the following characteristic:

• The two-way estimated clock offsets retain the advantages of two-way clock offsets,
which are less affected by propagation and position errors than one-way downlink
clock offsets.

• All ISLs maintain the inter-satellite relative variation of two-way estimated clock
offsets. The inter-satellite relative variation of two-way estimated clock offsets is
independent of satellite-ground links.

• All satellite clock offsets are traced to BDT by the same clock offsets, which are only
affected by the observations of three large-diameter L-band antennas.

By optimizing and updating, the BDS-3 is able to improve the accuracy of not only
BDS-3 inter-satellite clock offsets but also the final BDS-3 satellite clock offsets with respect
to BDT. Making the differences between the clock offsets estimated by the new strategy
and the GBM products, the average STD of their clock offsets is 0.19 ns, wherein MEO is
0.14 ns. Furthermore, compared with the inter-satellite clock offsets of GBM products, the
24-h fitting residual of two-way estimated clock offsets is more stable. The above results
indicate that: Only relying on ISLs and a few L-band large-diameter antennas, the BDS-3
can realize the global satellite clock offsets real-time estimation with the same accuracy
level as the clock offsets estimated by more than one hundred global-distributed GNSS
stations [33,35].

After adopting the new strategy, the accuracy of the satellite clock offsets parameter
can be improved from 1.05 ns (0.35 m) [8] to 0.29 ns (0.09 m), about 71%. This result indicates
the ISL can not only solve the problems of insufficient observation in overseas satellite clock
offsets estimation but also can enhance the accuracy of satellite clock offsets parameters
of intraregional satellites. The signal-in-space errors of BDS-3 broadcast ephemeris are
0.09 m. Considering that the SISRE are less than the sum of the broadcast ephemeris errors
and clock offsets parameter errors [8], after adopting the proposed strategy in the BDS-3
time synchronization system, the signal-in-space accuracy of the BDS-3 navigation message
can be less than 0.2 m at least. This result is of great significance to the performance
improvement of BDS.

As shown in Table 2, after BDS-3 used the new strategy to estimate the clock offsets, a
puzzling discovery is that despite the performance of all BDS-3 clock offsets are different,
there is little difference between their prediction ability. The reason is plotted in Figure 13.
Multi-day fitting residuals of all satellites with the highest-level-performance atomic clock
present the almost common fluctuation, and the same fluctuation is found in the output
signals of BDT. Although the common fluctuation will not affect the final position accuracy,
it will affect the timing accuracy. It indicates that the common fluctuation in Figure 13 is
caused by the fluctuation of BDT itself [2]! Therefore, the stability of the BDT’s output
signal limits the ability for BDS-3 to improve further the accuracy of BDS-3 satellite’s clock
offset parameters.
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Figure 13. Multi-day fitting residuals of BDS-3 satellite with highest-level-performance atomic
clock onboard with respect to BDT (since 19 May 2022). The common fluctuation is caused by the
fluctuation in BDT output signals.

It should be noticed that, despite the above results are inspiring for BDS-3, from the
perspective of service stability, BDS-3 still needs longer time to check this strategy. What is
more, in the bias estimation of the two-way estimation clock offsets, the inputs ODTS clock
offsets are dual-frequency ionospheric free combination clock offsets (usually B1I/B3I).
Therefore, the final two-way clock offsets are aligned with the one-way downlinks clock
offsets with the specific combination frequency. However, for the users of other BDS-3
frequencies. They need to use the broadcast DCB and TGD, and ionospheric parameters to
further correct their observation. However, because of their strong correlation and poor
distribution of BDS-3 GNSS stations, it is also tricky for BDS-3 to realize their high-precision
calculation under the condition that GNSS stations of BDS-3 are only distributed within
China. Therefore, after optimizing and updating the clock offsets estimation strategy, the
accuracy of the parameters of ionospheric and DCB/TGD will become the main point of
growth of BDS-3 accuracy. Improving their accuracy is another key technology that BDS-3
needs to further breakthrough.

Finally, we can see a good agreement between the one-way downlink clock offsets and
the two-way estimated clock offsets, especially for the MEO satellites with higher ODTS
clock offsets accuracy. It probably means that the unknown system errors between the
ISL and L-band downlinks are not large. Considering that the two-way estimated clock
offsets with less fluctuation than the current ODTS clock offsets in the timescale from the
few hours to 1 day. We believe that if BDS-3 takes the two-way estimated clock offsets as
the new observation in the GNSS orbit determination, BDS-3 will be able to enhance the
accuracy of orbit determination further and accelerate the decouple and convergence time
of GNSS parameters, which will be conducive to the study in other GNSS fields [20–22] and
the improvement of the ability on BDS-3 PPP-B2b [32]. All of them deserve further study.
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Abstract: With applications such as precise geodetic product generation and reference frame main-
tenance, the global GNSS network solution is a fundamental problem that has constantly been a
focus of concern. Independent baseline search is a prerequisite step of the double-differenced (DD)
GNSS network. In this process, only empirical methods are usually used, i.e., the observation-max
(OBS-MAX), which allows for obtaining more redundant DD observations, and the shortest-path
(SHORTEST), which helps to better eliminate tropospheric and ionospheric errors between stations.
Given the possible limitations that neither of the methods can always guarantee baselines of the
highest accuracy to be selected, a strategy based on the ‘density’ of common satellites (OBS-DEN)
is proposed. It takes the number of co-viewing satellites per unit distance between stations as the
criterion. This method ensures that the independent baseline network has both sufficient observa-
tions and short baselines. With single-day solutions and annual statistics computed with parallel
processing, the method demonstrates that it has the ability to obtain comparable or even higher
positioning accuracy than the conventional methods. With a clearer meaning, OBS-DEN can be an
option alongside the previous methods in the independent baseline search.

Keywords: GNSS; independent baseline; GNSS network solution; observation-max; shortest;
observation density; minimum spanning tree

1. Introduction

The global GNSS network solution plays an important role in geodesy, especially
geodetic parameter estimation [1], high-precision product generation [2,3], datum main-
tenance [4], and geodynamics applications [5,6]. As a well-developed method, double
differencing (DD) [7] is widely used in well-known GNSS data processing software such as
Bernese 5.2 developed by Rolf Dach et al. at the Astronomical Institute of the University of
Bern (AIUB), Switzerland [8] and GAIMIT/GLOBK 10.7 developed by T. A. Herring et al.
from MIT, Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Harvard University in America [9].
How to improve the accuracy of the GNSS DD network is a topic that has been continuously
explored.

In the implementation of the GNSS network solution, in order to reduce the computa-
tional load while not affecting the overall positioning accuracy, the independent baseline
solution of multiple stations should be used before the entire network adjustment [7]. The
principle of independent baseline selection is that only one path exists between any two
stations, while all the stations should be connected. For a network with n stations, a total
of n(n + 1)/2 baselines exist, only n − 1 of which are independent. The objective of the
independent baseline selection is to optimize the overall accuracy of the baseline solutions
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in order to facilitate the subsequent network adjustment. Mathematically, this process can
be described by the minimum spanning tree (MST) [10,11] problem.

In the process of MST, the criteria for selecting baselines can be defined according to
the user’s needs. One of the most easily conceived solutions is to make the total length of
n − 1 baselines the shortest, which is known as the shortest path (SHORTEST) method [7,8].
This is because the shorter the distance between stations, the greater the number of co-
viewing satellites, thus more redundant observations are involved to facilitate the network
adjustment. More importantly, the tropospheric and ionospheric delays of neighboring
stations are similar. The shorter baselines help to better eliminate these errors. Since
the original intention of SHORTEST is to improve positioning accuracy by increasing the
number of co-viewing satellites, a more straightforward solution is to use the maximum
common satellites as the criterion. This method is known as the maximum observation
method (OBS-MAX) [8].

Both methods mentioned above have been investigated; for example, SHORTEST
was used in a massive GNSS network of more than 2000 globally distributed stations [12],
while OBS-MAX is shown to be beneficial in the tropospheric delay estimation [13]. In
the ideal situation, the shorter the baseline, the more common observations there are.
Then, SHORTEST and OBS-MAX should be fully equivalent. However, the statistics show
that they are not consistent [14], i.e., on various days, the baselines generated by different
methods could ultimately lead to different solution precision, which violates the assumption
that the two methods are equivalent. This means that the number of observations does
not necessarily increase as the baseline becomes shorter. This is due to the fact that the
satellites are usually not evenly distributed across the sky, e.g., sparse observations in local
areas and sufficient co-viewing satellites for some long baselines. In a word, the search for
optimal independent baselines is still an open question to be further investigated.

A scheme of setting up weights (WEIGHT) between SHORTEST and OBS-MAX has
been proposed [14]. The WEIGHT method was demonstrated to be of higher positioning
precision than that of SHORTEST and OBS-MAX. However, how to set up weights lacks
theoretical support and can only be empirical. For instance, the weights can be determined
based on the posterior accuracy of the final baseline solutions using each of the two methods;
on an a priori basis, the Bernese software could use a weight of 30% for the SHORTEST in
addition to OBS-MAX as an option [8].

To avoid setting up empirical weights or doubling the computational load brought
by a posteriori precision-based weighting, a new method called “observation-density”
(OBS-DEN) is proposed here. It takes the ratio of baseline length and the number of
observations between two stations as the criterion of the MST. The physical interpretation
of this criterion is the number of common satellites per unit distance, which overcomes the
degradation of baseline accuracy by seeking only maximum observations or the shortest
baselines. The advantage of OBS-DEN is that it provides an explainable weighting scheme
that can overcome the downsides of SHORTEST and OBS-MAX. This method can be used
in various types of GNSS network solution-related software, alongside existing options for
users to choose from.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the datasets and products,
the principle of MST, and the criterion with OBS-DEN are introduced. Then the flowchart
for generating independent baselines using various methods and the parallelization of
network processing is presented in Section 3. Afterward, the results of single-day solutions
and annual statistics are analyzed and discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section 5.

2. Data and Method

2.1. Data

Observation data from about 100 IGS stations distributed worldwide, was used to test
the proposed method. The data was in Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX)
and can be accessed through (https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/gnss/data/daily/2012/,
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Weihai, China, 1 June 2018). First, data from 13 January 2012, was used to show the accuracy
of a single-day solution. After that, data from the whole year 2012 was used for statistical
analysis. We chose a data span over the year 2012, as it was the first peak of the last
solar cycle [15], which helps to investigate the performance of the proposed method under
various ionospheric situations.

Both GPS and GLONASS observations were included in the processing. The sampling
interval of the data was 30 s. Precise products, including the precise orbit and clocks (*.SP3
and *.CLK), Earth rotation parameters (*.ERP), ionospheric parameters (*.ION), differen-
tial code biases (*.DCB), reference coordinates (*.CRD), antenna phase center corrections,
receiver types, and tidal loading corrections (*.BLQ and *.ATL) were adopted to enable
high-precision GNSS network solution. The data was processed with the Bernese software
developed at the Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB). Detailed descrip-
tions or flow charts of data processing with Bernese can be found in the Bernese manual [8]
or other publications [12,14,16–18]. The products were downloaded and used following
the website (https://cddis.nasa.gov/Data_and_Derived_Products/GNSS/GNSS_product_
holdings.html, Weihai, China, 1 June 2018) and the instruction of Bernese [8].

2.2. MST

MST is the mathematical basis for GNSS DD independent baseline solutions given
the baseline length and the number of observations that are calculated and counted. Let V
denote all possible Vertexes and E denote all possible edges. Let e denote an edge and w(e)
denote the criterion of that edge. This criterion w(e) can be distance or any other weighting
factors. MST is defined as follows. In an undirected graph G = (V, E), if there exists a subset
T of E, such that the sum of w(e) of e that can connect all nodes (V) is minimal, then that
subset T is called the minimum spanning tree of E, or the minimum weight spanning tree.

In geometry, the brief explanation of MST is that it is the shortest path that connects
all n nodes. It is easy to understand that there are always n − 1 edges in an MST, and these
edges are independent, i.e., the path between any of two nodes is unique. The schematic
diagram is shown in Figure 1. Usually, the solution of MST can be obtained using the
Kruskal method [19,20] or the Prim method [21,22].

Figure 1. The schematic diagram for selecting the minimum spanning tree from all possibilities.

2.3. The Criteria—Distance, Observation, and Others

The goal of the baseline selection is to optimize the overall accuracy of baseline
solutions. For the SHORTEST method, only the length of the path is used as the criterion.
Mathematically, the weight w_SHORTEST(e) in MST is proportional to the baseline length,
i.e., the smaller the baseline length, the smaller w_SHORTEST(e) is. This is based on the
assumption that the closer two stations, the more thoroughly common errors can be
eliminated or reduced by DD, thus the higher overall accuracies can be achieved for
baseline solutions. For the OBS-MAX method, on the other hand, only the number of
DD observations is used as the criterion, i.e., w_OBS-MAX(e) is considered to be inversely
proportional to the number of observations. The more the DD observations, the smaller
w_OBS-MAX(e) is. This strategy is based on the fact that more observations can bring higher
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redundancy in parameter estimation. WEIGHT is a synthesis of these two strategies. In this
process, a normalization is introduced since the dimensions of OBS-MAX (number) and
SHORTEST (meter) are not consistent [14]. Unfortunately, WEIGHT is still an empirical
operation lacking theoretical support.

Since both shorter baselines and more observations can result in higher accuracies
for baseline solutions, it is reasonable to adopt a special weight for MST which is both
proportional to the length of the path and inversely proportional to the number of observa-
tions. The proposed criterion, i.e., the number of DD observations per unit distance, can be
interpreted as the density of the observations over baselines. Thus, the proposed method is
named observation-density (OBS-DEN).

Equation (1) represents the definition of w(e) in different baseline selection methods.⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
wSHORTEST(e) = msho
wOBS−MAX(e) = 1/mobs
wWEIGHT(e) = x1/norm(mobs) + x2 × norm(msho), (x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x1 + x2 = 1)
wOBS−DEN(e) = msho/mobs

(1)

where mobs denotes the number of co-viewing satellites observed by every two stations,
msho denotes the geodetic distance of each two stations; x1 and x2 denote the weights
applied to the mobs and msho factors, respectively, which can be obtained empirically or
based on the a posteriori accuracies of the solutions of the two methods. Note that in this
paper, the number of observations is counted on a daily basis.

2.4. The Calculation Process of the Independent Baseline

The calculation process is illustrated in Figure 2. First, the observation files of all
stations are loaded. After that, the co-observations between every two stations are retrieved
per epoch. The total co-observations of each station pair of a day are aggregated, respec-
tively. In this way, the common observation matrix Mobs is formed, and each element mobs
represents the number of common observations between every station pair. At the same
time, the geodetic distance between every station pair is calculated to form the distance
matrix Msho. The unit of element msho is meter. Mobs and Msho are shown in Equation (2).

Then, the MST is applied to the matrix Msho, which chooses the solution that lets the
sum of msho be the smallest. The main diagonal elements of the M matrix represent all
available observations of individual stations or 0 distances, which are not involved in the
MST generation.

Mobs =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m1,1
obs m1,2

obs m1,3
obs · · · m1,n

obs
m2,2

obs m2,3
obs · · · m2,n

obs
. . . . . .

...
. . . mn−1,n

obs
mn,n

obs

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, Msho =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m1,1
sho m1,2

sho m1,3
sho · · · m1,n

sho
m2,2

sho m2,3
sho · · · m2,n

sho
. . . . . .

...
. . . mn−1,n

sho
mn,n

sho

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2)

For the matrix Mobs, the reciprocal of each element or the maximum spanning tree
should be used, since the largest observation needs to be chosen instead of the smallest. Cor-
respondingly, the WEIGHT matrix Mwei and the OBS-DEN matrix Mden can be computed
as follows: {

Mwei = x1 × Msho + x2/Mobs, (x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x1 + x2 = 1)
Mden = Msho/Mbos

(3)

In the subsequent experiment and data analysis, both x1 and x2 of the WEIGHT were
set to 0.5. In order to apply the above methods with Bernese, the generated baseline file can
be used to replace the baseline file generated by Bernese’s default scheme. Except for the
independent baseline option, all other processing sessions and parameter settings follow
Bernese’s default options [8].
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Figure 2. Flow chart for independent baseline selection, starting from reading the RINEX files
of all stations, to generate different independent baseline files according to different baseline
selection strategies.

2.5. Parallel Computation

Since the data of a global GNSS network may be very large, parallel computa-
tion [12,16–18,23] is recommended for such data processing. This can be done by utilizing
the Bernese Processing Engine (BPE). As shown in Figure 3, first, the CPU file that comes
with Bernese needs to be defined. After that, commands are submitted to the supercom-
puting platform, the main server of which accepts the commands and performs parallel
computation according to the settings in the CPU file. In this experiment, the parallel
computation was performed in two different layers, one was the parallelization of the BPEs
for a single-day solution of independent baselines, and the other was the parallelization of
multiple daily solutions.

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of parallel computing.
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3. Results

This section first shows the results of a single-day solution, including a comparison of
the precision of the different methods, and the generated baseline map for our proposed
method. The number of observations versus baseline length is also analyzed. After that,
statistical results for one year using different methods are shown.

3.1. Single-Day Solution

At first, an experiment was conducted using globally distributed stations on 13 January
2012. The GNSS network solution was performed in the ITRF08 (International Terrestrial
Reference Frame 2008). After the network adjustment, the results were converted to the
local ENU (East-North-Up) coordinate system using the final coordinate products in SINEX
format (Solution Independent Exchange Format) provided by CODE (Center for Orbit
Determination in Europe) as a reference.

As is shown in Table 1, OBS-DEN has the smallest 3D RMS error of 7.30 mm, followed
by SHORTEST. For SHORTEST, the large error in the E direction drags down its RMS.
Compared with the commonly used OBS-MAX and SHORTEST, OBS-DEN has mainly
improved the East and North accuracies.

Table 1. Accuracy comparison of single-day solutions of different methods. The statistics of station
accuracies are calculated in the local coordinate system. The three axes of the local coordinate
frame are East (E), North (N), and Up (U). The left, middle and right columns show the mean, the
standard deviation (STD), and the root mean square (RMS) of the station coordinate errors of each
method, respectively.

MEAN (mm) STD (mm) RMS (mm)

E N U E N U E N U 3D

SHORTEST −0.99 0.89 −0.53 3.66 3.15 5.97 3.79 3.28 6.00 7.81
OBS-MAX −0.70 −1.09 0.13 2.83 3.53 7.28 2.92 3.69 7.28 8.67
WEIGHT −1.45 0.29 0.00 2.96 3.07 6.95 3.30 3.08 6.95 8.29
OBS-DEN −0.70 0.38 0.19 2.78 2.41 6.25 2.86 2.44 6.25 7.30

STD represents the degree of dispersion of the error for all stations. Although OBS-
DEN has the lowest 3D RMS error, it has a larger STD compared to SHORTEST in the U
direction. The STD of N and U components of OBS-MAX are the largest, which indicates
that some individual stations may have large errors with OBS-MAX. Generally, it can be
seen that the positioning errors of OBS-DEN are less discrete compared to other approaches.

Histograms of the single-day solution showing the coordinate error distributions in the
E, N, and U directions of different methods are presented in Figure 4. In the East direction,
the error distribution of OBS-DEN is closest to 0 and has rare discrete bars (> 10 mm),
followed by OBS-MAX; the center of the error distribution of WEIGHT deviates from 0 at
about −1.4 mm, and there are agminated bars around −5 mm, which makes its precision
worse than OBS-DEN and OBS-MAX in East. In the N direction, the errors of OBS-DEN are
more concentrated, while OBS-MAX has the most discrete values. For the U component,
the results of the various methods are broadly similar, with the errors of OBS-MAX being
slightly dispersed.

Figure 5 shows the baseline map of OBS-DEN. Since OBS-MAX emphasizes more
DD observations, a ‘STAR’-like shape, i.e., a central station with plenty of observations
connected with multiple nearby stations [24,25], will exist in many regions. For example,
some stations in South America, Australia, and Europe shown in [14] could connect more
than 5 baselines. SHORTEST, on the other hand, has fewer baselines clustered towards the
central stations, i.e., most stations are connected to only two or three baselines. As a result
of a combination of the above two methods, some of the central stations of OBS-DEN, such
as POVE in South America and ALIC in Australia, are connected to four baselines, while
other stations are mostly connected to two or three baselines.
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Figure 4. Histograms of single-day solutions. The x-axis of each subplot is the final station coordinate
accuracy in millimeters, and the interval of each bin of North and East is 1 mm (3 mm for Up). The
y-axis of each subplot represents the number of stations accommodated in each bin. The columns
from left to right denote the East (E), North (N), and Up (U) component, respectively. The four
methods from top to bottom are SHORTEST, OBS-MAX, WEIGHT, and OBS-DEN, respectively.

Figure 5. Independent baseline network diagram of about 100 stations generated using OBS-DEN.

The number of DD observations versus the baseline length of each baseline is plotted
in Figure 6. It can be seen that the co-viewing satellites decrease roughly linearly with
increasing distance. When the station spacing is greater than 17,000 km, the co-viewing
satellites are almost absent. However, at distances of several thousand kilometers, there are
still large numbers of common observations between stations. It is obvious that the baseline
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selection dominated by the number of DD observations, which is applied in OBS-MAX, is
no longer applicable at this point. This is due to the long distances resulting in different
tropospheric and ionospheric conditions, especially the baselines from mid-latitude to
low-latitude/equatorial regions.

Figure 6. Variation of the number of DD observations between every two stations with distance. This
is based on a single-day solution. Some of the stations have only GPS observations while others have
both GPS and GLONASS observations, leading to two linear patterns in the plot.

In the data analysis, we found that some stations have both GPS and GLONASS
observations while others can receive only GPS signals. That is why there are two linear
aggregations presented in Figure 6. In addition to the two obvious linear aggregations,
one can see some scattered dots to the lower left. These dots indicate that although the
stations are close to each other, there are not many common observations. This may be
due to a long-time loss of signal lock or bad observations being excluded. In this case, the
baselines are short but with fewer observations. Thus, the SHORTEST method can possibly
degrade the accuracy of the baseline solutions due to the introduction of these stations with
a small number of observations, while OBS-DEN would avoid such baselines and instead
choose baselines with sufficient satellites, but which are slightly longer, i.e., those from the
upper-left region of Figure 6.

3.2. One-Year Statistical Results

To better evaluate the performance of various methods, we have tabulated the statisti-
cal results for a year. The RMS errors in each direction and the distribution are summarized
in Table 2 and Figure 7. Generally, the RMS and the distribution of the methods are compa-
rable. In more detail, the probabilities that 3D errors exceed ε, 2ε, and 3ε mm are presented,
respectively, in the right column of Table 2. The threshold ε is set as 9.67 mm, which is
the average 3D RMS value of the four methods. From the statistical results, we can see
that OBS-DEN has the most stations with accuracies within one ε, and WEIGHT the least.
However, the probability that WEIGHT is larger than 2ε and 3ε is the smallest. That is, the
coordinate errors of WEIGHT lie more in the interval from ε to 3ε. OBS-DEN and OBS-MAX
have more 3D errors larger than 3ε, which pulls down the performance of OBS-DEN and
OBS-MAX somewhat.

In addition to the tails of the distributions explored on the right side of Table 2, the
histograms showing the coordinate error distributions can be seen in Figure 7. Overall,
the distribution of the four methods is similar. However, SHORTEST has fewer burrs for
errors greater than 30 mm, especially in the North direction. The distributions of the four
methods in the East direction seem to be a little fatter than that in the North, which shows
that the STD is minimal in N. For the Up direction, there are large discrete errors around or
larger than 50 mm for all four methods.
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Table 2. Statistics of one-year solutions. The left side represents the RMS, and the right side represents
the probability that the 3D errors for each method exceed certain thresholds. The threshold ε is set as
9.67 mm, which is the average 3D RMS value of the four methods.

RMS Probability

E (mm) N (mm) U (mm) 3D <ε <2ε <3ε

SHORTEST 4.38 4.21 7.63 9.75 71.89% 96.17% 99.38%
OBS-MAX 3.92 3.94 7.79 9.57 71.96% 96.54% 99.16%
WEIGHT 4.14 3.92 7.78 9.64 71.82% 96.77% 99.41%
OBS-DEN 4.31 4.15 7.68 9.73 72.49% 96.45% 99.33%

Figure 7. Histograms of one-year solutions. The x-axis of each subplot is the final station coordinate
accuracy in millimeters, and the interval of each bin is 1 mm. The y-axis of each subplot, which is
on a logarithmic scale, represents the quotient of the number of stations accommodated in each bin
and the total number. The columns from left to right denote the East (E), North (N), and Up (U)
component, respectively. The four methods from top to bottom are SHORTEST, OBS-MAX, WEIGHT,
and OBS-DEN, respectively.

4. Discussion

Overall, OBS-DEN achieves the desired precision in terms of the RMS 3D of station
coordinates and shows its capability to get comparable or even better precision than other
methods. OBS-MAX is overly focused on the number of observations, but it may include
some long baselines with low precision, while SHORTEST is excessively focused on base-
lines’ length and may have incorporated some short baselines with less co-viewed satellites.
OBS-DEN excludes these two extreme conditions by both pursuing high observation num-
bers and also emphasizing short baselines. When compared with WEIGHT, although the
accuracy improvement of OBS-DEN is limited, it provides a rational option rather than
determining weights empirically.
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In theory, with the same information obtained, the final results should be equivalent,
but the different ways of data processing led to inconsistent information or data involved.
The advantage of OBS-MAX is that it absorbs more redundant observations involved in
the adjustment. However, from the above results, especially in Figure 6, there are still a
considerable number of observations at a certain range with baselines getting too long. In
this case, OBS-MAX may pick some long baselines and make the results worse. In addition
to the impacts of the tropospheric and ionospheric delays, the DD ambiguity is more
difficult to deal with when the baseline becomes longer [26]. The advantage of SHORTEST
is that it uses stations from short baselines whose atmospheric delays are basically the same.
However, the shortest baseline could not necessarily exclude the baselines with few co-
viewing satellites. As a synthesis of the above two methods, the ratio of the baseline length
to the number of observations can be used to overcome the respective shortcomings of the
previous individual methods, resulting in a better baseline solution in certain scenarios.

In addition to these most common methods, there are the maximum-ambiguity-fixed-
rate method [27] and the STAR method [8]. However, the former uses the outcome of the
solution as a basis for selection and cannot provide a pre-defined option for the independent
baseline solution as other methods. The STAR method is commonly used for local networks
rather than global ones. Therefore, only OBS-MAX and SHORTEST from the traditional
methods are involved in the comparison. In future work, the performance of different
constellations including positioning accuracy, number of observations, and signal quality
could also be used as another baseline searching criteria.

The baseline solution precision is closely related to the station location and density,
the shape of the network, and the local atmospheric environment. Different baseline search
strategies can be adapted to specific situations. For example, baseline solutions at low
latitudes, equatorial and polar regions are usually affected more heavily by ionospheric
effects [28,29], especially during a solar maximum period. Thus, more consideration should
be given to making the baselines shorter during such periods.

It should be noted that the stations selected for this experiment are globally distributed.
The results of these methods may be less different in a local area network where all stations
have comparable observations. For example, for a local area network [6] or network RTK
(Real-Time Kinetic) [30–32], the different baseline selection methods are theoretically close
to being equivalent, especially with a large number of observations of multiple systems [33].
While all stations are close to each other, the number of co-viewing satellites between them
is also similar. The baselines selected by different methods may differ from each other, but
the total length of the baseline and the total number of satellite observations will not vary
significantly.

5. Conclusions

In light of the limitations of current independent baseline selection methods, such as
OBS-MAX and SHORTEST, an alternative optimized scheme named OBS-DEN is proposed
for GNSS network solutions. It is characterized by maximum co-viewing satellites per unit
distance. Since the SHORTEST pursues only short baselines, there is a risk of introducing
low-precision baselines with small co-observations numbers; OBS-MAX aims only for
more observations and will potentially introduce baselines with large tropospheric and
ionospheric differences. OBS-DEN considers both shorter paths and more DD observations
in an independent baseline network. It compensates for the shortcomings of SHORTEST
and OBS-MAX and does not require empirical weighting. It can be a new independent
baseline search strategy for baseline selection in GNSS software, e.g., Bernese.

In both the single-day and annual solutions, OBS-DEN demonstrates its ability to
obtain comparable or even higher 3D accuracies. In the single-day solution, the distribution
of OBS-DEN is more concentrated. The RMS is smaller than OBS-MAX and SHORTEST.
In the statistical results of annual solutions, the 3D RMS of OBS-DEN has the highest
probability to be less than 9.67 mm, i.e., the average 3D RMS of all the four methods,
compared to other methods.
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Due to the uncertainty of the error distribution, OBS-DEN would not be better than
other methods in all cases. Different network types and application scenarios correspond
to different optimal baseline schemes. In scenarios where the traditional methods are both
limited, OBS-DEN can be considered as the preferred scheme.
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Abstract: Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)-based technologies have become an indispens-
able part of current structural health monitoring (SHM) systems because of the unique capability of
the GNSS technologies to provide accurate real-time displacement information. GNSS equipment
with a data sampling rate of up to about 20 Hz has been widely used for this purpose. High-rate GNSS
systems (typically up to about 100 Hz) offer additional advantages in structural health monitoring
as some highly dynamic civil structures, such as some bridges, require high-rate monitoring data
to capture the dynamic behaviors. However, the performance of high-rate GNSS positioning in the
context of structural health monitoring is not entirely known, as studies on structural monitoring
with high-rate GNSS positioning are very limited, especially considering that some of the satellite
systems just reached their full constellations very recently. We carried out a series of experiments
with the help of a shaking table to assess the SHM performance of a set of 100 Hz GNSS equipment
and three commonly used GNSS positioning techniques, PPP (precise point positioning), PPP-AR
(precise point positioning with ambiguity resolution), and RTK (real-time kinematic). We found that
the standard deviations of the 100 Hz GNSS displacement solutions derived from PPP, PPP-AR, and
RTK techniques were 5.5 mm, 3.6 mm, and 0.8 mm, respectively, when the antenna was in quasi-static
motion, and about 9.2 mm, 6.2 mm, and 3.5 mm, respectively, when the antenna was in vibration
(up to about 0.7 Hz), under typical urban observational conditions in Hong Kong. We also found that
the higher a sampling rate is, the lower the accuracy of a measured displacement series is. On average,
the 10 Hz and 100 Hz results are 5.5% and 10.3%, respectively, noisier than the 1 Hz results.

Keywords: high-rate GNSS; structural health monitoring; PPP; PPP-AR; RTK

1. Introduction

Civil engineering structures, such as long-span bridges and tall buildings, are critical
components of urban infrastructures. The conditions of these engineering structures are
normally monitored closely as they may deteriorate over time, and the loadings may also
change due to, e.g., increasing traffic loads on a bridge [1,2]. The failure of an engineering
structure may disrupt transport and lead to casualties and economic losses [3]. Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)-based technologies have been widely used in monitor-
ing displacements of engineering structures and ground motions (e.g., [4,5]). GNSS-based
technologies have a distinct advantage in that they are able to provide accurate real-time
displacement information. Two main GNSS data processing strategies have been in use
in structural health monitoring: real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning and precise point
positioning (PPP) [6]. Most of the GNSS positioning errors (e.g., clock errors, orbit errors,
and tropospheric and ionospheric effects) can be removed in RTK positioning, resulting in
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up to millimeter-level displacement accuracy [7]. The RTK positioning technique has been
widely used for monitoring engineering structures, including high-rise buildings, bridges,
dams, and wind turbines [8–11]. The accuracy of RTK positioning decreases in general
with the length of the baseline [12]. The PPP positioning technique obtains positioning
information with a standalone GNSS receiver [13]. Aided with a precise ephemeris, the
positioning accuracy of PPP can be up to the centimeter level [14,15]. The technique of
PPP with ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) can further enhance positioning accuracy [16].
PPP and PPP-AR techniques have also been applied in applications such as seismic wave-
form detection [17]. PPP and PPP-AR have been verified with a low-rate GNSS receiver, a
shaking table, and field experiments for monitoring structural displacements [18].

Low data sampling rate GNSS receivers, typically 1–20 Hz, are the mainstream GNSS
equipment deployed to date partly due to the wide availability of such GNSS equipment
on the market. For example, Yu et al. [19] monitored a bridge using a 1 Hz GPS/GLONASS
RTK system to identify the bridge’s dynamic characteristics. Moschas et al. [20] evaluated
the performance of 10 Hz PPP with the help of a shaking table. Many 10-Hz GNSS RTK
systems have been deployed on several real-world long-span bridges, e.g., the Severn
suspension bridge in the UK, the Tsing Ma suspension bridge, and the Stonecutters cable-
stayed bridge in Hong Kong [21]. However, it is often more desirable to have higher
sampling rate data to better define the dynamic characteristics of engineering structures,
which may be more suitable for monitoring structures with very high-frequency vibrations,
such as the short-span railway bridge, or the bridge with earthquake loading. For example,
Cantieni et al. [22] reported that about one-quarter of the railway bridges in Switzerland
exhibited natural frequencies above 10 Hz, with some of them reaching about 50 Hz,
which is hard to detect based on the GNSS with a normal sampling rate. According to
the Nyquist theorem, the Nyquist frequency of GNSS observations should be generally
higher than the natural vibration frequency of the structures to avoid aliasing problems.
Kaloop et al. [23] indicated that displacement information from very high-rate GNSS was
useful for monitoring structural health conditions. Moreover, with the advance in GNSS
hardware technologies, the high-sampling rate GNSS receivers (typically 20-100 Hz) have
become widely available and emerged as a promising technique for monitoring structural
deformation and health assessment. For example, Yi et al. [24] collected 50 Hz GPS data
by a JAVAD TRIMMPH-1 receiver to monitor the displacement of a two-floor flexible
steel frame model in real-time. Moschas and Stiros [25] used 100 Hz GNSS data (Javad
Delta receiver) to study a stiff pedestrian bridge and then analyze the displacement noise
characteristics [26]. Paziewski et al. [27] showed that 100 Hz PPP (recorded by Topcon Net-
G5 receiver) derived displacements with the help of a filter. In addition, the high-rate GNSS
receivers (model: Javad Sigma-G3TAJ) have also successfully been applied in monitoring
seismic responses [28,29].

Since studies on high-rate GNSS systems in structural health monitoring are limited,
it is not entirely clear how high-rate GNSS systems perform when different positioning
techniques are used and different types of displacements are monitored. Although there are
some early studies, it still feels necessary to carry out further investigations as some of the
satellite constellations have changed. For example, the BeiDou system only reached its full
constellation on 23 June 2020 [30]. We aim to evaluate the performance of a high-rate GNSS
system when applied for structural health monitoring in a typical urban environment.
The study tests the performance of the system when the three most commonly used
positioning techniques, i.e., RTK, PPP, and PPP-AR, are used with different sampling rates
and with different combinations of the GNSS satellite systems. A uniaxial shaking table
and a laser transducer are deployed to simulate different motion signals for the tests. The
positioning results are evaluated in both the frequency and time domains.
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2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Real-Time Kinematic Positioning

RTK positioning is based on double-differenced (DD) GNSS observations between
observational stations and the time to reduce the effects of the spatially correlated errors,
such as the ionospheric and tropospheric delays and clock errors, over a short baseline.
The DD equations of the pseudorange and carrier-phase observations are [31]

Pij,g
br = μ

ij,g
r sr − ρ

ij,g
br + δP (1)

λΦij,g
br = μ

ij,g
r sr − ρ

ij,g
br − λNij,g

br + δΦ (2)

where P and Φ are, respectively, the pseudorange and carrier phase DD observations;
δ represents the noise in the pseudorange and carrier phase observations; μ is the LOS
(line-of-sight) unit vector from a receiver to a satellite; s is the coordinate components;
ρ denotes the geometric distance between the receiver and the satellite; N is the integer
phase ambiguity; λ is the wavelength of the carrier phase observations; i and j are the two
satellites tracked by both the base (b) and rover (r) stations, where i represents the reference
satellite; and superscript g indicates the satellite system, i.e., Global Positioning System
(GPS), BeiDou navigation system (BDS), or Galileo and GLONASS. Detailed computation
steps for RTK are not given here for brevity. Interested readers may refer to [31].

2.2. Precise Point Positioning

The PPP determines the position of a point with a stand-alone GNSS receiver. With
the help of good quality satellite orbit and clock products, the PPP-derived position can
reach a centimeter level. Dual-frequency ionospheric-free (IF) pseudorange and carrier
phase observations are usually used to reduce the ionospheric effects. After the clock, orbit,
and DCB (differential code bias) corrections, the linearized PPP IF observations can be
expressed as: {

Pg
IF = μ

g
r x + c·dt

g
r + Tg + δP

Φg
IF = μ
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r x + c·dt

g
r + Ng

IF + Tg + δΦ
(3)
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c·dt
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g
r,IF/c)
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r,IF + Bg
r,IF − Bg

IF
(4)

where Pg
IF and Φg

IF represent the corrected pseudorange and carrier phase observations;
c is the speed of light in the vacuum; x is the 3D receiver coordinates; dt

g
r and Ng denote,

respectively, the reformed receiver clock error and phase ambiguity; the slant tropospheric
delay is marked as Tg, which contains the hydrostatic delay Tg

d and wet delay Tg
w; b

g
r,IF

is the code hardware bias and grouped into the receiver clock offsets; Bg
r,IF and Bg

IF are
the receiver and satellite phase hardware biases grouped into the ambiguity parameters,
respectively. Based on the assumption that the multi-GNSS code observations share the
same receiver clock, the code-specific inter-system bias (ISB) is considered for each system
except for GPS.

To obtain a PPP ambiguity resolution, three steps can be followed. First, the fractional
cycle biases (FCBs) of the receiver are eliminated by the between-satellite single-difference
(BSSD) algorithm [32], while the FCBs of a satellite can be corrected by the WL/NL FCB
products or the observable-specific signal bias (OSB) products. The WL float phase ambigu-
ity can be fixed by rounding. Finally, the least-squares ambiguity de-correlation adjustment
(LAMBDA) method [33] is adopted to resolve the NL phase ambiguities. When WL and
NL ambiguities are fixed, the IF-combined fixed-phase ambiguity can be derived by the
following equation.

λIF Ñg
IF =

c f2

f 2
1 − f 2

2
Ñg

WL +
c

f2 + f2
Ñg

NL (5)
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where λIF denotes the wavelength of the IF combined observations; f1 and f2 are the
frequency of the two-carrier phase; and Ñg

WL and Ñg
NL represent the WL and NL fixed

phase ambiguity in cycles, respectively.

2.3. Experiments
2.3.1. Set Up of Shaking Table

A shaking table test was carried out on the 6th floor of Block Z, The Hong Kong Poly-
technic University. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1a, the shaking table was equipped with
a GNSS antenna and a MEMS triaxial accelerometer to record the dynamic displacement
response of the shaking table. An LDT (Laser Displacement Transducer, model: SENPUM
LM-S155) that can record linear displacement at up to 1,000 Hz with an accuracy of 0.01 mm
was used to record the true displacement. Another GNSS receiver was set up in an open
environment about 100 m away from the shaking table to serve as the base station for the
RTK solution, and the location of the base and rover stations is shown in the Figure A1.
A GNSS antenna was connected to the data logger (Figure 1c) to synchronize all the sensors
to GPS time.

Figure 1. (a) Set up of experimental equipment; (b) Septentrio GNSS receiver (PolaRx5s) used; and
(c) data logger with a GPS antenna.

At the start of the experiment, the shaking table remained stationary for over 1 h to
obtain the initial coordinates of the antenna. Both dynamic and quasi-static motion signals
were then loaded to the shaking table and recorded by the GNSS, accelerometer, and LDT.
Specifically, the quasi-static motion (amplitude of about 6 cm) was firstly loaded with very
low velocity to avoid possible oscillations. Subsequently, following a short stationary time
(about one minute), three sets of sinusoidal motions with different amplitudes and peak
frequencies were loaded successively, with a 50-s interval between any two sets.

2.3.2. Data Collection and Processing

Two Septentrio GNSS receivers (model: PolaRx5s, Figure 1b) were used in the ex-
periments to record the GNSS observations at a sampling rate of 100 Hz (for both the
rover and base stations). The Septentrio PolaRx5 can track multi-frequency and multi-
constellations GNSS signals with 8 logging sessions (more technical parameters can be
found at www.septentrio.com). The sampling rate of the LDT was also set to 100 Hz for
easy comparison. The Phase Lock Loop bandwidth of the GNSS receiver was set to the
default value of 15 Hz. The GNSS data were processed with GPSSHM [34] software and
Net_Diff [35] software in RTK, PPP, and PPP-AR modes, respectively. Some details for the
data processing are given in Table 1. The final ephemerids and 5-min clock products of the
Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) produced by the GeoForschungs Zentrum (GFZ) were
used in the PPP processing [36]. The multi-GNSS rapid ephemerides and clock and phase
bias products produced by Wuhan University (WUM) were adopted for PPP-AR process-
ing [37]. Four computational schemes based on the different GNSS satellite systems were
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adopted. The GPS-only and BeiDou-only solutions were first considered (denoted by ‘G’
and ‘C’, respectively). The combined GPS/BeiDou and GPS/BeiDou/Galileo/GLONASS
solutions were then computed (denoted by ‘GC’ and ‘GCER’, respectively). The accuracies
of the estimated displacements were finally evaluated and compared.

Table 1. Details of PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK data processing.

Parameters PPP PPP-AR RTK

Frequency Dual Dual Dual
Sampling rate 0.01s (100 Hz) 0.01s (100 Hz) 0.01s (100 Hz)

Elevation mask 10º 10º 10º

Tropospheric
model

Zenith: GPT2w
Mapping function:

VMF1 [38]

Zenith: GPT2w
Mapping function:

VMF1 [38]
Ionospheric model IF IF

Orbit Final products from
GFZ (5 min)

Rapid products from
WUM (1 min)

Broadcast
ephemerides

Clock Final products from
GFZ (30 s)

Rapid products from
WUM (30 s) Broadcast ephemerids

Estimator Kalman filter Kalman filter Kalman filter

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Displacement Time Series

The displacement time series computed from the 100-Hz GCER observations are
shown in Figure 2. The displacements measured with the LDT (refers to True in Figure 2)
are considered the truth and are also shown in the figure for comparison. The time series
can be divided into three parts, namely stationary (07:00–08:26), quasi-static (08:26–08:28),
and sinusoidal (08:28–08:38) motions. The first part also includes the time for the PPP
convergence. The quasi-static motion simulated permanent deformation and the sinusoidal
motion may correspond to vibrations.

Figure 2. Displacement time series computed from the GCER observations and (top) PPP, (middle)
PPP-AR, and (bottom) RTK methods.

Figures 2a and 2b show that the PPP and PPP-AR solutions took about 15 min to
converge to a centimeter level. After that, the PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques all captured
both the stationary and dynamic displacement signals well. In general, as expected, the RTK
solutions are the best. The PPP-AR and PPP results show a sub-centimeter to centimeter-
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level accuracy. Further analysis of the performance of the ultra-high-rate GNSS will be
given in the following sub-sections.

3.2. Evaluation of Accuracy of the 100-Hz Displacement Time Series
3.2.1. Stationary Test

We first compared the 3D displacement results during the stationary period to study
the noise level of different displacement time series computed with the PPP, PPP-AR, and
RTK techniques based on different GNSS observations. The standard deviations (STDs)
are calculated for quantifying the noise level of displacement and labeled in Figure 3.
As depicted in Figure 3, the RTK displacement time series show more stability, followed
by the PPP-AR solutions. Apparent oscillations can be observed in the displacement time
series derived by the PPP technique, especially for upward direction, with the STDs being
at 6.98 cm, 5.32 cm, 4.03 cm, and 2.92 cm for G, C, GC, and GCER observations, respectively.
For all three positioning techniques, the GPS-only solutions have the highest noise level
with STD values of up to 6.98 cm, 5.38 cm, and 0.60 cm for the PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK
techniques, respectively. The main reason is that the limited GPS satellites are tracked
during the experiment (about 5 G, Figure A1). With more satellite observations involved,
the other three solutions (C, GC, GCER) show an improvement of up to 75% compared to
the GPS-only solutions. When using four GNSS system observations, the RTK solutions
can achieve a millimeter-level accuracy of 3D displacement (STD = 0.10 cm, 0.09 cm, and
0.22 cm for E, N, and U, respectively), followed by the PPP-AR that allowed millimeter-level
accuracy in the horizontal direction and centimeter-level in the vertical direction.

Figure 3. 100-Hz 3D displacement time series from G, C, GC, and GCER observations, respectively,
and PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques. The upper, middle, and lower panels represent displacements
in the East, North, and Up directions, respectively, while the left, middle, and right columns represent
results from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK, respectively. The standard deviation (in cm) of each time series
is given in the corresponding color.

We also calculated the amplitude spectra of the displacement for the stationary test
calculated by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to identify the noise spectral characteristics,
shown in Figure 4. According to the FFT results of the background noise analysis, more
significant attenuation of the noise level can be found in the RTK-derived displacement
solutions, especially for using the GCER observations. In the low-frequency band, results
computed with GCER show better performance for all three positioning techniques.
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Figure 4. Amplitude–frequency spectra of 3D displacement results from G, C, GC, and GCER
observations and PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques in the stationary test. The upper, middle, and
lower panels represent displacements in the East, North, and Up directions, respectively, while the
left, middle, and right columns represent results from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK, respectively.

3.2.2. Quasi-Static Motion Test

Figure 5 shows the 100-Hz displacement time series corresponding to the quasi-static
motion test computed with the PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques. Significant discrepancies
can be seen among the different solutions. The GPS-only solutions have the lowest accuracy,
with the RMSE value being 21.56 mm, 7.07 mm, and 6.51 mm for the PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK
techniques, respectively. The BDS-only solutions show an improvement of up to 70% compared
to the GPS-only solutions due mainly to the much smaller number of GPS satellites observed
than that of BDS satellites (about 15 C and 5 G, Figure A2). The combined use of the GPS
and BDS observations improved the accuracy by about 10% over the BDS-only solutions as
judged by the RMSE value. When data from all four systems were used, the accuracy of the
displacements was enhanced significantly for all three positioning techniques where the RTK
technique achieved a sub-millimeter level of accuracy (RMSE = 0.75 mm), followed by the
PPP-AR which allowed millimeter-level measurements of the quasi-static and abrupt motions.

The histograms of the displacement errors of the different processing techniques
are shown in Figure 6 where the rows and columns represent the different processing
techniques and the different combinations of GNSS observations, respectively. The range of
the G and C solution errors from the PPP (first row in Figure 6) was from -4.62 to 2.27 cm,
which was reduced significantly after the GC (−1.40–1.75 cm) and GCER (−0.83–1.48 cm)
observations were used. The majority of the errors from the GCER observations were
greater than 1 cm. When the PPP-AR technique was applied, the errors were reduced
markedly to the range of −1.58–2.78 cm. The distribution pattern of the PPP-AR errors was
similar to that of the PPP error; although, more errors were centered around 0 even for the
GPS-only solutions. The GCER solutions achieved the best results with most of the errors
within 1 cm. All the errors of the RTK results were within ±5 mm except for the GPS-only
results that ranged between −0.40 and 1.40 cm.
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Figure 5. Displacement time series from the quasi-static motion test computed with observations from the
different satellite systems and (a) PPP, (b) PPP-AR, (c) and RTK techniques (starting from 08:26:00 GPST).

Figure 6. Histograms of displacement errors. From top to bottom, results from PPP, PPP-AR, and
RTK; from left to right, results calculated by G, C, GC, and GCER, respectively. Statistics (maximum,
minimum, and median) of each time series are given in each plot (in cm).

The amplitude–frequency spectra of the displacement errors from each positioning tech-
nique computed with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are shown in Figure 7 where the smaller
amplitude indicates higher accuracy. The results indicate that the RTK results are more accurate
than the other two positioning techniques, especially for those in the low-frequency band (less
than 1 Hz). The displacement error spectra of PPP-AR are similar to that of PPP. The main
discrepancies among different satellite system results are in the low-frequency band, where
the GPS-only results have the worst performance for all positioning techniques due to limited
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satellites. The results suggest that using the combination of the multi-GNSS observations could
improve the displacement estimation performance effectively.

Figure 7. Amplitude–frequency spectra of displacement errors from quasi-static motion test com-
puted with observations from the different satellite systems G, C, GC, and GCER, respectively. From
left to right, results from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK.

3.2.3. Sinusoidal Motion Test

As shown in Figure 2, a sinusoidal motion was simulated over three time periods.
The motion had multiple vibration frequencies. Figure 8 shows the displacement times
series from the different satellite systems and positioning techniques. The GPS-derived
displacements from all the techniques are significantly biased due to the limited number of
visible satellites, resulting in the RMSE being 4.59 cm, 3.60 cm, and 2.20 cm for PPP, PPP-AR,
and RTK techniques, respectively. Similar to the quasi-static motion results, the BeiDou
results were better than the GPS results due to much more satellites being tracked. Solutions
from multi-GNSS observations (the last two rows in Figure 8) were improved noticeably
compared to solutions from single satellite systems. A millimeter-level accuracy could be
achieved with the RMSE of the solutions from the PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques being
0.92 cm, 0.62 cm, and 0.35 cm, respectively.

Figure 8. Sinusoidal displacement time series from the LDT (purple) and different satellite systems
derived from (left column) PPP, (middle column) PPP-AR, and (right column) RTK techniques
(starting from 08:32:00). From top to bottom, results, respectively, were computed from G (red),
C (dark blue), GC (orange), and GCER (yellow) observations, respectively.

The histograms and spectra of the displacement errors from the different techniques are
given in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The displacement errors from PPP and GPS-only
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observations distribute fairly evenly over the range of −8.71–1.20 cm, while a uni-modal
structure centered around ±0.5 cm can be observed for displacement errors from Beidou-only
and multi-GNSS observations. The distribution patterns of the errors from PPP-AR and PPP are
similar, although the error ranges of the PPP-AR results are narrower. The errors of the RTK
results concentrate much more around 0 except for the GPS-only solutions that have a bias.

Figure 9. Histograms of displacement errors. From top to bottom, results correspond to PPP, PPP-AR, and
RTK techniques while from left to right, results correspond to G, C, GC, and GCER observations, respectively.
The maximum, minimum, and median values of each time series are given in each plot (in cm).

Figure 10. Amplitude–frequency spectra of displacement errors from sinusoidal motion test com-
puted with observations from the different satellite systems G, C, GC, and GCER, respectively.
From left to right, results from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK.

The results in Figure 10 show the FFT spectra of the displacement errors. The RTK
results have the best performance, especially for those in the low-frequency band (less than
1-Hz), followed by the PPP-AR technique. For different GNSS observation combinations,
in terms of the low-frequency band, better results can be observed based on Beidou-only
and multi-GNSS observations, while GPS-only solutions have the worst performance due
to the biases (also see Figure 9). In addition, the results from different observations systems
have similar accuracy in the high-frequency band.

The peak frequency and vibration amplitude of the results from each positioning tech-
nique computed with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are shown in Figure 11 and Table 2. The
frequency and amplitude derived from the LDT solutions are regarded as benchmarks. The
length and resolution of the FFT were 30,000 and 0.0033 Hz, respectively. The results indi-
cate that the two peak frequencies could be well detected by all the positioning techniques,
i.e., PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK; although, there are slight differences in the derived amplitudes.
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The BeiDou-only results provided more accurate amplitude estimations than the GPS-only
results, which is likely due to the BeiDou satellites being more available. The errors in the
amplitudes estimated with RTK, PPP-AR, and PPP are within 0–0.3 mm, 0–0.6 mm, and
0.1–0.7 mm, respectively. In addition, the errors in the estimated amplitudes of the first
peak are slightly larger than those in the second peak, which may be attributed to the fact
that the second vibration frequency is more dominant and has a larger signal-to-noise ratio
with respect to the first frequency [39].

Figure 11. Amplitude–frequency spectra of displacement results from sinusoidal motion test.
From top to bottom, results correspond to PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques, while from left to right,
results correspond to G, C, GC, and GCER observations (starting from 08:32:00 GPST).

Table 2. Peak frequencies and displacement amplitudes of the different data processing techniques.
(in Hz and cm, respectively).

GNSS
System

1st Peak (Ref: 0.11/1.04) 2nd Peak (Ref: 0.34/2.68)
PPP PPP-AR RTK PPP PPP-AR RTK

G 0.11/0.97 0.11/0.98 0.11/1.07 0.34/2.63 0.34/2.64 0.34/2.65
C 0.11/1.02 0.11/1.03 0.11/1.03 0.34/2.64 0.34/2.66 0.34/2.67

GC 0.11/0.99 0.11/0.99 0.11/1.05 0.34/2.66 0.34/2.69 0.34/2.67
GCER 0.11/1.00 0.11/1.02 0.11/1.04 0.34/2.69 0.34/2.68 0.34/2.68

3.3. Comparison of Displacement Results from Data of Different Sampling Rates

There has been a general understanding that high-sampling rate GNSS measurements
may be noisier (e.g., [26]). We first tested data acquired when the antenna was stationary
to study the accuracies of the displacement time series computed from data of different
sampling rates. The 3D displacement time series are given in Figure 12 together with the
standard deviations of the results. In general, the higher-rate results are slightly noisier;
although, the differences are not very significant, and there are also some exceptions.
The results indicate that PPP and PPP-AR are more sensitive to the increase in the sampling
rate. There is also a bias that can be observed in the eastern and vertical PPP-AR results, in
addition to noisier data for higher-rate observations. The possible reason is that high-rate
observations not only contain white noise but also have relatively high levels of color
noise [28], which may degrade the accuracy of the PPP-AR solutions [40]. There are not
any noticeable differences in the RTK results.
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional displacement time series from multi-GNSS data of 100-, 10-, and 1-Hz,
respectively, and PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques. The upper, middle, and lower panels represent
displacements in the East, North, and Up directions, respectively, while the left, middle, and right
columns represent results from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK, respectively. The standard deviation (in mm)
of each time series is given in the corresponding color (Starting from 07:25:00 GPST).

The measured displacement time series when the antenna was in quasi-static and
sinusoidal motions (starting from 08:26:00 (GPST) and lasting for 720 s) are shown in
Figures 13 and A3. It can be seen from the results that the four simulated motion signals,
starting at about 80 s and lasting about 570 s, can be clearly observable in all the results.
Before testing the accuracies of the GNSS solutions with different sampling rates during
the vibration period, we first validated whether there was any phase shift due to the time
synchronization errors between the GNSS solutions and the LDT time series. Figures 14
and A5 show the 10-s comparison results between the GNSS and the LDT solutions from
the different sampling rates, which are taken from the last two sinusoidal vibrations (also
see Figure 13). In Figures 14 and A5, no obvious phase shift can be found between GNSS
and LDT solutions for different sinusoidal oscillations.

Figure 13. 100-Hz, 10-Hz, and 1-Hz displacement time series corresponding to quasi-static and sinusoidal
motions derived from multi-GNSS observations and RTK technique (starting from 08:32:00 GPST).
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Figure 14. Comparison between 100-Hz, 10-Hz, and 1-Hz GNSS time series (red dots) and laser
displacement transducer (yellow dots) for the third sinusoidal motion.

The RMSE of each of the time series in Figure 13 is given in Table 3. It is clear from the
results that the higher the sampling rate is, the lower the accuracy. On average, the 10 Hz
and 100 Hz results are 5.5% and 10.3% noisier than the 1 Hz results, respectively. Among
the three positioning techniques, the accuracy of RTK is the highest and that of PPP is the
lowest. The 1-Hz displacement results are significantly different in some parts of the time
series, especially during the first two sinusoidal motion sections. This is considered due to
the aliasing problem. The amplitude–frequency spectra of the first two sinusoidal motion
sections calculated by the LDT solutions are shown in Figure A4. The peak frequencies
of the two displacement signals were 0.50 Hz and 0.68 Hz, respectively, which could not
be fully detected by the 1 Hz displacement series. Parts of the displacement time series
were enlarged and shown in Figure 9b,c. The 10-Hz solutions were nearly the same as
the 100-Hz solutions, although the 100-Hz solutions provided more detailed deformation.
The advantage of 100 Hz solutions (i.e., the redundancy of data) is important in case of data
filtering and data analysis, such as estimating the high-frequency parameters in certain
loads (e.g., pre-dominant frequency of earthquakes loading [41] and accurate peak ground
velocity in the near field [42]).

Table 3. RMSE of 100-, 10-, and 1-Hz displacement time series derived with PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK
techniques (in mm). The values in the brackets are the percentage increases compared to the 1-Hz
standard deviations.

Sampling Rate PPP PPP-AR RTK

1-Hz 16.34 6.06 4.66
10-Hz 17.18 (5.1%) 6.58 (8.6%) 4.79 (2.8%)
100-Hz 17.96 (9.9%) 7.01 (15.6%) 4.91 (5.4%)

4. Conclusions

We have systematically assessed the performance of high-rate GNSS position ob-
servations computed with PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques in monitoring structural
deformation and dynamics based on a set of controlled experiments carried out in Hong
Kong. When high-rate positioning was carried out, the RTK technique with observa-
tions from all the available GNSS offered the best accuracy among the tested positioning
techniques and different combinations of satellite systems, followed by PPP-AR, which
could potentially be an alternative approach to the commonly used RTK technique for
millimeter-level SHM applications. The standard deviations of the 100 Hz GNSS displace-
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ment solutions derived from PPP, PPP-AR, and RTK techniques were 5.5 mm, 3.6 mm, and
0.8 mm, respectively, when the antenna was in quasi-static motion, and were about 9.2 mm,
6.2 mm, and 3.5 mm, respectively, when the antenna was in vibration (up to about 0.7 Hz),
under typical urban observational conditions in Hong Kong. We have also shown that the
higher a sampling rate was, the lower the accuracy of a measured displacement series was.
On average, the 10 Hz and 100 Hz results were 5.5% and 10.3% noisier than the 1 Hz results,
respectively. However, since the high-rate data series offered more detailed displacement
information, it is still critical to deploy the high-rate systems to monitor highly dynamic
civil infrastructures despite the lower accuracy.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Location of the rover and the base stations.
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Figure A2. Satellite number (top) and Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP, bottom) during the experiment.

Figure A3. 100 Hz, 10 Hz and 1 Hz displacement time series corresponding to quasi-static and sinu-
soidal motion derived from multi-GNSS observations with PPP and PPP-AR techniques, respectively.

Figure A4. Amplitude-frequency spectra derived from the 100-Hz LDT data for the first (left) and
second (right) sinusoidal motion sections.
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Figure A5. Comparison between 100-Hz, 10-Hz and 1-Hz GNSS time series (red dots) and laser
displacement transducer (yellow dots) for the second sinusoidal motion.
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Abstract: The BeiDou Global Navigation Satellite System (BDS-3) can provide PPP-B2b satellite-
based Precise Point Positioning (PPP) real-time service to the Asia–Pacific region via PPP-B2b signal
transmitted from the three Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites. This paper provides a com-
prehensive evaluation of the accuracies of the satellite’s precise real-time orbit and clock products,
including BDS-3 PPP-B2b precise products and the precise real-time products provided by four IGS
centers (CAS, DLR, GFZ, and WHU). In addition, the influences of these real-time precise satellite
products on the PPP positioning accuracy with single-frequency and dual-frequencies are also studied.
Furthermore, the accuracies of broadcast ephemeris and IGS ultra-rapid products are studied, as well
as their impact on PPP accuracies. Results illustrate that the orbits accuracies of PPP-B2b orbits are
9.42 cm, 21.26 cm, and 28.65 cm in the radial, along-track, and cross-track components, which are
slightly lower than those of real-time orbits provided by the four IGS centers. However, the accuracy
of PPP-B2b clock biases is 0.18 ns, which is higher than those provided by IGS Real-Time Service
(RTS). In the static positioning test, the 3D positioning accuracy of B1I+B3I dual-frequencies PPP
and B1C single-frequency PPP are centimeter-level while using PPP-B2b service, which is slightly
lower in horizontal components compared to those obtained based on IGS RTS products. The results
of the dynamic vehicle test indicate that the positioning accuracies of B1I+B2b dual-frequency PPP
are about 50 cm and 120 cm in horizontal and vertical components, which are close to those of B2b
single-frequency PPP using PPP-B2b service. Generally, the PPP-B2b orbit and clock accuracies on
real-time PPP present similar performance to that based on IGS RTS.

Keywords: PPP-B2b service; BDS-3 new signals; RT-PPP; single-/dual-frequency RT-PPP

1. Introduction

The 3rd generation of the BeiDou Global Navigation Satellite System (BDS-3) officially
provides services of Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) to global users as of
31 July 2020. The BDS-3 constellation consists of 30 satellites, including 24 Medium
Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites, 3 Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites, and 3 Inclined
Geosynchronous Satellite Orbit (IGSO) satellites [1–3]. In addition to the standard PNT
services provided by GPS, Galileo, and GLONASS, BDS-3 is the first system that provides
short message communication services and Precise Point Positioning (PPP) real-time service.
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) and PPP are the most widely applied high-accuracy positioning
techniques. The RTK positioning accuracy, however, declines along with the increasing
baseline, and the conventional Real-time PPP (RT-PPP) based on the real-time orbit/clock
products of the International GNSS Service (IGS) is limited by the internet connection. The
RT-PPP service provided by BDS-3 uses the B2b (1207.14 MHz) signal to broadcast the orbit
and clock corrections directly.

The PPP positioning accuracy is highly related to the satellite orbits and clocks ac-
curacies, which are mainly obtained from the IGS [4–7]. However, IGS final products are
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generated with a two-week delay, and the IGS fast orbit and clock products are seven-
teen hours delayed. To fulfill the RT-PPP applications, IGS started providing ultra-rapid
products on 3 November 2000, with centimeter to decimeter-level accuracy [8–12]. The
IGS ultra-rapid files involve 24 h of properly arranged orbit and clock ephemerides. The
first 24 h of each IGS ultra-rapid orbit and clock information is estimated from the latest
observations from the IGS hourly tracking network. The second 24 h of data are the pre-
dicted orbits and clocks, which are extrapolated from the formerly observed orbits. To
satisfy the growing demand for real-time high-precision applications (such as precision
agriculture, earthquake warning, and tsunami warning) [13], IGS established a real-time
working group to provide GPS/GLONASS orbit and clock corrections based on RTCM for
the RT-PPP service [14,15]. Currently, IGS analysis centers (ACs), such as GFZ (Deutsches
GeoForschungs Zentrum), WHU (Wuhan University), and CAS (Chinese Academic of
Science), provide real-time orbits and clock products. The types of precise products and
related constellations provided by different IGS centers are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The IGS SSR message information and the corresponding interval.

IGS Center Orbit Clock Code Bias Phase Bias VTEC GNSS

BKG 60 s 5 s 60 s 60 s - G/R/E
CAS 5 s 5 s 10 s - 60 s G/R/E/C

CNES 5 s 5 s 5 s 5 s 60 s G/R/E/C
DLR 30 s 5 s 30 s 30 s - G/R/E/C/J 1

GFZ 5 s 5 s 5 s - - G/R/E/C
WHU 5 s 5 s - - - G/R/E/C

1 G, R, E, C, and J denote GNSS, GOLANSS, Galileo, BDS, and Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS), respectively.

Scholars have evaluated the accuracies of different IGS ACs’ real-time products and
their impact on the RT-PPP. Elsobeiey and Al-Harbi [16] analyzed the RT-PPP accuracies
based on the global IGS stations using the IGS ultra-rapid products and real-time service
(RTS). The results show that using the RT-PPP based on the IGS RTS can provide 50%
position improvements compared to ultra-rapid products in terms of the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE). Li et al. [17] implemented a network RT-PPP model based on RTKLIB
software and further evaluated the mode using both static and kinematic GPS experiments
observations. According to the static positioning results, the horizontal and the vertical
components achieved centimeter-level accuracy, while the kinematic RT-PPP achieved
decimeter-level in those components. The quality of GPS/GLONASS/BDS-2/Galileo
quad-system SSR products from eight different IGS analysis centers was evaluated by
Wang et al. [18]. The study indicated that the RMSE between GPS real-time orbit and final
precise orbit was centimeter level for all ACs, in which the Standard Deviation (STD) of the
GPS clock was within 0.3 ns. The GLONASS orbit RMSE was also centimeter level, and
the clock STD was twice large as that of GPS. The BDS and Galileo orbit accuracies from
CNES were about 14.54 cm and 4.42 cm, respectively, and the clock accuracies of those
two constellations were 0.32 ns and 0.18 ns, respectively. The study further studied the
real-time product accuracy influences on the kinematic PPP with both simulation and field
tests. The positioning results from the studied IGS ACs were centimeter level in horizontal
and vertical components, respectively. The kinematic RT-PPP field test indicates that the
positioning accuracies estimated by CNES’ real-time products were better than those based
on CAS precise products. Ouyang et al. [19] studied the performance of BDS-2 real-time
products from four IGS centers, WHU, CNES, DLR, and GFZ. The availabilities of all these
real-time products were more than 85%, and the real-time orbit accuracies of the GEO
and IGSO/MEO satellites were meter level and decimeter level, respectively. Among all
of these products, CNES provided the highest accuracy on 3D orbit and clock products.
In static PPP mode, the convergence time on average was less than 1.5 h with 11.0 cm
positioning accuracy, while in the kinematic mode, the convergence time was 2.11 h~9.84 h
with 30.7 cm~68.0 cm positioning accuracy. Ge et al. [20] evaluated the accuracy availability
of the BDS-3 real-time products from CENS using continuous data of 41 days. The results
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showed that satellite orbit accuracies were about 6 cm in radial and cross-track components
but more than 10 cm in the along-track component, and the accuracy of the clock was 0.46 ns.
The BDS-3 real-time product availability from CENS is over 80%. The PPP positioning
errors in static were within 3 cm at East (E), North (N), and Up (U) components, which was
comparable to that of GPS RT-PPP.

Different from the internet-based RT-PPP service provided by the IGS, BDS-3 broad-
casts the correction of satellite orbit and clock for both BDS-3 and GPS via the PPP-B2b
signal. Simultaneously, the BDS-3 Differential Code Bias (DCB) is broadcast to facilitate
dual-frequency PPP positioning applications [3]. Table 2 lists the broadcast PPP-B2b correc-
tion messages [21–23].

Table 2. The PPP-B2b message information.

Information Message Type Sample Rate (s) Nominal Validity (s)

Satellite mask 1 48 -
Orbit correction and
User range accuracy 2 48 96

Differential code bias 3 48 86,400
Clock correction 4 6 12

The performance evaluations of PPP-B2b products have gained interest from re-
searchers recently. Yang et al. [3] presented the positioning accuracy evaluation of dual-
frequency B1C/B2a PPP with Ionosphere-Free (IF) combination based on the PPP-B2b data
from 1 August to 30 November 2020. The results indicated that about 30 cm and 50 cm
positioning accuracies in the horizontal and vertical components could be achieved with
a 30 min convergence time. Lu et al. [21] analyzed the accuracy, integrity, and stability
of the orbit clock and DCB corrections of both BDS and GPS provided by the BDS-3 PPP-
B2b signal, which proved that the PPP-B2b signal could provide stable and accurate PPP
services in China and surrounding areas. Nie et al. [22] compared the orbits and clocks
accuracies between PPP-B2b corrections and GFZ final products with three days of observa-
tion. The BDS-3 satellite orbit accuracies in radial, along-track, and cross-track components
are about ten centimeters, and the BDS-3 clock accuracy was centimeter-level. The static
PPP with PPP-B2b correction messages achieved centimeter-level accuracy in the E, N, and
U components, and the kinematic PPP of those also achieved centimeter-level accuracy.
Tao et al. [23] illustrated that the real-time BDS-3 PPP-B2b correction messages presented
better availability and integrity than CNES on BDS satellites. The positioning accuracy of
PPP-B2b products-based BDS-3 kinematic PPP can achieve centimeter-level. Xu et al. [24]
provided an extensive evaluation of the RT-PPP performance of the PPP-B2b products in
terms of matching characteristics, product accuracies, and availability. The results showed
that the RMSE of the MEO satellite orbit in radial, along-track, and cross-track components
were 6.8 cm, 33.4 cm, and 36.6 cm, respectively, and the accuracy of the clock was 0.2 ns.
The availability of BDS-3 PPP-B2b products is over 80%. The PPP test results presented that
the accuracies of BDS-3 dual-frequency kinematic RT-PPP after convergence were 11 cm
and 17 cm in horizontal and vertical components. In addition, the positioning accuracy of
the B1C/B2a IF combination PPP was better than that of the B1I/B3I IF PPP. Ren et al. [25]
evaluated the accuracy of PPP-B2b products and the corresponding RT-PPP, and the results
showed that the real-time orbit accuracy is about 7.25, 24.79, and 25.87 cm in radial, along-
track, and cross-track components for BDS-3 satellites, and 7.29, 30.98, and 21.93 cm for
those of GPS satellites. The STD of the clock offset errors for BDS-3 and GPS are within
0.2 ns and 0.15 ns, respectively. The positioning accuracy of real-time BDS+GPS integrated
static PPP was about 1.07 cm, 2.69 cm, and 2.25 cm in the N, E, and U directions, and the
kinematic PPP of those were about 3.6 cm, 5.9 cm, and 9.4 cm in the N, E, and U directions.

Earlier studies evaluated the PPP-B2b performance using the dual-frequency PPP
with static and simulated kinematic mode. However, the PPP-B2b RT-PPP based on the
practical kinematic data has hardly been studied, especially using the BDS-3 new signals
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(B1C and B2b). Therefore, this contribution will present a comprehensive performance
evaluation on the real-time orbit and clock products provided by broadcast ephemeris,
BDS-3 PPP-B2b, CAS, DLR, GFZ, and WHU, as well as the ultra-rapid products from WHU.
The performance of the kinematic dual-and single-frequency RT-PPP is analyzed with
B1C+B2b observation data collected in Beijing, China. The paper is arranged as follows.
The recovery method of real-time orbit and clock offset and the mathematical models of
dual-/single-frequency PPP are described in the next section. Then, the accuracy of the
orbit and clock offset provided by broadcast ephemeris, PPP-B2b, CAS, DLR, GFZ, and
WHU are evaluated separately. The positioning accuracy with dual-/single-frequency
real-time dynamic PPP is afterward assessed, and the conclusions about the accuracy of
real-time satellite orbit and clock products and their impacts on dual-/single-frequency
PPP are drawn.

2. Methodologies

The recovery methods of PPP-B2b real-time orbit and clock, the evaluation princi-
ple, and the models of real-time dual-frequency and single-frequency PPP are presented
in this section.

2.1. PPP-B2b Orbit Recovery

BDS-3 PPP-B2b orbit and clock products are corrections with respect to the broadcast
ephemeris. The orbit correction coordinate is related to the satellite-fixed coordinate system
in radial, along-track, and cross-track directions. The satellite positions used for PPP,
however, are located in the ECEF frame. Thus, the orbit corrections should be transformed
into the ECEF system to correct the satellite positions from the broadcast ephemeris [26].
The corrected real-time precise satellite position can be expressed as,⎡⎣X

Y
Z

⎤⎦
t

=

⎡⎣Xbrdc
Ybrdc
Zbrdc

⎤⎦
t

− R ·
⎡⎣Δr

Δa
Δc

⎤⎦
t

(1)
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r
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|r× .
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]
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where Δr, Δa and Δc represent the position corrections in the radial, along-track, and
cross-track directions, respectively;

[
X Y Z

]T and
[
Xbrdc Ybrdc Zbrdc

]T represent the
corrected satellite coordinates in the EFEC system and the satellite coordinates calculated
from the broadcast ephemeris, respectively; R is the transformation matrix from the satellite-
fixed coordinate system to the ECEF system [26,27]; r and

.
r represent the satellite position

and velocity calculated from the broadcast ephemeris, respectively.
It should be indicated that the orbit products provided by IGS ACs in this article are

with respect to the Center of Mass (CoM) of satellites. In contrast, the orbits of PPP-B2b
products are with respect to the satellite Antenna Phase Center (APC); the BDS is based on
the APC of B3I frequency, while GPS is based on the APC of IF combination [26]. Therefore,
the antenna phase center correction should be considered. The relationship between APC
and CoM can be described by,⎡⎣XAPC

YAPC
ZAPC

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎣XCoM
YCoM
ZCoM

⎤⎦+ AT ·
⎡⎣NPCO

EPCO
UPCO

⎤⎦ (3)

where
[
XAPC YAPC ZAPC

]T and
[
XCoM YCoM ZCoM

]T represent the APC and CoM

satellite position in the EFEC system;
[
NPCO EPCO UPCO

]T represent the PCO correction
of the satellite from the latest “igs14.atx” file released by IGS; A is the satellite attitude matrix.
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2.2. PPP-B2b Clock Recovery

The clock corrections broadcast by PPP-B2b can be recovered to form the precise clock
by [26],

ts = ts
brdc − C0/c (4)

where ts, ts
brdc, C0, and c represent satellite precise clock, satellite clock calculated from the

broadcast ephemeris, PPP-B2b clock corrections, and the speed of light in a vacuum, re-
spectively.

It should be indicated that the BDS-3 precision clock provided by PPP-B2b is based on
the B3I frequency, and all RTS clocks are based on the IF combination [26]. Therefore, all of
these clocks for a GNSS system should be projected to one frequency. According to [26],
the following method can be adopted to realize such projection,

ts
j = ts − bs

j (5)

where ts
j is the satellite precise clock of signal j; bs

j represents the DCB between signal j
and B3I.

2.3. Orbit and Clock Evaluation Methods

Several methods can be utilized to evaluate the accuracy of precise orbit and clock.
For example, the overlapping orbit comparison, satellite laser ranging inspection, and
comparison with a reference product. The first two usually are used to evaluate the final
products of IGS precise products. Thus, the third method is adopted in this paper by
using the final products provided by WHU as references. The orbit differences can be
expressed as, ⎡⎣ΔX

ΔY
ΔZ

⎤⎦
t

=

⎡⎣XRT
YRT
ZRT

⎤⎦
t

−
⎡⎣XWHU

YWHU
ZWHU

⎤⎦
t

(6)

where t is the epoch number; [ΔX ΔY ΔZ]T , [XRT YRT ZRT ]
T , and [XWHU YWHU ZWHU ]

T

are the orbit differences, real-time orbit, and final orbit vector.
The clock products from different ACs contain a benchmark inconsistency error. In

this paper, to eliminate the system inconsistency, the GPS and BDS-3 constellations use G01
and C19 as reference satellites for the single difference from other satellites [28]. The STD
of the clock difference between real-time and the reference clock after a single difference
is estimated. The degree of clock consistency greatly influenced the solution accuracy of
PPP [29]. The PPP-B2b products are estimated using the real-time observations collected
by the regional tracking stations in China. Thus, the satellites rise or fall more frequently
compared with using global observations. Furthermore, it is challenging to select a stable
reference BDS satellite to generate the inter-satellite differences. To assess the accuracy of
PPP-B2b clock products, we re-edited the inter-satellite difference clock using the method
proposed by [23]. The expression of this method can be written as,

∇Δts = (ts
RT − ts

WHU)−
1
M

M

∑
i=1

(ti
RT − ti

WHU) (7)

where ∇Δts is the double-difference clock value; ts
RT is PPP-B2b real-time clock; ts

WHU is
the final precise clock of WHU; M is the number of available satellites.

Due to the observation discontinuity of the BDS satellites, the clock values estimated in
Equation (7) are segmented, which affects the clock STD value. Therefore, the discontinuity
is compensated by,

∇Δts
t = ∇Δts

t − ΔDt,t−1 (8)
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With

ΔDt,t−1 =
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Δ∇Δti
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∣∣∣∣ 1

M

M
∑

i=0
Δ∇Δti

t,t−1

∣∣∣∣ < 0.1 ns
(9)

where ΔDt,t−1 is the compensation term to compensate the discontinuity in the double-
difference clock; Δ∇Δti

t,t−1 is the inter-epoch difference clock based on double differ-
ence clock.

2.4. Mathematical Model of Real-Time Single-/Dual-Frequency PPP

The measurements used for RT-PPP are pseudo-range (P) and carrier-phase (L), which
can be expressed as [29,30],

Pj = ρs
r + c(tr − ts) + Is

r,j + Ts
r + c(br,j − bs

j ) + εP,j (10)

Lj = ρs
r + c(tr − ts)− Is

r,j + Ts
r − λj(Nj + Br,j − Bs

j ) + εL,j (11)

where ρs
r indicates the geometric distance from the satellite s to the receiver r; tr and ts are the

receiver clock and the satellite clock offset, respectively; Is
r,j and Ts

r are the ionospheric delay
and tropospheric delay, respectively; br,j and bs

j are the DCB of the pseudo-range on receiver
and satellite, respectively; λj and Nj are wavelength and ambiguity of carrier-phase; Br,j and
Bs

j denote the Un-calibrated Phase Delay (UPD) on the satellite and receiver, respectively;
εP,j and εL,j are observing noise of pseudo-range and carrier-phase, respectively.

2.4.1. Dual-Frequency PPP

The dual-frequency ionosphere-free combination pseudo-range and carrier-phase are
used to form the observations of dual-frequency PPP [31],

PIF =
f 2
i

f 2
i − f 2

j
Pi −

f 2
j

f 2
i − f 2

j
Pj = ρs

r + c(tr − ts) + Ts
r + εP,IF (12)

LIF =
f 2
i

f 2
i − f 2

j
Li −

f 2
j

f 2
i − f 2

j
Lj = ρs

r + c(tr − ts)− λIF NIF + Ts
r + εP,IF (13)

where fi is the frequency number; the other symbols have the same means as above.
In addition, if the observed frequencies in Equations (12) and (13) are different from

that of precise real-time products, a DCB correction should be applied [32]. In this study,
both B1I+B3I and B1I+B2b IF combinations are employed for static and kinematic PPP
solutions, and the following equations should be employed,⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

ts
B1I,B3I = ts − f 2

B1I
f 2
B1I− f 2

B3I
bs

B1I

ts
B1I,B2b = ts − (

f 2
B1I

f 2
B1I− f 2

B2b
bs

B1I −
f 2
B2b

f 2
B1I− f 2

B2b
bs

B2b)
(14)

where ts
B1I,B3I and ts

B1I,B2b represent satellite precise clocks using the B1I+B3I and B1I+B2b
IF combinations; fB1I , fB2b and fB3I represent the frequencies corresponding to the B1I, B2b,
and B3I observations, respectively.

In this case, the corresponding parameters that should be estimated are position
vector, receiver clock offset, residual of troposphere delay, and IF ambiguity, which can be
written as,

x =
[
δxr δyr δzr c · δtr dwet NIF

]T (15)

where δxr, δyr and δzr indicate the corrected value of the receiver coordinates in three
directions; δtr and dwet indicate the receiver clock offset and the zenith wet tropospheric
delay; NIF denotes the IF ambiguity vector.
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2.4.2. Single-Frequency Model

For single-frequency PPP, Equations (10) and (11) form the observation equations.
Here, the B1C and B2b measurements will be used in this paper. Thus, the satellite DCB
corrections should be considered, {

ts
B1C = ts − bs

B1C
ts
B2b = ts − bs

B2b
(16)

Compared with the IF model, the ionospheric delay of each satellite and the receiver
DCB cannot be eliminated. Therefore, they are estimated as parameters [33–35]. The
corresponding state vector can be expressed as,

x =
[
δxr δyr δzr ctr dwet Nj br Ir

]T (17)

where br and Ir are the receiver DCB and the ionospheric delay vector.
Due to the correlations between the ionosphere and receiver DCB, we introduce the fol-

lowing pseudo-observations to improve the estimation accuracy of single-frequency PPP [33].

Is
r,j = 40.28STEC/ f j

2 + ωIs
r,j

, ωIs
r,j
∼ (0, σ2

Is
r,j
) (18)

where STEC denotes the vertical electronic content obtained from the GIM model; σ2
Is
r,j

is

the variance of the priori ionospheric model errors (ωIs
r,j

).

2.4.3. Parameter Modeling and Estimation

According to the observation functions and state parameters mentioned above, the
sequential least square algorithm is adopted. The corresponding expressions can be de-
scribed by,

Vk = AkXk − Lk (19)

where Vk, Ak, Xk, and Lk denote the observation residual vector, the design coefficient
matrix, the state vector, and the observation vector at time k, respectively.

Target function is,
VT

k PkVk + VT
X,kPX,k−1VX,k = min (20)

where VX,k denotes the difference between the current state vector Xk and its predicted

vector
¯
Xk; PX,k−1 denotes the weight matrix of the predicted state vector. The equation can

be calculated by,

Xk = (AT
k PkAk + PX,k−1)

−1
(AT

k PkLk + PX,k−1
¯
Xk) (21)

P−1
X,k = (AT

k PkAk + PX,k−1)
−1

(22)

The corresponding posterior covariance matrix of the state vector

DX,k−1 = P−1
X,k−1(V

T
k PkVk + VT

X,kPX,k−1VX,k)/(n − m) (23)

where n and m represent the number of satellites obtained at k and k− 1 epochs, respectively.

3. Experiments and Discussions

In this section, we collected four-day data to compare the accuracies of PPP-B2b orbit
and clock to those of IGS RTS products. The positioning accuracies of PPP-B2b on dual-
frequencies and single-frequency PPP are further studied with static and dynamic tests.
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3.1. Static Data Collection

The real-time orbit and clock SSR products of PPP-B2b, CAS, DLR, GFZ, and WHU,
the ultra-rapid products from WHU, and the broadcast ephemeris during the Days of Year
(DOY) 354–357 in 2021 were collected. The distribution of the stations is illustrated in
Figure 1. The IGS real-time SSR corrections were collected from the internet via the open-
source software BNC Ver2.12.17 [36]. The static data from four MGEX stations (URUM,
ULAB, WHU2, and JFNG) during DOYs of 354–357 of 2021 were collected.

 

Figure 1. The location of 4 selected MGEX stations.

In the data analysis phase, (1) all of these orbit and clock products were projected
to the same coordinate system and time system; (2) static test data were processed daily
with dual-frequency IF PPP (B1I+B3I and L1+L2) and single-frequency PPP (B1C and L1);
(3) the corresponding GPS data were also processed as a comparison; (4) the reference
coordinates obtained from the MGEX weekly SINEX file. The details of the static data
processing strategies are listed in Table 3. It is worth noting that the B1C observation is
BDS-3 new signal, which is not used for orbit determination and clock calculation. Thus,
the corresponding DCB correction should be applied to the observations.

Table 3. PPP processing strategies of static test.

Item Processing Strategies

GNSS BDS-3 and GPS

Signal selection of IF PPP BDS-3: B1I+B3I
GPS: L1+L2

Signal selection of SF PPP BDS-3: B1C
GPS: L1

Interval 30 s
Cutoff angle 10◦

Weight method Elevation angle dependent
Troposphere Estimate the wet component

Ionospheric IF PPP: IF combination
SF PPP: Estimated

PCO/PCV IGS14.atx
Ambiguity Estimated
Adjustment Sequential least square

Satellite DCB Corrected by DCB products

Receiver DCB IF PPP: IF combination
SF PPP: Estimated

The available satellites and PDOP are the two critical indexes for positioning accuracy
analysis; therefore, the number of visible satellites and the PDOP values for both BDS-3
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and GPS are presented in Figure 2. The number of available BDS-3 satellites on average are
8.4, 8.1, 7.8, and 8.1, with the corresponding PDOP of 2.1, 2.2, 2.9, and 2.3 for JFNG, ULAB,
URUM, and WUH2 stations. For GPS, the average number of available satellites are 6.8, 7.1,
6.8, and 6.6, with the corresponding PDOP of 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, and 2.7 for JFNG, ULAB, URUM,
and WUH2 stations.

Figure 2. Number of visible satellites and PDOP values of the four MEGX stations.

3.2. Assessments of BDS-3 Real-Time Orbits and Clock Products

To evaluate the accuracies of PPP-B2b BDS-3 real-time orbits and clocks from CAS,
DLR, GFZ, and WHU, as well as the broadcast ephemeris objectively, this study uses the
final precision product from WHU as the reference. The B2b corrected GPS orbit and
clock are also studied as a comparison. The time series of the orbit errors in radial, along-
track, and cross-track directions, as well as the clock errors, are depicted in Figure 3. The
corresponding statistics in terms of RMSE and STD are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 3,
the orbit errors of different real-time products of BDS are within 20 cm, 60 cm, and 60 cm in
radial, along-track, and cross-track directions. The BDS B2b corrected and broadcast orbit
error in radial and along-track directions are similar to those of other real-time products;
in the cross-track direction, however, the fluctuations of B2b-corrected and BDS broadcast
orbit errors are more significant than those of other real-time products. The B2b corrected
GPS orbit error is similar to that of the B2b corrected BDS orbit. As plotted in Figure 4,
the statistic orbit accuracies of the IGSO satellites, C38~C40, are much lower than those of
MEO satellites, especially while using the SSR corrections from GFZ. Generally, the orbit
RMSE values of the real-time products from CAS, DLR, GFZ, WHU, and WHU_U (ultra-
precise products) are within 10 cm in the radial, along-track, and cross-track components
for MEO satellites. The RMSE of BRDC, PPP-B2b for BDS-3, are about 20 cm in the radial
component and 50 cm in the along-track and cross-track components; the B2b corrected
orbit for GPS has a similar performance as those for BDS in three directions. According
to earlier studies, the higher accuracy in the radial direction is related to the high-quality
satellite hydrogen and rubidium clocks [37]. In Figure 3, it is noted that systematic biases
existed among different real-time clock products, especially the B2b corrected BDS and
GPS clocks. This systematic clock bias is caused by pseudorange observation and can be
absorbed by ambiguities [24,38]. In Figure 5, The clock STD of the real-time products from
CAS, DLR, GFZ, WHU, and WHU_U are within 0.4 ns for BDS MEO satellites. In contrast,
the STD of PPP-B2b is within 0.2 ns, and the STD of BRDC is within 1.0 ns. The STD of the
B2b corrected GPS clock is 0.3 ns.

The average accuracies of real-time orbit and clock products are shown in Table 4. DLR
did not provide SSR corrections for the three IGSO satellites, C38, C39, and C40, during this
test; thus, the average accuracies of these three satellites are not considered. According to
Table 4, the BDS-3 orbit accuracy in the radial component is higher than those in the along-
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track and cross-track components. The RMSE of the BDS-3 PPP-B2b orbits in the radial,
along-track, and cross-track components are 9.42 cm, 21.26 cm, and 28.65 cm, respectively.
The accuracy of BDS-3 PPP-B2b orbits in terms of RMSE is lower than that of IGS centers
products due to the distribution and number of the monitoring stations. Compared to the
broadcast orbit, the IGS real-time products provide about 30.62~54.95% improvements
in the radial component, and the improvement provided by BDS PPP-B2b is 2.89%. The
STD of PPP-B2b clocks is 0.18 ns, which has the highest accuracy among these real-time
products of BDS-3. The improvements of the BDS-3 real-time clock provided by PPP-B2b is
79.87% compared to broadcast ephemeris. For the GPS correction, the B2b corrected orbit
RMSE in radial, along-track, and cross-track directions are 13.73 cm, 23.83 cm, and 17.96 cm,
respectively, and the clock STD is 0.25 ns. For the user side, the positioning accuracy is
mainly affected by the orbit in radial and the clock. Therefore, the PPP-B2b SSR products
theoretically can provide precise positioning solutions.

Figure 3. Time series of the orbit radial and clock errors of C32 and G20.
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Figure 4. RMS of real-time orbit errors.

Figure 5. STD of real-time orbit clock errors.
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Table 4. The average accuracies of real-time orbit and clock products.

Products
Orbit (cm)

Clock (ns)
Radial Along-Track Cross-Track

CAS 6.73 8.82 5.79 0.31
DLR 4.37 11.95 7.08 0.27
GFZ 5.41 12.40 7.63 0.31

WHU 5.38 8.57 6.41 0.22
WHU_U 5.39 7.25 5.54 0.35

BRDC 9.70 22.21 25.74 0.87
B2b BDS 9.42 21.26 28.65 0.18
B2b GPS 13.73 23.83 17.96 0.25

3.3. Accuracy and Convergence of RT-PPP in MGEX Stations
3.3.1. Dual-Frequency PPP

The time series of the position differences between the B1I+B3I PPP solutions of
the four MEGX stations and the SINEX solutions on the E, N, and U components are
presented in Figure 6. The average RMSE of the static PPP at JFNG, ULAB, URAM, and
WUH2 stations is shown in Figure 7. Accordingly, the positioning accuracy of BDS-3
dual-frequency PPP based on the PPP-B2b real-time products is within 4.6 cm in the three
directions for the four stations. In contrast, the GPS dual-frequency PPP with B2b correction
is about 5.3 cm in three directions. The lower accuracy of GPS PPP with B2b corrections
is caused by the product accuracy of GPS orbits and clocks, which has been studied in
the above section. Additionally, the positioning accuracy of PPP-B2b-based positioning
in the N component is higher than in the E component, which is related to the satellite’s
observation geometry strength of the carrier phase ambiguity. Most BDS-3 satellites have a
north-south ground track and, thus, provide strong observation geometry strength in N
directions and better positioning accuracy. In addition, the fixing ambiguity may improve
the positioning accuracy in the E components [39], and similar results can be obtained
in [22,40]. In general, the positioning accuracy of static RT-PPP with PPP-B2b is slightly
lower than that of IGS real-time products, but higher than that of WHU ultra-rapid products
and broadcast ephemeris.

The statistics accuracy in terms of RMSE of static B1I+B3I PPP using different real-
time products is listed in Table 5. The positioning accuracies of BDS-3 PPP with PPP-B2b
service are 4.8 cm and 5.4 cm in horizontal and 3D components, respectively. While
using GPS, the positioning accuracy is slightly lower than that of BDS-3, with 5.4 cm
and 5.9 cm in horizontal and 3D components, respectively. This demonstrates that the
PPP-B2b service has the capability of providing centimeter-level positioning accuracy
for users in China and neighboring countries while using the dual-frequency static PPP
mode. However, the accuracy of PPP using PPP-B2B services is still lower than those
solutions based on IGS real-time products. Among these solutions, the solution based
on the products of WHU has the highest accuracy in horizontal components with 1.1 cm.
In comparison, the solution based on the CAS products has the highest accuracy in 3D
with 1.9 cm. The solutions based on DLR real-time products present the worst accuracy
with 3.5 cm and 3.9 cm in horizontal and 3D components, respectively. Additionally, the
horizontal and 3D positioning accuracies using WHU ultra-rapid products are 10.5 cm and
12.1 cm, respectively, while those based on broadcast ephemeris are 23.9 cm and 27.7 cm.
Generally, the B1I+B3I BDS-3 PPP based on PPP-B2b SSR corrections can provide users
with centimeter-level static positioning solutions, which is close to these based on IGS RTS
SSR corrections, especially in horizontal components.
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Figure 6. Error series of the four-day IF static PPP solution.

Figure 7. The average accuracy of the four-day IF static PPP solution.

Table 5. Average dual-frequency PPP positioning accuracy of the four MGEX stations (unit: cm).

Direction CAS DLR GFZ WHU WHU_U BRDC B2b BDS B2b GPS

E 1.1 3.3 2.1 0.9 9.4 20.4 4.6 5.3
N 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.5 4.7 12.3 1.2 1.0
U 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.8 6.0 13.2 2.4 2.2
2D 1.3 3.5 2.2 1.1 10.5 23.9 4.8 5.4
3D 1.9 3.9 2.7 2.1 12.1 27.7 5.4 5.9

Convergence time is another crucial index for PPP evaluation. In this paper, we define
the convergence criteria of static PPP to be that the position accuracies in horizontal and
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vertical are continuously better than 10 cm and 20 cm for at least 10 min. The convergence
times of static PPP for each MGEX station are presented in Figure 8. Since it is difficult to
converge while using WHU ultra-rapid product and broadcast ephemeris, we only provide
the convergence times of PPP using IGS real-time products and PPP-B2b products. As
shown in Figure 8, the convergence times of BDS-3 PPP based on PPP-B2b products are
within 15 min. The PPP-B2b-based GPS PPP presents the slowest convergence time, with
an average convergence time of 52 min and the longest time of 109 min. The reason for
the longer convergence time of JFNG may be caused by the inconsistency of the satellites’
orbit errors, as shown in Figure 4, in which the fluctuations of B2b corrected orbit is more
significant than that of B2b corrected BDS.

 
Figure 8. Convergence time of static dual-frequency PPP using different real-time orbit and clock products.

3.3.2. Single-Frequency PPP

In this section, a single-frequency PPP model with ionospheric and receiver DCB con-
straints is used. The time series of position differences between the static single-frequency
PPP and the reference results in the E, N, and U for each station are shown in Figure 9,
and the corresponding statistics are presented in Figure 10. The positioning accuracy in
terms of RMSE of BDS B1C PPP with PPP-B2b SSR products is better than 5.5 cm in the
E, N, and U for each station. While using GPS L1, the PPP accuracy is better than 5.6 cm
in three components. The positioning accuracy of single-frequency PPP with PPP-B2b is
comparable to that of IGS real-time RTS products, which have similar performance to the
dual-frequency PPP. The positioning accuracy of static single-frequency PPP using WHU
ultra-rapid product and broadcast ephemeris is much lower than that with PPP-B2b. The
maximum positioning error for broadcast ephemeris-based solution exceeds 39.5 cm in the
three components.

According to the statistics of average positioning error in Table 6, single-frequency
RT-PPP based on PPP-B2b SSR products and IGS RTS SSR products (except DLR) can satisfy
the demand for centimeter-level high-precision real-time positioning accuracy. While using
PPP-B2b SSR products, the position accuracies in horizontal and 3D of B1C PPP are 5.4 cm
and 7.7 cm, respectively. While using the IGS RTS products, the B1C PPP based on WHU
products provides the highest accuracy within 3.5 cm in horizontal, and the PPP based on
GFZ products provides the highest accuracy in 3D with 7.0 cm among evaluated the IGS
RTS products. In contrast, the DLR real-time products provide the worst static B1C PPP
positioning accuracy with 5.5 cm and 14.3 cm in the horizontal and 3D. The horizontal/3D
positioning accuracies using WHU ultra-rapid products and broadcast ephemeris were
about 7.6/13.1 cm and 18.3/43.5 cm, respectively, much lower than those of PPP-B2b PPP.
As a comparison, the positioning accuracies of GPS L1 PPP based on PPP B2b SSR products
are 5.4 cm and 7.8 cm, similar to those of BDS-3 B1C PPP.

To present the convergence speed of single-frequency B1C PPP, we redefine the con-
vergence criteria of static PPP to be that the position accuracies in horizontal and vertical
are continuously better than 20 cm and 40 cm for at least 10 min. The convergence times
of static single-frequency PPP based on different SSR products for each MGEX station are
shown in Figure 11, in which the average convergence times of BDS-3 B1C PPP and GPS
L1 PPP using PPP-B2b SSR products are 80 min and 73 min, respectively. For solutions
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based on the four IGS real-time products, the converge times with CAS’s products are the
shortest among other products, with an average time of 65 min. The DLR products-based
solutions converge the slowest with an average time of 95 min.

 

Figure 9. Time series of position errors of the four-day single-frequency static PPP.

Figure 10. Average accuracy of the four-day single-frequency static PPP.
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Table 6. The average positioning accuracy at the four stations (unit: cm).

Direction CAS DLR GFZ WHU WHU_U BRDC B2b BDS B2b GPS

E 3.0 5.2 3.7 2.9 5.8 15.5 4.6 4.6
N 2.0 1.8 1.6 2.0 4.9 9.7 2.8 2.9
U 9.1 13.2 5.7 7.0 10.7 39.5 5.5 5.6
2D 3.6 5.5 4.0 3.5 7.6 18.3 5.4 5.4
3D 9.8 14.3 7.0 7.8 13.1 43.5 7.7 7.8

Figure 11. Convergence time of single-frequency PPP using different SSR products.

3.4. Accuracy of Real-Time Vehicle-Borne PPP

The dynamic test is carried out on DOY 357 in 2021 from 06:00 to 08:30 on the fifth ring
road with Inertial Navigation System (INS) (NovAtel SPAN EPSON G370) and NovAtel
GNSS receiver, which receives the B1I and B2b signal from BDS-3, and L1 and L2 signal
from GPS. To study the PPP-B2b performance in complex environments, especially the
performance of new signal B2b, we equipped a GNSS jammer to interfere with the received
GNSS signals. The jammer reduces the number of visible satellites rather than affecting the
observed distances. In the dynamic test, the vehicle drove about 40 km in the north–south
direction and 30 km in the east–west direction. The tight integration of GPS+BDS RTK and
INS provided by Inertial Explorer software were used as reference values for the dynamic
test, and the corresponding trajectory is presented in Figure 12.

 

Figure 12. The trajectory of vehicle dynamic test.

The positioning strategies are listed in Table 7. It should be noted that the satellite
DCB products from both real-time SSR and IGS final products do not contain the satellite
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DCB value of C7D (B2b). Therefore, the DCB value of C7Z from CAS’ was used to weaken
the influence of satellite DCB on B2b frequency with ignoring the intra-frequency error.
The number of visible satellites and corresponding PDOP values are presented in Figure 13.
The average number of visible BDS-3 and GPS satellites during the 4-h dynamic test in
Beijing are 8.9 and 2.0, respectively, and the average corresponding PDOP value of BDS-3
and GPS are 6.3 and 2.4, respectively. The sharp changes in the number of visible satellites
are affected by the equipped GNSS jammer and further affect the PDOP values.

Table 7. PPP processing strategies of dynamic test.

Item Processing Strategies

GNSS BDS-3 and GPS

Signal selection of IF PPP B1I+B2b
GPS: L1+L2

Signal selection of SF PPP BDS-3: B2b
GPS: L1

Interval 1 s
Cutoff angle 10◦

Weight method Elevation angle dependent
Troposphere Estimate the wet component

Ionospheric IF PPP: IF combination
SF PPP: Estimated

PCO/PCV IGS14.atx
Ambiguity Estimated
Adjustment Sequential least square

Satellite DCB Corrected by DCB products

Receiver DCB IF PPP: IF combination
SF PPP: Estimated

Figure 13. Number of visible satellites and PDOP values during the dynamic test.

Figure 14 presents the time series of position errors of vehicle-borne dual-frequencies
(B1i+B2b and L1+L2) PPP, single frequency PPP (L1 and B2b) by comparing with the
RTK/INS tight integration solutions in E, N, and U components. It is noted that the large
fluctuations in the three components occur in dual-frequencies and single frequencies PPP,
especially in the U components. Comparing to the visible satellite number presented in
Figure 13, the presence of significant error components coincided with epochs of poor obser-
vations, which results in positioning discontinuity and further leads to PPP re-convergence.
We chose dual-frequency PPP during epochs 3587 to 3588, red box in Figure 14, to further
analyze the effect of GNSS signal blockage. At the period of epochs 3587 and 3588, the visi-
ble satellite is 0, and the BDS cannot provide continuous positioning results. At epoch 3589,
the number of visible satellites is 8, and the positioning error at E, N, and U components
are 4 m, −2 m, and −4 m, respectively. The average visible satellite number during epochs
3589 and 3900 is 8.9, and the B1I+B2b combination PPP with PPP-B2b converged to 0.5 and
1.0 m positioning accuracy in both horizontal and vertical components. The convergence
time is 85 s in this period, and the average PDOP value is 2.2. The error components of
single frequency PPP, L1 and B2b, present similar statuses.
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Figure 14. Time series of position errors of the dual-(a)/single (b)-frequency vehicle-borne RT-PPP
using different SSR products.
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The accuracies in terms of RMSE of vehicle-borne dual-frequency PPP and single-
frequency PPP based on different SSR products are shown in Tables 8 and 9. For the
dual-frequency PPP, the positioning accuracy of the BDS-3 B1I+B2b PPP using PPP-B2b
SSR products is 35.8 cm, 55.0 cm, and 121.3 cm in the E, N, and U components, respectively.
In contrast, the B1I+B2b PPP positioning accuracy using CAS products is the highest in
horizontal with 58.9 cm, and WHU products are the highest in 3D with 129.7 cm. The
solutions based on broadcast ephemeris (67.5 cm and 182.4 cm in horizontal and 3D
components) have the worst positioning accuracy among the seven products. The GPS
L1+L2 PPP is 57.0 cm, 47.9 cm, and 101.4 cm in the E, N, and U components. The GPS L1+L2
PPP solution has the highest 3D accuracy (126.0 cm) and the worst horizontal accuracy
(74.5 cm) compared to the BDS-3 B1I+B2b PPP using the SSR product of both PPP-B2b and
IGS RTS.

Table 8. Position RMSE of vehicle-borne real-time dual-frequency PPP using different SSR products
(unit: cm).

Direction CAS DLR GFZ WHU WHU_U BRDC B2b BDS B2b GPS

E 27.8 33.0 35.4 34.9 35.5 49.2 35.8 57.0
N 61.9 51.8 53.9 62.1 49.7 46.1 55.0 47.9
U 115.7 139.4 138.2 108.4 125.5 169.4 121.3 101.4
2D 58.9 61.4 64.5 71.2 61.1 67.5 65.7 74.5
3D 129.9 152.3 152.5 129.7 139.5 182.4 137.9 126.0

Table 9. Position RMSE of vehicle-borne real-time single-frequency PPP using different SSR products
(unit: cm).

Direction CAS DLR GFZ WHU WHU_U BRDC B2b BDS B2b GPS

E 80.0 88.6 54.3 79.4 73.9 111.8 87.1 42.3
N 53.9 72.0 53.1 156.7 57.3 72.7 32.9 47.8
U 88.6 87.8 60.0 178.6 57.3 126.3 103.5 129.2
2D 96.5 114.2 75.9 175.7 93.5 133.4 93.1 63.9
3D 131.0 144.0 96.8 250.5 109.6 183.7 139.2 144.1

For the single-frequency PPP, the positioning accuracy of B2b frequency PPP based
on PPP-B2b products in E, N, and U components are 87.1 cm, 32.9 cm, and 103.5 cm,
respectively; those positioning accuracies of GPS L1 PPP are 42.3 cm, 47.8 cm, and 63.9 cm,
respectively. While using GPS, the positioning accuracy is slightly higher in horizontal
components (42.3 cm and 47.8 cm) but much worse in the U direction (129.2 cm). For
the solutions based on IGS RTS real-time products, the positioning accuracy using GFZ
real-time products is the best, with 75.9 cm and 96.8 cm in horizontal and 3D components,
respectively. The positioning accuracy with WHU real-time products is 175.7 cm and
250.5 cm in horizontal and 3D components, respectively, which are the worst among
other real-time products. In Figure 14, a noticeable systematic error exists in the N and
U components, which are caused by the unabsorbed satellite clock errors. Compared to
BDS-3 B1I+B2b PPP, the BDS-3 B2b PPP provides smoother position solutions, especially
after satellites signal re-tracking, which is caused by the greater noise of the dual-frequency
IF and high-accuracy of prior ionosphere data used in single-frequency PPP.

Figure 15 shows the radial, along-track, and cross-track RMS values of the orbit’s
errors and clock STD values for each type of real-time product, as well as the positioning
accuracy of static and dynamic with single/dual-frequency PPP. In static PPP, the IGS real-
time product positioning accuracy is better than that of PPP-B2b, and BRDC positioning
accuracy is the worst among the seven products. This is consistent with the orbit and clock
accuracies of each real-time product. In dynamic PPP, affected by the complex positioning
environment, the positioning accuracy of various products is similar.
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Figure 15. The average accuracy of positioning and real-time products.

It also can be found from Figure 15 that the accuracies of the real-time WHU orbits
and clock products are similar to other ACs, but the positioning of single frequency PPP
with WHU products is lower than that of other ACs. This is because the WHU BDS real-
time clock products contain systematic errors. The RMSE of different BDS real-time clock
products with respect to the WHU final clock product is presented in Figure 16. It can be
clearly found that the RMSE value of WHU BDS real-time products is more significant than
that of other products.

Figure 16. The RMSE of real-time orbit clock errors.
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4. Conclusions

Real-time orbits and clocks are crucial factors for RT-PPP applications. To evaluate the
impacts of existing real-time orbit and clock products (BDS-3 PPP-Bb and IGS RTS), this
study provides comprehensive assessments of the accuracy of these real-time products and
their influences on the positioning accuracy and convergence time of RT-PPP in both static
and dynamic tests. After the descriptions of the evaluation methods for real-time orbits
and clocks as well as the real-time single-/dual-frequency PPP models, BDS-3 new signals
observations of B1C and B2b from the four MEGX stations and a set of the vehicle-borne
test were used to find the conclusions of the assessment. The main conclusions can be
summarized as follows.

For these real-time SSR products, the orbit accuracy of PPP-B2b SSR products is lower
than these of IGS real-time products (CAS, DLR, GFZ, and WHU). However, the clock
accuracy of PPP-B2b is better than these of IGS real-time products. Additionally, the
accuracy of the real-time orbit and clock of BDS-3 provided by PPP-B2b is higher than that
of GPS.

For real-time dual-frequency PPP, the position RMSEs of the four MEGX stations
based on PPP-B2b SSR products are slightly lower than those based on the IGS RTS SSR
products. Meanwhile, the BDS-3 B1I+B3I PPP positioning accuracy using the PPP-B2b
service is centimeter-level which is better than that of GPS L1+L2 PPP. The dual-frequency
B1I+B2b PPP positioning accuracy in the vehicle-borne test achieved submeter-level and
meter-level in horizontal and vertical components in our test environment.

For the single-frequency RT-PPP based on PPP-B2b SSR products, the BDS-3 B1C PPP
is lower than that of B1I+B3I PPP, providing about 10–20 cm-level positioning accuracy
with MEGX data. While using the vehicle-borne B2b frequency data, the accuracy of BDS-3
PPP is very close to that of B1I+B2b PPP with submeter-level and meter-level in horizontal
and vertical components.

In general, our work shows that both the BDS-3 PPP-B2b service and the IGS RTS can
satisfy the demand for high-accuracy positioning in real time. However, these real-time
products provided by IGS RTS are calculated from the global-distributed stations, which
are more accurate than BDS-3 PPP-B2b, especially for GPS. However, IGS RTS are limited
by the connection of the internet. Additionally, BDS-3 PPP-B2b introduces inter-satellite
link technology and broadcasts SSR information by navigation signal, which gives it more
significant potential in real-time precise positioning applications in the future.
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Abstract: Atmospheric precipitable water vapor (PWV) is a key variable for weather forecast and
climate research. Various techniques (e.g., radiosondes, global navigation satellite system, satellite
remote sensing and reanalysis products by data assimilation) can be used to measure (or retrieve)
PWV. However, gathering PWV data with high spatial and temporal resolutions remains a challenge.
In this study, we propose a new empirical PWV grid model (called ASV-PWV) using the zenith wet
delay from the Askne model and improved by the spherical harmonic function and vertical correction.
Our method is convenient and enables the user to gain PWV data with only four input parameters
(e.g., the longitude and latitude, time, and atmospheric pressure of the desired position). Profiles of 20
radiosonde stations in Qinghai Tibet Plateau, China, along with the latest publicly available C-PWVC2
model are used to validate the local performance. The PWV data from ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2
is generally consistent with radiosonde (the average annual bias is −0.44 mm for ASV-PWV and
−1.36 mm for C-PWVC2, the root mean square error (RMSE) is 3.44 mm for ASV-PWV and 2.51 mm
for C-PWVC2, respectively). Our ASV-PWV performs better than C-PWVC2 in terms of seasonal
characteristics. In general, a sound consistency exists between PWV values of ASV-PWV and the fifth
generation of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Atmospheric Reanalysis (ERA5)
(total 7381 grid points in 2020). The average annual bias and RMSE are −0.73 mm and 4.28 mm,
respectively. ASV-PWV has a similar performance as ERA5 reanalysis products, indicating that
ASV-PWV is a potentially alternative option for rapidly gaining PWV.

Keywords: ASV-PWV model; radiosonde; ERA5; Qinghai Tibet Plateau

1. Introduction

Atmospheric water vapor is mostly stored in the troposphere and accounts for a
relatively small proportion, but it has a profound influence on the hydrological cycle, the
atmospheric circulation, and the evolution of synoptic systems [1–3]. The precipitable
water vapor (PWV) is often used to characterize the water vapor content. Therefore, moni-
toring PWV is crucial for climate research and extreme weather warning [4–6]. Plenty of
techniques (e.g., ground-based photometers, radiosondes, satellite remote sensing, global
navigation satellite system (GNSS), and data assimilation) can be used to measure (or
retrieve) the PWV. Using ground-based photometers to obtain PWV is simple and inexpen-
sive. Such an approach can offer a higher spatial and temporal resolution than radiosonde
data, but less coverage than from satellite measurements, the downside being that it is
vulnerable to cloud cover when in use [7,8]. In-situ balloon borne radiosonde is one of the
most accurate methods to map the PWV but for local to regional scale with a low spatial
and temporal resolution [9,10]. Moreover, radiosonde has a high operating cost and its
observations are often disrupted by the artificial shifts caused by equipment changes and
the operating procedure [11–13]. Satellite remote sensing using IR emission channels [14]
provides an alternative option for retrieving the high temporal and spatial resolution PWV
data, but it suffers strongly from the effects from clouds, precipitation, and surface reflection
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spectrum uncertainty [15], and PWV values from IR emission channels are available only
over the oceans. In many regions, numerous scholars have compared PWV obtained by
IR emission channels and GNSS. Kumar Sanjay et al. [16] presented an analysis of GPS
data on the campus of Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi and compared the variability
of water vapor from Kanpur GPS, AERONET, and MODIS water vapor data. The results
indicate that the observation of PWV from GPS is well-correlated with satellite observation
(MODIS), and the PWV estimated from GPS data is found to be very sensitive with surface
temperature, monsoon onset and rainfall. Shi et al. [17] evaluate the accuracies of the water
vapor data MODIS, MERSI, and the visible infrared radiometer (VIRR) using ground-based
data (CARE-China and AERONET) as a reference and characterize the local water vapor
variations in China. The results indicate that PWV values in China exhibited large spatial
and temporal variations (especially in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to the South China Sea).
The PWV values were obtained from MODIS, VIRR, and MERSI data, and the accuracies
varied widely with relative errors from 10% to 899%. Khaniani et al. [18] used one year of
ground-based observation from a network of 38 GPS stations to evaluate the performance
of MODIS Near Infrared (Near-IR) PWV over Iran. The results indicate that times series
between MODIS and GPS both methods agree very well, and the bias values and the height
of the stations have a linear relation. Due to the unique superiority (e.g., all-weather, low
cost and high accuracy), the GNSS-based PWV detection has achieved dramatic develop-
ments in recent years. Unfortunately, the GNSS-derived PWV are often inhomogeneous
and have relatively low temporal resolutions [19], resulting from the sparse distribution
of GNSS stations. Another powerful method to gather PWV data is the reanalysis data
set, which is produced by data assimilation using different atmospheric observations and
circulation models [20]. With respect to the sensor-based methods, reanalysis products
have advantages of global coverage and spatial integrity, but large uncertainties still exist
in the areas where no or limited observations are available for data assimilation [21,22].

Since the distribution in the troposphere is heterogeneous and anisotropic [10], gath-
ering PWV data with high spatial and temporal resolutions confronts the climatology
community with a challenge. In recent years, many attempts have been made for this
issue. Cortés et al. [23] validate the use of submillimeter tippers to be used at other sites
and use the PWV database to detect a potential signature for Chajnantor area climate
change over 20 years. Shikhovtsev et al. [24] present the results of a comparison of the
PWV estimated from GNSS measurements and the ERA5 reanalysis values corrected for
the relief. It is shown that the best correlation between these quantities is observed under
clear sky conditions. Ma et al. [25] proposed a dual-scale method for retrieving PWV maps,
based on heterogeneous earth data, which can obtain sub-kilometer resolution PWV, while
maintaining accuracy. The academic team led by Yao Yibin in Wuhan University, China,
focused on the data fusion methods (e.g., the Gaussian Processes method, spherical cap
harmonic analysis, Helmert variance component estimation and generalized regression
neural network as well) and established some large-scale PWV fusion models for North
America by combining different PWV data (e.g., GNSS, the moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF)) (for details, see Yao et al. [26], Zhang et al. [27], Zhang and Yao [28]).
The academic team led by Huang Liangke in Guilin University of Technology, China,
systematically evaluated the PWV products of MERRA-2 and ERA5 reanalysis in China
based on GNSS site and in-situ ground meteorological observations [29], and proposed
a ZTD vertical stratification model based on MERRA-2 data considering spatiotemporal
factors [30]. In addition, they also analyzed the spatiotemporal characteristics of GNSS-
derived PWV by establishing an atmospheric weighted mean temperature model [31,32].
As an alternative, PWV data can be converted by the zenith wet delay (ZWD) obtained
from many empirical models. Classic empirical models by Leckner [33] and Kouba [34]
have a certain potential for calculating ZWD, but the water vapor decrease factor is usually
constant, yielding systematic errors in different seasons. This has given rise to a growing
literature on PWV vertical correction modeling. Dousa and Elias [35] propose an improved
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ZWD analytical model and its vertical approximation derived from the original profile of
meteorological data can be superior to the conventional methods by a factor of 2–3. More
recently, Huang et al. [36] proposed a new PWV vertical correction model, considering the
time-varying lapse rate and geographical divisions, which can be applied for whole areas in
mainland China. No doubt varying model parameters as well as input reanalysis data have
great impacts on both of the data fusion methods and PWV vertical correction methods.
This issue motivates us to perform further studies in this direction. We follow the concept
of the Askne model [37] and establish a new empirical PWV grid model (called ASV-PWV),
which is improved by the spherical harmonic function and vertical correction.

The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the fifth generation of ECMWF
reanalysis (ERA5) data and field Radiosonde observations included in this study. Particular
attention is paid to the empirical ZWD deriving and its improvement by the spherical har-
monic function and vertical correction. Section 3 discusses the model evaluation. Both the
local and area performances are examined. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. ERA5 Reanalysis Products

ERA5 is the latest ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis product with the highest temporal
and spatial resolution, which can provide global atmospheric, land, and ocean parame-
ters [38]. ERA5 replaces the ERA-Interim reanalysis, which began in 2006 [39]. ERA5 uses
the latest integrated forecasting systems (IFS) to increase ERA5’s horizontal resolution to
31 km (ERA-Interim’s horizontal resolution is 80 km) and its time resolution from 6 h to
1 h. As a result, ERA5 captures atmospheric phenomena in greater detail than previous,
lower-resolution global reanalyses. A large number of assimilated datasets have been
reprocessed to improve ERA5 accuracy, especially in the troposphere. Compared with ERA-
Interim, another advantage of ERA5 is that its delay time is 5 days, not 2–3 months [40–42].
The products used in this study include meteorological data (37 atmospheric pressure
layers from 1000 hPa to 1 hPa). We focus on the 7381 grid points from 75◦E to 105◦E and
25◦N to 40◦N.

2.2. Radiosonde Profiles

The Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) is a collection of historical and near
real time global radiosonde observations [43]. Sounding-derived parameters are recorded
according to separated station files and continue to be updated daily. PWV is one of the
derived parameters that can be calculated when the pressure, temperature, and dew point
depression are available from the surface to a level of 500 hPa [44].

Meteorological profiles of 20 radiosonde stations (see Figure 1) in Qinghai Tibet Plateau,
China, are used for model validation. The radiosonde data are obtained from the Integrated
Global Radiosonde Archive Version 2 (IGRA2) [45], which is maintained by the National
Climate Data Center (NCDC) of the United States (ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/igra
(accessed on 1 June 2022)). In order to improve the data quality, Radiosonde profiles with
less than ten pressure levels of valid data were excluded. The PWV data from ERA5 and
radiosonde can be calculated from an integral of the meteorological data as follows [46,47]:

PWV =

n
∑

i=2
(Pi − Pi−1)(qi + qi−1)

2g
(1)

where g is gravitational acceleration(m/s2), n is the number of atmospheric pressure layers;
Pi and qi are the pressure and the humidity at ith atmospheric layer, respectively.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the 20 radiosonde stations.

2.3. ASV-PWV Deriving and Correction

(1) Fundamentals of ASV-PWV model

Following the model of Askne and Nordius [37], we calculated the approximate ZWD
by using the following formula:

ZWD = 10−6(k′2 + k3/Tm)
Rd

(λ + 1)gm
es (2)

where k′2 and k3 represent empirically determined refractivity constants, here
k′2 = 22.1 ± 2.2 K/hPa, k3 = 3.739 × 105 ± 0.012 × 105 K2/hPa; Tm is the mean temper-
ature weighted with water vapor pressure (K); λ is the water vapor decrease factor; gm
is the mean gravity which equals 9.80665 m/s2; Rd is specific gas constant for dry air
which equals 287.0464 J/K/kg; and es is the water vapor pressure (hPa) which can be
calculated by

es =
q

0.378q + 0.622
P (3)

where q is specific humidity(kg/kg) and P is atmospheric pressure(hPa).
Then, PWV can be converted from ZWD by

PWV = ZWD × I I (4)

where I I is the water vapor conversion coefficient, which can be calculated by

I I =
106

(k3 × T−1
m + k′2)Rv

(5)

where Rv is the gas constant of water vapor(J/K/kg).
Substituting (4) and (5) into (2), we get

PWV =
Rd

(λ + 1)·gm·Rv
· q
0.378q + 0.622

P (6)

We find that the preliminary ASV-PWV is built up on the three basic parameters p, q,
and λ. There is evidence that some of these parameters exhibit seasonal characteristics
(see Figure 2). In Equation (6), the humidity at a specific atmospheric pressure of 1000 hPa,
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PWV is obtained by using 5 years (from 2015 to 2019, 1825 days in total) ERA5 atmospheric
meteorological data according to Equation (1).

Figure 2. (a) humidity time series at a specific atmospheric pressure of 1000 hPa and (b) its
periodic characteristics.

Using the PWV outputs from (1), we can obtain the water vapor decrease factor λ by
(6). The results are shown in Figure 3. Given their significant seasonal nature, we adopt
the following seasonal fit formula [48] to deduce empirical temporal information for the
coefficients q and λ. For q, it appears as:

q = A0 + A1 sin(2π
JD

365.25
) + A2 cos(2π

JD
365.25

) + A3 sin(4π
JD

365.25
) + A4 cos(4π

JD
365.25

) (7)

where A0 is intercept, A1 and A2 are annual amplitudes, A3 and A4 are semi-annual
amplitudes of the coefficient, and JD is Julian day. Least-squares adjustments are used to
fit these parameters to the 7381 grid points that we are interested.

(2) PWV correction using spherical harmonic function

From the foregoing analysis, we find that both Equations (1) and (6) can be used to
determine the PWV data. Assuming dPWV is the difference between the empirical PWV
and reanalysis products based PWV, it can be fitted by the spherical harmonic function [49]

dPWV =
N

∑
n=0

M

∑
m=0

(Anm·anm + Bnm·bnm) (8)

where N and M are the maximum degree and order of spherical harmonic function.
Following Zhao et al. [50], we set the degree to N = M = 12 in this study. Anm and Bnm are
spherical harmonic coefficients, which can be calculated by

anm = Pnm(sin(ϕ))· cos(mγ) (9)

bnm = Pnm(sin(ϕ))· sin(mγ) (10)
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where γ and ϕ are longitude and latitude of the grid point; Pnm(t) is the Legendre function
with the form

Pnm(t) =
1
2n (1 − t2)

m
2

n−m
2

∑
k=0

(−1)k (2n − 2k)!
k!(n − k)!(n − m − 2k)!

tn−m−k (11)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the water vapor decrease factor.

(3) Vertical correction

A PWV difference occurs when the elevation difference between the reanalysis product
point and the desired position is large [51]. In this study, we selected the ERA5 atmospheric
layered meteorological data from 2015 to 2019 to calculate the PWV of different atmospheric
pressure altitude and its corresponding atmospheric pressure according to Equation (1).
Then, regression analysis is used to analyze the relationship between PWV and pressure.
The results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Variation relation between PWV and pressure.
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Figure 4 shows that there is a significant nonlinear relationship between pressure and
PWV, which can be expressed by

PWV = a·Pb (12)

where a is the coefficient and b is the increase coefficient of PWV.
Assuming there are two different atmospheric pressure altitudes P1 and P2 (P2 > P1),

we obtain:
PWVP2

PWVP1

=
a·Pb

2

a·Pb
1
= (

P2

P1
)

b
(13)

PWVP2 = PWVP1 ·(
P2

P1
)

b
(14)

where PWVP1 and PWVP2 are respectively the PWV of different atmospheric pressure
altitudes P1 and P2.

Similar to the parameters q and λ, the parameter b changes with season (see Figure 5).
As such, the empirical temporal information for the parameters b can again be deduced by
using the seasonal fit Equation (7).

Figure 5. Same as Figures 2 and 3 but for the decay coefficient of PWV.

Finally, the main expressions of ASV-PWV are Equations (15) and (16):

PWV =
Rd

(λ + 1)·gm·Rv
· 1000q
0.378q + 0.622

+ dPWV (15)

PWVP2 = PWVP1 ·(
P2

P1
)

b
(P2 > P1) (16)

As mentioned already at an earlier stage, the coefficients of q, λ, b, and their amplitudes
can be calculated by least-squares based seasonal fitting. For convenience, we store these
results in a grid, from which the user could then spatially interpolate the desired position.
As a result, ASV-PWV is an alternative option for rapidly gaining PWV with only four
parameters of the desired position (e.g., the longitude and latitude, time and atmospheric
pressure). Additionally, ASV-PWV has the same spatial resolution as the reanalysis products
adopted. For example, if the ERA5 reanalysis data are adopted, ASV-PWV has a high spatial
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resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦. The next section follows the performance evaluation of our
ASV-PWV model.

3. Model Validation of ASV-PWV

3.1. Statistical Indicators

Radiosonde profiles and ERA5 reanalysis PWV products are used to evaluate the PWV
performance of ASV-PWV model. Statistical indicators to measure the performance of ASV-
PWV include bias (perfect value = 0) and root mean square error (RMSE, perfect value = 0).
Two calculations of indicators are presented as follows:

Bias =
N

∑
i=1

(PWVmi − PWVpi)

N
(17)

RMSE =

√√√√ N

∑
i=1

(PWVmi − PWVpi)
2

N
(18)

where N is the total number of matchups, PWVmi is the PWV of model, and PWVpi is the
PWV of Radiosonde profiles or ERA5 reanalysis products.

3.2. Validation with Radiosonde Profiles

Profiles of 20 radiosonde stations in Qinghai Tibet Plateau, China, along with the
latest publicly-available C-PWVC2 (Huang et al., 2021 [36]) are used to validate the lo-
cal performance of our model. The results of C-PWVC2 are obtained using the vertical
corrected ERA5 reanalysis PWV products (2012–2017), the expressions of C-PWVC2 are
Equations (19) and (20):

PWVh1 = PWVh2 · exp(β(h1 − h2)) (19)

β(DOY) = −0.453 − 0.037 sin(2π DOY
365.25 )− 0.087 cos(2π DOY

365.25 )+
0.036 sin(4π DOY

365.25 ) + 0.023 cos(4π DOY
365.25 )

(20)

where PWVh1 and PWVh2 are respectively the PWV of different height h1 and h2, β is
decreasing coefficient, DOY is day of year. For more details, see Huang et al. (2021 [36]).

Table 1 and Figure 6 give the annual bias and root mean square error (RMSE) of the
ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 2020. With respect to radiosonde data, the annual bias of
ASV-PWV is in the range from −2.30 mm to 0.79 mm with a mean of −0.44 mm and the
annual bias of C-PWVC2 is in the range from −2.68 mm to −0.32 mm with a mean of
−1.36 mm, respectively. The annual RMSE of ASV-PWV is in the range from 1.54 mm to
7.79 mm with a mean of 3.44 mm and the annual RMSE of C-PWVC2 is in the range from
1.42 mm to 4.58 mm with a mean of 2.51 mm, respectively.

Figure 6 shows that the bias of ASV-PWV is mainly distributed around 0 mm, with
the range from −1 mm to 1 mm, whereas the bias of C-PWVC2 are all negative and mainly
distributed around −1.5 mm. Particularly for the radiosonde in latitude greater than 35◦ or
in longitude greater than 100◦, ASV-PWV has larger RMSE than C-PWVC2 accompanied
by some abnormally large value, whereas C-PWVC2 is relatively uniform in terms of RMSE
and mainly smaller than 3 mm.

Table 1. Average annual bias and RMSE of the ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 2020.

Model
Bias (mm) RMSE (mm)

Avg Max Min Avg Max Min

ASV-PWV −0.44 0.79 −2.30 3.44 7.79 1.54
C-PWVC2 −1.36 −0.32 −2.68 2.51 4.58 1.42
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Figure 6. Average annual bias and RMSE of the ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 2020.

Table 2, Figures 7 and 8 give the statistical bias and RMSE of ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2
models in four seasons of the year. We find that ASV-PWV has the minimum average
bias (0.1 mm) and average RMSE (1.81 mm) in spring and has the maximum average
bias (−1.34 mm) and average RMSE (4.83 mm) in autumn, respectively. C-PWVC2 has
the minimum average bias (−0.99 mm) in autumn and has the maximum average bias
(−1.81 mm) in spring. C-PWVC2 has the minimum average RMSE (1.39 mm) in spring and
has the maximum average RMSE (3.31 mm) in summer.

Table 2. Performance statistics of the ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 4 seasons of 2020.

Model
Indicator

(mm)

Spring Summer Autumn Winner

Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min

ASV-PWV
Bias 0.10 0.95 −2.86 0.14 2.71 −1.61 −1.34 1.34 −5.37 −0.65 0.50 −3.49

RMSE 1.81 4.73 0.72 3.55 8.35 1.43 4.83 10.89 2.10 2.81 6.68 0.83

C-PWVC2
Bias −1.01 −0.34 −1.88 −1.81 −0.42 −3.72 −0.99 0.67 −2.81 −1.76 −0.53 −5.40

RMSE 1.39 2.77 0.48 2.64 4.69 1.20 3.13 4.66 1.68 2.51 7.58 0.70

For both ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2, their bias distribution in the four seasons is
generally consistent with that of the entire year (see Figure 7). Some abnormal bias with
large values are found in the individual radiosonde located in the southeast region and in
autumn and winter. No significant difference of the bias distribution is found in C-PWVC2
in four seasons. Figure 8 shows that the RMSE of ASV-PWV is uniformly distributed in
spring and winter but increases in summer and autumn with some larger RMSE values in
the radiosonde with latitude greater than 35◦ or longitude greater than 100◦. Meanwhile,
the RMSE of C-PWVC2 is uniformly distributed in four seasons. Overall, the ASV-PWV
performs better in terms of performance but with lower stability than C-PWVC2. For
ASV-PWV, the performance in spring and winter is better than that in summer and autumn,
whereas no obvious seasonal changes are found for C-PWVC2. These results reveal that
our ASV-PWV performs better than C-PWVC2 in terms of seasonal characteristics.
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Figure 7. Bias distribution of the ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 4 seasons of 2020.
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Figure 8. RMSE distribution of the ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 in 4 seasons of 2020.

3.3. Validation with the ERA5 Reanalysis PWV Products

In order to further understand the spatial features of our ASV-PWV model in Qinghai
Tibet Plateau, a comparison with PWV data from ERA5 is included in this study. Hence,
7381 grid points in 2020 of ERA5 reanalysis products are adopted. Figure 9 shows that
the average annual bias and RMSE of ASV-PWV are −0.73 mm and 4.28 mm respectively.
Obvious regional characteristics is also found in bias and RMSE distribution (see Figure 9).
The bias in the northwest region is lower than that in the southeast region, where the bias is
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mainly negative, indicating that the PWV of ASV-PWV is smaller than the ERA5 reanalysis
PWV products. Additionally, the RMSE in the central region is obviously better than that
in other regions, and large RMSE values are found in southern region. Figures 10 and 11
provide the detail variation of bias and RMSE of ASV-PWV. We find that 90.59% regions
have bias in the range of −2.5–0.5 mm, only 2.91% regions have bias less than −2.5 mm,
and 6.50% regions have the bias in the range of 0.5–1.5 mm (see Figure 10). We also find
that 78.30% regions have RMSE in the range of 1–6 mm, 13.14% regions have RMSE in
the range of 6–9 mm, 6.03% regions have RMSE in the range of 9–12 mm, and only 2.22%
regions have RMSE larger than 12 mm (see Figure 11).

Figure 9. Average annual bias and RMSE distribution of the ASV-PWV (with respect to the ERA5
reanalysis PWV products).

Figure 10. The bias distribution of ASV-PWV.
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Figure 11. The RMSE distribution of ASV-PWV.

Since altitude has a profound influence on PWV as aforementioned, we divide the
annual average atmospheric pressure of grid points into different altitudes, to better
evaluate the performance of our method (see Figure 12). We find that the bias of ASV-PWV
is mainly negative, indicating that the ASV-PWV derived PWV is generally lower than
the ERA5 reanalysis PWV products. We also find that the bias generally increases first
in the pressure range of 750~800 hPa and then decreases at 850~900 hPa with an average
annual bias of −0.73 mm, while the RMSE increases with the atmospheric pressure with
a mean of 4.28 mm. All the results show that the performance of our empirical model
is basically equivalent to that of ERA5, indicating that ASV-PWV can be applied as a
potentially alternative option for rapidly gaining PWV.

Figure 12. Annual average bias and RMSE of ASV-PWV for different atmospheric pressures for ten
grid points (with No. of 911, 1774, 798, 500, 441, 403, 409, 731, 279 and 1135 respectively).
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4. Conclusions

This paper introduces a new empirical PWV grid model (called ASV-PWV) based
on the empirical zenith wet delay and improved by the spherical harmonic function and
vertical correction. Based on the ERA5 atmospheric meteorological data, some fundamental
parameters for empirical PWV model are calculated by least-squares based seasonal fitting
and are stored in a grid, from which the user then could spatially interpolate the desired
position. As such, ASV-PWV is convenient and enables the user to rapidly gain PWV data
with only four input parameters, e.g., the longitude and latitude, time, and atmospheric
pressure of the desired position.

Profiles of 20 radiosonde stations in Qinghai Tibet Plateau, China, along with the latest
publicly available C-PWVC2 model and PWV data from ERA5 are used to validate the local
performance of our model. The PWV value of ASV-PWV and C-PWVC2 models is generally
consistent with radiosonde. The results for the whole year show that the annual bias of ASV-
PWV is in the range from −2.30 mm to 0.79 mm with a mean of −0.44 mm and the annual
bias of C-PWVC2 is in the range from −2.68 mm to −0.32 mm with a mean of −1.36 mm,
respectively; the annual RMSE of ASV-PWV is in the range from 1.54 mm to 7.79 mm with
a mean of 3.44 mm, and the annual RMSE of C-PWVC2 is in the range from 1.42 mm to
4.58 mm with a mean of 2.51 mm, respectively. The statistical results of the distribution
of each radiosonde stations show that the bias of ASV-PWV is mainly distributed around
0 mm, with the range from −1 mm to 1 mm, whereas the bias of C-PWVC2 are all negative
and mainly distributed around −1.5 mm. The performance statistics of ASV-PWV and
C-PWVC2 models in different seasons over the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau show that ASV-PWV
has the minimum average bias (0.1 mm) and average RMSE (1.81 mm) in spring and the
maximum average bias (−1.34 mm) and average RMSE (4.83 mm) in autumn, respectively.
C-PWVC2 has the minimum average bias (−0.99 mm) in autumn and has the maximum
average bias (−1.81 mm) in spring, C-PWVC2 has the minimum average RMSE (1.39 mm)
in spring and has the maximum average RMSE (3.31 mm) in summer. For both ASV-PWV
and C-PWVC2, their bias distribution in the four seasons is generally consistent with that
of the entire year. The RMSE of ASV-PWV is uniformly distributed in spring and winter
but increases in summer and autumn with some larger RMSE values in the radiosonde
with latitude greater than 35◦ or longitude greater than 100◦, and the RMSE of C-PWVC2 is
uniformly distributed in four seasons.

In general, a sound consistency exists between PWV values of ASV-PWV and ERA5
(total 7381 grid points in 2020); their average annual bias and RMSE are −0.73 mm and
4.28 mm, respectively. Obvious regional characteristics are found in bias and RMSE distri-
bution (the bias in the northwest region is lower than that in the southeast region, where the
bias is mainly negative, indicating that the PWV data from ASV-PWV is smaller than the
PWV data from ERA5. Additionally, the RMSE in the central region is obviously better than
that in other regions, and large RMSE values are found in southern region). The statistical
results of range distribution of BIAS and RMSE show that 90.59% regions have bias in the
range from −2.5 mm to 0.5 mm, only 2.91% regions have bias less than −2.5 mm, 6.50%
regions have bias in the range from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm, and 78.30% regions have RMSE
in the range from 1 mm to 6 mm, 13.14% regions have RMSE in the range from 6 mm to
9 mm, 6.03% regions have RMSE in the range from 9 mm to 12 mm, and only 2.22% regions
have RMSE larger than 12 mm. Meanwhile, we divide the annual average atmospheric
pressure of grid points into different altitudes to evaluate the performance of our method.
The results show that the PWV data from ASV-PWV is generally lower than the PWV data
from ERA5. The bias generally increases first in the pressure range of 750~800 hPa and
then decreases at 850~900 hPa with an average annual bias of −0.73 mm, while the RMSE
increases with the atmospheric pressure with a mean of 4.28 mm. ASV-PWV achieves
similar performance as the PWV data from ERA5 and radiosonde data, and performs
better than C-PWVC2 in terms of seasonal characteristics, indicating that ASV-PWV is a
potentially alternative option for rapidly gaining PWV.
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Although our ASV-PWV model focuses on the Qinghai Tibet Plateau, it can also be
applied to a larger region. Some critical issues (e.g., regional systematic model errors) are
not completely taken into consideration. More quality assessments are desirable in future
work to evaluate the possible benefits of the ASV-PWV model.
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Abstract: Since 23 June 2020, BDS-3 has been entirely operated and obtained the ability of global
PNT (Positioning, Navigation, and Timing) services. Afterward, real-time Precise Point Positioning
(PPP) service is available in China’s surrounding areas via BDS-3 PPP-B2b signal. However, such
a real-time PPP service cannot maintain the high accuracy and continuity of positioning solutions in
challenging environments, such as urban environments. For that, we carried out a model by integrating
between-satellite single-differenced (BSSD) PPP, a low-cost Inertial Navigation System (INS), and
an odometer via an extended Kalman filter. The performance of this integration model was assessed
with vehicle-borne data. Results demonstrated that (1) the position RMS (Root Mean Square) of BSSD
PPP are 64.33 cm, 53.47 cm, and 154.11 cm. Compared with BSSD PPP, about 31.2%, 23.3%, and 27.3%
position improvements can be achieved by using INS. Further enhancements of position RMS benefiting
from the odometer are 1.34%, 1.41%, and 1.73% in the three directions. (2) Anyway, the accuracy of
BSSD PPP/INS/Odometer tightly coupled integration is slightly higher than that of undifferenced
PPP/INS/Odometer integration, with average improvement percentages of 7.71%, 3.09%, and 0.27%.
Meanwhile, the performance of BSSD PPP/INS/Odometer integration during the periods with satellite
outages is better than the undifferenced PPP-based solutions. (3) The improvements in attitudes from
an odometer are more significant on heading angle than the other two attitudes, with percentages of
25.00%. (4) During frequent GNSS outage periods, the reduction in average maximum position drifts
provided by INS are 18.01%, 8.95%, and 20.74%. After integrating with an odometer, the drifts can be
furtherly decreased by 25.11%, 15.96%, and 20.69%. For attitude, about 41.67% reduction in average
maximum drifts of heading angles is obtained.

Keywords: real-time Precise Point Positioning (RT-PPP); Inertial Navigation Pystem (INS); odometer;
PPP-B2b service; tightly coupled integration

1. Introduction

China began to build BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) at the end of the 20th
century according to the three-step development strategies [1]. As planned, the first-generation
BDS (BDS-1), the second-generation BDS (BDS-2), and the third-generation BDS (BDS-3) were
completed successively in 2003, 2012, and 2020, with the corresponding satellite constellations
of 3 Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellites, 5 GEO satellites+5 IGSO (Inclined Geosynchronous
Orbit) satellites+4 MEO (Medium Earth Orbit) satellites, and 3 GEO+3 IGSO+24 MEO satellites,
respectively. Currently, the global Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) services of BDS are
supported by signals on frequencies B1I (1561.098 MHz), B2I (1207.14 MHz), B3I (1268.52 MHz),
B1C (1575.42 MHz), B2a (1176.45 MHz), and B2b (1207.14 MHz) [2–7]. Among these services,
the Precise Point Positioning (PPP)-B2b enhancement service is of great significance, and also it
is considered to be the core support for smart city development in China.

PPP, which was proposed by Zumberger et al. [8] in 1997, is the favored technology for
high-accuracy positioning applications. The corresponding model was furtherly developed
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in the works [8–10]. PPP can provide an accurate positioning solution using only a single
GNSS receiver by utilizing precise satellite products with about two weeks delay [11–13].
Consequently, PPP is mainly for applications in post-processing currently [14,15]. To satisfy the
demands of real-time PPP, BDS-3 transmits the orbit/clock corrections of broadcast ephemeris
by B2b signal [16–19]. Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX)/iGMAS stations were adopted
in [17] to verify the real-time PPP positioning performance using PPP-B2b service in static and
simulated-kinematic modes by comparing with the solutions based on Geodetic Benchmark
(GBM) final products. It is shown that the positioning performance of real-time PPP is slightly
worse than the post-processing PPP in general, according to the statistical results. However,
the convergence time of real-time PPP is slightly shorter for the BDS-only in a static model.
Tao et al. [16] compared PPP-B2b service with Real-Time Service (RTS) provided by Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES). Based on the analysis from six stations distributed in
China, the positioning accuracy of BDS-3-only PPP with PPP-B2b service in kinematic mode
can achieve decimeter-level positioning results, which is consistent with the accuracy of GPS
PPP using products of CNES.

However, such a PPP-B2b service-based PPP cannot maintain positioning accuracy
and continuity in urban environments [20,21], such as under bridges or trees, etc. In
order to overcome the shortcomings of PPP in those circumstances, an Inertial Navigation
System (INS) is integrated. INS is capable of providing position, velocity, and attitude
results by using measurements from Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) without external
observations. However, the position errors of INS will accumulate rapidly over time [22,23].
Meanwhile, integrating PPP and INS can estimate and compensate IMU errors to restrain
the divergence [20,22,24]. According to previous works, more reliable position results can
be obtained by PPP/INS [20,21,25–29].

Le et al. [25] investigated the Loosely Coupled Integration (LCI) of Single Frequency
(SF) PPP/INS, which was validated by a flight experiment. Results showed that the SF-PPP-
only positioning performance is visibly improved in the horizontal and vertical components.
LCI mode cannot work when there are not enough GNSS observations. Martell in [26]
further applied the Tightly Coupled Integration (TCI) of PPP and INS using different grade
IMUs and different cut-off satellite angles. The results showed that reliable results could
be obtained even if the number of satellites is less than 4. In [27], TCI was compared
with LCI by using a tactical-grade IMU to illustrate the benefits of TCI. The position
differences of TCI are within 1.0 m, and such errors of LCI are within 5.0 m. The studies
above are mainly based on undifferenced GNSS observations. The Dual Frequency (DF)
PPP/INS integration using Single-Difference Between-Satellites (BSSD) GPS observations
was applied in [28]. During the simulated outages of 10 s~30 s, the position accuracy
of BSSD PPP/INS TCI can be decimeter-level. Such accuracy is higher than those using
undifferenced observations. Owing to the evolution of multi-constellation GNSS (multi-
GNSS), more available observations can be adopted to enhance the integration performance.
Gao et al. [21] developed the multi-constellation (GLONASS, BDS, and GPS) TCI of SF
PPP/INS, and it was verified by a set of land-borne experiment data. Results showed
that significant positum improvements in terms of accuracy, continuity, and reliability
could be obtained by INS aiding. Anyway, the performance of conventional GPS SF-PPP
can be improved by utilizing the multi-GNSS observation. The enhancement of multi-
GNSS on PPP/INS is also illustrated in [29]. According to the results, the positioning
and convergence performance of PPP is enhanced significantly by multi-GNSS and INS.
However, such impacts in terms of velocity and attitude are invisible.

Based on the works in [20–29], continuous solutions with high accuracy can be pro-
vided by the PPP/INS integration during GNSS outages. However, the positioning errors
of PPP/INS still accumulate rapidly, especially for a low-cost IMU when the GNSS signal
seriously deteriorates, even interrupts completely around high buildings or under tun-
nels [30,31]. Such a circumstance can be facilitated by using the velocity information from
an odometer. In [31], GPS + GLONASS DF-PPP was integrated with INS and odometer,
and simulated GNSS outages were utilized to evaluate the performance in challenging
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circumstances. According to the results, the position accuracy was furtherly ameliorated
by the odometer.

In this paper, we implied PPP/INS/odometer tightly coupled integration model. In
comparison with previous works, the contribution of this paper is that such a tightly
coupled integration is based on the BSSD model and the BDS-3 PPP-B2b orbit/clock cor-
rections. In order to assess the performance of this algorithm, vehicle-borne data acquired
in urban environments are processed and analyzed. The enhancements of a low-cost INS,
BSSD BDS-3 PPP model, and an odometer on positioning and attitude determination are
discussed in detail.

2. Methodology

In this section, the method to recover precise orbit and clock offsets by using the PPP-
B2b service is discussed first. Then, the models of PPP/INS TCI and PPP/INS/odometer
TCI based on the recovered PPP-B2b orbit/clock offsets and BSSD observation are presented
in detail.

2.1. Recovery of Precise Satellite Orbit/Clock with PPP-B2b

The information provided by the PPP-B2b service includes the orbit and satellite clock
offset corrections of broadcast products in the satellite-fixed frame (radial, along, and cross
directions), which cannot be used directly in positioning. Thus, to apply the corrections
in PPP, the precise orbit and clock offsets need to be recovered. The satellite positions
computed by broadcast ephemeris are given in the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed reference
(ECEF) frame (e-frame). Therefore, the orbit corrections must be transformed into the ECEF
frame by [32] ⎡⎣δOx

δOy
δOz

⎤⎦ =
[
eradial ealong ecross

]⎡⎣δOradial
δOalong
δOcross

⎤⎦ (1)

With ⎧⎨⎩
eradial = r/|r|

ecross = (r × .
r)/
∣∣r × .

r
∣∣

ealong = eradial × ecross

(2)

where
[
δOradial δOcross δOalong

]T is the orbit correction vector in the satellite-fixed frame;[
δOx δOy δOz

]T represents the orbit correction vector in the e-frame; r is the satellite
position vector and

.
r represents the satellite velocity vector, which can be computed by

broadcast ephemeris.
By applying the corrections in Equation (1) to broadcast ephemeris, precise satellite

positions can be calculated by⎡⎣X
Y
Z

⎤⎦
prec,B2b

=

⎡⎣X
Y
Z

⎤⎦
brdc

−
⎡⎣δOx

δOy
δOz

⎤⎦ (3)

where
[
X Y Z

]T
prec,B2b

denotes the vector of precise satellite positions after using the

corrections provided by PPP-B2b service;
[
X Y Z

]T
brdc is the vector of satellite positions

calculated by broadcast ephemeris.
PPP-B2b service also provides the correction of satellite clock offset. The precise clock

offsets can be obtained by

dts
prec,B2b = dts

brdc −
C0

c
(4)

where dts
prec,B2b is the precise clock offset calculated by using the clock offset derived from

broadcast ephemeris (dts
brdc) and the PPP-B2b clock correction parameter (C0); c denotes

the velocity of light.
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2.2. Single-Difference between-Satellites Observational Model

The linearized undifferenced Ionosphere-Free (IF) model of the satellite (k) can be
written as

Pk
IF
− ρk − Δρk

P,IF = e1δxr + e2δyr + e3δzr + ctr + mwetδdwet + εP,IF (5)

Lk
IF
− ρk − Δρk

L,IF = e1δxr + e2δyr + e3δzr + ctr + mwetδdwet − λIF Nk
IF
+ εL,IF (6)

where Pk
IF = αP1 − βP2 and Lk

IF = αL1 − βL2 are IF pseudorange and carrier-phase,
wherein α = f 2

1 /( f 2
1 − f 2

2 ) and β = f 2
2 /( f 2

1 − f 2
2 ) are IF combination coefficients based on

frequencies f1 and f2; r and k represent receiver and satellite; ρk is the geometric distance
between receiver and satellite; tr represents the receiver clock offset; mwet is the tropospheric
wet delay mapping function; δdwet is the corrections of zenith wet delay; E =

[
e1 e2 e3

]T

is the orientation cosine vector; δpe
GNSS =

[
δxr δyr δzr

]
represents receiver position

correction in e-frame; λIF is the IF wavelength; Nk
IF is the IF float ambiguity [13]; Δρk

L,IF
and Δρk

P,IF are the errors sum of carrier-phase and pseudorange; εL,IF and εP,IF are the
measurement noise of carrier-phase and pseudorange [33].

In addition to the pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements, the Doppler measure-
ments are essential for calculating receiver velocity. The linearized observation equation of
Doppler can be expressed as

Dk
IF −

.
ρ

k − Δ
.
ρ

k
D,IF = e1δvx,r + e2δvy,r + e3δvz,r + c

.
tr + εD,IF (7)

where Dk
IF = αDk

1 − βDk
2 is the Doppler measurement in meters; j represents frequency; the

dot above the symbol indicates the variation. In general, except for the variation of receiver
clocks (

.
tr), satellite clocks, and geometric distance (

.
ρ

k), other errors’ variations are close
to zero and are ignored. δve

GNSS =
[
δvx,r δvy,r δvz,r

]
are the vector of receiver velocity

corrections; Δ
.
ρ

k
D,IF denotes the sum of Doppler errors; εD is Doppler noise.

Compared to the undifferenced model, the BSSD model has the advantage that
receiver-related errors such as the receiver clock, receiver hardware delay, and unmodelled
errors can be eliminated [28,34]. The BSSD IF model can be obtained by

ΔPkm
IF − Δρkm − Δρkm

P,IF = ekm
1 δxr + ekm

2 δyr + ekm
3 δzr + mkm

wetδdwet + εkm
P,IF

(8)

ΔLkm
IF − Δρkm − Δρkm

L,IF = ekm
1 δxr + ekm

2 δyr + ekm
3 δzr + mkm

wetδdwet − λIFδNkm
IF + εkm

L,IF
(9)

ΔDkm
IF − Δ

.
ρ

km − Δ
.
ρ

km
D,IF = ekm

1 δvx,r + ekm
2 δvy,r + ekm

3 δvz,r + εkm
D,IF

(10)

where ΔLkm
IF = Lm

IF − Lk
IF; ΔPkm

IF = Pm
IF − Pk

IF; ΔDkm
IF = Dm

IF − Dk
IF; Δρkm = ρm − ρk;

Δ
.
ρ

km
=

.
ρ

m − .
ρ

k; δNkm
IF = δNm

IF − δNk
IF; superscripts k and m represent satellite and the

reference satellite. In this paper, GPS and BDS separately choose the reference satellite.

2.3. BSSD PPP/INS Tightly Coupled Integration

The innovation vector of TCI is based on the difference between GNSS observations
(pseudorange, carrier-phase, and doppler) and the corresponding values predicted by
INS [20,21,28]. The state equation and observation equation can be expressed as

XTCI,k = φTCI,k,k−1XTCI,k−1 + μTCI,k−1, μTCI,k−1 ∼ (0, QTCI,k) (11)

ZTCI,k = HTCI,kXTCI,k + ηTCI,k, ηTCI,k ∼ N(0, RTCI) (12)

ZTCI,k =

⎡⎣ PGNSS,IF − PINS,IF
LGNSS,IF − LINS,IF
DGNSS,IF − DINS,IF

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎣ZPIF
ZLIF
ZDIF

⎤⎦ (13)
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where φTCI,k,k−1 is the system transform matrix from epoch k − 1 to epoch k; μTCI,k−1
represent the state noise with the covariance of QTCI,k; ZPIF , ZLIF , and ZDIF represent
the innovation vector of pseudorange, carrier-phase, and doppler, respectively; PINS,IF,
LINS,IF, and DINS,IF are the INS-predicted values; PGNSS,IF, LGNSS,IF, DGNSS,IF are the
GNSS measurement; ηTCI,k represents observation noise with the prior covariance of RTCI .

In order to obtain the INS-predicted values corresponding to GNSS measurements, the
position and velocity of the receiver updated by INS mechanization are required. However,
the reference centers of the INS and GNSS antenna are different from each other, which
results in a lever-arm system offset. Therefore, the linearization functions ZTCI,k after
considering the lever arm can be written as [22,29]

δZTCI,k =

⎡⎣δZPIF
δZLIF
δZDIF

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
C1

(
δpn

INS +
(

Cn
b lb×

)
δψ
)
+ cδtr − mwetdwet

C1

(
δpn

INS +
(

Cn
b lb×

)
δψ
)
+ cδtr − mwetdwet + δNIFλIF

C2D−1δpn
INS + Ce

n Hψδψ + Ce
nδvn

INS + Ce
nCn

b

(
lb×

)
δωb

ib + cδ
.
tr

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14)

D−1 =

⎡⎣1/(RM + h) 0 0
0 1/(RN + h) cos(B) 0
0 0 −1

⎤⎦ (15)

where δZPIF , δZLIF , and δZDIF represent the differential form of innovation vector; n, b, and

i are the navigation frame (n), the body frame (b), and the inertial frame (i); Cj
k (k = n and b,

j = e and n) represent the rotation matrix from the k-frame to the j-frame; lb is the lever-arm;
δpn

INS, δvn
INS, and δψ are the corrections of position, velocity, and attitude at IMU center

in n-frame; δtr and δ
.
tr represent the corrections of receiver clock offset and drift; C1 is the

rotation matrix of position corrections from e-frame to n-frame; C2 is the differential form
of Ce

n; δωb
ib means gyroscope errors [22,29].

Based on Equation (12), the satellite single-difference matrix (SSDM) can be expressed
as [28]

SSDM =

[
SSDMG 0

0 SSDMB

]
3h×2m

(16)

SSDMB =
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...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
... 0 −1 1 0 · · · ...

...
...

... −1
...

. . . 0
...

... 0
... −1 0 · · · 1 0

0 · · · 0 −1 0 0 · · · 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
h2×m

(17)

where SSDMG is obtained referring to SSDMB; h1 and h2 (h = h1 + h2) are the total number
of GPS and BDS available satellites; m represents the number of estimated parameters for
the BSSD model. BSSD coefficient matrix HBSSD,TCI,k and innovation vector ZBSSD,TCI,k
can be calculated by

HBSSD,TCI,k = SSDM × HTCI,k × SSDMT (18)

ZBSSD,TCI,k = SSDM × ZTCI,k × SSDMT (19)

RBSSD,TCI = SSDM × RTCI × SSDMT (20)
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In addition, there is Inter-System Bias (ISB) between GPS and BDS [35,36]. To solve this
problem, we consider the receiver clock offset of different GNSS as independent parameters
and estimate them separately. This method is presented in detail in the works of [37,38].
Anyway, there are two other methods to process ISB [6,36,39]. It is worth mentioning that
the receiver clock offset, and drift can be removed in the BSSD PPP/INS TCI model, with
the state vector of

XBSSD,TCI,k =
[
δpn

INS δvn
INS δψ δBa δBg δSa δSg δdwet δNkm

IF

]
(21)

where δpn
INS, δvn

INS, and δψ represent the corrections of position, velocity, and attitude;
δSg and δBg represent the scale factor and bias of gyroscope; δSa and δBa represent the
scale factor and bias of accelerometers [40]; δdwet is a wet component of tropospheric zenith
delay, and δNIF represents ambiguity.

2.4. Odometer-Aided BSSD PPP/INS Tightly-Coupled Integration

In motion scenarios, the vehicle does not slip sideways and upward, which means
that the velocity on lateral and vertical will be close to zero and only the forward speed
exists [31,32]. Meanwhile, the forward velocity obtained from an odometer can be used as
a pseudo-measurement. However, the odometer-measured velocity will be influenced by
the scale factor error

vo ≈
[
vv

o /(1 + So) 0 0
]T (22)

where vv
o is the forward vehicle velocity measured by the odometer in the vehicle frame (v);

So represent the scale factor which can be modeled as a random walk process.
The innovation vector of the odometer can be calculated by the difference between

the velocity measured by the odometer and predicted by INS predicted one. However, the
v-frame and the b-frame are not usually aligned theoretically. Therefore, the innovation
vector (Zo) can be described by

Zo = vv
o − Cv

b vb
INS ≈

⎡⎣vv
o /(1 + So)

0
0

⎤⎦−
⎡⎣vF

INS
vR

INS
vD

INS

⎤⎦+ η, η ∼ N(0, σ2
o ) (23)

where Cv
b denotes the rotation matrix from b-frame to v-frame; η is the vector of odometer

innovation noise with the prior variance of σ2
o .

According to Equation (11), ZBSSD,TCI,k can be furtherly expressed as

ZBSSD,TCI,k =

[
SSDM × ZTCI,k × SSDMT

vv
o − Cv

b vb
INS

]
(24)

with the linearized form of

δZo = vv
o δSo − Cv

b

(
Cb

nδvn
INS − Cb

n(v
n
INS×)δψ −

(
lb
o×
)

ωb
ibδSg

)
(25)

where δSo is the correction of the odometer scale factor; lb
o denotes the lever-arm between

the reference center of the odometer and IMU in the b-frame. The corresponding BSSD
state vector can be expressed as

XBSSD,TCI,k =
[
δpn

INS δvn
INS δψ δBa δBg δSa δSg δSo δdwet δNkm

IF

]
(26)

the state vector can be estimated by the EKF [41,42]

XBSSD,TCI,k = XBSSD,TCI,k,k−1 + Kk(ZBSSD,TCI,k − HBSSD,TCI,kXBSSD,TCI,k,k−1) (27)

PBSSD,TCI,k = (I − Kk HBSSD,TCI,k)PBSSD,TCI,k,k−1(I − Kk HBSSD,TCI,k)
T + KkRBSSD,TCIKT

k (28)
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The algorithm structure of PPP/INS/ODO TCI is shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Algorithm of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI structure.

3. Tests, Results, and Discussion

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, a set of land-borne data
was processed and analyzed. This first subsection demonstrates the experiment details,
including the experimental equipment, satellite availability, and data processing schemes.
The second subsection assesses the accuracy of the PPP-B2b corrections and the positioning
performance of BSSD PPP. The third subsection validates the impacts of INS, the odometer
on PPP positioning, and the effect of the BSSD model on the positioning performance of
BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI. The last subsection analyzes the influences of the odometer and
BSSD model on attitude determination.

3.1. Data Collection

The test vehicle was equipped with a NovAtel GNSS receiver, a low-cost INS616 IMU, and
an odometer in Beijing on 23 December 2021. The sampling rates of GNSS, IMU, and odometer
measurements were set to 1 Hz, 125 Hz, and 100 Hz, respectively. The designed test route,
available satellite number, and PDOP, along with the trajectory, are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The trajectory is mainly on urban environments with many buildings on both sides of the
road. The average number of satellites of GPS, BDS-3, and BDS-3/GPS are 6.1, 8.5, and 14.5.
The corresponding PDOP are 2.3, 2.1, and 1.4, respectively. As is shown, the continuity of
this test is poor, especially for GPS-only and BDS-only. The combination of GPS and BDS-3
can improve it, but there are still many periods with GNSS outages. For example, the 1500 s
to 2500 s and the 6500 s to 7500 s are the most typical scenes. Based on the precise satellite
orbit/clock recovered by the corrections obtained by BDS PPP-B2b service, six data processing
strategies, namely undifferenced PPP, BSSD PPP, BSSD PPP/INS TCI, BSSD PPP/INS TCI, BSSD
PPP/INS/ODO TCI, and undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI will be implied. The results will
be compared to the solutions of RTK/INS TCI calculated by the Inertial Explorer (IE) software.
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Figure 2. The available satellites number of different GNSS along with the test trajectory.

Figure 3. PDOP of different GNSS along with the test trajectory.

3.2. Accuracy of PPP-B2b Corrections and BSSD PPP

Precise orbit and clock offset products recovered by the corrections from the PPP-
B2b service are utilized to process the satellite’s orbit/clock errors. In order to assess
the accuracy of real-time orbit/clock products obtained by the PPP-B2b service, the final
products provided by WHU are adopted as references. Figures 4 and 5 depict the RMS of
GPS and BDS-3 clock offset and orbit errors. The average orbit RMS of GPS and BDS-3
are listed in Table 1. As shown, the average RMS of GPS orbits are 13.95 cm, 20.51 cm,
and 19.57 cm in the radial, along, and cross directions, and that of BDS-3 (MEO+IGSO)
orbits are 10.33 cm, 20.31 cm, and 27.00 cm. The accuracy on the radial component for
both GPS and BDS-3 is higher than the other two components For satellite clock offsets, the
RMS of the GPS clock offset is 3.27 ns, and that of BDS-3 (MEO+IGSO) are 1.95 ns. Usually,
orbit accuracy in radial components and clock accuracy are the major factors affecting
positioning accuracy. Thus, the position solution with high accuracy can be obtained by
using the orbit/clock corrections from the PPP-B2b service, which can also be illustrated in
the works [17–19].

Table 1. Mean RMS of orbit errors and clock offset of real-time products recovered by PPP-B2b service.

Orbit (cm) Clock (ns)

RMS-R RMS-A RMS-C RMS

GPS 13.95 20.51 19.57 3.27
BDS-3 (MEO+IGSO) 10.33 20.31 27.00 1.95
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Figure 4. RMS of GPS clock offset, and orbit errors of real-time products recovered by PPP-B2b service.

Figure 5. RMS of BDS-3 clock offset and orbit errors of real-time products recovered by PPP-B2b service.

Based on the PPP-B2b service, the position differences of BSSD PPP solutions in the
north, east, and vertical with different GNSS systems are shown in Figure 6, and the corre-
sponding RMS are listed in Table 2. After integrating BDS-3 and GPS, the improvements
of position RMS of BSSD BDS-3 PPP are 3.24%, 22.25%, and 49.50% in the north, east, and
down directions. Such improvements are 12.97%, 50.50%, and 62.45% in three components
for BSSD GPS PPP. The improvements are due to the improved satellite spatial distribution,
which is also verified in works [43–46]. Moreover, compared with undifferenced PPP, the
average position RMS improved by 13.17%, 2.64%, and 11.21% in three components, which
due to the receiver-related errors, can be eliminated by the BSSD model.
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Figure 6. Positioning errors of undifferenced PPP (left) and BSSD PPP (right) with different GNSS.

Table 2. Positioning errors of undifferenced PPP and BSSD PPP with different GNSS.

BSSD PPP Undifferenced PPP

North (cm) East (cm) Down (cm) North (cm) East (cm) Down (cm)

GPS 69.68 75.25 218.18 95.65 76.73 218.77
BDS-3 62.67 47.91 162.23 63.89 49.97 186.07

BDS-3/GPS 60.64 37.25 81.93 62.73 38.05 103.12

3.3. Performance of BSSD PPP/INS TCI

In comparison with BSSD PPP, position errors can be reduced visibly by the addition
of INS in all three components (shown in Figure 7). The average improvements provided
by BSSD PPP/INS TCI are 31.24%, 23.35%, and 27.38% in the three directions (Table 3).

Figure 7. Positioning errors of BSSD PPP/INS TCI with different GNSS.

Table 3. Position RMS of BSSD PPP and BSSD PPP/INS TCI with different GNSS.

BSSD PPP/INS TCI

North (cm) East (cm) Down (cm)

GPS 55.06 60.50 203.54
BDS-3 42.69 34.48 119.96

BDS-3/GPS 35.87 28.90 41.49

Figure 8 shows the position differences between BSSD PPP and BSSD PPP/INS TCI.
Significantly, the accuracy of PPP is similar to that of PPP/INS TCI when there are sufficient
satellites. That is because the absolute position accuracy mainly depends on PPP. However,
such differences are significant during the periods with frequent GNSS outages, primarily
from the 1500 s to 2500 s and 6500 s to 7500 s. That is because PPP/INS TCI can still provide
high-accuracy position results when the number of satellites is less than 4, even if there is
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no available satellite in short-term time. The frequent GNSS outages between the 1500 s
and 2500 s are displayed in Figure 9, from which we can see about ten partial and complete
outages with the time last 1 s to 32 s happened. The details about the outage time and
the average number of available satellites during these periods are listed in Table 4. As
is shown, the maximum outage time for BDS-3, GPS, and BDS-3+GPS are 28 s, 32 s, and
26 s, respectively. During these periods, although a few satellites are still available, the
number does not meet the minimum requirement of positioning both for single and dual
systems PPP calculation. However, these available satellites can be used in BSSD PPP/INS
TCI mode. The corresponding position differences of PPP and PPP/INS TCI during the
1500 s to 2500 s are shown in Figure 10. Visibly, BSSD PPP cannot provide position results,
but BSSD PPP/INS TCI can work in partial outage periods. The divergence of position
error can also be restrained in short-term outages. The average maximum drifts of position
decreased from 107.96 cm, 59.90 cm, and 78.22 cm to 88.52 cm, 54.54 cm, and 62.00 cm after
integrating with INS. Therefore, PPP/INS TCI can provide the position result with better
continuity and accuracy. Nevertheless, in cases where the duration of complete outages
is too long, such as outages 7 and 8, a divergence of the position results still can be found
because INS would drift rapidly along with time.

Figure 8. Positioning differences between BSSD PPP and BSSD PPP/INS TCI with different GNSS.

Figure 9. Satellite numbers and outages time between the 1500 s and 2500 s.

Table 4. The number of available satellites and the GNSS outages time.

Outages Scenes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Outages time(s)

GPS 16 4 2 9 14 3 32 26 8 1

BDS-3 19 1 2 7 11 2 28 22 3 1

GPS/BDS-3 17 1 2 6 11 2 26 22 2 1

Satellite number

GPS 0.6 2.3 0.5 1.4 0.9 1 0.4 0.3 1.3 3

BDS-3 0.3 2 1.5 1.3 0.9 0.5 0.2 2.4 1.7 1

GPS/BDS-3 0.5 4 2 2.5 1.2 0.5 0.5 2.5 1.5 4
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Figure 10. Positioning errors of BSSD PPP (left) and BSSD PPP/INS TCI (right) between the 1500 s
and 2500 s.

3.4. BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI Positioning

In the case of a complete outage for a long time, position errors of PPP/INS TCI could
accumulate rapidly. Therefore, constraint information is helpful. An odometer can measure
the forward velocity of the vehicle. Based on such velocity and motion constraints, the
problem above can be restrained by Equation (23). Figure 11 depicts the position errors
of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with different GNSS, and the corresponding RMS for the
common periods with BSSD PPP/INS TCI are calculated in Table 5. Accordingly, the position
improvements caused by the addition of an odometer on average are 1.34%, 1.41%, and 1.73%.
Such invisible enhancements are because the impact of the odometer on PPP/INS integration
mainly affects these periods with poor or without GNSS observability. While there are enough
satellites, the weight of the odometer observation function is much smaller than that of GNSS
observations which can be obtained by making a comparison between Equations (14) and (23).
The corresponding position differences between BSSD PPP/INS TCI and PPP/INS/ODO
TCI are plotted in Figure 12. Significantly, the periods with sufficient satellites have small
differences, and significant differences emerge along with long-term outages. Figure 13 depicts
the position difference of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI from 1500 s to 2500 s. Accordingly, the
average position RMSs from 1500 s to 2500 s is reduced from 50.00 cm, 27.08 cm, and 37.42 cm
to 44.40 cm, 26.85 cm, and 34.96 cm. The average of maximum positioning drifts with different
GNSS during a satellite outage are plotted in Figure 14. The averages of maximum positioning
drifts are reduced from 88.52 cm, 54.54 cm, and 62.00 cm to 66.29 cm, 45.84 cm, and 49.17 cm,
with a maximum diminution of 74.94%, 33.0%, and 51.56%. Hence, the position performance
of BSSD PPP/INS TCI can be further enhanced, especially in challenging environments, by
using an odometer.

Figure 11. Positioning errors of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with different GNSS by using PPP-
B2b corrections.
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Table 5. Position RMS of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with different GNSS.

BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI Undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO

North (cm) East (cm) Down (cm) North (cm) East (cm) Down (cm)

GPS 55.23 60.29 202.20 55.69 61.92 207.96
BDS-3 41.78 33.47 113.43 44.50 34.38 108.16

GPS/BDS-3 35.02 28.63 40.86 42.90 29.98 41.33

Figure 12. Positioning differences between BSSD PPP/INS TCI and BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with
different GNSS.

Figure 13. Positioning errors of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with frequent GNSS outages.

 

Figure 14. Average maximum position drifts of different GNSS for BSSD PPP/INS TCI (left) and
PPP/INS/ODO TCI (right) on different GNSS outage scenes.

In addition, to analyze the impact of the BSSD model on PPP/INS integration, the
time series of position errors of undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI is shown in Figure 15. In
contrast, the BSSD model provided about 7.71%, 3.09%, and 0.27% in the three directions on
average, according to RMSs listed in Table 5. It can be seen that the position accuracy of the
BSSD model-based integration mode is close to the undifferenced model-based integration
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in the time series in general but is slightly higher in position statistics. It is due to the
reason that the BSSD model can remove the receiver-depended errors (i.e., receiver clock
offset, receiver time delays on pseudorange and carrier-phase, unmodelled receiver errors,
etc.) that impact initial convergence or re-convergence of PPP after satellite signal outages.
Such a character is illustrated in Figure 16, which depicts the differences between the BSSD-
based solutions and the undifferenced PPP-based solutions. The visible differences emerge
during the periods of re-convergence caused by satellite outages, while the differences
are invisible in periods with sufficient available satellites. Figure 17 shows the average
maximum positioning drifts calculated by the odometer-aided PPP/INS TCI based on the
BSSD model and the undifferenced PPP model in the satellite outage periods from 1500 s to
2500 s. The position drifts of the solutions based on the BSSD model are 66.29 cm, 45.84 cm,
and 49.17 cm, which are smaller than those solutions based on the undifferenced model
(82.38 cm, 50.66 cm, and 52.30 cm). It means that the BSSD model can provide visible
enhancements in demanding user environments.

Figure 15. Positioning errors of undifferenced BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI with different GNSS using
PPP-B2b correction.

Figure 16. Positioning differences between undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI and BSSD
PPP/INS TCI/ODO.

Figure 17. Mean maximum position drifts of different GNSS for BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI and
undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI.
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3.5. BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI Attitude Determination

The attitude errors of BSSD PPP/INS TCI with and without odometer aid are shown in
Figure 18. The results of the roll, pitch, and heading angles in the first 500 s are significantly
different from the results in other periods. That is because the vehicle kept static in the
first 500 s, which provided no observabilities for gyroscopes. Then, the accuracy of attitude
determination during these times mainly depended on the accuracy of initial attitudes.
While the vehicle moved ahead, the motions increased the observabilities of gyroscopes
and upgraded the accuracy of attitudes. According to the statistics in Table 6, the average
RMSs of BSSD PPP/INS TCI are 0.025◦, 0.049◦, and 0.184◦ in roll, pitch, and heading angles,
respectively. Visibly, the accuracies of roll and pitch angles are more precise than heading
angles because of the poor observability of heading angles measured by the gyroscope in
the vertical direction [43]. Furthermore, attitude RMSs calculated using different GNSS are
close to each other. That is because the attitudes are majorly determined by the gyroscope
and are slightly affected by GNSS positioning accuracy while GNSS observations are
available [28]. Therefore, the attitude solutions obtained by using different GNSS systems
are somewhat different in accuracy.

 

Figure 18. Attitude errors of BSSD PPP/INS TCI (left) and BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI (right) with
different GNSS.

Table 6. Attitude RMS of BSSD PPP/INS TCI with and without odometer aid.

BSSD PPP/INS TCI BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI

Roll (◦) Pitch (◦) Heading (◦) Roll (◦) Pitch (◦) Heading (◦)

GPS 0.025 0.050 0.178 0.025 0.049 0.137
BDS-3 0.027 0.049 0.194 0.028 0.048 0.140

GPS/BDS-3 0.024 0.048 0.181 0.025 0.048 0.138

According to the RMSs of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI listed in Table 6, the average RMSs
of roll, pitch, and heading angles are 0.026◦, 0.048◦, and 0.138◦. In contrast, the odometer
provides about 25.00% in heading angle and invisible enhancements in roll and pitch angles. It
is due to the observability improvement on the vertical gyroscope by adding an odometer. To
assess the impact of the odometer on attitude determination at each epoch, we also provided
the differences between the solutions with and without the odometer in Figure 19. From it,
there are visible differences in the three directions at every epoch. It means that the odometer
affects the estimation of roll, pitch, and heading angles. Such effects on pitch and roll would
become invisible after using the statistic index (i.e., RMS). Anyway, to furtherly illustrate
the influence of the odometer on attitude determination under GNSS outages. The attitude
differences of BSSD PPP/INS and BSSD PPP/INS/ODO during the 1500 s and 2500 s are
plotted in Figure 20. It can be seen that the humps of heading angles appearing at the profile
of attitudes errors of PPP/INS TCI can be restrained effectively by the addition of an odometer.
According to the average attitude RMSs in Figure 21, the reduction in attitude drifts can be
significantly constrained by using an odometer.
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Figure 19. Attitude differences between BSSD PPP/INS TCI and BSSD PPP/INS/ODO with
different GNSS.

 

Figure 20. Attitude errors of BSSD PPP/INS TCI (left) and BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI (right) with
frequent GNSS outages in the periods between the 1500 s and 2500 s.

 

Figure 21. Average of Maximum attitude drifts of different GNSS for BSSD PPP/INS TCI (left) and
PPP/INS/ODO TCI (right) on different GNSS outage scenes.

Similarly, the differences between the attitudes calculated by the undifferenced PPP-
based integration (Figure 22) and the BSSD PPP-based integration are plotted in Figure 23.
The attitudes RMSs based on undifferenced PPP are 0.031◦, 0.048◦, and 0.135◦ in three
components, which are close to the solutions based on BSSD PPP. As the result shows,
the two solutions are close to each other actually in terms of statistics index (RMS) but
different in time series, which is due to the accuracies of attitudes being mainly determined
by IMU ([28,46]). However, the GNSS data processing strategy would affect the estimation
of attitudes at each epoch by Equation (14). A similar conclusion can also be obtained from
the average maximum attitude drifts of the two methods from 1500 s to 2500 s with GNSS
outages in Figure 24.
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Figure 22. Attitude errors of undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI with different GNSS.

Figure 23. Attitudes differences between undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI and BSSD
PPP/INS/ODO TCI.

Figure 24. Mean maximum attitude drifts of different GNSS for BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI and
undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI.

4. Discussion

Based on the BDS-3 PPP-B2b service, real-time PPP can be used via B2b signals.
However, it is still challenging in an urban environment. According to the assessments
above and the results summarized in Table 7, the positioning performance of BSSD PPP
can be enhanced visibly by the addition of INS and odometer, especially in periods with
frequent GNSS outages. The mean position RMS of BSSD PPP is 64.33 cm, 53.47 cm, and
154.11 cm in three components based on PPP-B2b service. By integrating INS, the mean
position RMS can be improved by 31.2%, 23.3%, and 27.3%. Such percentages can be
furtherly increased by 1.34%, 1.41%, and 1.73% after using an odometer. The test data
from 1500 s to 2500 s are adopted to validate the performance in the periods with frequent
GNSS outages. The mean position maximum drifts during these periods decreased from
107.96 cm, 59.90 cm, and 78.22 cm of BSSD PPP to 88.52 cm, 54.54 cm, and 62.00 cm of BSSD
PPP/INS TCI. After adding an odometer, such values are 66.29 cm, 45.84 cm, and 49.17 cm.
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Table 7. Statistic of position and attitude errors.

Mean RMS (cm) Mean Maximum Drifts (cm)

Positioning North East Down North East Down

BSSD PPP 64.33 53.47 154.11 107.96 59.90 78.22
BSSD PPP/INS TCI 44.54 41.29 121.66 88.52 54.54 62.00

BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI 44.01 40.79 118.83 66.29 45.84 49.17
Undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI 47.69 42.09 119.15 82.38 50.66 52.30

Mean RMS (◦) Mean Maximum Drifts (◦)

Attitude Roll Pitch Heading Roll Pitch Heading

BSSD PPP/INS TCI 0.025 0.049 0.184 0.047 0.077 0.313
BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI 0.026 0.048 0.138 0.049 0.076 0.174

Undifferenced PPP/INS/ODO TCI 0.031 0.048 0.135 0.058 0.082 0.163

Anyway, the position accuracy of PPP/INS/ODO TCI based on the BSSD model is slightly
higher than the solutions based on the undifferenced model. Compared with undifferenced
PPP/INS/ODO TCI, the mean position RMS of BSSD PPP/INS/ODO TCI is improved by
7.71%, 3.09%, and 0.27%. The mean maximum drifts can be reduced from 82.38 cm, 50.66 cm,
and 52.30 cm to 66.29 cm, 45.84 cm, and 49.17 cm by utilizing the BSSD model.

For attitude determination, the mean attitude RMS of PPP/INS TCI is 0.025◦, 0.049◦,
and 0.184◦ in three components. The addition of an odometer brings a 25% improvement
to the RMS of heading angles and reduces the mean maximum drifts from 0.313◦ to 0.174◦.
The results of the other two components are comparable. Moreover, the accuracy of
PPP/INS/ODO TCI with and without the BSSD model is similar to each other.

5. Conclusions

In this contribution, we implied the tightly coupled integration of BDS-3/GPS, low-cost
IMU, and odometer based on the inter-satellite differenced PPP model and the orbit/clock
corrections of PPP-B2b. A vehicle experiment in urban circumstances was implemented to
validate the performance of positioning and attitude determination of the developed model.
The following conclusions can be obtained. (1) With the addition of INS, the improvements
of BSSD PPP position accuracy on average are more than 31.2%, 23.3%, and 27.3% in the
north, east, and down directions. Further enhancements in position accuracy are achievable
with the aid of an odometer, especially while suffering GNSS outages. (2) By using the
odometer, the accuracies of pitch and heading angles are improved by about 2.04% and
25%. (3) In comparison with the PPP/INS/ODO TCI based on the undifferenced PPP
model, the developed BSSD model can provide results with higher accuracy, especially in
the re-convergence periods. For attitude determination, comparable results can be obtained
by both the BSSD model and the undifferenced model.
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Abstract: Nowadays, BDS-3 and Galileo are still developing and have global service capabilities.
This study aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of pseudorange-based/single point positioning
(SPP) among GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo on a global scale. First, the positioning accuracy distribution
of adding IGSO and GEO to the MEO of BDS-3 is analyzed. The results show that after adding
IGSO and GEO, the accuracy of 3D in the Asia-Pacific region is significantly improved. Then, the
positioning accuracy of the single-system and single-frequency SPP was validated and compared.
The experimental results showed that the median RMS values for the GPS, Galileo, and BDS-3 are
1.10/1.10/1.30 m and 2.57/2.69/2.71 m in the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. For
the horizontal component, the GPS and Galileo had better positioning accuracy in the middle- and
high-latitude regions, while BDS-3 had better positioning accuracy in the Asia-Pacific region. For the
vertical component, poorer positioning accuracy could be seen near the North Pole and the equator
for all three systems. Meanwhile, in comparison with the single-system and single-frequency SPP,
the contribution of adding pseudorange observations from the other satellite system and frequency
band was analyzed fully. Overall, the positioning accuracy can be improved to varying degrees. Due
to the observation of noise amplification, the positioning errors derived from dual-frequency SPP
were much noisier than those from single-frequency SPP. Moreover, the positioning performance of
single-frequency SPP with the ionosphere delay corrected with CODE final (COD), rapid (COR), 1-day
predicted (C1P), and 2-day predicted (C2P) global ionospheric map (GIM) products was investigated.
The results showed that SPP with COD had the best positioning accuracy, SPP with COR ranked
second, while C1P and C2P were comparable and slightly worse than SPP with COR. SPP with GIM
products demonstrated a better positioning accuracy than that of the single- and dual-frequency SPP.
The stability and variability of the inter-system biases (ISBs) derived from the single-frequency and
dual-frequency SPP were compared and analyzed, demonstrating that they were stable in a short
time. The differences in ISBs among different receivers with single-frequency SPP are smaller than
that of dual-frequency SPP.

Keywords: GNSS; GPS; BDS-3; Galileo; single point positioning (SPP); positioning performance

1. Introduction

With the fast development of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), GNSS
has been widely used in the military, disaster prevention and mitigation, engineering con-
struction, transportation, and urban management, and can provide positioning, navigation,
and timing services with different levels of accuracy [1–6]. Pseudorange-based/single
point positioning (SPP), as one of the most basic modes of GNSS, is used by users in
various fields for its computational power, low cost, and fast positioning. The first one
that can be used for SPP is the GPS. First of all, only the GPS is capable of SPP, and due
to the influence of multiple error sources, the positioning accuracy of GPS SPP has an
error of tens of meters [7]. Therefore, some researchers worked on improving the C/A
code measurement accuracy and the signal-in-space ranging error (SISRE) of the broadcast
ephemeris and improved the accuracy of both of them to 0.3 m and 0.7 m, respectively [8].
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At present, the positioning accuracy of GPS SPP in horizontal and vertical components is
limited to 1–2 m and 2–3 m, respectively [9]. Galileo had four available satellites in orbit
in 2012 and was able to solve SPP independently. In recent years, Galileo satellites have
been increasing, and there are now 30 satellites in orbit, with a positioning accuracy of
2–3 m for Galileo SPP in the horizontal component and different frequencies in the vertical
component (2–3 m for E1 and 5–7 m for E5a, E5b, and E5 (ab)) [10]. Currently, BDS-3 has
30 satellites providing navigation, positioning, and timing services, including 24 medium
earth orbit (MEO), 3 inclined geosynchronous satellite orbit (IGSO), and 3 geosynchronous
earth orbit (GEO) satellites [11,12]. BDS SPP, using only the B1 frequency, can provide a
positioning accuracy within 10 meters [13]. The positioning accuracy of single-frequency
BDS SPP is better than 2 m and 5 m in horizontal and vertical components, respectively, if
group delay and code deviation correction are incorporated into the error correction [14].
In addition, the estimated TEC noise proxies (for elevations higher than 60 deg.)—a 100 s
root mean square (RMS) of TEC—were: 0.05 TECU for the Galileo E5 AltBOC, 0.09 TECU
for the GPS L5, 0.1 TECU for the Galileo E5a/E5b BPSK, and 0.85 TECU for the Galileo E1
CBOC. Dual-frequency combinations provide RMS values of 0.03 TECU for the Galileo
E1E5 and 0.03/0.07 TECU for the GPS L1L2/L1L5. At low elevations, E5 AltBOC provides
at least twice as little single-frequency TEC noise as compared with the data obtained from
E5a or E5b [15].

Since the data accuracy of broadcast ephemeris itself is poor, far below the accuracy
of precision ephemeris and precision clock error products, and SPP is based on the data
provided by broadcast ephemeris to calculate the satellite 3D position and satellite clock
error, the positioning accuracy of SPP is limited to the level of meters [16]. To improve
the positioning accuracy of SPP, some GNSS researchers have contributed to the research
on improving mathematical models, error model correction, and accuracy improvement
for GNSS broadcast ephemeris products. Firstly, regarding the mathematical model, a
weighted least squares method based on least squares, with the satellite altitude cut-off
angle as the weight, has remarkably improved the positioning accuracy. In addition,
iterative least squares with the user-equivalent range error (UERE) as the weight, enhances
the positioning accuracy of single-frequency SPP of four single systems, GPS, GLONASS,
BDS, and Galileo, to 1/3/1.5/1.5 m, 1.5/3/1.5/1.5 m, and 2.5/6/ 2.5/3 m in E, N, and U
components [17,18]. In terms of the error correction model, the effect of ionospheric delay
is an essential error source for single-frequency SPP. Meanwhile, single-frequency receivers
can only weaken the impact of ionospheric delay by various models. The commonly used
ionospheric correction model is Klobuchar, which is widely used because of its simple
algorithm [19]. Some researchers have improved the basic Klobuchar model and have
developed the GPS Klobuchar model (GPSK8) and the BDS Klobuchar model (BDSK8),
which are able to eliminate 64.8% and 65.4% of the ionospheric delay, respectively [20].
Except for the K8 model, some scholars have studied the BDS Global Broadcast Ionospheric
Delay Correction Model (BDGIM), under which the global 3D positioning accuracy of BDS
SPP can reach 3.5 m, which is better than the BDSK8 model in the mid-latitude region of the
Northern hemisphere [21,22]. In addition, the accuracy of the predicted GIMs generated
by three different IAACs (CODE, UPC, and ESA) has been evaluated. It was found that
the accuracy of the predicted GIMs from CODE was better than that of the predicted GIMs
from UPC and ESA, providing a reference for single-frequency GNSS [23].

Although the positioning accuracy of SPP has improved in the case of various math-
ematical models and error model corrections, the available satellites for a single system
have been drastically reduced in areas with complex environments and severe occlusions,
where the positioning accuracy is poor or even impossible. In order to obtain the posi-
tioning performance of SPP under different environments, the positioning performance of
single GPS SPP under 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ satellite cut-off angles is solved by simulating
different environments with different satellite cut-off angles. The results show that when
the satellite altitude angle reaches more than 30 degrees, the number of GPS satellites
decreases from 7 to 4, the PDOP value increases from about 3 to more than 6, and the 3D
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accuracy decreases from about 2 m to more than 4 m [24]. Therefore, some scholars have
conducted multi-system combination SPP. The first multi-system combination was the
GPS and GLONASS combination, which increased the number of available satellites and
provided more stable positioning results in complex areas [25]. With the development of
Galileo and BDS, the study of the combination of GPS and Galileo or BDS has also received
attention [26]. When the GPS and four Galileo In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites are used
for simultaneous positioning, the results are improved by 2% and 10% in the horizontal
and vertical components, respectively [27]. The combination of GPS and BDS was first
studied in the Australian region, where the combination of BDS and GPS can produce better
positioning accuracy and position stability in areas with few available GPS satellites [28].
In the Asia-Pacific region, the combination of GPS and BDS-2 has dramatically improved
the positioning accuracy by about 10% better than the case of GPS-only. The combination
of multiple systems SPP not only improves the accuracy of navigation and positioning but
also improves the integrity of positioning [29]. However, since different navigation and
positioning systems have different time and coordinate bases, and the hardware delays
between systems are receiver-dependent, all these factors may lead to systematic bias when
making observations. Therefore, the time, coordinate base, and receiver hardware delay
must be considered when performing multi-system fusion positioning [30]. This is the
inter-system bias (ISB), and this error must be dealt with when performing multi-system
SPP [31]. Calculating the ISB of the GPS and Galileo is easier because the GPS and Galileo
have the same frequency (e.g., L1/L5 for the GPS and E1/E5a for Galileo). The ISB of
the GPS and Galileo is discussed, and it is found that the value of ISB depends on the
receiver type and can be up to hundreds of seconds, according to the data provided by The
Cooperative Network for GIOVE Observation (CONGO) [32]. The effect of ISB must also
be considered when performing the combined GPS and BDS SPP. The intra-day stability of
the ISB of the GPS and BDS was evaluated using a hypothesis testing method. The result
proves that ISB is stable in a short time and can be used as an a priori value [33].

In the last two decades, numerous scholars have studied the status accuracy of single-
system SPP, but there are fewer studies on the positioning excellence of different systems
within different regions. Meanwhile, some scholars have studied multi-system SPP, but
there are fewer studies on the combination of BDS-3 and Galileo, while there are fewer
studies on the addition of other systems to the current system in different regions. Based
on the above, this paper first analyzes the status of three satellite systems, GPS, BDS-
3, and Galileo, regarding the number of available satellites and PDOP. The following
three single systems, GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo, are solved for single-frequency SPP at an
elevation cut-off of 7◦, respectively, to analyze the global distribution of the positioning
accuracy in horizontal and vertical components and to compare the accuracy of the three
systems. Additionally, we analyzed the dual-frequency single-system SPP. The gain of
the combination of GPS with BDS-3 or Galileo, BDS-3 with GPS or Galileo, and Galileo
with GPS or BDS-3 in relation to the single system was then examined. Meanwhile, using
several ionospheric products, we evaluated the SPP’s accuracy. Finally, the stability and
variability of ISB are explored.

2. Methodology of SPP

2.1. Pseudorange Observation Equations

For a specific satellite-receiver link, the general equations of pseudorange observations
P can be described as:

Ps
r,j = ρs

r + c
[(

δtr + dr,j
)− (δts + ds

j

)]
+ Ts

r + Is
r,j + εs

r,j (1)

where s, r, and j denote the satellite, receiver, and frequency band; ρs
r represents the

geometric distance; δtr and δts are the receiver and satellite clock offsets; c is the speed of
light in vacuum; Ts

r is the slant tropospheric delay along the direction from satellite s to
receiver r; Is

r,j is the slant ionospheric delay; dr,j and ds
j denote the receiver- and satellite-
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specific pseudorange hardware delays/biases; εs
r,j represents the unmodelled errors, such

as the pseudorange observation noise and multipath effect, etc. It is noteworthy that δtr
and dr,j are high-correlated, and so are δts and ds

j .
In SPP processing, the satellite position and clock offsets are calculated with broadcast

ephemeris in advance. The tropospheric delays are corrected with empirical models, i.e.,
Saastamoinen. For single-frequency SPP, the ionospheric delays are also modeled with
empirical models, such as the Klobuchar model for GPS, the BDGIM model for BDS-3,
and the Nequick-G model for Galileo. For dual-frequency SPP, the ionospheric delays are
usually eliminated by ionospheric-free (IF) combined observables. The corrections of the
satellite-specific pseudorange hardware delays for single- and dual-frequency SPP can refer
to the Interface Control Document of the specific satellite system.

2.2. Single-Frequency SPP

By taking the pseudorange observation on the first frequency as an example, the
linearization of Equation (1) can be written as:

ps
r,1 = gs

r · x + cδtr + εs
r,1 (2)

where ps
r,1 is observed, minus the computed value of the pseudorange observation; gs

r is the
unit vector of the component from the receiver to the satellite; x is the vector of the receiver
position increments relative to the a priori position; δtr is the reparameterized receiver clock
offset that absorbs the receiver-specific pseudorange hardware delay, and δtr = δtr + dr,1.

2.3. Dual-Frequency SPP

For dual-frequency SPP, the linearized IF combined pseudorange observables are
actually formed as:

ps
r,IF = gs

r · x + cδt̃r + εs
r,IF (3)

with ⎧⎨⎩
ps

r,IF = α · ps
r,1 + β · ps

r,2
δt̃r = δtr+(α · dr,1 + β · dr,2)
εs

r,IF = α · εs
r,1 + β · εs

r,2

(4)

2.4. The Handling of Receiver Clock Offsets in Multi-GNSS SPP

There are two schemes for the handling of receiver clock offsets in multi-GNSS SPP.
The first method is that an independent receiver clock offset per GNSS is introduced. The
second one only estimates the GPS-specific receiver clock offset, while for the other satellite
system, the inter-system bias (ISB) is employed. In fact, the receiver clock offset for the
other system is the sum of the GPS-specific receiver clock offset and ISB. Both methods are
equivalent. In this study, the first method is adopted.

3. Data Sets and Processing Strategies

3.1. Data

In this paper, the observation files of 145 MGEX tracking stations with a sampling
interval of 30 s for a total of 28 days from 1 February 2022 to 28 February 2022 (See:
ftps://gdc.cddis.eosdis.nasa.gov/pub/gnss/data/daily accessed on 27 November 2022),
and the broadcast ephemeris files provided by IGS (See: ftps://gdc.cddis.eosdis.nasa.gov/
pub/gnss/data/daily/2022/brdc accessed on 2 June 2022) were selected for the solution.
Figure 1 displays the geographical distribution of 145 tracking stations equipped with
geodetic-type receivers, all of which can receive dual-frequency observations from three
navigation satellites, namely GPS (L1/L2), BDS-3 (B1/B3), and Galileo (E1/E5a). The SPP
was solved by using the open-source GAMP software, and the IGS SINEX weekly solution
was used as the reference coordinates [34]. The specific processing strategies are provided
in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of 145 tracking stations.

Table 1. The strategy of SPP processing.

Items Strategies

Number of tracking stations 145

Number of satellites GPS(32), BDS-3(30), Galileo(30)

Signal selection GPS(L1, L2), BDS-3(B1, B3), Galileo(E1, E5a)

Sampling rate 30 s

Satellite elevation cut-off 7◦

Weight of observation value Prior standard deviation of measurement error

Tropospheric delay Saastamoinen delay model

Ionospheric delay Single frequency and IF combination

3.2. Availability Analysis of GNSS Constellations

This subsection mainly analyzes the number of visible satellites and position dilution
of precision (PDOP) values for the GPS, Galileo, BDS-3-MEO, BDS-3-MEO+IGSO, and
BDS-3-MEO+IGSO+GEO in any global location. Through a hypothetical simulation, we
divide the world into 72 × 90 grids with 5◦ longitude and 2◦ latitude and assume that there
is a receiver that can receive data from the GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo in the center of each
grid [35]. The satellite cut-off elevation angle of the receiver is set to 7◦, and the geodetic
height is set to 100 m. In addition, whether a satellite can be used for positioning depends
on the geometric relationship between the satellite and the receiver. This is because the
satellite position accuracy calculated by the broadcast ephemeris and precision ephemeris
differs by meter level, and the precision ephemeris provided by GFZ includes not only all
available GPS and Galileo satellite data but also data from three types of BDS-3 satellites
(MEO, IGSO, and GEO). Therefore, this paper calculates the satellite position using the
precision ephemeris, with a sampling interval of 5 minutes, provided by GFZ.

Figure 2 displays the average number of visible satellites at different locations world-
wide for the GPS, Galileo, BDS-3-MEO, BDS-3-MEO+IGSO, and BDS-3-MEO+IGSO+GEO
on DOY 32 of 2022. The figure instructions consider that the GPS and Galileo have more
visible satellites near the equator and at the poles, while fewer satellites are available in
the mid-latitudes. In the case of GPS-only, there are 10–11 visible satellites at 20◦–50◦S and
20◦–50◦N and 12–13 visible satellites at other latitudes. The number of visible satellites
for Galileo reached 10 in the low- and high-latitude regions. However, it is reduced to
8–9 at mid-latitudes. Since BDS-3 has three different orbits of satellites, the number of
available satellites in the global region varies not only in latitude but also in the Eastern
and Western hemispheres. For MEO alone, the number of visible satellites increases after
an initial decrease from the low latitudes to the high latitudes, similar to the GPS and
Galileo systems, with visible satellites at about eight at 20◦–50◦S and 20◦–50◦N, and about
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nine at other latitude regions. The visible satellites of BDS-3 will be strongly enhanced
by the addition of GEO and IGSO. When IGSO is added, the number of visible satellites
increases to 10–11 at high latitudes and 12 near the equator in the Eastern hemisphere, while
when GEO is added, the number of visible satellites in the range of 40–180 E will increase
dramatically. The number will reach 14 in the lower latitudes of the Eastern hemisphere.
Thus, BDS-3 can better serve the Asia-Pacific region.

 

Figure 2. Number of visible satellites for GPS, Galileo, BDS-3-MEO, BDS-3-MEO+IGSO, and BDS-3-
MEO+IGSO+GEO.

Figure 3 presents the global average PDOP values for the single-system situation for
one day on 1 February 2022. The GPS has an average PDOP of 1.5–1.7 at the latitudes of
10◦N–10◦S, 40◦–60◦N, and 40◦–60◦S, and 1.7–1.9 at other latitudes. For Galileo, the average
PDOP is 1.9–2.0 at 15◦N–15◦S, 50◦–70◦N, and 50◦–70◦S, and 2.0–2.3 at other latitudes. In
the BDS-3-MEO case, similar to the GPS and Galileo, the PDOP increases from 1.9 to 2.1
and then decreases to 1.9 between 70◦S and 70◦N and is 2.0–2.2 at high latitudes. When
the IGSO and GEO satellites are inserted, the DPOP in the Eastern hemisphere decreases
dramatically between the longitudes 60◦ and 160◦E. The PDOP ranged from 1.4 to 1.8 and
even dropped to 1.3 near the equator.

 

Figure 3. The PDOP for GPS, Galileo, BDS-3-MEO, BDS-3-MEO+IGSO, and BDS-3-MEO+IGSO+GEO.

4. Results Validation and Discussion

4.1. The Impact of Adding MEO, IGSO, and GEO Satellites for BDS-3 SPP

The orbital trajectories of the three satellite types of BDS-3 result in different positioning
accuracies at different locations. Figure 4 shows that after adding IGSO to MEO, the
positioning accuracy of the stations distributed in the Asia-Pacific region is significantly
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improved, and the RMS of 3D is increased from 3–4 m to 2.5–3 m. Adding GEO to MEO
and IGSO, the accuracy improvement is not obvious. Table 2 lists the accuracy gains and
decreases of 145 stations with IGSO in MEO and GEO in MEO and IGSO. Adding IGSO
to MEO increases the accuracy by 4.7%, and adding GEO to MEO and IGSO increases the
accuracy by 3.6%.

 

Figure 4. Geographical distribution of positioning accuracy of 145 tracking stations in 3D with IGSO
and GEO satellites added to MEO.

Table 2. The number of accuracy improvements of adding IGSO in MEO and GEO in MEO and IGSO.

Satellite Type Added
Number Of Stations

with Gain
Number of Stations

with Reduced

MEO+IGSO 50 53

MEO+IGSO+GEO 40 30

4.2. Single-System and Single-Frequency SPP (G, C, E)

This section primarily examines the positioning performance of single-frequency
single systems (G, C, and E). We first selected the BRMG in the Southern hemisphere
and the ABPO tracking station in the Northern hemisphere for SPP. Figure 5 shows the
single-frequency positioning errors for 2880 epochs for each station. The error varies with
roughly the same trend within 1 day for all three systems, and they all have varying levels
of systematic error. In addition, the error values of the GPS and Galileo are relatively close,
while the error of BDS-3 fluctuates more.

 

Figure 5. Single-frequency positioning errors for the E, N, and U components of the two tracking
stations of BRMG and ABPO.
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Figure 6 shows the number of visible satellites and PDOP values for the three systems
during one day for the BRMG and ABPO tracking stations. Both stations are able to observe
7–11 GPS satellites and 5–9 Galileo satellites. BRMG is able to observe 7–19 BDS-3 satellites,
while ABPO is able to observe 8–12 satellites. The PDOP values are between 2 and 3.

 

Figure 6. Number of visible satellites and PDOP values for the two tracking stations, BRMG
and ABPO.

We then analyzed the overall positioning accuracy of the 145 tracking stations. Figure 7
presents the quartiles of the positioning errors (5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%) for the three
single systems with an elevation cut-off of 7◦. In the horizontal component, the median
RMS of GPS-only and Galileo-only are the same, both at 1.10 m. The median RMS of BDS-3-
only is larger than that of GPS-only and Galileo-only, at 1.30 m. In the vertical component,
the GPS-only solution is the best, Galileo-only is the second best, and BDS-3-only is the
worst. The median RMS of all three of them is 2.57/2.69/2.71 m. In both components, the
95% quantile RMS of the single system is less than 3.5 and 5 m.

Figure 8 exhibits the geographical distribution of the positioning accuracy for the 145
tracking stations of GPS, Galileo, and BDS-3, where white means exceeding the highest
value of the ribbon, and black means less than the lowest value of the ribbon [36]. As shown
in the figure, the geographic distribution of positioning accuracy is approximately the same
for GPS-only and Galileo-only due to the similar distribution of the number of visible
satellites around the world for these two systems. In the horizontal component, there is
a significant difference in latitude between the GPS and Galileo tracking station accuracy
distributions. The stations located at the middle and high latitudes in North America and
Europe have a root mean square (RMS) value of about 1–1.2 m, but the RMS value increases
to about 2 m for the tracking stations in the areas between 30◦ and 30◦S and even reaches
more than 3 m at low latitudes in South America and Africa. The geographical distribution
of the positioning accuracy of BDS-3 varies not only in latitude but also in the Eastern
and Western hemispheres. The RMS is 1–1.4 m in the middle and high latitudes of the
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Western hemisphere and reaches 3–4 m in the low latitudes; however, in the low latitudes
of the Eastern hemisphere, especially in the Asia-Pacific region, the RMS remains around
1.5–2 m. In the vertical component, all three systems are less accurate at low latitudes and
in the Arctic, where the RMS reaches 4–6 m, and in other regions, the RMS is 1.8–3 m. The
accuracy of the Arctic region is lower than that of the Antarctic region, which may be due
to systematic errors or to the influence of the ionosphere, which will be further analyzed by
adding dual-frequency observations to eliminate the ionospheric errors below.

 

Figure 7. Boxplot of position accuracy of single-frequency SPP with an elevation cut-off of 7◦ for GPS,
Galileo, and BDS-3.

 

Figure 8. Geographical distribution of positioning accuracy of 145 tracking stations in horizontal and
vertical components with an elevation cut-off of 7◦ for GPS, Galileo, and BDS-3.

The former describes the geographic distribution of the positioning accuracy for a
single system. This subsection provides a more visual comparison of the geographic distri-
bution of the positioning accuracy between the single systems (including Galileo versus
GPS, BDS-3 versus GPS, and BDS-3 versus Galileo). As shown in Figure 9, the difference
between the overall positioning accuracy of Galileo and the GPS is relatively small in the
horizontal component, with a difference of −10% to 10%. The positioning accuracy of
Galileo is better than the GPS in South America and Europe, while the GPS is slightly
better than Galileo in Africa and Australia. In the vertical component, Galileo’s positioning
accuracy is stronger than GPS-only in Europe and low-latitude South America and slightly
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worse than the GPS in other regions. The geographical distribution of positioning accuracy
of BDS-3 versus GPS and BDS-3 versus Galileo is similar. In the horizontal component,
the positioning accuracy of BDS-3 in the Eastern hemisphere is 10–20% higher than that
of the GPS or Galileo, while in the Asia–Pacific region, it is about 25% higher. In the
vertical component, BDS-3 outperforms both by 10–20% in the Asia-Pacific region, and the
positioning accuracy is inferior to the GPS and Galileo in other regions. In summary, the
positioning accuracy of the GPS and Galileo is comparable, and BDS-3 outperforms the
GPS and Galileo in the Asia-Pacific region.

 

Figure 9. Geographical distribution of the single-frequency positioning accuracy of 145 tracking
stations in the horizontal and vertical sections of GPS, Galileo and BDS-3.

4.3. Single-System and Dual-Frequency SPP (G, C, E)

Figure 10 shows the dual-frequency positioning errors of each station. With the
addition of the dual-frequency observations, the effect of the ionosphere is eliminated, the
system error is removed, and the positioning accuracy of both the N and U components
is improved. The single-frequency systematic error in the E component is small, and
the addition of the dual-frequency observations increases the observation noise and thus
reduces the accuracy.

 

Figure 10. Dual-frequency positioning errors for the E, N, and U components of the two tracking
stations of BRMG and ABPO.
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The difference between the dual-frequency ionosphere-free combined SPP and single-
frequency SPP is that single-frequency SPP uses an a priori model to weaken the iono-
spheric effects, and the commonly used a priori model is the Klobuchar model, while
dual-frequency SPP uses ionosphere-free combined to eliminate the ionospheric errors.
Figure 11 shows the boxplot of the positioning accuracy of the dual-frequency, ionosphere-
free combined SPP. In the horizontal component, the median RMS of 145 tracking stations
of GPS and Galileo dual-frequency ionosphere-free combination SPP are 0.95 m and 0.84 m,
respectively, which is a smaller improvement compared to single-frequency SPP; however,
the 95th percentile of the RMS is reduced from over 3 m to less than 2 m, which reduces
the dispersion value and keeps the accuracy within 2 m. The positioning accuracy of the
BDS-3 dual-frequency ionosphere-free SPP is not significantly improved compared to the
single-frequency SPP. In the vertical component, the median and 95th percentiles of RMS
for both the GPS and Galileo dual-frequency SPP were greatly decreased, from 2.57 and
2.69 m to 1.61 and 1.46 m for RMS, respectively, and from more than 4 m to about 3 m for
both 95th percentiles. The median RMS of the dual-frequency ionosphere-free combination
of BDS-3 is reduced from 2.71 m to 2.34 m. The addition of dual-frequency observation can
effectively reduce the dispersion value and improve positioning accuracy.

 

Figure 11. Boxplot of position accuracy of dual-frequency ionosphere-free combined SPP with an
elevation cut-off of 7◦ for GPS, Galileo, and BDS-3.

Figure 12 provides the geographical distribution of the accuracy of the dual frequency.
In the horizontal component, the RMS of the 145 tracking stations is between 0.8 and 1.4 m
for GPS-only, and Galileo-only has a larger RMS span than the GPS, between 0.6 and 1.8 m.
BDS-3-only has a larger RMS, between 1 and 3 m. In the vertical component, the RMS
values of GPS-only and Galileo-only are evenly distributed with no system error, and the
positioning accuracy of BDS-3-only is better in the Asia-Pacific region.

4.4. Dual-System and Single-Frequency SPP (GE, GC, CE)

Due to the few available satellites in a single system, the positioning accuracy of a
single-system SPP sometimes cannot match the needs of the users, especially in areas with
complex environments. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of the positioning, we added
the other systems to the current system separately, using a dual system for SPP. First, we
analyzed the positioning errors of the BRMG and ABPO tracking stations GE, GC, and CE
for one day. As shown in Figure 13, the error trends of the single and dual systems are
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similar within one day, and both have system errors. The system error in the E component
is not obvious regarding both stations, while the system error in the N component is about
1 m, and the system error in the U component is 2–3 m. In addition, although the trends
are similar, the dual system has fewer error fluctuations and fewer coarse differences in
one day compared to the single system.

 

Figure 12. Geographical distribution of the dual-frequency positioning accuracy of 145 tracking
stations in the horizontal and vertical sections of GPS, Galileo and BDS-3.

 

Figure 13. Dual system positioning errors for the E, N, and U components of the two tracking stations
of BRMG and ABPO.

Then, we discussed the overall RMS of the dual system for the 145 tracking stations
and the geographic distribution of the gain cases. The boxplot of the positioning accuracy
for the dual system combination is displayed in Figure 14. Table 3 provides the number of
tracking stations with the positive and negative gains from other systems for the current
system, as well as the median value of the specific gain percentages for the 145 tracking
stations. In the horizontal component, the addition of the GPS and Galileo to BDS-3 resulted
in accuracy gains for 131 and 128 tracking stations, respectively, with median percentage
gains of 14.2% and 12.2%, respectively. The stations with the largest improvements are
mainly in Europe and South America. On the contrary, with the addition of BDS-3 to GPS
and Galileo, the stations with greater accuracy improvements are mainly in the Asia-Pacific
region, and with the addition of Galileo to GPS, only two stations have reduced accuracy,
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with a percentage improvement of 7.2%. In the vertical component, the GPS provides
the largest contribution to BDS-3 with 125 improvements, and the median improvement
is 8.3%. The improvements of BDS-3 to GPS and Galileo are mainly concentrated in the
Asia-Pacific region and near the equator. In summary, GE has the best positioning accuracy,
GC is the second best, and CE is the worst; the GPS has the largest gain on BDS-3, and the
number of tracking stations whose accuracy has been improved by adding Galileo to GPS
is the largest.

 

Figure 14. Boxplot of position accuracy of dual system with an elevation cut-off of 7◦.

Table 3. Gain of positioning accuracy of other systems to the current system.

Component Sys Negative Gain Median Positive Gain Median

Horizontal

GE 13 −3.2% 132 7.4%
GC 14 −3.6% 131 14.2%
EG 2 −2.0% 143 7.2%
EC 17 −1.2% 128 12.2%
CG 20 −1.6% 125 5.5%
CE 51 −3.0% 94 5.4%

Vertical

GE 24 −2.2% 121 6.9%
GC 20 −2.9% 125 8.4%
EG 28 −1.0% 117 5.2%
EC 24 −4.2% 121 7.3%
CG 28 −1.7% 117 4.6%
CE 30 −1.9% 115 5.2%

4.5. SPP with GIM Products

This subsection analyzes the SPP positioning accuracy using different ionospheric
products. We used a total of four ionospheric products, COD is the CODE (Center for
Orbit Determination in Europe, University of Berne, Switzerland) final global ionospheric
map (GIM), COR is the CODE rapid GIM, and C1P and C2P are 1- and 2-day vertical TEC
(VTEC) maps produced by CODE (European Centre for Orbitometry, University of Bern,
Switzerland), respectively. Figure 15 shows a one-day positioning error sequence for the
BRMG and ABPO tracking stations, with large error fluctuations and systematic errors for
the single frequency. The error variation trends of COD, COR, C1P, and C2P are similar
and have high accuracy.

Figure 16 presents the boxplot of the positioning accuracy for 145 stations using differ-
ent ionospheric products. In the horizontal component, the median RMSs of SF/DF/COD/
COR/C1P/C2P are 1.10/0.95/0.72/0.75/0.86/0.86 m, respectively, and several products
have different degrees of median RMS improvements compared with single-frequency and
dual-frequency. Additionally, the 95% quantile of C1P and C2P has decreased from more
than 3 m to within 2.2 m for a single frequency. COD and COR are even reduced to within
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2 m. In the vertical component, the median RMSs of SF/DF/COD/COR/C1P/C2P are
2.57/1.61/1.27/1.33/1.52/1.50 m, respectively. Furthermore, for a single frequency, the
95% quantile of SF, DF, COD, C1P, and C2P is reduced from more than 4 m to less than 3 m.
In summary, the highest accuracy is achieved using COD, followed by COR, and C1P and
C2 are comparable but slightly worse than COR.

 

Figure 15. SPP positioning accuracy of different ionospheric products for BRMG and ABPO tracking
stations.

 

Figure 16. Boxplot of positioning accuracy of 145 tracking stations for different ionospheric products.

4.6. ISB

The value of ISB can be as high as several thousand nanoseconds, which has a powerful
influence on the positioning accuracy of SPP. Therefore, the influence of ISB must be
considered in multi-system fusion localization, and this subsection analyzes the stability
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and variability of ISB. We processed data for a total of 28 days in February 2022 to estimate
the ISBs for the GPS with the Galileo combination (GE), the GPS with the BDS-3 combination
(GC), and the BDS-3 with the Galileo combination (CE). A total of five receiver types—
JAVAD, LEIKA, SEPT, TRIMBLE ALLOY, and TRIMBLE NETR9—were selected for the
experimental analysis, and the specific receiver types and numbers are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Type and number of receivers.

Receiver Model Number

JAVAD
TRE_3 7

TRE_3 DELTA 17

LEICA LEICA GR50 8

SEPT
ASTERX4 4
POLARX5 61

POLARX5TR 19

TRIMBLE ALLOY 23

TRIMBLE NETR9 4

First, to analyze the stability of single-frequency and dual-frequency ISBs over a
short period, five tracking stations equipped with different receiver types were selected
for this paper, and the data selected were for one day on 1 February 2022. As shown in
Figures 17 and 18, the single-frequency and dual-frequency ISBs of the five stations vary
very little within a day, fluctuating within a certain range, and there is variability in the ISBs
of different receivers. To further analyze the variability of ISB, two stations from each of the
five receivers were selected to calculate the mean value as well as the standard deviation of
the ISB for 28 days in February 2022, and the specific values are displayed in Tables 5 and 6.

 

Figure 17. One-day single-frequency ISB of 5 tracking stations equipped with different receivers (1
February 2022).
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Figure 18. One-day dual-frequency ISB of 5 tracking stations equipped with different receivers (1
February 2022).

Table 5. Median and STD of the 28-day single-frequency ISB for the 10 tracking stations (1 February
2022–28 February 2022).

Station Receiver
G-E G-C C-E

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD

enao JAVAD TRE_3 −20.51 ±4.90 80.24 ±6.83 −100.68 ±4.68
sgpo JAVAD TRE_3 −20.49 ±4.81 81.43 ±6.90 −102.14 ±4.51
nico LEICA GR50 −93.23 ±4.89 75.64 ±6.66 −169.13 ±4.61
yebe LEICA GR50 −93.44 ±4.87 73.9 ±6.85 −167.84 ±4.76
bshm SEPT POLARX5 −20.16 ±4.89 47.53 ±6.69 −67.61 ±4.44
chpi SEPT POLARX5 −20.77 ±4.64 41.93 ±6.42 −62.12 ±4.53
kir8 TRIMBLE ALLOY −50.15 ±4.91 129.33 ±6.66 −179.35 ±4.62

mayg TRIMBLE ALLOY −47.44 ±4.41 131.27 ±6.46 −178.75 ±4.14
bor1 TRIMBLE NETR9 −39.5 ±4.96 95.19 ±6.75 −134.78 ±4.76
nabg TRIMBLE NETR9 −40.69 ±5.02 88.29 ±6.39 −128.8 ±4.28

Figures 19 and 20 show the average ISB values of the single frequency and dual
frequency for 10 tracking stations equipped with five receiver types every day of the month.
The single-frequency and dual-frequency ISB values of the same receiver type are very
close, which may mean that the ISB value is closely related to the hardware delay. The
single-frequency ISBs of two tracking stations of the same receiver of GE, GC, and CE are
less than 3 ns, 7 ns, and 6 ns, respectively. The dual-frequency ISBs of two tracking stations
of the same receiver of GE, GC, and CE are less than 10 ns, 23 ns, and 11 ns, respectively.
The ISB value of the dual-frequency SPP is larger, and the ISB of the KIR8 tracking station
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GC reaches 517.59 ns. Additionally, the ISB difference in stations with the same receiver is
also larger than that of the single-frequency ISB, and the ISB difference between the BOR1
and NABG tracking station GC reaches 23 ns; thus, we recommend using single-frequency
receivers. In parallel, we used GIM products to estimate the ISB. The difference between
the estimated result and the ISB value estimated by a single frequency is very small and
can be controlled within 10 ns. In order to verify the stability of the ISBs in the long term,
the difference in ISBs for every two adjacent days in a 28-day period is calculated for all
tracking stations. The boxplot demonstrating the difference in the ISBs of GE, GC, and CE
for two adjacent days is shown in Figure 21, and the difference in the ISBs of GE, GC, and
CE for two adjacent days are within 4 ns, 7 ns, and 5 ns (95th percentile), respectively.

Table 6. Median and STD of the 28-day dual-frequency ISB for the 10 tracking stations (1 February
2022–28 February 2022).

Station Receiver
G-E G-C C-E

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD

enao JAVAD TRE_3 −2.58 ±4.13 155.14 ±5.78 −157.67 ±5.76
sgpo JAVAD TRE_3 −3.61 ±3.95 157.55 ±5.50 −161.17 ±5.34
nico LEICA GR50 −88.49 ±3.49 201.12 ±4.03 −289.62 ±4.32
yebe LEICA GR50 −98.42 ±4.03 195.31 ±5.09 −293.75 ±5.10
bshm SEPT POLARX5 −8.41 ±5.01 −4.26 ±6.60 −4.16 ±6.64
chpi SEPT POLARX5 −6.61 ±4.02 −22.36 ±5.50 −15.86 ±5.67
kir8 TRIMBLE ALLOY −64.94 ±4.11 517.59 ±5.10 −452.53 ±5.01

mayg TRIMBLE ALLOY −69.06 ±5.16 514.02 ±6.33 −444.76 ±6.49
bor1 TRIMBLE NETR9 −30.79 ±5.57 408.88 ±9.74 −377.68 ±12.74
nabg TRIMBLE NETR9 −22.25 ±3.82 385.06 ±8.44 −386.85 ±8.21

 

Figure 19. Average value of daily single-frequency ISB for 10 tracking stations of 5 receivers.
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Figure 20. Average value of daily dual-frequency ISB for 10 tracking stations of 5 receivers.

 

Figure 21. Boxplot of variation of ISB for two days adjacent to all tracking stations (1 February 2022
to 28 February 2022).

5. Conclusions

GNSS was an emerging field in the 20th century, among which SPP has the features of
low cost, a fast solution speed, and small hardware size, which can be installed on small
devices, such as cell phones and receivers, and has been widely used in car navigation,
cell phone terminal positioning, earthquake mitigation and detection, agriculture and
forestry, and other fields. In this paper, 145 tracking stations were selected to analyze the
positioning theory of SPP and its positioning performance, and the following conclusions
were obtained:
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(1) First, we analyzed the satellite availability and PDOP values of the GPS, Galileo,
BDS-3-MEO, BDS-3-MEO+IGSO, and BDS-3-MEO+IGSO+GEO. The results indicate that
the global satellite availabilities of the GPS, Galileo, and BDS-3-MEO have similar global
distributions, all of which first decrease and then increase from the equator to the poles.
In the mid and low latitudes, the number of available satellites is 11/8/9, respectively. In
other regions, the number of available satellites increases to 13, 10, and 10, respectively.
However, when the IGSO and GEO satellites are added, the number of available satellites
increases to 12 for BDS-3 and reaches 13 near the equator in the Eastern hemisphere. The
number of available satellites in the Eastern hemisphere is strongly enhanced.

(2) The accuracy of the global distribution of the GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo single-
frequency SPP is analyzed, while the accuracy distribution characteristics of the three
systems are compared globally. The results show that in the horizontal component, the
GPS and Galileo have the best positioning accuracy of 1–1.2 m in Europe and North
America and 2–3 m at low latitudes, while BDS-3 has the highest positioning accuracy
of about 1.2 m in the Asia-Pacific region, and the overall Eastern hemisphere is better
than the Western hemisphere. In the vertical component, the accuracy of all three systems
gradually deteriorates from south to north, probably due to system bias and perhaps
due to the influence of the ionosphere. After the comparison of the three systems, the
positioning accuracy of the GPS and Galileo is comparable, and BDS-3 outperforms the
GPS and Galileo by 30% and 20% in the Asia-Pacific region on the horizontal and vertical
components, respectively.

(3) We combined BDS-3 or Galileo with GPS, GPS or Galileo with BDS-3, and GPS or
BDS-3 with Galileo and analyzed the percentage gain of the combined SPP with respect
to the single system. The conclusions drawn are as follows: For the combination of the
GPS and Galileo with BDS-3, the accuracy of the Asia-Pacific region in the horizontal and
vertical components will be improved by 30% and 20%, respectively. When the GPS and
Galileo are combined with BDS-3, the accuracy in North America and Europe will improve
by 30–40% in the horizontal component, and the global accuracy will improve by 10–20%
in the vertical component. The combination of Galileo and the GPS or BDS-3 can effectively
improve the accuracy of the vertical component in the middle and low latitudes by about
15–20%.

(4) We analyzed the positioning accuracy using different ionospheric products, and the
results showed that the median RMS of COD, COR, C1P, and C2P were 0.72/0.75/0.86/0.86
m and 1.27/1.33/1.52/1.50 m, respectively, with the highest accuracy using COD, followed
by COR, and C1P and C2P being comparable and slightly lower than COR, thus providing
a reference to facilitate the selection of products for single-frequency GNSS users.

(5) We analyzed the positioning accuracy using different ionospheric products, and
the results showed that the single-frequency positioning accuracy was the worst, with the
highest accuracy using COD, followed by COR, and C1P and C2P being equivalent and
slightly lower than COR.

(6) Finally, we analyzed the single-frequency and dual-frequency ISBs of five receiver
types, and the results showed that the ISBs are stable in a short time. At the same time, the
ISB is related to the receiver type, and the difference between the single-frequency ISB of the
same receiver type is smaller than that of the dual-frequency ISB; thus, it is recommended
to use the single-frequency receiver.

The results of this paper clearly illustrate the positioning accuracy of three single-
system SPP solutions—GPS, BDS-3, and Galileo—in different regions. As well as being able
to analyze the positioning superiority of different system combinations in different regions,
this provides a reference for choosing the optimal combination for different regions, while
the ISB analysis provides more possibilities for the multi-system combination SPP.
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Abstract: The quality of geospatial data collection depends, among other things, on the reliability and
efficiency of the GNSS receivers or even better integrated GNSS/INS systems used for positioning.
High-precision positioning is currently not only the domain of professional receivers but can also be
achieved by using simple devices, including smartphones. This research focused on the quality of 2D
and 3D kinematic positioning of different geodetic and low-cost GNSS devices, using the professional
mobile mapping system (MMS) as a reference. Kinematic positioning was performed simultaneously
with a geodetic Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver, two u-blox receivers—ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R—and a
Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone and then compared with an Applanix Corporation GPS/INS MMS reference
trajectory. The field tests were conducted in urban and non-urban environments with and without
obstacles, on road sections with large manoeuvres and curves, and under overpasses and tunnels.
Some general conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the different scenarios. As expected,
some results in GNSS positioning are subject to position losses, large outliers and multipath effects;
however, after removing them, they are quite promising, even for the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone. From
the comparison of the GPS and GNSS solutions, as expected, GNSS processing achieved many more
solutions for position determination and allowed a relevant higher number of fixed ambiguities, even
if this was not true in general for the Septentrio AsteRx-U, in particular in a surveyed non-urban area
with curves and serpentines characterised by a reduced signal acquisition. In GNSS mode, the Xiaomi
Mi8 smartphone performed well in situations with a threshold of less than 1 m, with the percentages
varying from 50% for the urban areas to 80% for the non-urban areas, which offers potential in view
of future improvements for applications in terrestrial navigation.

Keywords: GNSS/INS sensors; Smartphone Xiaomi Mi8; GNSS/INS sensors; kinematic-trajectory
acquisition; u-blox ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R; mobile mapping system (MMS)

1. Introduction

The task of mapping the world and determining positions while moving has always
been a challenging task in topographic surveying. With the advent of the first mobile
mapping systems (MMS) in the late 1980s, where moving platforms were equipped with
precise GPS (Global Positioning System) navigation and digital imaging, and later with
other sensors, the systems allowed the world to be surveyed with high accuracy and
productivity. As a result, several sectors have recognised the importance of high-quality
georeferenced geospatial data, such as land use planning and construction, insurance
and emergency services. Today, the requirements in this field have increased, especially
with the development of autonomous navigation in transportation, which requires fast
availability, reliability and high integrity of real-time positioning. However, the problem of
GNSS navigation in urban areas remains a grey area in which positioning accuracy can be
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frustrating and confusing [1–3]. To this end, the performance of devices of varying quality
must be tested against high-precision sensors.

Not everyone has access to highly professional MMS sensors, but there is another way
to solve the problem. With the advent of low-cost sensors, it is possible to produce mobile
mapping sensors at an affordable price. Today’s trend in geomatics is towards mass sensing
with low-cost devices that could be useful in daily life for real-time mapping of reality or
its subsequent reconstruction. Dual-frequency smartphones capable of acquiring carrier-
phase measurements associated with other sensors, including INS (Inertial Navigation
System), present another challenge in mobile mapping today. For example, such sensors
could be used in the rapid acquisition of road conditions and damage, mapping of the
condition of roadside facilities and the reconstruction of car accidents. However, in order
for this to be of use, the quality of their robustness and performance should be investigated
and estimated.

Several authors [4–11] have already noted that modern, low-cost electronic devices
can achieve high accuracy in determining kinematic GNSS trajectories. Such sensors are
used, for example, in drones for the direct georeferencing of trajectories [12–17]. However,
the georeferencing of trajectories for drones differs from ground-based positioning in terms
of obstacles and the open sky, whereby rapid changes in the signal reception environment
and measurement conditions pose a major challenge. The problem of kinematic positioning
quality is also relevant to the challenges of autonomous vehicle navigation, where the
requirements for integrity, reliability and quality are quite high and, in some cases, currently
impossible to meet. As for smartphones, some authors [18–20] have reported that some
characteristics of GNSS signals currently acquired by smartphones still have a negative
impact on GNSS position accuracy. This was one of the main issues of the analyses in
this study.

To meet this challenge, the reference trajectory was derived from a professional MMS
equipped with a POS/LV (Position and Orientation System for Land Vehicles) from Ap-
planix Corporation (Applanix, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada). A detailed explanation of
the system from the year 2000 can be found, for example, in [21,22]. Among other studies,
Applanix measurements have already been used to evaluate the extraction of road geometry
parameters [23], for studies comparing the kinematic performance of different satellite
systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo) in terrestrial measurements using single frequencies [24]
and multi-frequencies [25] at the University of Trieste. However, this study was extended
to the observation of multi-constellation systems and the use of a Xiaomi Mi8 Android
smartphone, two low-cost u-blox receivers—ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R—and a Septentrio
AsteRx-U geodetic GNSS receiver in terms of the reference trajectory of the Applanix
Corporation GPS/INS MMS system.

Thus far, this article has shown the importance of positioning quality in geospatial
data collection, using low-cost sensors from u-blox or smartphones that are affordable
for all. The main contribution of this article is the comparison of trajectories acquired by
using different GNSS devices and a comparison with the reference trajectory. Although the
authors are aware that both smartphones and u-blox devices can receive both GNSS and
INS measurements, the focus of this study was on the performance of GNSS receivers in
urban and semi-urban environments. The goal was to gain information on the quality of
GNSS positioning and to compare the performance of GNSS-based geodetic receivers and
the much cheaper u-blox and dual-frequency smartphones operating in kinematic mode.
All the findings obtained in this study should be extended and improved in the future to
also provide deeper insights into GNSS/INS observations and post-processing quality.

1.1. Low-Cost Devices in High-Precision Kinematic Terrestrial Positioning

The group of low-cost devices that currently provide high-precision positioning based
on carrier-phase GNSS or GNSS/INS measurements includes devices from u-blox (Thal-
wil, Switzerland), Septentrio (Leuven, Belgium), VectorNav (Dallas, TX, USA), ComNav
(Surveying Hub B.V., Hilversum, The Netherlands), and others. These devices are already
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installed in various road vehicles, drones, boats and satellites, and they have dramatically
improved processing chains in real-world data collection. The group of low-cost devices
also includes some smartphones, tablets and wristwatches with a production date of 2018
and beyond.

As for testing low-cost GNSS devices in kinematic terrestrial surveys, many stud-
ies have already been conducted since the introduction of multi-constellation and dual-
frequency smartphones in 2018. Broekman and Gräbe showed that a low-cost real-time mo-
bile geolocation service provides centimetre accuracy up to 15 km from the base station [13].
The problem was further investigated by Janos and Kuros [14], who used ZED-F9P for
stop-and-go topographic real-time kinematic (RTK) surveys under difficult measurement
conditions. Sana et al. (2022) [26] followed up on previous studies by testing the kinematic
performance of RTK and post-processing of two vehicles in two different environments:
once in a non-urban area with a long baseline of about 30 km with varying visibility and
screened locations and once in an urban area within a radius of about 10 km with some
buildings and open areas. Their experiences, especially the conclusions that the real-time
kinematic solutions matched well with the post-processed solutions, served as the basis
for this research. In addition, the authors’ previous research relating to the interference of
ZED-F9P receivers should be noted when several ZED-F9P receivers were tested under
vertical and horizontal L1/E1 chirp jamming [27,28], while the study by Dimc et al. [29]
was extended to the L1/E1 interference of the kinematic vehicle with several geodetic
receivers and two u-bloxes on board, namely ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R.

The year 2016 represented the first milestone in the use of smartphones in high-
precision GNSS positioning. At that time, the extraction of raw observation data for
post-processing (i.e., pseudorange, carrier phase, Doppler shift, and carrier-to-noise ratio
(C/N0)) was introduced under the Android Nougat operating system [30]. Until then, the
outputs of GNSS chipsets in smartphones were only PVT (position, velocity and time). The
very next year, the first two smartphones—the Samsung S8 and the Huawei P10—were
launched that could perform single-frequency carrier phase measurements. However, the
most important milestone was the launch of the Xiaomi Mi8 in May 2018 with the new
Broadcom BCM47755 GNSS chipset [31], which enabled the acquisition of dual-frequency
carrier phase data on L1/L5 and E1/E5a for GPS and Galileo, respectively.

These advances led to several studies being carried out on raw GNSS measurements
on smartphones, aiming at a comprehensive analysis of the observations of the positioning
quality and performance of various dual-frequency smartphones, starting with the Xiaomi
Mi8 [4,5,7,9,18,30,32–37]. Zeng et al. [38] reported that the carrier-to-noise density ratio
(C/N0) of a smartphone is about 10 dB-Hz lower than that of a geodetic receiver, but
the multipath is much higher. They reported that frequent cycle-slips and loss of lock
already limit the accuracy of high-precision positioning in static mode but even more
so in kinematic mode. In addition, the authors proposed that the duty cycles should be
turned off, which resulted in better carrier phase measurement accuracy and much higher
positioning accuracy.

Liu et al. [39] followed up this study in 2019 and investigated the quality of raw
GNSS observations from smartphones in terms of C/N0, noise, carrier-phase tracking and
velocity estimation. The authors suggested that an altitude-based weighting algorithm
is not suitable for low-cost receivers, including smartphones, while a C/N0 weighting
would be a better choice for these devices. Later, Banville et al. [40], Paziewski et al. [41],
and Robustelli et al. [9] confirmed the suitability of this processing approach. The fact
that this study is based on u-blox instruments operating in the L1/E1 and L2 frequency
bands, smartphones operating in the L1/E1 and L5/E5a frequency bands, as well as a
geodetic instrument receiving observations at all frequencies, was a good starting point for
further analysis. A valuable study on real-time kinematic positioning with smartphones
was recently published by Li et al. [42]. The study used two Huawei Mate30 and two
Huawei P40 smartphones with two installation modes: vehicle roof mode, in which the
smartphones were mounted on the roof outside the vehicle, and dashboard mode, in
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which the smartphones were stabilised inside the vehicle. The authors confirmed that
the installation on the vehicle roof provided better results, especially in terms of RMS
(Root Mean Square) for the vertical component. Therefore, in the current experiment, the
authors used the aforementioned method, i.e., the smartphone was mounted on the roof of
the vehicle.

As part of this brief overview of the use of low-cost devices and smartphones in
kinematic terrestrial surveying, it is also worth mentioning the 2021 Google Smartphone
Decimeter Challenge experiment that inspired Everett et al. [43] to optimise the use of
RTKLIB, specifically for measurements with Android smartphones, which highlighted the
changes needed given the low quality of measurements on these platforms.

1.2. Paper Focus and Outline

In the context of the state-of-the-art overview, the major motivation for the research
described in this paper was to conduct field experiments and analyse the performance
of GNSS devices of different quality operating simultaneously. The goal was to gain
knowledge to characterise the behaviour of each device during kinematic positioning
and to gain information to improve trajectory determination by GNSS and INS in post-
processing. The main objective of the research was to compare the positions in terms of the
reference positions based on double difference processing and to determine the positioning
quality, especially under difficult signal reception conditions. The focus of the research,
meanwhile, was to identify and investigate anomalies in smartphone Xiaomi Mi8 and
u-blox receivers.

The main research question of this study was: ‘Is there a significant difference in
performance between low-cost, i.e., u-blox receivers and smartphones, and professional
GNSS receivers in kinematic vehicle positioning?’ More specifically, this study focuses on
three different questions related to the following:

• Determining the quality of georeferencing in purely kinematic GNSS mode;
• Distinguishing between quality of observations and kinematic results from several

GNSS devices under consideration; and
• Evaluating the performance of GNSS devices compared to the mobile mapping

system (MMS).

The innovation of this study lies in the reference trajectory being generated using a
professional MMS. As far as the authors are aware, there are no examples of kinematic com-
parisons of smartphone and u-blox positioning performance against positioning systems
using the acquisition of an accurate MMS as a benchmark. The remainder of this document
is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental setup in the study area with
the locations where the measurements were performed, including a description of the
hardware used. The processing aspects that were followed in performing this analysis are
described in Section 3. The experimental analyses are described in Section 4 and the final
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Survey Experimental Design

For this study, a vehicle from the GeoSNav laboratory of the University of Trieste was
used, which was already equipped with a POS/LV (Position and Orientation System/Land
Vehicles) Mobile Mapping System from Applanix Corporation, namely Applanix POS LV-
420, Version 4 (Applanix, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada). For the purposes of this experiment,
the vehicle was additionally equipped with two u-blox devices, namely ZED-F9P and ZED-
F9R, an Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone and a Septentrio AsteRx-U geodetic receiver (Septentrio,
Leuven, Belgium) with a PolaNt-x MF antenna (Figure 1).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) The MMS of the GeoSNav Lab vehicle, University of Trieste, with the GNSS antennas
mounted on the roof; (b) the setup of the instruments inside the vehicle.

2.2. MMS POS/LV and GNSS Receivers Used in the Study

The antennas of the receivers were located at various positions on the iron shaft
mounted on the roof and axial to the vehicle, thus making it easy to measure the hori-
zontal distances between them. They served as a reference for the evaluation positioning
results (Figures 2 and 3).

 
Figure 2. The setup of GNSS antennas, u-bloxes and smartphone on the roof of the vehicle.

 

Figure 3. The setup of the Trimble antennas of the MMS (at the front and rear of the vehicle),
Septentrio PolaNt-x MF multi-frequency GNSS antenna, Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone and low-cost
antennas ANN-MB-00 from ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R with the horizontal distances.
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As shown in Figure 2, the central element of the Applanix system, the PCS (POS
Computer System), which can process data from various sensors for real-time positioning
and stores the data for post-processing analyses (as in the case in the current study), is
in the vehicle. The integrated inertial system is a Litton LN-200 Inertial Measurements
Unit (IMU) with three accelerometers and three solid-state fibre-optic gyros (Northrop
Grumman, Falls Church, VA, USA). Two Trimble Zephyr GPS antennas are mounted on
the car roof and connected to two different BD950 GPS cards in the PCS of the Applanix
system. The rear antenna is GPS L1/L2 and is used for positioning; the front is GPS L1
and is used for attitude determination. Trimble’s geodetic receivers send positioning and
heading data to the PCS, the latter using GAMS (GPS Azimuth Measurement Subsystem).
By using a carrier-phase double-difference algorithm to measure the relative position vector
between the two antennas, GAMS calibrates IMU and ensures that the azimuth does not
drift (when GPS/GNSS coverage exists). During the survey, data from the GPS receivers
had an acquisition rate of 1 Hz, while the inertial system sent data to the CPU system at a
rate of 200 Hz. The integrated measurements from each sensor were processed using the
Kalman filter.

In addition to the Applanix professional system, two SimpleRTK2B boards (Ardusim-
ple, Lleida, Spain) were used for this research, one with a ZED-F9P receiver and the other
with a ZED-F9R. The boards were connected to a laptop to provide power to both panels
and to store the kinematic observations. The reason for storing the observations directly
on the computer with the installed open-source programme from U-Center [44] rather
than on the SD card was that based on previous experiments, the memory unit was often
overloaded when performing measurements in multi-constellations, thus resulting in gaps
in the measurements. The two boards and the laptop were inside the vehicle next to the
Applanix system components. Two low-cost antennas ANN-MB-00 were mounted on the
roof of the vehicle on a special iron structure already used for GPS Trimble antennas and
the Septentrio PolaNt-x antenna (Figure 3).

Another device, the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone, was mounted parallel to the roof of the
vehicle (Figure 1) in the direction of travel. The smart device was in a specially made plastic
box so that it was safe, protected and fixed during the measurements. The duty cycle mode
was turned off in the smartphone settings because it determines the time the GNSS chip is
actively tracking signals and can affect the quality of the GNSS data. This is because the
longer the duty cycle, the better the quality of the GNSS observation.

2.3. MMS POS/LV and GNSS Receivers Used in the Study

The kinematic tests were conducted on 11 February 2022 in the city centre of Trieste,
Italy, and on the outskirts of the nearby region. The measurements in the city were per-
formed only a few metres above sea level, while for the non-urban area, the measurements
were taken on a Karst plateau at an altitude of about 350 metres (Figure 4). To further
differentiate the measurement conditions and the behaviour of the different receivers under
these conditions, the overall trajectory was divided into different cases: tunnel (Case A),
city (Case B) with tall buildings representing a typical urban canyon area, a serpentine road
(Case C), and a GNSS vegetation-barrier area in the Karst plateau above Trieste (Case D).
The results were compared separately for each of these four areas. To obtain a better idea
of the measurement conditions, some characteristic points from the trajectory of the vehicle
are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. The surveyed area, the city of Trieste and nearby region, Italy.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. (a) Case A: the entrance into the tunnel (45.642059◦N, 13.7744820◦E); (b) Case B: ur-
ban canyons in the city centre (45.655748◦N, 13.771247◦E); (c) Case C: serpentines (45.657905◦N,
13.813880◦E); (d) Case D: straight road with vegetation as only barrier (45.690686◦N, 13.769906◦E).
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3. Data Processing

The data processing chain implemented in this paper can be described as follows:

• Analysis of data quality from different receivers operating in GNSS mode;
• Reference trajectory computation from MMS measurements;
• Trajectory computation from low-cost devices, namely u-blox ZED-F9P, ZED-F9R, and

Xiaomi Mi8, and Septentrio AsteRx-U professional geodetic receiver; and
• Evaluation of the performances of low-cost GNSS/INS devices compared to the

professional MMS system and the Septentrio AsteRx-U geodetic receiver.

The trajectories from all the receivers, including MMS, were computed by the post-
processing relative double-difference carrier-phase technique. For the MMS, the Posi-
tion and Orientation System Post-Processing Package (POSPac™) Mobile Mapping Suite
(MMS™) was used [45], which provides a deep level of sensor integration and error mod-
elling and processing modes. For relative double difference positioning, the nearby Trieste
reference station (the distance from the study area was around 11 km) belonging to the
Antonio Marussi Friuli Venezia Giulia Region GNSS network was used [46]. Observations
for geodetic and low-cost receivers, namely u-bloxes and Xiaomi Mi8, were processed using
RTKLIB software, demo 5, version b34d [47,48].

RTKLIB is an open-source program package for standard and precise positioning
and consists of a portable program library and several APs (application programs). It
supports: (1) standard and precise positioning algorithms with GPS, GLONASS, Galileo,
QZSS, BeiDou, and SBAS; (2) single, DGPS/DGNSS, kinematic, static, PPP-kinematic and
PPP-static positioning modes with GNSS for both real-time and post-processing. A number
of features may contribute to its superior performance compared to the software, namely:
(a) it is free, while commercial software comes with a cost that can be significant for some
users; (b) flexibility in adjusting the processing parameters so that better results can be
achieved; (c) possibilities to improve the current version of RTKLIB also by changing
some algorithms.

Since the MMS relay on GPS-only constellations, the initial processing strategy for
all the used receivers was based only on GPS; successively, a multi-constellation solution
using GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo was applied. For static mode ambiguity resolution,
the “fix-and-hold” mode was used, which allows a GNSS receiver to maintain positioning
even if the number of visible satellites decreases or the measurement quality degrades. In
contrast, the “continuous” ambiguity mode was used for kinematic positioning because in
this mode, ambiguities are resolved in real time and solutions are continuously updated as
new observations become available. Since there were many obstacles along the roads, the
lower obstacles were bypassed at the cut-off angle at 15◦.

Observations were processed using broadcast ephemerides, iono-free mode, and
Saastamoinen’s tropospheric delay model. Unfortunately, there are no available antenna
calibrations for the patch antennas of the u-blox receivers ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R and
for the Xiaomi smartphones, as there were for the Septentrio AsteRx-U. However, in
this research, an approximated antenna phase centre offset was calculated based on the
procedure proposed by Netthonglang et al. (2019) [49], which is based on averaging post-
processed coordinates in northing and easting (reference was added). This study was
performed prior to this particular experiment in the static mode. All additional processing
settings used are listed in Table 1.

To investigate the benefits of multi-constellation, observations from the Septentrio
AsteRx-U, the ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R u-bloxes and the Xiaomi Mi8 were also processed for
GPS, GLONASS and Galileo, but without BeiDou, since the Marussi Network reference
station, configured to collect observations from only three constellations, was used for
relative positioning. Finally, the provided geographic coordinates were projected into the
reference system UTM ETRS.
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Table 1. Processing parameters used in RTKLIB.

Parameters RTKLIB

Constellations GPS/GPS + GLONASS + Galileo
Observations code and carrier phase (L1/E1 + L2/E5b + L5/E5a)

Ambiguity fix-and-hold/continuous
Ephemeris broadcast

Elevation angle 15◦
Ionospheric delay iono-free (LC)

Tropospheric delay Saastamoinen

3.1. Quality of GNSS Observations

To compare the performance of the Xiaomi Mi8, the ZED-F9P u-blox, the ZED-F9R
u-blox and the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver, several pre-analyses were performed, namely:

• Satellite visibility during measurements;
• Multipath; and
• Cycle slips for the received signals.

Figure 6 shows the available number of GNSS satellites and the metric quantification of
the multipath effect on the L1 frequency of the total trajectory for the Septentrio AsteRx-U
geodetic receiver. The figures illustrate the areas with worse measurement conditions,
which refer to urban street canyons and areas with lush roadside vegetation, as shown
in Figure 6.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Number of available satellites along the route, and (b) multipath in metres for the Sep
tentrio AsteRx-U receiver.
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Initially, the multipath was estimated; however, furthermore in RTKLIB, a module
was used to resolve LLI by using several algorithms, including integer least squares and
LAMBDA (Least-Squares Ambiguity Decorrelation). For static sessions, the “fix-and-hold-
algorithm was used”, while for kinematic, the “continuous mode” was used (Table 1).

As shown in Table 2, a smartphone was capable of acquiring observations only at the
L1 and L5 frequencies, while the u-bloxes were capable only at the L1 and L2 frequencies.
From the results, it can be seen that the Septentrio AsteRx-U geodetic receiver, which is
equipped with an active geodetic GNSS antenna with built-in low-noise amplifiers that
amplify the signals before further processing, and which has a higher gain, performed much
better under difficult conditions. The root mean square error (RMSE) for the multipath
along the entire track is 0.3554 m, 0.4320 m, and 0.3313 for frequencies L1, L2, and L5,
respectively. The smartphone’s multipath estimate is much higher on the L1 frequency
band with respect to the Septentrio and two of the u-bloxes, but it reaches the u-bloxes’
results from L1 and L2 on the L5 frequency band. It is also evident that the L5’s Septentrio
observations were much less affected by the multipath. The results confirm the fact that L5
signals are less susceptible to multipath because they rely on a higher frequency and wider
bandwidth compared to other GNSS signals.

Table 2. Statistics for GNSS multipath on different frequencies for the receivers for the whole track.

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

RMSE for multipath L1 (m) 0.3554 0.5129 0.4848 0.7394
RMSE for multipath L2 (m) 0.4320 0.5292 0.5581 -
RMSE for multipath L5 (m) 0.3313 - - 0.5515

The advantages of the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver’s active antenna are also evident
in Figure 7, which shows the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) in colours and the loss-of-lock
indicator (LLI) phenomenon in red lines. LLI is an indicator that shows when the receiver
has lost the link or signal to a satellite, resulting in a cycle slip event (Figure 7). This
information is particularly useful for GNSS post-processing to improve position accuracy
and repeatability. As can be seen in Figure 7, LLIs occur for all receivers during kinematic
positioning (from 13:55 to 14:45), but they are less frequent for the Septentrio AsteRx-U
antenna. LLIs are also common and quite frequent with the u-bloxes and the Xiaomi Mi8
smartphone in static mode. Overall, the measurements with the Septentrio AsteRx-U were
the least affected by LLIs even in kinematic measurements; however, interestingly, the
problem was greatest with the ZED-F9R u-blox. Moreover, it can be confirmed that the
signal quality of the overall measurements with the Xiaomi Mi8 receiver is significantly
worse compared to the u-bloxes, as previously demonstrated by other authors [50], albeit
with different smartphones.

LLI indicators show a temporary loss of signal coherence, which could be caused by
interference, non-line-of sight conditions, or multipath, and they often produce cycle slips
in the receiver. Cycle slips have a significant negative impact on GNSS positioning, but
fortunately, they can be recovered during post-processing. The method used by RTKLIB
compares the time series of carrier phase measurements from a GNSS receiver with the
predicted values calculated from code and carrier phase measurements. The occurrence of
a cycle slip is evident by a sudden change in the carrier phase observation, which does not
match the predicted value. The software uses the carrier phase residuals or an advanced
Kalman filter—the method used in our case—to estimate the carrier phase bias. When the
problem is detected, the software adjusts the carrier phase prediction to account for the
cycle deviation, thus improving the GNSS position accuracy.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Satellite visibility, cycle slips (vertical red lines), and carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) for
(a) Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver, (b) ZED-F9P u-blox receiver, (c) ZED-F9R u-blox receiver, and
(d) Xiaomi Mi8. C/N0 values are shown in a colour scale from green (45 dB-Hz), orange, purple,
blue, red (25 dB-Hz) to grey (<25 dB-Hz).

3.2. Quality of GNSS Positioning

The goal of processing the observations was to test the quality of the positions over
time, especially in challenging conditions for GNSS. In the following analyses, all the
comparisons were made under the hypothesis that the MMS solution is more accurate
compared to the other receivers. Since the Applanix system only allows the computation
of trajectories in the GPS constellation, all the comparisons were initially performed only
in the context of the trajectories generated by GPS; then, the multi-constellation results
for Septentrio, u-bloxes, and the smartphone were computed. It could be said that the
reference trajectory from Applanix was at an advantage due to operating in GPS/INS
mode, while the trajectories from the other receivers were at an advantage due to operating
only in GNSS mode. The GPS and GNSS solutions were analysed for the trajectory under
consideration, with the percentage determined by the number of total solutions obtained
from the MMS. Similar comparisons were then made for the individual cases, i.e., cases
A–D, as shown in Figure 4.

The reference coordinates (e0, n0, h0) at each epoch t were obtained from the post-
processing results of the MMS and computed for the position of the Septentrio AsteRx-U,
ZED-F9P, ZED-F9R, and Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone. Since in GNSS positioning, the vertical
accuracy can be significantly lower than the horizontal accuracy, especially under difficult
conditions such as urban canyons or dense vegetation, the spatial distances d3D were
estimated separately in further analyses. In each epoch t, they were computed between the
considered receivers (erec, nrec, hrec) and the reference receiver (e0, n0, h0), namely:

d2D(t) =
√
(e0(t)− erec(t))

2 + (n0(t)− nrec(t))
2

d3D(t) =
√
(d2D(t))

2 + (h0(t)− hrec(t))
2

(1)
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In the quality analysis, the first criterion for the quality of the positioning was the
ability to resolve the carrier phase ambiguities, while the second criterion was based on
the comparison of the calculated distance (d2D,computed(t) and d3D,computed(t)) between the
Applanix and the specific receiver at the specific epoch (Equation (1)) with the measured
horizontal distance between the Applanix and each of the receiver d0 (see Figure 3). The
measured height difference should be zero, since all instruments were placed on the same
levelled car mount. The calculation of the deviation of the distances (horizontal and spatial)
for each specific epoch t was made separately based on the following equation:

dev_d(t) = dcomputed(t)− d0 (2)

where d stands for either d2D or d3D. In addition, since many positions turned out to be
outliers, the deviations were analysed for the given threshold. Deviations greater than 1 m,
30 cm, and 10 cm were identified as outliers and removed from the analysis.

3.3. Statistical Testing

To test the equality of variances between two populations, namely GPS and GNSS
solutions for each of the receivers, the Fisher–Snedecor test (test F) was used. The null and
alternative hypotheses were as follows:

H0 : σ2
GPS = σ2

GNSS, H1 : σ2
GPS �= σ2

GNSS (3)

based on the assumption that for each test, there were two independent random samples
of the deviations in horizontal distances (the same procedure was used for the spatial
distances) and the reference ones from Equation (2), namely dev_dGPSi , and i = 1, . . . , n,
and dev_dGNSSi , dev_dGNSSi , and i = 1, . . . , m, drawn from two normal distributions,
N(μGPS, σGPS) and N(μGNSS, σGNSS). To perform the test, a random sample of n should
be obtained from one population and a sample of m should be obtained from the sec-
ond population. The means and variances of the sample followed the equation for GPS
or GNSS:

dev_d =
1
n ∑n

i=1 dev_di, s2
dev_d =

∑n
i=1

(
dev_di − dev_d

)2

n − 1
, (4)

while the statistics F for different receivers were based on the equation:

F =
s2

dev_dGPS

s2
dev_dGNSS

(5)

followed F-distribution with n− 1 and m− 1 degrees of freedom. If the calculated F-score is
close to one, the null hypothesis that the samples come from the same populations could be
accepted; the more the ratio from Equation (5) deviates from 1, the stronger the evidence for
unequal population variances exists. If the F-score is greater than the defined Fα/2,n−1,m−1
or less than F1−α/2,n−1,m−1 for the significance level α, that leads to the conclusion that the
null hypothesis (Equation (3)) could be rejected, and it could be stated that the variances
from the two different solutions were not the same in both groups.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Entire Trajectory: Static and Kinematic Sessions

This scenario consisted of a static session (10 min) at the beginning of the survey, a
kinematic session that lasted approximately 50 min, and a final 10 min static session after
calibration of the Applanix system. The comparison of the solutions of GPS and GNSS
(Tables 3 and 4, Figure 8) shows that in the case of GNSS, many more positions could
be obtained on the whole trajectory when the observations were processed in the multi-
constellation mode. For the Xiaomi Mi8 phone, almost all ambiguities were determined
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as floats, although the range of deviations in distances was in the same range as for the
u-bloxes, albeit it is still slightly worse.

Table 3. GPS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the given
threshold. Situation for the entire trajectory: total solutions 5148).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GPS solutions 3628 (70.5%) 3174 (61.7%) 3125 (60.1%) 3286 (63.8%)
Fixed ambiguities 2320 (64.0%) 644 (20.3%) 1204 (38.5%) 33 (1.0%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 3168 (61.5%) 2869 (55.7%) 2832 (55.0%) 2287 (44.4%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 2907 (56.5%) 1344 (26.1%) 1537 (29.9%) 912 (17.7%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 2443 (47.5%) 906 (17.6%) 1146 (22.3%) 31 (0.6%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 2889 (56.1%) 2611 (50.7%) 2428 (47.2%) 1651 (32.1%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 2712 (53.7%) 1294 (25.1%) 1085 (21.1%) 473 (9.2%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 2300 (44.7%) 130 (2.5%) 849 (16.5%) 0 (0%)

Table 4. GNSS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the given
threshold. Situation: entire trajectory (static and kinematic: total solutions 5148).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GNSS solutions 4171 (81.0%) 3831 (74.4%) 3764 (73.1%) 3951 (76.8%)
Fixed ambiguities 2176 (52.2%) 1995 (52.1%) 2095 (55.7%) 30 (0.8%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 3369 (65.4%) 3279 (63.7%) 3264 (63.4%) 2177 (42.3%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 2940 (57.1%) 1798 (34.9%) 1963 (38.1%) 719 (14.0%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 2420 (47.0%) 1032 (20.0%) 1370 (26.6%) 243 (4.7%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 3123 (60.7%) 2215 (60.7%) 2814 (54.7%) 1326 (25.8%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 2832 (55.0%) 1702 (33.1%) 1318 (25.6%) 261 (5.1%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 2233 (43.4%) 335 (6.5%) 943 (18.3%) 0 (0.0%)

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Entire trajectory (static and kinematic): (a) GPS solutions; (b) GNSS solutions. Each bar
in a group shows: available solutions (1st bar), percentage of fixed solutions (2nd bar), deviation at
horizontal distances (3rd bar, where light blue is for thresholds less than 10 cm, green is for thresholds
less than 30 cm, and brown is for thresholds less than 1 m), and 4th bar shows deviation at spatial
distances (yellow, green, and dark red for 10 cm, 30 cm, and 1 m thresholds, respectively).
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From Figure 8, it can be seen that the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver outperformed all
the other receivers both in terms of the number of total solutions and the number of fixed
solutions. From GPS, 62% of all the available solutions were those where the deviations of
the calculated distances from the (measured) reference distances were less than 1 m, and
they were 57% and 48% where the deviations were less than 30 cm and 10 cm, respectively.
The results are slightly better for the GNSS solutions.

From the overall trajectory statistics, it can be seen that the Xiaomi Mi8 allowed more
usable solutions than the u-blox receivers; however, in 99% of cases, the ambiguities were
detected as floats. For the phone, 44% of the possible GPS solutions were those where
the deviation of the distances from the reference positions was less than 1 m, while 18%
and 1% of the total positions on the trajectory were those where the deviations were less
than 30 cm and 10 cm, respectively. For the GNSS solutions, only 14% and 5% of the
GNSS solutions were those where the deviations of the distances were less than 30 cm and
10 cm, respectively. The results from the u-bloxes are interesting, wherein ZED-F9R seemed
to perform better than ZED-F9P both in the number of fixed solutions and in the quality
of positioning.

Results with Deviation in Distances and Heights below 30 cm

The statistics for the filtered deviation of distances (Tables 5 and 6) that were less
than 30 cm show that the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver performed better than others
in the number of available solutions (47.5% for the GPS and 57.1% for the GNSS),
with deviations in distances calculated with a mean of −5.8 cm ± 6.5 cm for the GPS
solutions (Table 5) and −6.0 cm ± 8.4 cm for the GNSS solutions (Table 6). One of the
possible reasons for the larger standard deviations in the GNSS solutions could be
the fact that Applanix worked in GPS/INS mode; therefore, the results from the GPS
are more appropriate for comparisons. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that despite the
percentage of GNSS being higher (81.0%) in terms of the GPS-only solutions (70.5%),
the number of solutions calculated with fixed ambiguities is correspondingly lower
(2176 compared to 2320), which is probably due to the possible insufficient performance
of one of the systems used in the multi-constellation solution.

Table 5. Statistics (mean, standard deviation, and RMSE) for GPS solutions for filtered values of
deviation in distances that were below 30 cm. Situation: entire trajectory (static and kinematic:
5148 total epochs).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GPS solutions 2443 (47.5%) 1344 (26.1%) 1537 (29.9%) 912 (17.8%)

dev_d2D (m) −0.058 −0.095 0.026 0.207
s (m) 0.065 0.097 0.101 0.061

RMSE (m) 0.087 0.135 0.105 0.215

dev_d3D (m) −0.016 −0.165 0.058 0.251
s (m) 0.087 0.100 0.082 0.027

RMSE (m) 0.089 0.193 0.100 0.252

It is also even clearer from the graphical representation of the statistics for the deviation
of distances of less than 30 cm for all receivers that the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver was
much better at determining the correct position. For the Xiaomi Mi8, the median of the
receiver deviates the most compared to the others. The overall scatter is smallest for the
Septentrio and largest for the ZED-F9R; the width between each quartile and the scatter is
much smaller for the Septentrio than for the other receivers. The situation is the same for
both GPS (Table 5, Figure 9a) and GNSS processing (Table 6, Figure 9b). The interquartile
range between the GPS and the GNSS for the ZED-F9R and the Xiaomi Mi8 changes
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drastically. Since there is no overlap between the boxes in any of the Figure 9 plots, it can
be concluded that there is a clear difference between the data sets from different receivers.
An F-test was used to detect differences in the variances for the GPS and GNSS solutions.
The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 6. Statistics (mean, standard deviation, and RMSE) for GNSS solutions for filtered values
of deviation in distances that were below 30cm. Situation: entire trajectory (static and kinematic:
5148 total epochs).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GNSS solutions 2940 (57.1%) 1798 (34.9%) 1963 (38.1%) 719 (14.0%)

dev_d2D (m) −0.060 −0.100 0.047 0.159
s (m) 0.084 0.095 0.101 0.181

RMSE (m) 0.100 0.138 0.111 0.204

dev_d3D (m) −0.025 −0.112 0.066 0.229
s (m) 0.098 0.140 0.083 0.034

RMSE (m) 0.101 0.179 0.106 0.231

 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Boxplot for deviation of horizontal distances below 30 cm: (a) GPS solution; (b) GNSS solution.

Table 7. F-test (α = 5%) for deviations in distances of less than 30 cm; comparison between GPS and
GNSS solutions for each of the receivers.

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

F-test (2D, 3D) H0
cannot be rejected

H0
cannot be rejected

H0
cannot be rejected

H0
cannot be rejected

For the comparison of the variances between the two groups for each of the receivers
separately, i.e., the first group represents the GPS solutions and the second represents the
GNSS solutions, in both cases, the null hypothesis H0 that means and variances are equal
cannot be rejected. However, the number of possible solutions from the GPS processing in
terms of the GNSS is much lower (see Tables 5 and 6).
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4.2. Case A—Tunnelling

For the topographic survey at the tunnel exit (Figure 10), the main goal was to investi-
gate when the receivers can recover their position after leaving the tunnel and how much
they deviate from the reference position. This information can be found in Table 7.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Case A—tunnel: performance of (a) Septentrio AsteRx-U, (b) Xiaomi Mi8, (c) ZED-F9P,
and (d) ZED-F9R.

After exiting the tunnel, the Xiaomi Mi8 was the last device to recover its position
(dalong) at about 57 m, while the other devices were able to recover their position slightly
earlier—after 30 m in the case of the ZED-F9P (Table 8). The performance of the Xiaomi
Mi8 and the ZED-F9P in the segment after leaving the tunnel was the worst among all
the receivers tested (see Figure 10b). Interestingly, the Septentrio and ZED-F9R receivers
recovered their position much better than the others, which deviated up to 2 m (dcross−track)
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from the Applanix trajectory (Figure 10). However, these are the results for this case;
therefore, the findings cannot be generalised to other situations at this stage.

Table 8. Time of reacquisition of position (t), distance along track from tunnel exit (dalong), and
deviations of first point (from tunnel) from MMS trajectory (dcross−track): Case A—Tunnel.

Type of GNSS Device

Parameter
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

t 5 s 4 s 6 s 9 s
d2D,along 34.21 m 30.22 m 40.02 m 57.07 m

d2D,cross−track 0.79 m 2.16 m 0.56 m 2.08 m

4.3. Case B—Urban Canyons

In urban areas, there should be a total of 700 solutions; however, due to the obstacles,
far less appropriate solutions could be obtained (Tables 9 and 10, Figure 11).

Table 9. GPS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the given
threshold. Situation: Case B—urban area (no. of total solutions: 700).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GPS solutions 525 (74.9%) 434 (61.9%) 460 (65.6%) 474 (67.6%)
Fixed ambiguities 253 (48.3%) 1 (0.2%) 6 (1.3%) 5 (1.1%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 326 (46.6%) 292 (41.7%) 318 (45.4%) 61 (5.7%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 324 (46.3%) 157 (22.4%) 29 (4.1%) 27 (3.9%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 243 (34.7%) 2 (0.3%) 14 (2.0%) 2 (0.3%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 287 (41.0%) 197 (28.1%) 315 (45.0%) 0 (0%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 260 (37.1%) 58 (8.3%) 27 (3.9%) 0 (0%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 49 (7.0%) 1 (0.1%) 13 (1.9%) 0 (0%)

Table 10. GNSS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the
given threshold. Situation: Case B—urban area (no. of total solutions: 700).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GNSS solutions 700 (100%) 647 (92.3%) 615 (87.7%) 605 (86.3%)
Fixed ambiguities 223 (31.9%) 238 (38.8%) 211 (34.4%) 6 (1.0%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 477 (68.1%) 342 (48.9%) 349 (49.9%) 348 (49.7%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 376 (53.7%) 319 (45.6%) 324 (46.3%) 160 (22.9%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 262 (37.4%) 60 (8.6%) 265 (37.9%) 2 (0.3%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 361 (51.6%) 329 (47.0%) 331 (47.3%) 2 (0.3%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 265 (37.9%) 257 (36.7%) 41 (5.9%) 0 (0%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 48 (6.9%) 56 (8.0%) 24 (3.4%) 0 (0%)

Figure 11 shows that the Septentrio was able to determine the position for Case
B (surveying in urban areas) most of the time, while the other receivers had difficulty
determining the position in urban street canyons, especially the Xiaomi Mi8 phone receiver,
where some of the positions deviated greatly from the reference positions. Both the u-bloxes
and the Xiaomi Mi8 were only able to delineate 1.1% and 1.3% of the possible solutions
with fixed ambiguities, respectively. As for the deviation of the distances, 46.3% of the
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Septentrio were below 30 cm and 34.7% were below 10 cm, while the others, especially
the ZED-F9R and the Xiaomi Mi8, were less successful, with only 4.1% of the positions
where the deviations were below 30 cm and small percentages (0.3%, 2.0% and 0.3% for the
ZED-F9P, ZED-F9R and Xiaomi Mi8, respectively) where the deviations from the reference
positions were below 10 cm.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 11. Case B: performance of: (a) Septentrio AsteRx-U, (b) Xiaomi Mi8, (c) u-blox ZED-F9P, and
(d) u-blox ZED-F9R.

Comparing the positioning of the GPS and GNSS (Tables 9 and 10 and Figure 12), it
is clear that a larger number of satellites (e.g., when using the GNSS) leads to a higher
number of calculated positions compared to the GPS and often to better quality positioning,
as can be seen in particular for the two u-blox receivers and the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone.
For those devices, there is also a very significant improvement in the determination of
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the fixed ambiguities in the case of the GNSS, while for the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver,
there is a decrease; this mainly leads to an improvement in accuracy for the deviations
below 1 m but less for the other thresholds (30 cm and 10 cm). For positioning, it is also
seen that much more data can be acquired in GNSS mode than in GPS mode. The same
is true for positioning performance. The GNSS solutions show a significant improvement
in deviations between the receivers and the Applanix of less than 1 m or 30 cm for all the
low-cost receivers tested and 10 cm and an improvement in deviations below 10 cm for the
two u-blox devices, especially for the ZED-F9R. From Figure 12a,b, it can be seen that for
the entire trajectory the horizontal positioning was clearly better compared to the spatial
one. Unfortunately, the positioning of the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone in urban areas has not
proven to be adequate, as few GNSS solutions have managed to be positioned below the
threshold of qualitative accuracy; all of them refer to adequate horizontal positioning, while
spatial positioning has failed in all epochs for Case B.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Percentage of solutions for Case B for (a) GPS solutions; (b) GNSS solutions. Each bar
in a group shows: available solutions (1st bar), percentage of fixed solutions (2nd bar), deviation at
horizontal distances (3rd bar, where light blue is for thresholds less than 10 cm, green is for thresholds
less than 30 cm, and brown is for thresholds less than 1 m), and 4th bar shows deviation at spatial
distances (yellow, green, and dark red for 10 cm, 30 cm, and 1 m thresholds, respectively).

4.4. Case C—Area with Curves and Serpentines

The example refers to a situation with fixed barriers along the road, although occa-
sional vegetation barriers were present, but they were not vegetated due to the winter
season. In this case C, the elevation of the trajectory gradually increased, resulting in a road
shape with multiple curves. Figure 13 illustrates how the receivers in this area performed
in GNSS positioning.

From the graphical representation (Figures 13 and 14), it is already clear that the
Septentrio AsteRx-U geodetic receiver outperforms the other receivers in the number of
detected positions. Interestingly, however, the Xiaomi Mi8 also detected more positions than
the two u-bloxes. However, the quality of the position determination for the smartphone is
significantly worse compared to the u-bloxes (Tables 11 and 12, Figure 14).

As in case B, the u-bloxes were able to determine many more fixed solutions in GNSS
mode; however, as in the other cases, this was not true for the Septentrio AsteRx-U. The
majority of all the available solutions were achieved with a deviation of the distances
from the (measured) reference of less than 1 m for the Septentrio and 84.0%, 79.0% and
79.4% of the solutions for ZED-F9P, ZED-F9R, and Xiaomi Mi8, respectively. At the 30 cm
threshold, the Septentrio was superior to the other receivers, as 80.0% of the solutions were
less than 30 cm and 37.9% of the solutions were less than 10 cm. The GNSS solutions were
significantly better for all the receivers with respect to the GPS.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 13. Case C: performance of: (a) Septentrio AsteRx-U, (b) Xiaomi Mi8, (c) u-blox ZED-F9P, and
(d) u-blox ZED-F9R.

4.5. Case D—Area with Vegetation by the Roadside

The last case D involved a section of the trajectory that was kept flat, with some
vegetation barriers near the roadway, which were less leafy due to it being winter. The
measurement took place on the outskirts of the city, on the karst plateau, mostly at an
altitude of about 300 m above sea level. Figure 15 shows that all the receivers except the
ZED-F9R were able to determine the position in most of the section. As in the previous
cases, the quality of position determination with the Xiaomi Mi8 was significantly worse
than that of the other receivers (Tables 13 and 14, Figure 16).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Percentage of solutions for Case C for (a) GPS solutions; (b) GNSS solutions. Each bar
in a group shows: available solutions (1st bar), percentage of fixed solutions (2nd bar), deviation at
horizontal distances (3rd bar, where light blue is for thresholds less than 10 cm, green is for thresholds
less than 30 cm, and brown is for thresholds less than 1 m), and 4th bar shows deviation at spatial
distances (yellow, green, and dark red for 10 cm, 30 cm, and 1 m thresholds, respectively).

Table 11. GPS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the given
threshold. Situation: Case C—serpentines (no. of total solutions: 481).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GPS solutions 426 (88.6%) 285 (59.3%) 279 (58.0%) 326 (67.8%)
Fixed ambiguities 257 (60.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 424 (88.2%) 278 (57.8%) 265 (55.1%) 157 (32.6%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 389 (80.9%) 118 (24.5%) 184 (38.3%) 43 (8.9%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 251 (52.2%) 47 (9.8%) 65 (13.5%) 2 (0.4%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 392 (81.5%) 265 (55.1%) 149 (31.0%) 38 (7.9%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 389 (80.9%) 118 (24.5%) 84 (17.5%) 37 (7.9%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 251 (52.2%) 47 (9.8%) 65 (13.5%) 2 (0.4%)

Table 12. GNSS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the
given threshold. threshold Situation: Case C—serpentines (no. of total solutions: 481).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GNSS solutions 481 (100%) 405 (84.2%) 384 (79.8%) 469 (97.5%)
Fixed ambiguities 146 (30.3%) 30 (7.4%) 48 (12.5%) 5 (1.1%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 481 (100%) 404 (84.0%) 380 (79.0%) 353 (73.4%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 385 (80.0%) 145 (30.2%) 222 (46.2%) 121 (25.2%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 134 (37.9%) 81 (16.8%) 76 (15.8%) 27 (5.6%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 481 (100%) 400 (83.2%) 210 (43.7%) 199 (41.4%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 385 (80.0%) 145 (30.2%) 199 (41.6%) 120 (25.2%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 134 (37.9%) 80 (16.8%) 76 (15.8%) 27 (5.6%)
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Case D: performance of: (a) Septentrio AsteRx-U, (b) Xiaomi Mi8, (c) u-blox ZED-F9P, and
(d) u-blox ZED-F9R.

In addition, in terms of possible positioning and in situations with fixed ambiguities,
the results using the GNSS are much better than with the GPS only. Again, with the Xiaomi
Mi8 smartphone, it was not possible to define the ambiguities as fixed. The geodetic
receiver also performed much better in this case than the other receivers in terms of the
quality of the position determination. Interestingly, fixed solutions have prevailed in GSS
processing with respect to GPS, especially for ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R. The deviation of the
calculated horizontal distances from the reference distances was less than 10 cm in 91.9% of
the total epochs. Interestingly, the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone performed well in situations
with a threshold of less than 1 m, but in all the situations, the u-bloxes were superior to
the Xiaomi Mi 8. The ZED -F9P and Xiaomi Mi8 only achieved positioning quality below
10 cm in a few situations; in this case, the ZED-F9R was slightly better, but it was definitely
not comparable to the highly successful Septentrio AsteRx-U.
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Table 13. GPS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the given
threshold. Situation Case D—open sky conditions with vegetation by the roadside (no. of total: 1001).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GPS solutions 963 (95.3%) 875 (86.5%) 860 (85.0%) 914 (90.4%)
Fixed ambiguities 669 (69.5%) 46 (5.3%) 261 (30.4%) 1 (0.1%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 943 (94.3%) 871 (87.1%) 849 (84.9%) 786 (78.6%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 911 (91.1%) 167 (16.7%) 358 (35.8%) 176 (17.6%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 793 (79.3%) 40 (4.0%) 141 (14.1%) 11 (1.1%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 895 (89.5%) 783 (78.3%) 788 (78.8%) 492 (49.2%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 895 (89.5%) 167 (16.7%) 358 (35.8%) 176 (17.6%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 793 (79.3%) 40 (4.0%) 141 (14.1%) 11 (1.1%)

Table 14. GNSS solutions, solutions with fixed ambiguities, and deviation of distances below the
given threshold. Situation Case D—open sky conditions with vegetation by the roadside (no. of
total: 1001).

Type of GNSS Device

Parameters
Septentrio
AsteRx-U

u-blox
ZED-F9P

u-blox
ZED-F9R

Smartphone
Xiaomi Mi8

GNSS solutions 990 (98.0%) 971 (96.1%) 946 (93.6%) 989 (97.9%)
Fixed ambiguities 711 (71.8%) 648 (66.7%) 750 (79.3%) 8 (0.8%)

dev_d2D < 1 m 972 (97.2%) 970 (97.0%) 945 (94.5%) 644 (64.4%)
dev_d2D < 30 cm 967 (96.7%) 288 (28.8%) 348 (34.8%) 141 (14.1%)
dev_d2D < 10 cm 919 (91.9%) 45 (4.5%) 115 (11.5%) 11 (1.1%)

dev_d3D < 1 m 972 (97.2%) 951 (95.1%) 945 (94.5%) 577 (57.7%)
dev_d3D < 30 cm 967 (96.7%) 288 (28.8%) 348 (34.8%) 141 (14.1%)
dev_d3D < 10 cm 919 (91.9%) 45 (4.5%) 115 (11.5%) 11 (1.1%)

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Percentage of solutions for Case D for (a) GPS solutions; (b) GNSS solutions. Each bar
in a group shows: available solutions (1st bar), percentage of fixed solutions (2nd bar), deviation at
horizontal distances (3rd bar, where light blue is for thresholds less than 10 cm, green is for thresholds
less than 30 cm, and brown is for thresholds less than 1 m), and 4th bar shows deviation at spatial
distances (yellow, green, and dark red for 10 cm, 30 cm, and 1 m thresholds, respectively).
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the observations and position quality of a Septentrio AsteRx-U geodetic
receiver, two u-blox receivers –ZED-F9P and ZED-F9R– and a Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone
operating in GPS only and GNSS modes were analysed in relation to the Applanix MMS
trajectory results. The study was carried out in urban and non-urban areas and in GNSS
favourable measurement conditions. The results obtained in this research lead to the
following conclusions, especially in terms of the low-cost used devices:

• From the comparison of the GPS only and GNSS solutions for geodetic and low-cost
receivers, it can be concluded that in terms of the GPS, GNSS processing achieved
many more solutions for position determination and determined ambiguities in many
more cases with fixed values, even if this is not true in general for the Septentrio
AsteRx-U and in particular in case C: a non-urban area with curves and serpentines
characterised by a reduced signal acquisition. Comparing the means and standard
deviations of the deviation of the distances from the reference, it can be stated that the
variances for the GPS and GNSS solutions were comparable in this case.

• There is a significant difference in quality between kinematic positioning with geodetic
and low-cost receivers. The geodetic receiver is much more stable in ambiguity
solutions, especially when compared to a smartphone. The same is true for solutions
where the threshold for positioning quality is set at 30 cm and even more clearly at
10 cm. The differences certainly also relate to the design of the receiving antenna.
The geodetic GNSS antenna enables the elimination of some multipath signals and
obviously outperforms the small antenna of a smartphone and the patch antenna of
the u-bloxes. Therefore, it can be said that caution should be exercised when using
low-cost receivers in terrestrial measurements in urban environments, and further
studies and research are required in order to eliminate observations that are loaded
with effects (these can be multipaths or interferences).

• Care should also be taken when moving out of shaded areas that make GNSS posi-
tioning impossible, especially with low-cost receivers. In the future, when processing
combined GNSS and INS observations in the Kalman filter for low-cost receivers, it
would be useful to include the new GNSS resolution obtained from the transient in
the final solution, since the solutions—especially for the low-cost receivers—deviated
significantly from the Applanix reference solutions immediately after repositioning.

• In situations with many curves and manoeuvres on the road, the low-cost receivers
also performed worse compared to the geodetic receiver; in these situations, they
determined significantly fewer positions than the Septentrio AsteRx-U receiver. Since
this portion of the trajectory may have also been affected by the poor survey conditions
due to vegetation, further research is required in order to determine how the receivers
respond in curves and turns in the open sky.

• In GNSS mode, the Xiaomi Mi8 smartphone performed well in situations with a
threshold of less than 1 m, with the percentages varying from 50% for the urban areas
to 80% for the non-urban areas, which offers potential in view of future improvements
for applications in terrestrial navigation.

• The general conclusion is that even low-cost devices, especially u-blox receivers
and in particular those operating in GNSS/INS mode, are suitable for kinematic
terrestrial positioning; however, their use in problematic positioning areas and in
urban environments with obstacles should be treated with greater caution than is the
case when using professional geodetic receivers.

Future studies will focus on the fusion of GNSS and MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
System) sensors in smartphones and u-bloxes to enable more accurate and continuous
positioning using the Kalman filter, especially in problematic environments such as street
canyons, dense vegetation and under conditions of intentional interference, namely jam-
ming and spoofing.
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Abstract: An inter-system model for multi-GNSSs (global navigation satellite systems) makes the
interoperability among different GNSS constellations possible. In recent years, inter-system models
for geodetic receivers have been extensively studied. However, the precise positioning of smartphones
suffers from various problems, and the current research mostly focuses on how to achieve the GNSS
ambiguity resolution. Based on the research of receiver channel-dependent bias, in this study, we
will research the temporal behaviors of differential inter-system bias (DISB) and implement an inter-
system model for smartphones. A representative Huawei P40 (HP40) smartphone was used in the
experiments, and the results show the following: (1) For the HP40, the frequencies of Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) systems are free of receiver channel-dependent phase bias, which provides
the chances for further interoperability among these systems. However, the code observations of the
HP40 are influenced by receiver channel-dependent code bias; it is therefore suggested to set a large
initial standard deviation (STD) value for code observations in the positioning. (2) GPS L1/QZSS
L1 and BDS-2 B1I /BDS-3 B1I are free of phase DISB, and there is obvious phase DISB between GPS
L1 and Galileo E1; even so, the valuations are sufficiently stable and the STD is close to 0.005 cycles.
However, the phase DISB of GPS L1/BDS B1I is unstable. (3) For kinematic positioning, when the
stable phase DISB is introduced, a 3–38.9% improvement in the N/E/U directions of the positioning
accuracies in the inter-system differencing is achieved compared with the intra-system differencing.

Keywords: Android; multi-GNSS; real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning; receiver channel-dependent
bias; differential inter-system bias (DISB)

1. Introduction

The global navigation satellite system (GNSS) provides an important support for
social development [1,2], and the popularity of smart devices has further promoted the
technical and theoretical innovation of GNSS navigation applications. At present, there
are more than 5 billion satellite navigation and positioning devices in the world, more
than 75% of which are smartphones, and more than 50% of the applications downloaded
through the app store are related to location services [3]. With the development of science
and technology, the Internet of Things and artificial intelligence puts forward increasing
demands for location services related to GNSS navigation and positioning [4]. In ‘Google
I/O of 2016’, Google announced that they would open the data interface to obtain original
code, phase and Doppler data in the Android Nougat system [5]. The availability of
original GNSS measurements in smartphones makes it possible to achieve popular precise
positioning [6–9]. Compared with geodetic GNSS receivers, there are two major issues in
the relative precise positioning of a smartphone. One is the serious multipath errors caused
by the omnidirectional linearly polarized antennas used in current smartphones, while the
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other is several anomalous errors presented in smartphone GNSS observation, referred to
as the receiver channel-dependent bias, which is caused by the budget GNSS chip with
technical flaws [10].

To mitigate these multipath problems for smartphones, two main approaches are
involved at present [11]. One is using an external geodetic antenna with an advanced
multipath rejection ability. For instance, an external antenna was used for the Xiaomi
Mi 8 smartphone by Geng and Li [12], and after that, a reliable GPS ambiguity-fixed
solution can be achieved. The studies of Darugna et al. [13] and Bochkati et al. [14] also
obtained ambiguity-fixed solutions for GPS/Galileo by using a choke ring antenna platform.
The other approach is processing the data with advanced algorithm processing. For instance,
the sensors-aided multipath detection and exclusion algorithm [15], ray tracing, Vondrak
filtering and support vector regression [16–18] can be applied. The study of receiver channel-
dependent bias mainly includes the investigation of the characteristics and methods to
avoid bias. For the investigated characteristics, Humphreys et al. [19] found that for a
Samsung Galaxy S5, there is an approximate linear growth error in the phase observation.
Riley et al. [20] also point out that there is a random offset in the DD phase residual of the
Nexus 9. The research also points out that for the Huawei P30, receiver channel-dependent
bias was found in the frequencies of GPS L5, Galileo E1/E5a and BDS B1I while not being
detected in GPS L1 [21–23]. Li and Geng [24] extracted the receiver channel-dependent
phase bias of the Nexus 9 through the zero-baseline experiment and found that the phase
bias is different for each satellite. In addition, although the receiver channel-dependent
phase bias changes randomly with the tracking state, it is stable under the smooth tracking
of the phase observation. Recently, Li et al. [25] examined the characterization of the
receiver channel-dependent bias for a Huawei Mate 20 with an Android 9.0.1 operating
system and found that the bias not only results from low-cost GNSS chips but is also
affected by the operating system. Thus, in order to achieve an integer ambiguity resolution,
Paziewski et al. [23] only used phase observations without receiver channel-dependent
bias for GNSS positioning. Li et al. [25] proposed an online receiver channel-dependent
bias correction method to try to solve the problem.

Through the continuing effort to address these challenges, the GNSS relative posi-
tioning accuracy of smartphones has improved enormously, and some systems have even
reached the centimeter level. However, the above methods all adopt the intra-system model
of selecting a reference satellite in the multi-system combination positioning. In recent
years, with the maturity and improvement in GNSS data processing theory, the inter-system
combination has become a research hotspot in multi-GNSS positioning [26]. Compared
with intra-system biases in the intra-system model, including the differential code biases
(DCBs) and differential phase biases (DPBs) between different frequencies in a single GNSS
constellation, the inter-system biases (ISBs) between different GNSSs should be considered
in the inter-system model [27]. In addition, the following two main aspects need to be
considered when building an inter-system model [28]: The first is different navigation
systems. Due to the different signal channels adopted by GNSSs, the hardware delay is
usually difficult to eliminate, so the influence of the differential inter-system bias (DISB)
needs to be fully considered in the tight combination relative model [29,30]. The second
is different signal frequencies. It is difficult to directly combine the non-overlapping fre-
quencies to obtain the integer-estimable DD ambiguity. In addition to the phase DISB,
the single-difference (SD) ambiguity after the combination of the observations should also
be considered during the fusion processing of different frequency signals. In high-precision
inter-system positioning for a geodesic receiver, according to the different processing
methods, the research results show that some of the phase and code DISBs between are
zero [31–35], and although the phase and code DISBs of some other combinations are not
zero, the time-varying characteristics are stable, so they can be corrected in advance or
estimated as a parameter [36–41]. In theory, introducing the DISB in the positioning model
can improve the strength of the positioning model by using the time-varying stability of the
DISB. The positioning experiments show that the performance of the ambiguity resolution
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and positioning is improved by using the inter-system model after the correct phase and
code DISBs, especially in a poor observation environment such as under a high cut-off
angle, and the speed of ambiguity resolution is also significantly improved.

Through the analysis of the current situation regarding the high-precision positioning
of smartphones, it can be seen that with the arrival of the era of the parallel GNSS multi-
system, it is imperative to realize the inter-system positioning of smartphones. However,
in studies of the inter-system difference between smartphones, in addition to the DISB,
the receiver channel-dependent bias should also be considered. To extend the inter-system
model in smartphone GNSS positioning, in this paper, we investigate the characteristics of
the receiver channel-dependent bias and the DISB for smartphones, especially for phase
observations. It is noteworthy that according to the research of Li et al. [24], unlike the
geodetic receiver, the inter-frequency bias (IFB) of GLONASS does not have a linear rela-
tionship with the frequency number of GLONASS satellites, and it is difficult to separate.
Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on the CDMA systems. An HP40 is used as a rep-
resentative in this manuscript, the phase measurements of which are not interfered with
by duty-cycle issues, and an RF shielding box was employed to reduce the multipath
effects. In the following, the receiver channel-dependent bias estimation method and
inter-system model are formulated in Section 2. The static datasets and processing methods
used in this paper, as well as the receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB characteristics
analyses, are carefully addressed in Section 3. The kinematic experiments under numeric
combinations of satellites are explained in Section 4 to demonstrate the improvement in the
positioning performance of the inter-system differencing compared with intra-system dif-
ferencing. The discussion is given in Section 5 and the research conclusions are summarized
in Section 6.

2. Methodology

We focus solely on the estimation of receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB; so,
in the following, the external survey-grade GNSS antenna was used as a surrogate for
embedded smartphone GNSS antenna to avoid multipath influence. Furthermore, zero or
short baselines are mainly adopted, so we do not consider the atmospheric delay. Based on
the above settings, we first introduce the inter-system model, as well as receiver channel-
dependent bias correction method. Furthermore, we then discuss the statistical hypothesis
test of DISB.

2.1. Inter-System Model for Smartphone

Through inter-satellite single difference, some delays related to the station can be
eliminated, such as the satellite clock error and the satellite hardware delays. Assuming that
the antenna phase center deviation, earth rotation effect, tidal effect, relativistic effect and
other errors have been corrected by the model, for a CDMA system A, the SD observation
equation between receivers a and b can be obtained:⎧⎨⎩ ΔLAs

ab,j = ΔρAs
ab,j + ΔdtA

ab,jl + λA
j

[
ΔNAs

ab,j + ΔφAs
ab,j

]
+ ΔεAs

ab,j

ΔPAs
ab,j = ΔρAs

ab,j + ΔdtA
ab,jp + Δξ As

ab,j

(1)

where L and P are the phase and code observable in meters, respectively. The superscript
s = 1, 2, . . . , m refers to the index of satellites, the subscript j represents the frequency band.
The symbol ρ represents the geometric distance between the satellite and receiver. ΔdtA

ab,jl

and ΔdtA
ab,jp are the phase and code receiver clock bias in meters, respectively. ΔφAs

ab,j is

the receiver channel-dependent phase bias for the satellite in cycle. λA
j is the wavelength,

and ΔNAs
ab,j is the ambiguity. ΔεAs

ab,j is the phase observation noise, and Δξ As
ab,j is the code

observation noise containing both the noise and the initial code bias. Therefore, for CDMA
systems, the intra-system model is as follows:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ΔLA1
ab,j = ΔρA1

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + ΔεA1

ab,j

ΔPA1
ab,j = ΔρA1

ab,j + ΔdtA
ab,jp + Δξ A1

ab,j

ΔLA2
ab,j = ΔρA2

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j

[
Δ∇NA1 A2

ab,j + ΔφA2
ab,j

]
+ ΔεA2

ab,j

ΔPA2
ab,j = ΔρA2

ab,j + ΔdtA
ab,jp + Δξ A2

ab,j

ΔLA3
ab,j = ΔρA3

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j

[
Δ∇NA1 A3

ab,j + ΔφA3
ab,j

]
+ ΔεA3

ab,j

ΔPA3
ab,j = ΔρA3

ab,j + ΔdtA
ab,jp + Δξ A3

ab,j
...

(2)

where
Δdt

A
ab,jl = ΔdtA

ab,jl + λA
j

[
ΔNA1

ab,j + ΔφA1
ab,j

]
(3)

For receiver channel-dependent phase bias estimate, if we fix the positions of both
receivers to the known value, only the DD phase bias Δ∇NA1 As

ab,j + ΔφAs
ab,j needs to be

estimated in Equation (3). As demonstrated by Li and Geng [10], using the fact that the
ambiguity of the continuously tracked phase observations is kept as an integer constant,
after the recombination, a simplified DD receiver channel-dependent phase bias can be
written as

ΔφAs
ab,j(t) = Δ∇NA1 A2

ab,j (t)−
[
Δ∇NA1 A2

ab,j (t0)
]

(4)

where [·] is an integer rounding operation, Δ∇NA1 A2
ab,j (t0) is the estimated DD phase bias at

the first epoch t0 of this continuously tracked phase arc and t is the current epoch.
Once the receiver channel-dependent bias is addressed, when estimating the clock bias

for each system, the intra-system model for multi-systems can be obtained. Furthermore,
if all systems estimate a common clock bias, as shown in Equation (5), through parameter
reorganization, we can obtain the phase DISB between systems, as well as the inter-system
model. It is worth noting that the equation for code inter-system model is relatively simple,
and the users can use phase equation as samples to write.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ΔLA1
ab,j = ΔρA1

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + Δε

A1
ab,j

ΔLA2
ab,j = ΔρA2

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j Δ∇NA1 A2
ab,j + ΔεA2

ab,j

ΔLA3
ab,j = ΔρA3

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j Δ∇NA1 A3
ab,j + ΔεA3

ab,j
...

ΔLB1
ab,j = Δρ

B1
ab,j + Δdt

A
ab,jl + λA

j δAB
ab,jl + Δε

B1
ab,j

ΔLB2
ab,j = ΔρB2

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j δAB
ab,jl + λB

j Δ∇NB1B2
ab,j + ΔεB2

ab,j

ΔLB3
ab,j = ΔρB3

ab,j + Δdt
A
ab,jl + λA

j δAB
ab,jl + λB

j Δ∇NB1B3
ab,j + ΔεB3

ab,j
...

(5)

where

λA
j δAB

ab,jl = Δdt
A
ab,jl − Δdt

B
ab,jl = ΔdtA

ab,jl − ΔdtB
ab,jl + λB

j

(
ΔNB1

ab,j −
λA

j

λB
j

ΔNA1
ab,j

)
(6)

where B is another CDMA system, δAB
ab,jl donates the phase DISB in cycles. As described by

Equations (5) and (6), this inter-system model can estimate the phase DISB for both overlap-
ping and non-overlapping frequencies combinations, but for non-overlapping frequencies,
the phase DISB contains the initial ambiguity of the reference satellite. Therefore, in order
to ensure the stability of the phase DISB, the phase DISB should be estimated in real time.
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2.2. Statistical Hypothesis Test of DISB

After obtaining the DISB estimation through Equation (5), the stability of the DISB
can be evaluated using the hypothesis test method [42,43]. Assume that n DISB δAB

ab,jl(1),

δAB
ab,jl(2), . . . , δAB

ab,jl(n) can be obtained in the observation period, then the weighted average
value of DISB, accuracy and stability of the test quantity T can be obtained:

δ̄AB
ab,jl =

∑n
t=1 δAB

ab,jl(t)/σ2
δAB

ab,jl
(t)

∑n
t=1 1/σ2

δAB
ab,jl

(t)
(7)

σ2
δ̄AB

ab,jl
=

1
∑n

i=1 1/σ2
δAB

ab,jl
(t)

(8)

T =
n

∑
i=1

(δAB
ab,jl(t)− δ̄AB

ab,jl)
2

σ2
δAB

ab,jl
(t)

(9)

where σ2
δAB

ab,jl
is the posterior variance of δAB

ab,jl(t), under the assumption that δAB
ab,jl(t) is nor-

mally distributed, T is the Chi-square test with n− 1 degrees of freedom. If T < χ2
α(n − 1, 0),

it goes to show that the DISB valuation has not changed significantly in test time; α is the
significance level, and the value of α is 5% in this paper.

3. Receiver Channel-Dependent Bias and DISB Characteristics

In this part, we investigate the characteristics of the receiver channel-dependent bias
and DISB from CDMA systems for smartphone and geodetic receivers in detail to validate
the feasibility of the inter-system model.

3.1. Experimental Setup and Processing Methods

A zero baseline formed by a smartphone and geodetic receiver was used to study the
temporal properties of smartphone receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB. Further-
more, a 4m short-baseline CUT0-CUTB (equipped with both Trimble NetR9 receiver and
TRM59800.00 antenna designed by Trimble company) from Curtin GNSS Research Centre
was added to compare the receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB characteristics be-
tween the smartphone and geodetic receiver. Figure 1 shows the layout of smartphone and
base stations for static experiments. As shown in the upper part of Figure 1, the datasets for
the zero baseline were collected at Southeast University. A representative HP40 smartphone
was used as the rover station, and the JSJN station (one of the Continuously Operating Ref-
erence Stations (CORS) of Southeast University) was set as base station. JSJN is composed
of the geodetic GNSS receivers CHCNAV P5 (one of the smart GNSS geodetic reference
receivers of CHC Navigation company) and a HI-TARGET AT-53501 antenna (one of the
3D choke ring antennas designed by Hi-Target company). To create the zero baseline
with JSJN, a signal splitter was used, and the CHCNAV P5 and a sending antenna were
connected to two output ports of the splitter. The sending antenna was fixed in a small
radio frequency (RF) shielding box, and the HP40 was also placed in the RF shielding
box. This experimental method can block the GNSS signals obtained by the antenna of
HP40. Meanwhile, we placed the antenna of JSJN on an open roof; thus, these data were
not interfered with by multipath signals. Geo++ RINEX (Receiver INdependent EXchange
format) Logger (Version 2.1.6) was used to obtain the raw GNSS code and phase data
from HP40.
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Figure 1. Layout of the smartphone and receiver for two static baselines.

Detailed information and the observation duration of two baselines are presented
in Table 1. For JSNJ-HP40, 1h data were collected with sampling rate of 1 s (8:00–9:00,
18 October 2022), and for CUT0-CUTB, 24 h data were collected with sampling rate of 30 s
(31 May 2020). From Table 1, we can also see that the code observation on B2a/B3I of HP40
cannot be obtained; thus, only the first frequency observations of all GNSS systems were
analyzed in the following experiment. Figure 2 shows the tracked satellites of two baselines
with 15◦ cut-off, and the experimental settings are as follows. Kalman filtering with
kinematic positioning mode is used in the experiments, and the commonly used elevation
angle-dependent stochastic model was employed [44–46]. For AR, the LAMBDA (Least-
squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment) method was adopted to search ambiguity.
Furthermore, the threshold for the ratio test was strictly set as 3.0.

Table 1. The information and details of static datasets.

Baseline Device Antenna Duration (UTC Time)
Systems and Frequencies

L P

JSJN-HP40

CHCNAV P5
(base)

HI-TARGET
AT-53501

1 h (08:00–09:00,
18 December 2022)

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I; J:L1/L5

HP40 (rover) Embedded
antenna

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

CUT0-CUTB

Trimble NetR9
(base) TRM59800.00

24 h
(31 May 2020)

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

Trimble NetR9
(rover) TRM59800.00

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5

G:L1/L5; E:E1/E5a;
C:B1I B1C B2a;

J:L1/L5
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Figure 2. Total number of tracked GPS/BDS-2/BDS-3/Galileo/QZSS satellites for the two static
baselines datasets.

3.2. Temporal Properties of Receiver Channel-Dependent Bias

The DD receiver channel-dependent phase bias estimates of the JSJN-HP40 and CUT0-
CUTB are shown in Figure 3. For convenience in analyzing performance of each system,
the DD phase bias of GPS/BDS-2/BDS-3/Galileo/QZSS for the JSJN-HP40 is displayed
separately. According to Figure 2, the CUT0-CUTB was unable to receive the BDS-3 signals,
so only the results of GPS/BDS-2/Galileo/QZSS were analyzed. Furthermore, in each
panel, different colors denote different satellite DD phase bias. Based on earlier finds,
the DD phase bias of each satellite signals received by geodetic receivers is identical,
as shown in the right panel of Figure 3, and the results of CUT0-CUTB show this conclusion
as well. In addition, according to the research of Geng et al. [12] and Li et al. [25], for some
smartphones, such as XiaoMi Mi8, the receiver channel-dependent phase bias is nonzero
and each satellite has a different value. In addition, for Huawei Mate 20, all satellite systems
suffer from receiver channel-dependent phase bias, and the offsets differ from satellite
systems and frequency bands. These smartphones cannot meet the integer ambiguity
resolution (IAR) unless the DD phase bias is handled correctly. Fortunately, it can be seen
from the left part of Figure 3 that for HP40, the phase bias of all visible satellites is close
to zero. Furthermore, the phase bias standard deviation (STD) of all satellites is basically
less than 0.002 cycles, being even smaller than that of the CUT0-CUTB (JSJN-HP40 is a
zero baseline, while CUT0-CUTB is a short baseline). We thus demonstrate that the DD
IAR of HP40 will not be affected by receiver channel-dependent phase bias. In conclusion,
the DISB estimate and inter-system differencing for HP40 can be implemented without
worrying about the DD receiver channel-dependent phase bias.

Figure 4 shows the DD code bias estimates of the two baselines; it can be seen that
there is obvious systematic fluctuation for the JSJN-HP40. In addition, we carried out
GPS L1/Galileo E1 DD code positioning in Figure 5. Again, here we can see the obvious
systematic fluctuation in N/E/U directions for the JSJN-HP40, which means that the code
observations of HP40 is perhaps strained by the receiver channel-dependent code bias.
Furthermore, from Figure 4, we can also see that influenced by smartphone code noise,
the STD of the DD code bias of the JSJN-HP40 is greater than CUT0-CUTB. Because the
code observations make less of a contribution compared to the phase observations in the
RTK positioning, we thus suggested setting a large initial STD value for code observations
(such as 0.6m). The receiver channel-dependent code bias can therefore be neglected and
their effects will show up in the code residuals [47]. Considering the influence of receiver
channel-dependent code bias, during the next sections, we will not describe the code DISB.
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Figure 3. The DD receiver channel−dependent phase bias (cycle) of different systems and satellites
for JSJN−HP40 and CUT0−CUTB.
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Figure 4. The DD receiver channel−dependent code bias (m) of different systems and satellites for
JSJN−HP40 and CUT0−CUTB.
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Figure 5. The time series of DD code positioning errors for JSJN−HP40 (left) and CUT0−CUTB
(right).

3.3. Temporal Properties of Phase DISB

After analyzing receiver channel-dependent bias, the stability of phase DISB of the
CDMA signals, including overlapping frequencies (GPS L1/Galileo E1, GPS L1/QZSS
L1, BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I) and non-overlapping frequencies (GPS L1/BDS-2 B1I), is in-
vestigated in the part. The BDS-3 inherits the B1I frequency of BDS-2, and GPS, QZSS
and Galileo share the same L1 frequencies, so it is important to research whether DISB is
shared between these frequencies to achieve an inter-system model. Furthermore, if the
DISB between GPS L1/BDS-2 B1I is also stable, then an inter-system model like that of the
geodetic receivers can be realized. The CUT0-CUTB is used as a control group here.

Figures 6–8 display the time series, distribution and quantile–quantile (QQ) plot of
phase DISB for overlapping frequencies. The results obtained show that the phase DISB
of GPS L1/QZSS L1 and BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I is close to zero, and the STD is within
0.005 cycles for the JSJN-HP40, which is similar to CUT0-CUTB. For GPS L1-Galileo E1,
although the phase DISB was nonzero, the STD was within 0.005 cycles, and during the
test, it also showed the stable characteristics over time. Furthermore, the distribution
of DISB is in accord with the theories perfectly, and the points on the QQ plot are also
approximately near a straight line, which shows that the phase DISB is coincident with
normal distribution. Table 2 shows the corresponding statistical values and critical value
of DISB in the observation period; it can be seen from the table that the phase DISB meets
T < χ2

α(n − 1, 0), suggesting that the DISB is stable in the observation period.
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Figure 6. Time series, distribution and QQ plot of GPS L1/Galileo E1 phase DISB for JSJN−HP40
(left) and CUT0−CUTB (right).

Figure 7. Time series, distribution and QQ plot of GPS L1/QZSS L1 phase DISB for JSJN−HP40 (left)
and CUT0−CUTB (right).
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Figure 8. Time series, distribution and QQ plot of BDS−2 B1I/BDS−3 B1I phase DISB for JSJN−HP40
(left) and GPS L1/BDS−2 B1I phase DISB for CUT0−CUTB (right).

Table 2. Test statistics and critical value for phase DISB.

Baseline Phase Combination T χ2
α(n − 1, 0)

JSJN-HP40
GPS L1/Galileo E1 471.1 3740.7
GPS L1/QZSS L1 102.8 3740.7

BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I 106.9 3740.7

CUT0-CUTB
GPS L1/Galileo E1 368.4 3006.0
GPS L1/QZSS L1 261.4 3006.0

GPS L1/BDS-2 B1I 745.1 3006.0

Figure 9a,b display the integral part and the fractional part of the phase DISB of GPS
L1/BDS-2 B1I estimated by the proposed method. It can be seen that the phase DISB
of GPS L1/BDS-2 B1I is not stable as the integral part and the fractional part vary for
each epoch. To illustrate this, the time series of DD phase measurements for inter-system
differencing between GPS L1 and BDS B1I were calculated, and the results of G31 and
C09 are shown in Figure 9c,d (both satellites can be continuously observed during the test
period, and the G25 was chosen as the reference satellite). In the zero-baseline JSJN-HP40,
the DD phase measurements only contain the ambiguity and phase observation noise
for GPS intra-system differencing, while GPS L1/ BDS B1I inter-system differencing still
includes phase DISB. It can be seen from Figure 9c that the phase data for the GPS is stable
as normal, while the DD phase measurements of C09 show the same trends with the phase
DISB of GPS L1/BDS B1I; this may be attributable to the GNSS chip hardware design
of the HP40. According to previous research for geodetic receivers, the phase DISB for
non-overlapping frequencies combination is stable over time. Obviously, the smartphone
HP40 does not comply with this law. As a result, the inter-system model is no longer
applicable to the HP40 GPS L1/BDS B1I data processing.
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Based on the above analysis, for HP40, the inter-system model of GPS L1/QZSS L1
and BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I can be constructed without considering DISB; the phase DISB for
GPS L1/Galileo E1 should be estimated in real time; and the non-overlapping combination
of GPS L1/BDS B1I cannot be applied to build an inter-system model.

Figure 9. Time series of integral part (a) and the fractional part (b) of the phase DISB of GPS
L1/BDS−2 B1I, and the DD phase measurements of G25/G31 (c) and G25/C09 (d).

4. Impact of DISB on Kinematic RTK Positioning

The characteristics of the receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB have been re-
searched for the HP40 by using static data. However, in real application, most smartphones
are in motion. As conducted in a previous study, the purpose of studying the stability
of the DISB is to increase the strength of the positioning model so as to improve the po-
sitioning accuracy in real complex situations. In this part, we use a set of kinematics
positioning experiments to evaluate the positioning accuracy of the intra-system model
and inter-system model.

The kinematic dataset was collected on the lawn in front of the library of Southeast
University, as shown in Figure 10, similar to the previous static experiment, and the JSJN
station was set as the base station. The HP40 smartphone was used as the rover station and
placed in the RF shielding box. The GNSS signals received by the external SinoGNSS AT340
antenna (one of the geodetic antennas of the SinoGNSS company) were sent to the HP40
by a sending antenna, and a CHCNAV i90 GNSS receiver (one of the high-performance
IMU-RTK GNSS receivers of the CHC Navigation company) was placed in the RF shielding
box for comparison purposes.

In the following positioning experiment, the ambiguity-fixed solutions from the CHC-
NAV i90 GNSS receiver are used as the true values to evaluate the solutions of the smart-
phone. A remote-control kart with a maximum speed of 6 km/h is used as a carrier to place
these devices, and Figure 11 shows the real-time motion speed of the kart. Table 3 presents
the experiment details; the dynamic baseline length was 0.4~0.6 km, and 25 min of data
were collected with a sampling rate of 1s. Note that the L1/E1 frequency is used by GPS
and Galileo and that there is a phase DISB between them; so, in the following experiment,
we estimated the phase DISB in real time to build the inter-system model. In order to
compare the positioning performance of the intra-system and inter-system models in a
complex environment, we evaluated the positioning results of the two models when the
cut-off angle was set to 35◦.

At first, only the GPS + 2 Galileo is used, and then the Galileo satellites are grad-
ually added according to the elevation angle. Table 4 presents the AR results in terms
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of the empirical success rates (the proportion of the number of ambiguity-fixed epochs
relative to the number of total epochs) and the TTFF (time to first fix). Table 5 presents
the statistics of the positioning results for the intra-system model and inter-system model.
Figure 12(top,bottom) show the horizontal and vertical position error distributions using
the intra-system and the inter-system model for two different combinations (GPS + 3 Galileo
and GPS + 4 Galileo) with a cut-off angle of 35◦.

Figure 10. Layout of the smartphone and receiver for collecting kinematic datasets.

Table 3. Observation information for kinematic test.

Base Receiver Rover Device Antenna Baseline Length Duration (UTC Time)

JSJN
HP40 SinoGNSS

AT340
0.4–0.6 km 25 min (03:35–04:00,

13 December 2022)CHCNAV i90

Table 4. Empirical IAR success rates and TTFF for kinematic experiments.

Case
Fix Rate (%) TTFF (s)

Intra Inter Intra Inter

GPS + 2 Galileo 82.9 90.4 45 25
GPS + 3 Galileo 95.3 99.5 16 11
GPS + 4 Galileo 99.2 99.6 12 5
GPS + 5 Galileo 99.3 99.6 9 5

Table 5. Positioning comparison for the intra-system model and the inter-system model with differ-
ent cases.

Case

Positioning Accuracy (cm)
Improvement (%)

Intra Inter

N E U N E U N E U

GPS + 2 Galileo 0.37 0.37 1.80 0.33 0.26 1.10 8.9 30.6 38.9
GPS + 3 Galileo 0.34 0.28 1.17 0.32 0.25 1.05 5.5 10.3 10.2
GPS + 4 Galileo 0.31 0.25 1.03 0.30 0.24 0.94 4.7 6.5 9.3
GPS + 5 Galileo 0.31 0.24 0.89 0.30 0.24 0.85 3.3 2.5 4.9

The results show that the inter-system model can improve the positioning accuracy
when only small satellites are used for positioning. For the case of GPS + two Galileo,
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the success rate increases to 82.9% for the intra-system model compared with 90.4% for
the inter-system model, and the TTFF of the inter-system model is also shorter than the
intra-system model. In addition, the positioning accuracies can increase about 8.9%, 30.6%
and 38.9% in three directions. Furthermore, from the red box of Figure 12(top), we can
see that only the inter-system model can obtain the fixed solution. With the ambiguities
fixed, the positioning accuracy for the intra-system model and inter-system model are
smaller than 5 cm, which means that the HP40 can achieve centimeter-level positioning,
and when all the GPS and five Galileo satellites are used, both the inter-system model and
intra-system model can achieve a high positioning performance. In conclusion, after cor-
recting the phase DISB, the positioning performance of the inter-system model improved
significantly, showing that centimeter-level positioning can be achieved in a complex envi-
ronment for the HP40 with an external antenna. Therefore, using the inter-system model
to improve the GNSS positioning performance in a complex observation environment
for smartphones has important theoretical and practical significance. This approach will
provide important support for the informatization of emerging industries, such as smart
cities and intelligent transportation.

Figure 11. The velocity of remote−control kart for kinematic experiments.

Figure 12. Horizontal position scatter and corresponding vertical time series for the intra−system
model (red dots) and the inter−system model (blue dots) for the case of GPS + 3 Galileo (top) and
GPS + 4 Galileo (bottom).

5. Discussion

The opening of the GNSS data interface of smartphones and the development of
chips provide great opportunities for high-precision navigation for the public, but at the
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same time, the high-precision positioning of smartphones in urban environments still faces
great challenges. In a relatively open observation environment, smartphones can also
achieve a high positioning accuracy similar to a geodetic receiver. However, in the complex
observation environment (such as the urban canyon with densely packed buildings), due
to the characteristics of the GNSS signal transmission, the accuracy and reliability of the
GNSS positioning still face great challenges, which are mainly reflected in the insufficient
number of visible satellites, the weak intensity of the satellite geometric observation and the
poor quality of the observation signals. The compatibility and interoperability of a GNSS
multi-system can improve the positioning accuracy in complex environments to a certain
extent, especially when there are few observation satellites.

For smartphone GNSS positioning, the receiver channel-dependent bias should be
corrected in advance to achieve inter-system differencing positioning. After that, as shown
in previous sections, for the HP40, the phase DISB between GPS L1/QZSS L1 and BDS-2
B1I/BDS-3 B1I is zero, and for GPS L1/Galileo E1, although the DISB is nonzero, it is stable.
These stable DISB values can be used to strengthen the positioning model. However, we
should also note that the phase DISB of GPS L1/BDS B1I is unstable, which is different
with geodetic receivers. In view of the above problem, it is necessary to further study a
more universal parameter estimation method so as to establish the inter-system processing
method suitable for non-overlapping frequencies observations. The kinematic positioning
experiment demonstrates that the inter-system model for a smartphone can effectively
improve the positioning performance under complex environments. Although the inter-
system differencing experiments performed were based on static or low dynamics, we
think they can also be similarly carried out in a real-time, high-dynamic kinematic case,
as long as the DISB is verified to be stable.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the inter-system differencing between CDMA systems
for smartphones. The DD receiver channel-dependent bias and DISB were assessed by using
static datasets, and a real kinematic experiment was designed to assess the positioning
performance of the inter-system model. The research findings of this contribution are
as follows.

(1) For the HP40, the receiver channel-dependent phase biases are close to zero and
show time-domain stability, and the STD of the receiver channel-dependent phase bias
of all the satellites is less than 0.002 cycles, which provides the possibility of phase DISB
estimation between frequency signals. However, there is an obvious systematic fluctuation
for the DD code biases of the JSJN-HP40, which means that the HP40 is affected by the
receiver channel-dependent code bias. We thus suggested setting a large initial STD
value for code observations in the positioning to avoid the effect of the receiver channel-
dependent code bias.

(2) The phase DISB of GPS L1/QZSS L1 and BDS-2 B1I/BDS-3 B1I is close to zero,
and the STD is within 0.003 cycles for the HP40. For GPS L1/Galileo E1, although the phase
DISB is nonzero, the STD is within 0.005 cycles, and during the test, it also showed stable
characteristics over time. However, the phase DISB of GPS L1/BDS B1I is not stable.

(3) After introducing the stable phase DISB into the inter-system model, as expected,
the kinematic positioning performance of the multi-GNSS RTK resulted in a 3–38.9%
improvement in the positioning accuracies for complex environments, compared with the
intra-system model, and the success rate was also improved and the TTFF was shortened.
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